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Abstract

The TENTATIVE' PROVISIONS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF SEISMIC REGULATIONS' FOR BUILDING
were developed by the~ Applied Technology Council to present~ in one comprehensive
document, current state-of-know1edge. pertaining to: seismic engineering of buildings.
The TENTATIVE PROVISIONS are in the process of beign.. assessed by the building' com
munity. This report is one of a series of reports' that: documents the' deliherations.
of a group of profess:ionals. jointly selected by the Building Seismic Safety Council
and the National Bureaa of Standards and charged with reviewing the TENTATIVE
PROVISIONS prior to the: conduct of t.rial designs. The report conta:ins the, recom
mendations and records of the committee charged with review of the reinforced concrete
design provisions. The committee made 19 recommendat:ionsfor revisions to the
TENTATIVE PROVISIONS. Thes~ recommendations were made tOt the parent group, the
Joint Committee on Review and Refinement, and their action on these recommendations
is documented in a companion report.

Key WOIIds: Building;. buildin~ codes; b~ilding design; earthquakes; engineering;
reinforced concrete;, standards; structural engineering.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 GeneraL

The Tentative Provisions for the Development of Seismic Regulations were
developed by the Applied Technology CounciL (ATC) in an effort that included
a wide, range of experts in the actual drafting of the provisions. Two
external review drafts·, were: circulated to CL large portion of the interested
and informed community of eventual users. However, because the Tentative
Provisions were innovative, doubts about thellLexisted. Consequently, an
attempt was made to investigate: these do~bts and to improve the Tentative
Provisions where possible before an expensive assessment of the Tentative
Provisions was undertaken by conducting trial designs.

This review and refinement project was planned and conducted by the National
Bureau of Standards with the aUvice and approval of the Building Seismic
Safety Council" a private sector organization formed in 1979 for the
purpose of enhancing public safety by providing a. national. forum to foster
improved seismic. safety- provisions- for use by the building community.

The assessment of the Tentative Provisions was performed using the committee
structure shown in figure 1•. Nine Technical Committees were formed with
interests that collectively cover the Tentative Provisions. The Joint
Committee on Review and Refinement consists of all voting members of the

.. Technical Committees. The chairmen of the Technical Committees form a
Coordinating Committee.

Membership of each Technical Committee is made up oflrepresentatives of
organizations that have particular interest in the Tentative Provisions;
the participants are listed in the committee membership section of this
report.,

In addition to the voting members, each Technical Committee. includes a
non-voting member from each of the following organizations: The Applied
'Technology Council (ATC) , the Building Seismic Safety Council (BSSC)
and the NationaL Bureau of Standards (NBS).. The ATC representative served
as a technicaL resource to tha committee since he was closely involved with
the development of the provisions of interest to the committee. The NBS
representative was the technical secretary throughout the effort. The
BSSC representative pro'Tided a link with the Building Seismic Safety
Council, which will be involved in trial designs and evaluations.
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Figure 1: Committee Structure
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1.2 Committee Summary

Technical Committee~ had as its principal responsibility th& review and
refinement of the' provisions in. Chapter 11 ~ Reinforced Concrete,. of the
Tentative Provisions for thaDevelopment of\Seismic Regulations for
Buildings' (ATC3-Q6).. The commit:t~ membership was drawn from- industry,
professional organizationS', and. standards development organizations.
The· committee conducted four meetings. Two meetings, the first and
foutth, were held in' Gaithersburg', Maryland. The second meeting was
held. in San Francisco, California and the third meeting- was conducted in
Skokie" Illinois. Following is a. brief sU1I11Dary of the committee actions
during- each meeting: and a summary of the. overall direction of the
committee.-

The first meeting was a half day' meeting held on December 11, 1979, in
Gaithersburg, Maryland. The committee chairman, Mr. Cohen, was elected
and Mr. Fintel. was, elected to serve as the committee's representative on
Technical. Committee' Z -, Structural Design., The committee expressed its,
intent to concentrate on the provisions of Chapter 11 and to also consider
changes to prOVisions in. other chapters., Prepared comments from Mr. Sheppard
representing the Prestressed Concrete Institute and Mr. Fintel representing
the Portland Cement Association were received and reviewed by the committee.
The comments by Mr. Sheppard generally addressed the omission of specific
mention and requirements for precast and/or prestressed concrete in the

.. ATC3-06 provisions. The restriction against the use of precast-prestressed
piles in Seismic Performance Category D buildings was also discussed by
Mr .. Sheppard. The' thrust of Mr. Fintel' s comments was a basic objection
to the manner in which the' seismic response modification coefficient (R)
and the deflection amplification factor (Cd) were determined. The meeting
adjourned without finishing the discussion of the prepared comments ..

The second meeting was held in San Francisco,. California on February 21,
1980. The meeting lasted for a full day and evening. The meeting was
announced in several national. professional publications and the announcemene
called attention to' the face that the meeting was open to any interested
party. A major issue addressed in the meeting was a proposal to adopt the
19 March 1980 draft version of ACI. 318 Appendix A in lieu of the ATC3-06
Chapter 11. After considerable discussion the committee agreed to ask
for guidance from the Coordinating Committee before taking action on the
proposal. The committee was unsure that such a major change was within
the scope of the committee's task. The committee adopted the position
that it would continue to revise ATC3-06 Chapter 11 while waiting for
guidance from the Coordinating Committee. The committee then discussed
the proposed changes to ATC3-06 submitted by Mr. Sheppard, Mr. Fintel,
Mr. Manning, and Mr. Farrell. The commit~ee decided by voice vote which
changes would appear on a. committee letter ballot. The committee adjourned
the meeting with some proposed changes requiring further discussion, but
decided before adjournment to issue a letter ballot containing the agreed
upon recommendations.

A letter ballot (dated March 27 9 1980) containing six proposed changes to
ATC3-06 Chapter 11 and nine proposed changes to other chapters was dis
tributed to the committee between the second and third meetings. Some
committee members failed to return their ballot in time for ~he results



to be discussed a~ the third meeting. As a result, the resolution of
"no" and "yes with reservations" votes could no~ be completed a~ the
third meeting.

The third meeting of Committee 4 was held for a full day in Skokie, Illinois
on April 14, 1980. The first issue that was discussed was the proposed
adoption of the 19 March 1980 draft version. of AC! 318 Appendix A in lieu
of ATC3-06 Chapter 11. In response to concerns about the compatibility"
between the remainder of ATC3-06 and AppendiX A, and at the" request of the
committee, Mr. Neville, ACI Committee 318" sli!cretary, prepared a new Chapter
11 (hereinafter called Revised Chapter 11) to serve as a transition chapter
between ATC3-06 and Appendix A. The Revised Chapter 11 used ACI 318-77
"Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete" and the 19 March 1980
draft version of AppendiX A "Requirements for Reinforced Concrete Building
Structures Resisting Forces Induced by Earthquake Motions" as cited ref
erences. Considerable discussion by the committee resulted in a compromise
between making changes to the ATC3-o6 Chapter 11 and replacing ATC3-06
Chapter 11 with the Revised Chapter ll. The compromise was to cite the"
19 March 1980 draft Appendix A in the ref.erence of the ATC3-o6 Chapter 11
and make the recommended changes to ATC3-06 Chapter 11. The compromise
was placed on a letter ballot (the-second letter ballot, dated May 5,1980).
The committee then continued discussion of the- proposed changes remaining
from the second meeting and discussed proposed changes concerning flat
slab systems submitted by Mr. Hawkins.. The committee decided by voice
vote which proposed changes would appear on a letter ballot.

The second letter ballot (dated May 5, 1980) was prepared and distributed
to the committee after the third meeting and prior to the fourth meeting
which was called at the request of the voting members to discuss the
issue of the Revised Chapter 11 once again.

The fourth and final meeting was held in Gaithersburg. Maryland on
June 4, 1980. The meeting lasted a full day and evening. The committee
took up the resolution of "no" and "yes with reservation" votes on the
two letter ballots as the first order of business. The process was
tabled to consider the adoption of the Revised Chapter 11 in lieu of the
original Chapter 11 in ATC3-06. After vigorous discussion on the appro
priateness of making such a change, the committee voted by a show of
hands to adopt the Revised Chapter 11. The committee then completed
action on the letter ballot items. The committee reviewed specific
objections to the Revised Ch~pter 11 and the 19 March 1980 draft Appendix
A in an attempt to resolve the objections. As a final action, the com
mittee prepared letter ballot items for issues raised in the meeting
and conducted the ballot.

Technical Committee ~ began its work by considering changes to the existing
ATC3-06 provisions, both in Chapters 11 and others. The direction c.hanged
such that the final committee position was to recommend a completely new
Chapter 11 which cited the 19 March 1980 draft version of ACI 318 Appendix A
as the reference for the principal technical provisions. It was clear that
the committee was firmly resolved to incorporate the latest version of
Appendix A in Chapter 11 because it represented the state-of-the-art in
reinforced concrete seismic provisions. Other major issues endorsed by

4.



Committee 4- were provisions for the design of flat slab systemsi in Seismic
Performance Category B buildings, the inclusion of a clause to permit any
system which could be analytically and experimentally demonstrated to have
characteristics similar to a comparable monolithic cast-in-place reinforced
concrete system, and the use of precast- pres~ressed piles in Seismic Per
formance Categories C' andD buildings~

Those members or Committee 4- present, in Gaithersburg, Marylanet for the
Joint Committee Meeting (July 16-17, 1980) met on the afternoon of July 16.
The meeting- wase informal and impromptu. The discussion in the meeting
centered on the Joint Committee's reaction to the revised Chapter 11.'
It was generally agreed that the presentation of the all inclusive ballot
item was not as desirable as a detailed breakdown. The committee members
present agreed that if the inclusive ballot item were to fail, Committee 4
should request that the Building Seismic Safety Council permit a restruc
turing of the ballot item and its submission to the Building Seismic
Safety Council for balloting as part of its own letter ballot.

1.3 Chairman's Statement

Air set forth in the work plan for review and refinement of ATC3-06, Technical
Committee 4 ' s primary responsibility was Chapter 11 - Reinforced Concrete.
The committe made an in-depth review of the chapter, particularly with
respect to impending action within American Concrete Institute's (ACI's)

. , Building Code Committee 318. The Committee action was to include the latest
ACI seismic provisions in the ATC document. The Committee attempted to
compare the design- provisions. of Chapter 11 with the more recently devel
oped ACI provisions and realized that numerous changes would be necessary to
upgrade existing Chapter 11 to the- latest ACI criteria. Thus, Committee 4
determined to recommend adoption of the new ACI provisions for earthquake
resistance into ATC, considering this to be the most efficient approach.
(Two notable examples of more recent developments contained in the ACI
criteria are (1) anchorage length for reinforcement provisions in ACI are
upgraded, based on new experimental data and reevaluation of all previous
data, and (2) design of joints of frames is upgraded to reflect the latest
report of the ACI-ASCE Joint Committee 352).

Therefore, with respect to Chapter 11, Committee 4 is recommending that the
nationally accepted design standard ACI 318-77 "Building Code Requirements
for Reinforced Concrete'·, including proposed revision - Appendix A "Require
ments for Reinforced Concrete Building Structures Resisting Forces Induced
by Earthquake Motions", dated 19 March 1980, be adopted by reference into
ATC3-06 for proportioning and detailing concrete structures. (Revised
Appendix A, dated 19 March 1980, is to supercede AppendiX A of ACI 318-77).

Revised AppendiX A is now before the full ACI: 3uilding Code Committee 318.
Final ~ommittee action and full ACI consensus balloting is forthcoming.
Considering that the primary mission in development of ATC3-06 is to provide
the most current state-of-knowledge for seismic design, Committee 4 con
siders it prudent to use the latest seismic proportioning provisions tor the
trial design phase of the ATC review process. Should further revision occur
in the ACI seismic design provisions between now and final ACI adoption of
new AppendiX A, appropriate cross reference correction can be made in
Chapter 11 of ATC. It is however, the intent of Committee 4 that new
AppendiX A, dated 19 March 1980, be used in the trial design phase.
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Committee 4 also adopted unanimously the following resolution:

"Regardless of subsequent actions, it: is the firm intent of
Committee ~ that the final version of ACI 318 Appendix A,
with appropriate modifications, be incorporated into
ATC3-06 after trial de$ign."

Justification for the above recommendation is outlined as follows for
consideration by the: Joint Committee:

1. Adoption of the total ACI 318 Standard is considered appropriate because
seismic resistance is considered in the overall development of the 318
Standard, including Appendix A on special provisions for earthquake
resistance.

2. Existing ATC 3 Chapter 11 originated from an early draft of a proposal
by an Acr 318 Seismic Subcommittee to update the ACI 318 seismic design
provisions. The basis of existing Chapter 11 was-work developed under
the guidance of Dr. Mete Sozen who served on the original ATC Concrete
Task Group. Dor. Sozen is current Chairmanof the ACI 318 Seismic Sub
committee which has the prime responsibility for the new proposed
Appendix A of ACL 318. The ACL 318 Seismic Subcommittee worked towards
producing a document that would be acceptable to the rwo professional
communities involved-ACI and SEAOC. Two members of SEAOC. Clarkson
Pinkham and Loring Wyllie serve on the 318 Seismic Subcommittee to
prOVide SEAOC and ATC technicaL perspectives to ACI 318.

3. The ACt 318 Standard: is prepared anddontinuously updated in accordance
with a rigorous consensus procedure approved by the American National
Standards Institute and designated as ANSI/ACt 318-77 (A89.1). The ACI
318 Standard is unique among material design specifications in this
regard. Because of the extensive raview and adoption procedure, ACr 318
represents the state-of-knowledge for reinforced concrete and is widely
adopted by model building code groups to regulate concrete design and
construction.

4. Membership of the ACt Building Code Committee has a wide geographical
representation, with input from design professionals (including prominent
engineers from earthquake-prone areas» educators, researchers, material
and construction industries, government agencies, and building officials.
The consensus procedure under which the document is prepared draws from
the best documented data available.

Adoption of the ACI 318 Standard, including new Appendix A, into ATC3-06
necessitated a complete rev~s~on of Chapter 11. The follOWing new Chapter 11
has been formulated to correlate appropriate ACI 318 design provisions with
the four ATC seismic performancecacegories by reference only, without the
need for duplicating in the ATe document" the wording already contained in
the ACI document., New Chapter 11 specifies where the design provisions of
ACI 318 apply for seismic resistance within the framework of the established
ATC seismic analysis and performance criteria. Further, new Chapter 11 in
cludes special provisions for flat plate framing systems for buildings
assigned to Category B and special consideration of precast/prestressed
framing systems. These two items are discussed in the following attachment.
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In summary, existing ATCChapter 11 is "technically" updated to the. new
Appendix provisions of the ACT 318 Standard.

Under these circumstances, and since the ACI 318 Standard is a fully
approved consensus document, to avoid overlapping and conflicting efforts
and criteria, and. to assure that Chapter 11 represents the. highest practical
state-of-knowledge, Committee 4- strongly recommends that" in the national.
interest, full adoption of ACI 318 Standard, by reference, is approved.

The Committee wishes to thank. Messrs. V. V. Bertero and James Lefter for
their dedication and many technicaL contributions to the work of the
Committee over the past months, and in addition, special thanks to
Committee Secretaries Ro Marshall and K. Woodward for their support
of the Committee work.



ATTACHMENT

Tn addition to adoptiorr of Acr 318-77,. and the: revised Appendix A~

Committee. 4;; is. 'l"eco111'llendinq two. exceptions: in' Chapter- 11::

L SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR' FLAT PLATE FRAMING; SYSTEMS. FOR BUILDINGS:

ASSIGNED" TO CATEGORY B,. and:

Z. SPECIAL CONSIDERATION OF PRECAST/PRESTRESSm FRAMING SYSTEMS.

80th items, are- included irr Chapter- 11 as: EXCEPTIONS. The flat plate frami",!

exception is under Sec. 11.4-.1. The EXCEPTION applies only for flat plate

framing systems assigned to: category B. Explanation- of the special provisions.

is give" in Sec:. 11.4. orr page 3' of new· Commentary to Chapter 11. The precast!

prestressed exception is: in Sec. 11.¢.:.Z for Category a and Sec. 11.5.2. for

categories C and D. The exception refers to systems that are shown to meet

the performance requirements (strength,.. toughness, ductility, etc.) of mono

lithic cast-in-place reinforced concrete structures or, alternatively, are pro-

: ; portioned for acceptable higher lateraT forces to remain elastic under- earthquake

loadings" The Commentary emphasizes that precast and/or' prestressed concrete

el ements:. and assemblageS' may be used to meet either"' of the' above requ;rementS'~

which is similar' to the situation under which precast and/or prestressed concrete

structures are currently designed and buiit under"' the Uniform BUilding Code.

Documentation for the f1 at pl ate exception fon ows:

SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR FLAT PLATE FRAMING SYSTEMS FOR BUILDINGS ASSIGNED TO
CATEGORY B.

1. Implication of ATC' 3-06 if unamended for- flat plate construction in

seismic performance Category B.

The intention of ATC 3 with respect to restrictions on the use of flat plate

framing to res.ist lateral forces for Category C and D structures is clear.

Such use is highly undesirable. However, for buildings in seismic hazard ex

posure' Category B, ATC 3'-06 alsO' effectively prohibitS" flat plate construc

tion. Category 8 includes alT faci1ities in New, Yorl<, Boston, BuffalO', and

the Hew England states, much of North and South Carolina and Tennessee, large

areas of Oklahoma, Arkansas, Illinois, and Missouri, and much of New Mexico,

Montana, Idalia, Utah, Washington and Wyoming. The potential economic impact

8



Attachment - 2.

of that prohibition is staggering. For the post-tensioning industry alone~

that prohibition could mean about a ZS~ drop. in its· work volume-. Post

tensioni ng. is- used iFT about 30 min iorr square feer oT suspended. slabs con

structed each year- in the:. U.S.A. and muclt of that construction is flat. plate.

rn his 1ettar of" November- 19, 1919:~ to ATC~ Jacob tirossman of Robert Rosenwasser

and Associates of New York,. details: his experience with" respect to the economics
of fiat plate canstruc:tiolt and its seismic: response- when properly detailed. He,

states If! cannot everT' begin- to.. describe- the construction havoc the- exclusion of

fla t-s1aa ·S'trUctures. can introduce i IT strong uni on-hi gh construction cost areas . II

He points. out that enougtr res.earclT and knowledge are available' to incorporate

flat-slabs and allow, them as ·'ordinarylf frames without shear reinforcing.

It is not clear that it was- intended that. ATC 3-06 prohibitf1at-slab construc

tion for "ordtnaryll frameS".. Contrary ta the sttuatiorr for Category C and IJ

exposures, neither t~e provisions nore the Commentary explicitly state such a

prohibition-. However,.. they require in flexural members of ordinary frames for

, Category B exposure, web reinforcement perpendicular to the longitudina1 rein

forcement throughout the length of the member. The minimum reinforcement is

two leg No.3 stirrups at'a spacing of d/Z. Inclusion of such reinforcement -tn
fiat slabs- weul d create economic as well as 109; stic probl ems.

It is suggested that:

(a) the provisions. state- clearly whether-- fiat plate, flat slab, Or' waffle

slab- construction is feasible for ordinary frames for category B;

(b) if fiat" plate" flat sTab,. or- waffle slab construction is feasible, the
provis.ions specify any specialrest'rictions: foT"' that construction.

z. Behavior of fiat plate construction under- cyclic loading

2.1 Laboratory results

There have- been seven major laboratory investigations of nat plate-con
necttons subjected to cye1 ic loading (1-8). The resul t~ of extensive

University or Was.hington: investigations are- sUl11J1arized in the attached

artid es.

The iater~l load reslJonse is strongly inf1.uenced by:

{a) the amount and distribution of the flexural reinforcement in the slab,

(b) the amount, type and extent of a'ny shear rei nforcement, and

(c) the level of shear stress transfer,.ei:i to the column simultaneiJus

with the moment.



Attach::ent - 3

Even- when there: has. been a loWe fl exural reinforcement ratio and a

connecti on well over-designed for shea~, there- has- sti 11 been 1ittT e

duetility' under- reversed cycHc loading. For specimens. with high'

reinforcement ratios:. within' lines one and- one-half times. the- slab

thickness, either side- of the' columrr. there has beerr a considerabl E!'

increase: in- the: lateral load stiffness. However"'~ there has. been as

much as, a; IO%- reduction- in the- moment transfer- capacity as: compared

to: that fol'"" monotonic: loading. anet ~- punching' fa_iTure- has occurred

shortly after- the- !"einforcement. passing througtr the- column has

-.yielded. Since- there, is littl e improvement irT the ductil ity

with- the use of low reinforcement ratios and a considerable re

duction in stiffness, concentration of column strip reinforcement

is desirable-.

The- only provelT ways- of mainta ining capacity through- large rota

tions has, been to add properly detailed shear reinforcement con

sisting of either integral beam stirrups. or thin- steel H sections

or studs anchored above and below" the- flexural reinforcement pass,ing

through the column. Shear' reinforcement in the form of shearheads
or bent bars increases the capacity but does not increase- ductility.

The; shear-- reinforcement must hold the top and bottom f1 exural mats
together'and prevent the- development of a splittinq crack between

those'mats. The- shear' reinforcement should have a spacing not exceed

ing d/2. and need not extenet further' than about 5 slab thicknesses out

from' each coiumrr face'. Rules for proper detailing of such shear rein

forcement are described in Reference 7. Slab-eolumn connections are so

fl exibl e that flat plate structures are unl i kely to meet ATC 3-06' s

st; ffness requirements. for- ducti 1e moment resi stant frames. Thus,

shear reinforcement in flat plates ;s probably unnecessary unless the

flat plate structure' is the only line of defense or unless the flat

plata structure is. to provide a required. secondary line of defense.

ThE!' 1evel of shear stress: transferred simul taneously with the moment

markedly affects the, energy dissipation and ducti1 ity characteristics

of slab-column connections. To obtain desirable characteristics, the

fl exural reinforcement. within 1ines one and one-ha1f times the sl ab

thicknesses, either- side of the- column should be limited to one percent
and the- shear stress due to shear transfer on the critical sf::tion d/2

from the col umn perimeter- to 3~. At that 1atter- stress, shear cracks
have not' developed. in the slab prior to the appl ication of lateral load-
ing.

10
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Afte~a punching' failure has occurred, bottom bar flexural reinforcement

continuous th~ugh the column is essential to the connection being able

to maintain its gravity loa<i carrying capacity. Such reinforcement can

carry a' shear- force- equal to its: shearing yiel d capacity. AT ternatively,

prestressin~re-inforeement passing through a column or- over a lift sJab

co11 ar- is. al sa a. very effective- means. or tytng a slab-coTumn connectiolt

together after a' punching. failure .. With prestressing reinforcement'"

a- residual capacity can be obtained equal to 90 percent of' the' pre

punching shear" capacity.
"

Shear- 0 .... torsional cracking deve.Tops at the discontinuous edge of a

slab adjacent to an exterior column~ when the. shear stress at that

location evaluated according to ACt 318-77 provis.ions,. exceeds 3~.

If that stresS" fs exceeded,. sti:rrups having a size not less than No_

3", a- spaci ng equal to 0 .... less than d/Z, and extendi ng up to four times

the. slab.. thickness from the torsional faces of the column should be.

provided to prevent opening of" those cracks. While the- best duct;1 ity

and energy dissipation characteristics are obtained with integral beam

stirrups, hair?;" stirrups inserted perpendicular' to the edge and ex

tending' a distance,-e~al to the column projection into the slab plus Zd'

or tw,ice the sllab thickness plus i.
d

, whichever is less, into the slab

will also'provide adequate control to the opening of those cracks.

Tests have shown-: that the above results are also applicable to waffle

slab-interior"' column connections (4) and that when there- is moment

transfer about: both axes of a column- (8) t the effect of the minor

moment on the shear- capacity can be neglected if that moment does not

exceed 30~ of the- major moment and there is adequate reinforcement

within lines one and one-half times the s-lab thickness either side of

the column to transfer that minor moment,

The recent tests on flat plate frames attne University of Washinqton

(8) have showr. that in a fram~, a punching failure will occur at a

connection without s.tirrups at a displacement and at a capacity con

sistent with subassemblage results'. However, that punching failure

did not lead to an immediate loss in capacity of the overall frame

since the adjacent connection with shear retnforcement was able to

supply the required additional moment transfer capacity. Displace

ments much greater than those for punching at the connection without

shear' rei nforcement had to be appl ; ed before the capaci ty of the over

all frame deteriorated. During that period the connection without
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shear reinforcement continued. to carry its- share of the, gravity load.

Further-~,aftef"' lateraT loading: was compl eted, it was found that at

the. punched. connection' thee slab could be readi1y jacked back up to

its- original el evation: and the connection repaired.~

t.Z Fi'eld~ results

Reports: (9:) have.' beerr- issue<t on the behavior of severaT fTat plate

structures: in the: San' Fernanda: earthquake;: the: Holiday Inrr,. Orion'

Avenue',.. the HoJiday rnn·,. Marengo, and the- Muir Medical Center. The:

.~ol iday rnn~ Orion Avenue, was- a, seven-story rei nforced concrete fl at

plata structure with typical plan dimensions 62. by 160 ft. The build-

i ng, was supported on pi1 es, centered under the' col umns which were spaced

at approx.imately ~O ft. centers. Spandrel beams approximately 16 x2~

in. surrounded.: the perimeter o.'f the structure. The fTat plate floor was

10 irr. thick at, the' second floor-,. 8 in. thick at the- roof,. and ~ in.

thick for all other- fToors. The spandrel beams wera figured as creatin~

ex.terior frames· roughly twice· as. stiff as the interior' f1a~ plates so

that in the short and long directions of the building, 36% and 57%,

respectively, of the stiffness was- provided by the exterior frames.

Peak acceTerations at the~ first floor level wereO.25'g and 0.13g in

the short and Tong directions, respectively. Roof accelerations were

0.41 and O.33g, respectively. Repairs cost 11% of the- initia1 construc

tion cost and were nearly all nonstructural. Some structural distress

occurred at the corner column beam connections and in the construction

joints at the soffit of the exterior column-beam connections. The re

sponse was most marked in· the short direction with a lengthening of the

period part way th,rough the record indicating that the structure began

responding inelastically. The analysis indicated that beams and slabs

yielded, that columns generally remained elastic, and that interstory

drifts as large as 0.13 ft. occurred. The elastic limit displacement

was roughly 2Jz times the design code displacement.

The: Holiday' Inrr" Marengo. Street, had dimensions and membe~ sizes almost

exactly the- same- as the Orion Avenue- building. Peak accelerations at

the first floor- level wer&-' 0.15g and ~.14g in the short and long direc

tions, respectively. Roof accelerations were 0.43g and 0.259, respec

tively. Repairs cost 7% of the initial construction cost and were

nearly all non-structural. Structural distress was similar to that for'

the Orion Avenue building. The dynamic response was also similar to

the Orion Avenue building. The analysis indicated that heams and slabs

1 ?
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yielded' at' their- connections with the co.lumns but that the column~ gen

erally remained elastic. rnterstory drifts were as. large as 0.14. ft.

In this structure,. as in the: Orion Avenue structure, it was: apparent

that: the stiffnes~ of the frame. was SUfficiently laW/- that th~ non

structura.l elements such as part.itions, played an appreciable- role irr

the character of' the structural response to seismic. forces·.

Th~ Muir' Medical Center was an II-story office tower with an l~ in.

deep waffle slab at the ground leveT and perimeter basement waiTs.

FaT"" the second. floor and above, the 9-1n. thick flat slab had 15 in.

deep tapered. columrr capitals with deep spandrel beams around the pe:

rimeter. The deep spandrel beams framing provided 70~ of the.. lateral

load stiffness and the interior flat-slab-tapered drop panel framing

the ather 30%. Peak accel erations were O.lOg at the basement 1evel

and, 0'.2;: at the roof Te~el.. Some of the structural members were pre-

di cted. to yi el d duri ng: tile earthquake: and the maximum' story dri ft was

computed'to be 0.64 in. Tne general performance of the structure was

linear-elastic with only minor lengthening of the building period during

the ea~hquake. Damage was all non-structural and estimated at less than

$Z,OOO.

2.3 Period of Vibration

Fundamental periods faT"" those structures forman-induced excitations

prior" to the earthquake, at the beginning of the earthquake, mid-way

through the- earthquake, and for man-induced excitations after the

earthquake are 1i s·ted' in Tabl e L It is, apparent that the period of

the predominantly fla.t plate structures, the Holiday Inns~ increased

noticeably during the earthquakes with the increa·se being larger for

the more heavily shaken Orion Avenue ou;1ding.

TABLE 1
Periods:. of Vibration for F1at Slab Structures

.. ~ I ....)

I I
I PeriodsI

I Before! Start Midway After"
i Stories Direction Quake lof quake Thru Quake Quake
I

Holiday Inn i

I short 0.48 ! 0.79 1.6 0.68
Orion Ave. 7 long 0.53 l 0.88 1.24 0.72
Hal; day Inn long 0.53 0.88 1.0 0.64
Marengo 7 short 0.49 0.79 1.2 0.63

Mui r-
\

lang- 0.90 1.43
\

1.4 1.02
Medical 11 short 1.03 1.60 1.5 1.14,

"
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If the values of the periods at the: start of the earthquake are com

pared' with the' generaT data on Fig. C4-Z~ page 37~ of ATC 3-06, then

it is apparent that: the periods for- thesa structures are better- char-

acteri zed by the: relationship" I R ::< O.035hn
3/4. than the rel ationshi P'

3/4;-T.R, =a.OZSh •. n

Z.4. Sti ffness:

The ATe: J-06 provisionS' limit the allowable story dri·ft for' S'eismic

Hazards E'xposure Groups r and IT to C.OIS radians. When' there are

no brittle-type finishes in buildings. three stories or less in height~

. those values can be' increased to 0.02 radians. ·rf it is accepted, that

fol'"' a rei nforced concrete structure, a Toad factor of 1.4. is required

orr earthquake: forces and a capacity reduction factor' of 0.9 for f1 exure,

theFt connectiorr rotations. at 65%. of' the, u.ltimate capacity shouTd not

exceed the story drift specified above divided by Cd' Maximum measured

values of Cd for' a story drift of say 0.015 radians for a given column

proportion' and spaCing can be evaluated directly from the subassemblage
, ,

specimens.

Table. 2 lists Cd values calculated according to that concept for several

di fferent ; nves'ti ga ti ons. Va lues ra nge from' a low of 2A· for- the fl at

plate frame test (8) with a low p value through to a high of 4.3 for the

waffle sTab specimen (4) ~ The,.e;s a marked increase in values with in-

. cr.eas.ing slab depth and a lesser incr.ease with increasi.ng.-column size.

Not apparent from'that table is the wide' variation in results obtained

for supposedly ;dent~cal specimens. Cd values varied by as much as 50%

for' simila~ specimens and averaged about 20%. higher for specimens with

shear reinforcement than those without.

Based on these sUbassemblage results and experience from the San Fernando

earthquake, it is apparent that a conservative val ue of Cd for f1at pl ate

structures is 2. Although higher values can be obtained by careful de

tail ing'~ everr for' waffle' slabs,. it is: unreal istic to expect that the Cd

valuE!' of 6 required for a ductil e moment resistant frame can be obtained.

Thus, flat pl ate frami ng shoul d only be recognized as an acceptabl e.
lateral load resisting system' when classified as an ordinary frame. The

only possible exception might be for- a waffle slab structure without

brittle finishes and less than three stories high. Even in that case,

experience from the San Fernando earthquake with the Olive View Hospital

14
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Ambulance Port was undesirable. ,However,. the 14 x 18 in. columns were

smaller than' desirable-and failure: occurred in the columns and not in
the- slab-col umrr connection.

Z.5 Conc1us'Qn~

Based on this sunmary,of' field and-laboratory experience, it" is conc.luded:

that:-

~l} flat plate structures of normal proportions and without

sheaI""'" reinforcement will have li 'ttl e difficul ty in meeting the

strength,. stiffness,. duct,1ity, etc., requirements for ordinary

frames" espeeia1Ty if certa in detail; ng requi rements sped fi ed

Tater~, are satisfied.

(2) with flat plate structures of normal proportions it \lIouId

be extremely difficult,; if' not impossible, 'to meet the stiffness

requirements for utili zi ng such frames as special moment frames

category C and 0 buildings.

(3) with flat plates of normal proportions punching failures

will nor qccur until interstory drifts greater than the limiting

values specified in Table 3-C, page 53, of ATe 3-06.

(4) with flat plate structures used as the gravity load carrying

system in' Category C and 0 buildings, it is not necessary to con

si der punch; nq fail ures as unac.ceptab1eo provi ded the detai1 ; ng

requirements, specified later, are satisfied.

(5) wittr flat plate structures yielding should be defined as

either:

(a) the development of the negative moment yield capacity

of the slab on a line extending across the width of the slab

at the column face, or

(b) the" development of the moment transfer capac; ty at the

sTab'~olumn connection' for yielding of the reinforcement at

that connection. That capacity can be taken as the f1 exural

capacity of the reinforcement top and bottom within lines one

and one-half times the slab thickness either side of the column.

(6) the period of structures \'lith 35% or more of the lateral load

stiffness provided by flat plate framing can be estimated from the

reiationship TR =O.035h~:4.
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TABLE Z

VALUES OF Cd MEASURED IN SUS-ASSEMBLAGE. TESTS'

Full Scale Prooerties
Slab Column Column Story

Reference Scala Thickness Spacing Sfzec Height Cd Specimen
in. ft. in'. Jt in. ft. Type--

1 3/8 a. 1S' 16 Jt 16 13 2.5 Flat Plate.-

Z run r.Se 19" 18 x 18 11 2.5' Flat Plate-

3 0.4- 10: 20: 20 x 20 10 3.5 Flat Plate

"

4 1/4 14· 20 20 x 20 li 4.3 Waffle Slab

T 3/4~ a 16 21 )( 21 11 2.8 Flat Plate

8 liZ 9 24: '19~x 8: 9, 2.4- Flat Plat!!
Frame-1oWjJ

I
I

','
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2.0 COMRI'!TEE ACTIONS

2_1 Recommendations for Change

Z.2 .Recommendations for Trial Designs (none)

2.3 Recommendations for Commentary

2.~ Other Recommendations (none)
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2.1 Recommendations for Change

REVIEW AND REFINEMENT OF TENTATIVE SEISMIC PROVISIONS

PROPOSED CHANGE

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE: #4, Concrete COMMITTEE ITEM NUMBER: M2

ATC-3-Q6 SECTION REFERENCE: 1.6.3(A)

Alter the sentence under EXCEPTlON to read as fa I lows:

Certified milt tests may be accepted fo~ ASTM A706 and, where no
welding is required, for ASTM A615 reinforcing steel.

FINAL BALLOT: 8

o
o.
o

YES

NO

ABSTAIN

DID NOT VOTE

COMMENT ON PROPOSED CHANGE:

AC I 318, Append ix A perm its ASTM A615 Grades 40 and 60 re i nforcement. Mill
tests specify actual yield and tensi Ie strengths.

18



REVIEW AND REFINEMENT OF TENTATIVE SEISMIC PROVISIONS

PROPOSED CHANGE

COMM ITTEE ITEM' NUMBER-: Blf

ATC-3-06 SECT'ION REFERENCE: - Chapter I, Table. 1-8

Assi gn a Se i sm i ci Ty - Index of I to Map - Area; Number 2. and carefti I I y-- rev i ew- Map'
Area Number 3 to determine whether or nOT cer-tairr areas such as- New York CiTy
shou I d more. appropri"ate [-y be desi gnai'ed as Map Area- Number- 2. for concreTe-
consTruct i oli. _.. .

FINAL BALLOT: 8

o
o
o

YES

NO

ABSTAIN

DID NOT VOTE

COMfvtENT ON PROPOSED CHANGE:

The seismiciTy indices war-e introduced as a device to relate the seven map areas
(acceleration intensities) with the various levels of deta~1 ing requirements,
as classified in the four seismic performance caTegories .(A, 8, C, and D). The
indices and the performance categories have been apparently arbitrari Iy i~ter

related with the seismic hazard exposure groups (Table I-A).

Whi Ie there is I ittle queSTion about detai I ing requirements for the highest
seismicity (4), and for the lowest seismicity (I), deTailing requirements for
se ism i city index Ieve I s of 2. and 3 rema ina gray area ',01 i thOUT adequate background
informaTion.

OVER



COMMENT ON PROPOSED CHANGE (conTinued):

Bui ldings locaTed in the- map areas I and Z, subjecTed to acceleraTion levels of
0.05, wi II undoubTedly a.lways r-emcrin in the elasTic range,. requiring no additional
dUCTi I iTy deTai Is. The acceleraTion level of 0.10 (iTlap area 3) wi l..j, in all
probabi I ity, create- an elasTic r-esponse in bui ldings designed in conformiTy
with modern reinforced concrete and steel codes:. IT should also be considered
that current codes: (i •e •. ,.. ACI 3(8) basica( I y resu I T in ducTi Ie members,. as
provisions over the- lasT 20 years: have;been devised to el iminate briTtleness•.
To 5udden',y' require additional detailing (also adding; 30$ of forces in perpen-
d i cu Iar direcTion) in citi es like- New. York and Ch !cago, based Iarge I y on
judgment,. nOT necessari I y supported by adequaTe' background sTud i es, seems
quesTionable. Seismic code writers bear the responsibi lity to subSTanTiaTe
the need for any restricTive changes made to codes which have been developed
in a consensus process over the laST several decades. It is not for industries
to prove thai" such changes are unnecessary and wi I I increase the COST of
bu i Idings withouT add i ng to the i I safety.



REVIEW AND REfiNEMENT OF TENTATIVE SEISMIC PROVISIONS

PROPOSED CHANGE

TECHNICAL COMMITIEE: #4, Concie"te, COMMrTIEE ITEM NUMBER: M8

ATC-3-06 SECTION REFERENCE:

Dele~e "the "third sen"tence.

3.7.12

FINAL SALLOT: 8 YES

o
o
a

NO

ABSTAIN

DID NOT VOTE

COMMENT ON PROPOSED CHANGE:
Formula 3-2a is "for partial penetrai"ion welded steel co/.umn- spl ices or
for reinforced masonry and other brirtle ma"terials, systems, and conneCTions."
The impl ication that pres"tressed members can have a brittle fai lure is consis
tent with the possible behavior of some long span eXTruded precast prestressed
prodUCTS i nSTa I Ied wi thoUT integra I topp i ng. However, where topp jog, properl y
reinforced and bonded, is used on such units or the componenT is a pretensioned
or pOST-tens i oned un ii" inc Iud i ng supp Iementary bonded re i nforcemenT equa I to
the ACl Code 318-77 specified minimums, such brii"tle fai lures do noT occur
and seismic provisions can be consiSTent with those for reinforced concreTe
un its.



REVIEW AND REFINEMENT OF TENTATIVE SEISMIC PROVISIONS

PROPOSED CHANGE

--- ---_.- --,.....~------_.-

__ JECHI\!!CAL-_90_M1'4I}TEE: -#4, co-ntreu

ATC-3-06 SECTION REFERENCE: 7,.4.4

AT the end of- the fi rST sentence,. second paragraph, add the fo Ilow ing sentence:

The pile cap connection may be made by the use of field-placed
dowe t So' anchored in the concrete pi Ie •

FINAL BALLOT: ..!- YES
o NO

o ABSTAIN

o DID NOT VOTE

COMMENT ON PROPOSED CHANGE:

This is the presently accepted practice in USC-79 and CAL-TRANS specifications.



REVIEW AND REFINEMENT OF TENTATIVE SEISMIC PROVISIONS

PROPOSED CHANGE

TECHNICAL COMMlnEE~ #4. Concrete COMM InEE ITEM NUMBER: 86 (2)

ATC-3-06 SECTION REFERENCE: T.4.4(E)

Add the fa llowi ng. sentence ar the end of paragraph:

The p II a cap connecri on for- Category 8 structures may a Iso be
made by developing exposed strand.

FINAL SALLOT: -L. YES

o NO-
o A8STAI N

~DID NOT VOTE

COMMENT ON PROPOSED CHANGE~

This is the presently accepted practice in UBC-79 and CAL-TRANS specifications.



REV I EW AND REF I NEMENT OF TENTAT f VE. SE ISM IG PROV IS IONS

PROPOSED CHANGE

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE: #4, Concrete COMMITTEE ITEM NUMBER: Mil

ATC-3-06 SECTION REFERENCE:

Make the following changes:

(a) Delete Section 7.6.

(b) Alter the title of Section 7 •.5 to read as follows:

SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORIES C AND D.

(c) Alter- the first sentence in Sectiorr 7.5 to read as follows:

Bu i I d ingscl assi tred as Category C or- 0 sha ( I
conform to all of the requ.i rements for CaTegory B
construction except as modified in this Section_

F' NAL BALLOT: 6 YES

2 NO

o ABSTAIN

o 0 I0 NOT VOTE

COMMENT ON PROPOSED CHANGE:

The use of prestressed concrete pil ing should not be precluded in seismic
categories C and D. Performance requiremenTs should be given for Their
design. See CommitTee Item NumberMIO.
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REV IE'N AND REF INEMENT OF TENTATf VE SE ISM IC PROV IS IONS

PROPOSED CHANGE

.. _. -
TECHN ICA L COMM InEE: #4. ConcreTe COMMITTEE ITEM NUMBER: MIO

ATC-3-06 SECTION REFERENCE: 7.5.3
::

Insert the following, in SecTion~ 7.5.3:-

(E) PRECAST-PRESTRESSED PILES

::

(I) For the, body of ful,ly embedded foundaTion piling SUbjected to
vertical loads only» or where the design bending moment does not
exceed 0.20 Mnb (where Mnb is the unfacTored ultimaTe moment capacity
arba-Ianced sTrain'condiTions.asdefined; i.n Refe.rence 11.1, SecTion 10.3.2),
sp.ira-f reinforcing shal L be- provided such thaT p"s ~. 0.006 (0.2%>--

(2) For freestarrdI ng.-pJ Ii ngand ho 1/ OW' core; or marine; p-i ling SUbjecT
To severe insial·laTi-on and operaTional forces, spiral reinforcing shall
be provided such thaT Ps ~ 0.022 (0.7%>, or a spacing satisfying the
fo I low irrg re Iat ibnsh i p-,.. if it resu Its in-' a percentage of sp i ra I greaTer
than thar given above:

..
Ssp::O f y Asp

(C + 7 db) f r

OVER

FINAL BALLOT: 7 YES

1 NO

a ABSTAIN

o DID NO.T; VOTE

COMMENT ON PROPOSED CHANGE:

The use of presTressed concrete pil ing should nOT be precluded in seismic
categories C and D; performance requiremenTs should be given for their design.

References:

I. GerNick & Brauner - Design of Hich-Performance PresTressed Concrete
Piles for Dynamic Loading (ASTM STP 670, 1979).

2. ~!argason - Pile Bending During Earthauakes, lecture series at U.C.
8erkeley on EffeCTS of Ground Shaking and MovemenT on Pi les,
March 6, 1975. .

OVER



-------_._---------_._... _._- _•.. - ----

AiC-3-06 SECTION REFERENCE: 7.5.3 (conTinued)

where Ssp

f
y

Asp,

C

db
f.r

Os

-=,,=. spac i ng af sp ira I re i nford ng

::. yield sTrength of spiral reinforcing

::. area of sp.i ral re inforci ng

= cover- aver- the- sp i ra ( re i nfore i ng

.= diame-Ter- of spiral reinforcing

::. modulus of rupTure of concrete

= ratio at volume- of spiral reinforcing to total
volume at core (out-to-out of spirals) and not
less than that given in Section 11.7.2 (CL

(3) Any pi I ing installed in layered soi Is imposing severe cur-vaTures
during earthquake shall havS'the same- amounT aT spiral reinforcing
indicaTed in item (2) above, accompanied by additional amounTS of
f 1exura l re i nforei og i nd i caTed by moment-cur-vature ie Iai-tonsh i ps
deve loped for- the pi I e and so it prof i I e presenT.

(4) iha Top and boTi"om portion of hal low core pit ing and rigid
frame pi I jog where high va I ues of shear- and momeni- occur 5 i mu I taneous I y
should contain spiral reinforcing with Os ~. O.~l (1.0%) for- a disTance
of 2. pi Ie diameTer-, or 2. times the width of the pi Ie.

COMMENT ON PROPOSED CHANGE (continued):

3. Bertero, Lin, Seed, Ger-wick, Brauner, and ~oTinos - A Seismic Desien
of Prestressed Concrete Piling, FIP Congress NYC, May 25, 1974.

4-. :-1aigason - Earthquake Effects on Embedded Pi Ie FoundaTions, paper
presented at Pile talk Seminar, San Francisco, March, 1977.

5. Test data from dynam i c cye I i c prestressed pi ling tests conducted
under the. sponsorship at the Prestressed ConcreTe ManufacTurers
Assoc i aTi on of Ca 11 forn ia.

6. Test data from tests conducted by H. Makita of the Tokyu ConcreTe
Pi Ie Company.
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REVIEW AND REFINEMENT OF TENTATIVE SEISMIC PROVISIONS

PROPOSED CHANGE

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE: #4, ConcreT& COMMITTEE ITEM NUMBER: ~8....7~_

ATC-3-o6 SECTION REFERENCE: 8.2.2

. ;

Add the following. senTence immediaTely affer the definition of P and JUST
prior to EXCEPTIONS:

The f6rce, Fo' shall be appl.ied independenTly vertically,
long itud i na I') y and IaTeral1 yin comb i naT ion with the stati c
load of the elemenT•

FINAL BALLOT: 8

o
o
o

YES

NO
ABSTAIN

DID NOT VOTE

COMMENT ON PROPOSED CHANGE:

UBC-79: The effect of vertical acceleraTion should be included in the design
of nonstructuraI components and systems.
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REVIEW AND REFINEMENT OF TENTATIVE SEISMIC PROVISIONS

PROPOSED CHANGE

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE: #~, Concrete COMMITTEE ITEM NUMBER: B8---
ATC-3-06 SECTION REFERENCE:: ChapTer- 8, Tab Ie 8-8

ImmediaTely following "Wall Attachment's,r- and indented therefrom" inserT
"Connector Fasteners" with a correspondi ng Cc FacTor- at, 6.0.

FINAL BALLOT: 7 YES

NO

o ABSTAIN

o DID NOT VOTE

COMMENT ON PROPOSED CHANGE:

Current practice as outlined in U8C-79.
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COMM (TTEE I TEM NUMBER=: M6---

REVIEW AND REFINEMENT OF TENTATIVE SEISMIC PROVISIONS

PROPOSED ADDITION TO COMMENTARY

TECHN ICAL COMM ITTEE: .::,.tf4..;.z;..,...;C;,;;o;,;.n;..;;c;.;..i,;;,eT.;..e _

ATC-3-06 SECTION REFERENCE: 3.6.3-
-~--------------

AlTer eighTIT paragraph,. sTartTng, w·ith the eighTh senTence so as to iead:

The loading is cyel ical, so sTaTic ulTimaTe load capacities may
not be" -reached. I f The comb i naTion .. ~ .. 'II i th the va lues given i n
Tab Ie 3-B. I n the examp I e- of the fiaT' p, I aTe warehouse, the
connections can sti I J carry the design gravity loadings if they
sati sfy the requ i rements of Section 11.4. I •.

FiNAL BAllOT: 8# YES

o NO

o ABSTAIN

a DID NOT VOTE

COMMENT ON PROPOSED CHANGE:

CIari f i caT i on of word i ng is requ i red TO make it cons i stenT 'II i th the rev i sed
ChapTer II.



REVIEW AND REFINEMENT OF TENTATIVE SEISMIC PROVISIONS

PROPOSED ADDITION TO COMMENTARY

TECHN ICAL COMM ITTEE:. .::.,#..;.4/-,...;:C;:.:o;.;.:n:.;:c.:.,.re;;:.t:..;:e=-- _

ATC-3-06 SECTION REFERENCE.:

COMMITTEE ITEM NUMBER: M7

Add the following sentence'to the- second paragraph:

For two-way slabs orthogonal effects aT slab-to-column connections
can be-neglected provided the moment- transferred in the minor
direction does nOT exceed 30 percent of thar transferred in the
orthogonal direction and there is adequate rei nforcemenr with in
I ines one· and one-half r mes the slab thickness either side of
the co Iumn to transfer a I the minor direction moment.

FINAL BALLOT: 8

o
o
o

YES

NO

ABSTAlN

DID NOT VOTE

COMMENT ON PROPOSED CHANGE:

Considerable simplification that is predictable using beam-analogy
concepts (I, 2) and has been proven by testing (2).

I. Hawkins, N.M., Mithcell O. and Symonds, D.W.,. "Hysteretic Behavior of
Concrete Slab to Column Connections," Proc. 6rh World Conf. Earthquake
Engrg., New Delhi, India, 1977.

2. Hawkins, N.M., "Seismic Response of Concrete Flat Plate Structures,"
Proc. Sevenrh World Conference on Earthquake Engrg., lnstanbul, 1980.
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REVIEW AND REFINEMENT OF TENTATIVE SEISMIC PROVISIONS

PROPOSED CHANGE

TECHNICAL COMt-HTIEE: #4-. ConcreTe COMMITTEE ITEM NUMBER: YI

ATC-3-06 SECTION REFERENCE: ChapTer- II and COMMENTARY

Rev i se Chapter I I and Commentary ChapTer I I of ATC 3-06 TO read as per
·28 May 1980 proposal,. as modified in meeTing of 4 June 1980~ and changes
necessary TO incorporaTe Those revisions inTo the rema.inder of ATe 3-06.

FINAL BALLOT: 7

I

o
o

YES

NO

ABSTAIN

DID NOT VOTE

COMMENT ON PROPOSED CHANGE:

Chapter 1lis rev ised to reference the naTi ona I IY recogn ized des ign STandard,
ANSI/ACI 318-77 "Sui Iding Code RequiremenTs for Reinforced ConcreTe" for
proportioning and detai I ing concrete structures. Seismic resiSTance is
considered in the overal I developmenT of the ACI 318 Standard, including
Append i x A on sp.ec ia I· prov is ions for earthquake res i stance.

Existing ChapTer II originaTed from an early draf-t- of a proposal by an
ACt 318 Seismic SubcommiTTee to update the ACI 318 seismic design provisions.
The current draft of Appendix A (19 March 1980) now before the Main CommiTtee 318
has undergone numerous revisions. Final CommitTee aCTion and ful I ACI consensus
bat iOTing is in process. .

The revised ChapTer I I Is formulated to correlaTe appropriate ACI 318 design
provisions with the four ATe seismic performance categories by reference only
withOUT the need for ATC TO dupl tcate the wording already contained in the
ACI document.
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JOINT BALLOT NUNBER: 4/13

REVIEW .~~ REF!N~~NT OF TENTATIVE SEISMIC PROVISIONS

FROPO SED' CHANGE

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE: #4, Concrete COMMITTEE BALLOT N1JMBER: Al

ATC-3-06 SECTION REFERENCE: --::;ll=.:.:..=l~ _

Alter Section 11.1 such that the reference. reads as follows:

"Reference 11.1 Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete,
American Concrete Institute (ACI 31&-77) excluding Appendix A and
replacing Section 9.2.3 with- Section 3.7.1 of this document."

Final Ballot: 1 Yes

a No

4 Abstain

3 Did Not Vote

COMMENTS:

This ballot item updates the reference to include the latest version of the
ACI Building Code for Concrete (ACI 318-77). The replacement of Section 9.2.3
in che ACT Code by ATC 3-06 Section 3.7.1 reminds the designer chat the combi
nation of load effects used in ATC 3-06 is different: than that: in ACI 318-77.

This ballot item appeared on the first of the two committee letter ballots.
The final wording was modified so as to read exactly as revised and approved
by the ATC representative. The abstentions were the result of the ballot
item being superseded by the committee ballot item Yl (Joint Ballot Number
4/12). The committee was in full agreement that the reference should be
updated, but the issue of adopting Appenaix A overshadowed that intent.
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JOINT: BALLOT NUMBER: 4/14

REVIEW AND REFINEMENT OF nN'!A'!!.VE SEISMIC PROVISIONS

PROPOSED CHANCE

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE: 114, Concrete CO~T'!EE. BALLOT NUMBER: A2

AIC-3-06 SECTION REFERENCE: __ll_.Z _

Alter. Sect:ion i1. 2, first paragraph, second. sentence by inserting "Precast andI or
prestressedI' in place of "Precast.J'

Fina~ Ballot~ 5 Yes

COMMENTS:

o No

o Abstai.n.

3 Did Not: Vot:e.

The intent of the ballot it~ is to expressly include prestressed concrete as
a permissible bUilding material. Initially~ the ATe representative was opposed
to mention of prestressed conscruct:ion without any accompanying criteria for
its proper design. However~ with the introduction of the material contained
in committee ballot item. M9 (Joint Ballot. Number 4/15), the ATC representative
approved this change to the· existing ATe 3-06 Chapter 11.
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JOINT' BALLOT Nu}ffiER:

REVIEW AND REFINE.'fEN'! OF TENTATIVE. SEISMIC PROVISIONS:

PROPOSED, CHANGZ

4/15

.TECHNICAI.. CO~fITTEE: {;4, Concrete COMMITTEE BALLOT NUMBER: M9

ATC-3-06 SECTION REFERENCE: New Section 11.9

Add the following as a new Section ~ Chapter 11 immediately following
Section 11.8:

Section 11. 9 STRUCTURES COMPRISED OF PRECAST
AND/OR PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
SUBASSEMBLAGES

The prov~s~ons of this Section aw1y- to buildings constructed with precast
and/or prestressed concrete element:s not: conforming to the detailing provisions
given elsewhere in this Chapter for cast-in-piace concrete •

.11.9.1 LINEAR ELASTIC DESIGN

Structures with assemblages of- precast and/or prestressed concrete components
furnishing. lateral resistance-against. seismic forces shall be designed to
elastically resist equivalent. later<il. forces equal to those specified in this
document with an R value of 1.0.

OVER
COMMENTS:

The intent of this change to the ~~isting ATC 3-06 Chapter 11 is to provide a
clear mechanism by which a designer can use a precast and/or prestressed con
struction within the framew.ork of the. ATC 3-06 provisions. Section 11.9.1
presents a method by which a structure can be designed to resist elastically
earthquake forces and which is likely to be an economically viable solution
for low-rise construction only (,i 3 stor:i.es). Section 11. 2 presents a method
which follows the more conventional approach of permitting inelastic action
providing the system offers the same behavioral characteristics (e.g. strength,
stiffness, damping, etc.) as comparable monolithic cast-in-place ordinarily
reinforced concrete construction.

The ATC representative reviewed and approved of the proposed ballot item. There
were two reservations, of a technical nature expressed by members of the committee.
The first concerned, the use of an R value of 1.0 in the Linear Elastic Design
section. The committee member felt that to be overly conservative and suggested
a value of R = 1.5. The other reservation accompanied the "No" vote and '..las
an objection to the lack or a provision limiting t~e height and/or the number
or stories.
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11. 9. 2 "DUCTILE!' CONSTRUCTION

Energr dissipating lat.eral load resisting systems comprised of precast
and/or prestressed concrete components shall be permitted. provided satis
factory evidence can be shown.. in. the: form of experiments, testing, and
analysis based uponc established- engineering. principles that the resulting
construction complies with the- requirements of Sections 3.6 and. 3.7 and.
this Chapter,. and that they offer the: same. strength,. stiffness, stability ..,--
durability, damping\,..-ener?=-v absorption, and energy dissi.pation capabilities
(ductili.ty) as mono1ithicL east-in-p1ace ordinarily reinforced concrete
const-ruction_

Final Ba11ei.t: 7 YeS'

1 No-
-.9- Abstain

o Did Not Vote:



JOINT BALLOT NU}ffiER: 4/16

REVIEW AND REFINEMENT OF TENTATIVE SEISMIC PROVISIONS

PROPOSED CHANGE

TECHNICAL COMMITT~: #4, Concrete COMMITTEE BALLOT Nu}ffiER: Ml

ATC-3-06 SECTION REFERENCE: 11.5.1

Alter Section lL5.1, third paragraph such that it reads as follows:

"Reinforcement resisting earthquake-induced flexural and axial
forces in frame' elements. and in wall boundary members shall comply
with ASTM A706. ASTM A61S Grades 40 and 60 reinforcement may be
used in these elements if (a) the actual yield stress based on
mill tests does·no~ exceed the specified yield stress by mor~

than 18,000 psi (retests sha1.1. not exceed this value by more
than an additional 4,000 psi.) ami (b) the ratio of the actual
ultimate tensile stress to the actual tensile yield stress is
not less than L 25."

Final Ballot: 8 Yes

o No

o Abstain

o Did Not Vote

This change replaces the current wording in ATC 3-06 Chapter 11 with the
wording included in the latest draft version of the ACI Committee 318
Appendix A (Requirements for Reinforced Concrete Building Structures
Resisting Forces Induced by Earthquake Motions). The committee was in
complete agreement that the Appendix A wording was more desirable than
the existing wording. The ATC representative objected to this change
because it did not sufficiently emphasize that if ASTM A615 Grade 60 steel
is used careful attention must be given to the metallurgy of the steel
and the welding practice.
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JOINT BALLOT NU}mER:

RE.VIEW AND REFINEMENT OF TENTATI~ SEISMIC PROVISIONS

PROPosm CHANGE"

4/17

TECHNICAL COMMlnEE: fi4 r Concreee COMMlnEE BALLOT NUMBER: M3

AIC-3-06: SECTION UFERENCZ: ll.8.Z

Alter Section '11.8.2 by deleting- in. its entirety the third. paragraph and. replace
it with the following:

"A cast-in-place copping- on a p-recast floor system may serve as the
diaphragm provided the cast-in-place tappin~ is proportioned and
detailed. to resist the-design-shear forces under the effects af any
loading combination (which could: induce tensile or compressive
stresses simultaneously- tel:' the. shear forces).. For buildings in.
perfannance Categories c: and Ii,_ alternate techniques based on the
use of untopped precast and/or prestressed, components of concret~

floor systems may be: used. only if it: can be: shown by experiments
and analysis based on established engineering principles that they

~ ~ ~ offer the same- shear streng~h~ stiffness, seabilicy, durability,
and sufficient energy'dissipation capacity, as a monolithic east
in-place ordinarily- reinforced- concrete diaphragm.!'

Final Ballot: 8 Yes

o No
COMMENTS:

o Abstain-o Did Not Vote

The ballot item modifies the existing c01JlPlete restriction against the use: of
untapped precast and/ or prestressed. components of floor systems as diaphragms.
Instead, the change would permit such systems to' be considered as. diaphragms if
it can be shown that the uncapped system provides behavior comparable to that
of a monoli.thi.c. cast-in-place, ord1naJ:lly reinforced. concrete diaphragm.

The: ballot item was reviewed by the AXe representative who supported its
adoption. One committee member, however, expressed reservations about the
practicality of verification and the lack of a commentary section giving a
clear explanation of the' provision's intent.



JOINT BALLOT NU}mER:

REVIEW AND REFINE..'1EN'! OF TENTATIVE SEISMIC PROVISIONS

PROPOSED CHAN<Z

4/18

TECHNICAL. COMMITTEE.: /;4, Concrete COMMITTEE BALLOT NUMBER:

ATC-3-06 SECTION REFERENCE:

Four part item

11.6.1

a) Alter Section 1~.6.1, second paragraph,. second sentence so as to read:

"At least. two No~ 5 or larger bars shal~ be provided continuous~y both
top and bott:om except: in slabs. ,r

b) Alt:er Sect:ion lL6.1~ sixtiL paragra'Ph~ first sentence so as to read:

"Web· reinforcement perpendic~art~ the longitudinal reinforcement
shall be provided. throughout the- length of a~~ members except slabs."

c)' Alter Section 11.6.1, seventh. paragraph, first. sentence so as to read:

"Within a discance: equal.. to:- twice the effective depth from the end of
all. members exc.ept:. slabs." the amount••• from the end of the member."

OVER

COMMENTS:

The bal~ot item int:roduces design prov~s~ons for flat slab construction. Such
provisions are not present in the existing. ATC 3-06 Chapter 11 and it was felt
by the committee that such an omission wo~d not be representative of the current
building practice in many areas of the nation.

The ATC representative reviewed. and approved of the provisions inc~uded in this
bal~ot item.

Whi~e approving this item, c.ommittee members expressed concern about the use of
unfactored gravity loads in the. proposed equation 11-2. The use of unfactored
loads is inconsistent with all other sections of Chapter 11 where factored loads
are used.
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Four part item (continued)

d) Alter Section 1~.6_1 by adding the followi.tIg paragraph after the. seventh
paragraph:c

"Slabs without beams and supported on columns may be. used for ordinary
moment frames provided those slabs sa1:isfy tha'requirements of Chapter 13
of Reference 11.1 and thisSec.tion. Bottom: bar rein£orcement:~ ~ ~ shall
be. provided cont:1nuous through or anchored within a. column and not less'
than. that given by the following formula.:

A'. _ . 2 (V-Vp)
s O.85fy

where. V is the. shear force transferred to column. due. to unfactored graVity
loads and Vp is the sum of the vertical components of the fo~ces in any
prestressing tendons passing through or anchored within the column. At
least two No. ~ or larger bars shall be provided continuous through or
anchored within the: colUIl1U.in both directions and both top and bottom.
In slabs without beams,. column strip negative moment reinforcement shall
be distributed so.. that at least: 60 percent: of the- required reinforcement
is concentrated within lines one and one-half times the slab thickness
either side. of the column. The shear stress, v, on a critical section
located half the. effective depth of the slab from the column perimeter,
and caused by the sh~ force V shall not exceed 2~. If there is no
spandrel beam at the discontinuous edge of a slab, reinforcement within
four slab thicknesses either side. of a column face and adjacent to the
edge shal~. be detailed so that it can act effectively as torsion rein
forcement considering the possibility of full reversals of the sense
of the torsional moments. If the torsional strength of the spandrel
beam framing into a column exceeds the flexura~ strength-of the slab
at its co~~ectionwith the beam for the adjacent half panel width. all
shear shall be assumed transferred to the column via the beam."

Final. Ballot: 8 Yes

o No

o Abstain

o Did Not Vote
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JOINT BALLOT N~lBER:

REVIEW AND REFINEMENT OF TENTATIVE SEISMIC PROVISIONS

PROPOSED CHANGE"

4/19

TECHNICAl. COMMITTEE: ft4. Concrete COMMITTEE BALLOT :ilJHBER: ~

ATC-3-06 SECTION REFERENCE: Commentary Cil. 5.1

Alter Commentary Section 11. 5 .l~ fifth. paragraph by including the following
sentence at the end of the paragraph~

"The flat: plates of flat: plate- frames of normal. proportions. and
detailed as specified. D1 Section Ll.6 wil.l. not undergo any
significant: yield until. story drifts greater than those allowable
(Table 3-C) .n

Final. Ballot: 8 Yes

COMMENTS:

o No

a Abstain.

a Did Not: Vote

This change to the Commentary emphasizes that flat plate frames are considerably
more flexible than other framing systems.

The ATC representative reviewed and approved the proposed ballot item which
incorporates his suggested revisions. There was one reservation expressed by
a committee member. He felt that while what was stated in the ballot item
was true for most "normal. proportions" there were exceptions and suggested
that the word "will" be replaced by "should."
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3.1 Minutea of Meetings.

Minnta$ of First Meeting

!'echnical Comm:f.ttee: 4.: Concrete

Re'V'iew and Refinemaue of !'entatj.ve:

Meeting- Helci. at. Nad.oua.l. Bureau. of Standards.

Gai.thersburg:-~ Maryland.:

December ll, 1979

The: first meeting of Tec1mi.cal Comm:i.ttee: 4.- was; called to order' at: U~10 p.m•.
by Acting Chad.l:mau: Richard D.. M.a:rsb.al.l. The following: members were: present::

Representative of

~ward. Cohen:

Mark Finte.l

Joseph Manning:

JameS' Prendergast:.

David. A.. Sheppard.

w. Gene: Corley (alternate)

ViCelmo V. Ber'tero

James· Lefter

Richard }1arsha.ll

Amertcan. Concrete:- Institute

~or'tland Cement: Association

Post-Tensioning Institute

COncrete: Reinforcing Steel Institute:

Interagency Comm:l.ttee on Seismic
Safety in Construction

Prestressed. Concrete Institute

Portland Cement:. Association

Applieci Technology Council

Bu:i.ldingSeismi.c Safety Counci.l

National Bureau of Standards

The first order of business was the selection of a permanent committee
chairman.. Edward Cohen was nomi.n.ated and. unanimously elected. Mr. Cohen
chaired.. the subsequent committee deliberations.

The next:: item of business:- woas· the selection of an individual to serve on
Technical Committee· 2 - Structura.l Design. Mark Fintel was nominated and
unanimously elected.
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'rime and place of the secouci meeting (public. work session) was the
next item of business.. !h:fs meeting- is to. be- announced m sel.ected.;
public:a:d.ot1s having. national. c:ircu.la.tiou. After considerable discus
sion, it was' decided that the meeting: would. be held oa February Z1 (and
ZZ, if necessary),,, 1980 at: the llrport Hilton. Hotel,. San. FranciscO',. Cal,j,,

fomia... It:. was agreed that the Comm:t.t1:ee Secretary" R•. D.. Marshall.,
would.~ arrangements: for a ~onfereuc:e ro01lf..

The: commi.ttee broke: for luuc:h at 1.:0<1 p.m.. and raeonvened at 2:.00 p.m..

The afte~oon. session opened with general. diseuss:i.o11. as.. to what sectiaus
of AXe:. 3-06, were to be: raviewea. by Comm:ittee 4-. and what procedW:es were
to be. followed. in. develot'ing and. submitting prot'osed cl1anges. In addi.
tiou to the provts:i.011s of Chat'1:er II - Reinforced. Concrete,. concern. was
expressed regarding certain provis:i.ous of Cha'Pters 3." 4, 5, 7 and 8.
Edward Cohen: inqu:Lred as to the sta1:US of refinements to the provisions
related to reinforced concrete whi.c:h are- now being c~ed. oue by the
Interagency Commi.ttee. oa Seism:Lc: Safety in Cotistructiou. James Lafter,
representative. of tile BSSC Overv:f.ew Comm:ittee, stated that he would pro
vide- the- sec:re1:a.1:y wieb: the latest d.J:af1: for distribution. .to. members' of
Teclmical. Comarittee. 4..

With regard. ta prot'osed c:hauges,.. it was determined that individual.
members may subm:1.t. proposed cl1anges directly to the appro'Pti.ate technical
comm:ittees with. copias to the membershi'P of Committee 4. Also, it. was
agreed that proposals may be develo'Ped jointly by the membershi'P of
Committee 4,. for consideratiou by other techn:i.ca.l committees.

The. c:hairman. next asked. for specific: comments on the. c.urrent provi.sions
of ATC 3-06. Prepared comments by the P-rest1:'essed Concrete Institute were
distt:i.buted. to the membership (see- Aetaclm1ent A) by David She'Ppard and
were discussed at length. Regarding the provisions of Chapter 7, it was
pointed out by- the chairman. that foundation design c:rlteria should be
the responsibility of Teclmic:aJ. Comm:i.ttee 3, but that m.a.tertal-s'Pec:i.£ic.
design provisions. should be- presented. in Chapters; 10 and. II (steel and
reinforced concrete).

~!ark FinteJ. also.. referred. to.- prepared comments (see At1:achmene B) 1ri
addressing- the relevant provisions of AXe 3-06.. The issue of ReS'Ponse
Mod:i.£ication. Coefficients, R, was, discussed at: some length. Pintel pointed
out that: while he feels the general approac:h. is a signif:i.c:ant step forward,
the R values· (Table- 3-B) are based primarily on the judgment of a group
of individuals rather than on ratianal ~ysis. To rectify this situa
ti.on, Fintel proposed. that stud:i.es of dynamic, inelast:i.c response history
be.: carri.ed oue for vatious structural systems identi.f:i.ed in Table 3-B.
V. Bertero' stated that while. the studies proposed by Pintel would. be verj
use£u.l, they would, in. his op1n:L.on" requ:i.re cons:i.derable- effort: and would
quite likely require. more than: one year to complete. .Joseph Mann;ng
suggested thar additional. insight regarding the response modi.fication co
efficients could. be obtained during- the trial ~esi.gn process by subjecting
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a building to' both elastic and inelastic analysis. V. Bertero- stated
that: additional information: considered. by- the- Applied !'eclmology Counci.1.~

but not contained in_ Ta.bla 3-B, could. be mad.e- ava.ila.ble en the members
of C"otIIIIli.ttee: 4.

Ne-il. Hawl.d.ns. pointed. out that the current provi.si.ons allow the substi.tu
ti~ of grade: 60 for ASm A~15 grade:. 40 reinforcement which. could,. ilt.
certailL cases;,. be- det'rlmental.

_ B_ecaus~_ of tighe t:zaVeL schedules,. the comm:lttee adj ourned at:: 4·: 00 p.llI.
_'4~houtcompleting di.scussion; or comments bY' incti.viduaL members.

RespectfullY' submitted,.

Richard. D. Marshall.
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REPLY- TO:
1 S 50 DeL R'O COURT
CONCORD, CALIFORNIA "'"It'

ATTACHMENT A.

November 5,. 1979'

William W. Moore, Cbairman
Board of Direction .
BuildinqSeismic Safety Counci~
Dames and Moore
500 Sansome Street
San Francisco, CA 94l~l

Re~'Const~uc~ve comments o~ ATe 3-0& regarding the design
of precast and prestressed concrete under .seismic
conditions_

Dear Mr- Moore:

The Prestressed Concrete Institute is an organization devoted
. :to the development and advancement of .knowledge and use of

plant cast precast and prestressed concrete. To that end,
we are appreciative' of this opportunity to work with our
peers on theo BUilding Seismic 'Safety Council in the critique
and review of ATe 3-06 as it pertains to precast and pre
stressed concrete. Of major concern to our industry is the
fact that this widely used material is not recognized per se
in the document_ As a general recommendation we feel that

. creation of a separate subsection for precast and prestressed
concrete is fully warranted, considering the unique uses of
the design aspects of seismic design assqciated with this
material, and in light of the extensive use'of the material
in seismic zones.. A separate subsection under Chapter II
(Reinforced Concrete) should be established. This subsection
should address the use of lateral load resisting systems and
components, as well as proper design of non lateral load
resisting components to assure their ability to accommodate
movements and distortions of the structure under seismic
loading without suffering structural distress or contributing
inadvertantly to the stiffness of the lateral force resisting
system of the bUilding. The effects of vertical acceleration,
as well as latera~ farces, on precast and prestressed concrete
should be covered. This subsection should be further diVided
into the following categories:

Plant cast prestressed concrete
Post. tensioned concrete
Plant cast. precast concrete
Site cast precast concrete
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This would enable us to group in one· section requi~ements for
precast and prestressed concre~e that are at present scattered
about the entire document; also some essentia~ seismic design
aspects, such as the ductile design of precast concrete:
cladding connectors', are omitted entirely. This treatment is
analogous to the: 'distinct treatment currently afforded precast
arid prestressed concrete: in UBC-79 and ACI 318-77.. An .
additional proviso should be added in this subsection similar
to those' apprearing in UBC-79 and ACI-77, to wit::

"All provisions of this document shall
apply to precast and prestressed concrete
except as specifically modified herein."

There are also several. items' in the body of ATe' 3-06 tha,t we·
feel should be modified... These are discussed briefly bel(jw:

1. Section 11. 2 - Connections of Precast Components_
Assigning an arbitrary low value of capacity reduction factor
to connections does not adequately assure proper performance
under seismic conditions. The connections of precast. elements
should be able to achieve ductility and at the same t'ime

, 'maintain their anchorage integrity wi thin the concrete. This
req~rement should be modified with a statement that ensures
proper performance' of ,the connector to accommoda~e maximum
induced drift movements of the structure.

z. Section 11.2 - Axial Compression The arbitrary
assignment of a low capacity reduction factor for a "pin-ended"
column is not warranted when the top and bottom connections
are designed to accommodate maxiumum drift movements and
increased bending movements induced by the P-A. effect.

,3. Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3'~5 - Height Limitation. Once
again, we have an arbitrarily assigned value for height which
is inconsistent with the evidence of performance of shear wall
and braced frame.buildings in recent earthquakes (Managua,
Romania)'. Proper bUilding design and location of stiffening
elements should be the controlling factor, as is alluded to
correctly in Section 3.4.1.

4. Section 11.8.2 - Diaphragm Details and Limitations.
~o prOVision is made for "untapped" diaphragms consisting ,of
grouted castellated shear keys and boundary closure pours, or
untopped precast elements tied together with shear .friction
reinforcement as described in Section 2611. (p),'of ,the Uniform
BUilding Code. Recent test information is available' substan
tiating the 'effectiveness· of untopped fJ:oor diaphragms in
transmitting lateral forces.
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s. Section II.~.4 Boundarv Members. Some of these
prov~sions are not warranted in light 9£ current practice
and research in the area.. of. large: pane!. pJ;'ecast concrete
.systems buildi.nq_ Tests by Bertero show that boundary
e~ements assure cent~nued flexuraL behavior unqer extreme

. seismic leading., Becker and Mue~ler have- achieved ductile
behavior with ceupled~ walls without boundary elements. Once
aqun, it:. i.s the design of the structure that is critical.; .
thi.s cannot be- assumed by arbitrarily assigned restrictions
such as we see here•

6. Section 7.4.4 Special Pile Reauirements.
Concerning the anchorage of piles to pile cap, the use of field

. placed a~chor dowels grouted into sleeves cast in the pile top
should aiso be allowed e . as outlined in CAL-TRANS Standards and
Specifications, Section 49-1.09. . .

. 7~ Sec1:iorr 7.S.lesl and 7.6.1 - ·Special Pile Require
ments and Limitations. The- use of prestressed concrete piling
should n9t be precluded in seismic categories C &, 0; performance
requirem~nts should be given- for their design. A proposed
revision to this section is furnished to the Council under

.: separatercover.

8. Section 8 •.2.2 - Lateral. Design Forces on Nonload
Bearing Cladding Panel Elements. The force~ assigned are in
some cases in excess of current code reqUirements as outlined
in UBC-7~ - Table 23-J. At the same time, the connector
fastener should be designed for forces well in.excess of the
values assigned. This section should also emphasize the
necessity of the connector body yieldin~ to achieve ductility
in lieu of approaching forces whi.ch would cause fracture of
welds or brittle failure of concrete at the connector embed
ment .l·ocation.

Many of these items were first discussed in a letter to the
National Bureau of Standards dated 2 June 1978. We have not
had a response to this communication. I have included·a copy
of that letter· with these comments. Included with the letter

. is an extensive bibliography of papers concerning precast and
prestressed concrete design and construction, which contain a
wealth of substantiating evidence for some of the comments we
have made here_

Thank yo~ for your consideration.

~ trul.y yours,. /., 4 .
~

\ ...
,I . ! .. Q .. - ...

J (...)~.-
Da d A_ Sheppard
Prestressed Concrete·· Insti.tute
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sepp. firnl<as engineering, inc. 251 new~ury se., bost:on, mass. t:el. CS17l267- 6715:

'.
(
'. June 2·. 197a

United. States: Department of Co~rce
Nati onal Bureau. of Standards
Washin9ton, D.C.. 20234-

Attention: . r"r~' Charles· 'Culver, Disaster Research Coordinator",
Center for Sui 1di ng Techno1oqy

Reference: Review of "Tentative- Provisions for the developmant of Seismic
regulations: for buildings"_

Dear Mr. CuT ver,

On behalf of the Prestressed Concrete Institute,. r have reviewed the- "Tentative
Provisions·' and would like to comment on the- attached sheets.

r ha"e' tri ed: to be sped fi c and p.osi ti ve whereve.r -:pass i b1e and due to the ti me
restraints L have- comnented onTyon sub,jects directly' or indirectly related to
precast and or prestressed concrete elements or assembl ies of these elements.
As a member of the PC! Sei smi c COnn1i ttee and the- rlIT Sei smi c Research Revi ew
Board r have, had the- opportunity to keep abreast of the most recent desi gn and
research deve·lopments in this particular field, and as a practicing desi~

engfneer had occasions to apPly Seismic codes to actual design and exoerience
the i ntracaci es of i nterpretati ons af codes.

It is in this' spirit that the comments:"should be taken'.

14ay I state in behalf of pcr that we are extremely interested to contribute
to the further development and ref; nement of the "Tentati ve Pravi s ions" .

Yours truly,

se~p ; rnktasengineerin?" inc.

f7?/p>/ I' ..... J,-/','
,-,f~l. YUA./~

Sepp Fi rnk s

SF/ezk
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cc: r~r. Dan; e1 Jenny, Prestressed Concrete: Tnsti tute
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Revi ew and Comnents on "Tentati ve ProvisJons for the: De.ve.loement of Seismic.
Regulations: for Buildings" ..

1.. General

Precast concrete is' referred to once' in Chapter 11:, II Rein forced Concrete'"
indicating, a eapacity reduction factor of 6- : 0.5, far'connections of
precast components, and thefT in the commentary where it states:
liThe experience', both in the field and in the lab.orat(}ry, which has led to
the special proportioning and detailing requirements-documented in this
Chapter for catego'ri es· C and 0 has: been predomfnantly wi til mono1i thi c cas t
in-place reinforced concrete. construction. Therefore,,.;: these re<:luirements.
mus t be. projected wi tIT great cau,ti on to types of construct; on wh; ch di ffer
in concept or fabrication. Precast reinforced concrete elements may be
used as part of the seismic resisting system provided. :their strengths.
proportions, and details can be demonstrated to comply with the requirements.
stated for"' Categories, C and: D construction.'" ~

Ch; 7 II Foundation' Design requirements" mentions briefly the tie and long;
tudi nal steel requi rements in the upoer part of PRECAST pil e, secti ons and
further';n sections 7.4-.4. (D.) &. {E}, 7.5.3 (C) and in 7.&.1 which eliminates
precast" prestressed concrete pi1es from resisting flexure caused by earth
quake motions for buildings of pe.rformance- category D. The commentary to
Secti on 7.6 amp1i fi es thi s wi th: It At the present time, there is 1i ttle or
no information ~"vai1able on the. ductility capacity of precast-prestressed
piles; in fact, the type of reinforcing orovided is counter to present
concepts of concrete ductility development.. Hence, until further data are
available, they should not be used in situations where pile bending may be.

'induced by earthquake motions.
, '

A short review of tha Bibliography of Crr. 7 and 11 indicates not a single'
reference ,to precast and/or prestressed concrete elements, connections or
assemblies. Considering the above- a re.v;e\y of the, "Tentative Provisions"
sped fi ca11y as far' as precast and/or prestressed concrete and its nUlT'.erous
applications are concerned is handicapped and can therefore only be generaL
r wi 11, however, try to i ntraduce as many sped fi c subje.cts as ti me will
permi t.

Page 1 of 4:
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z. Chapter 3. "Structural Des; gn Requi rements". Section 3.3. :
~ types. of general framing systems are mentioned - table 3~a·Tists s.
This. should be clarified. .
Sections 3.3'.~ & 3'.3.5:: The height Timitations. imposed on pure shea,. walT
0,. braced:. frame: systems: seem arbitrary and should s'eriously be ·reviewed. in
.view. of the- performance: af -suc;h bui 1dings in' recent earthquake~ - Managua
forexampTe - Ref. (185,) and. researcrr references. (186)>-187~ 2.~ 5,.7,8,.165.
166, 161 and 189). .
Section. 3.4.: A regularity in pTan confi gu'ration shouT d be requi red for
Categories: C &" O. This; is a: discipline- the engineering - ultimately
responsible Tor Safety in E.Q's - should impose on architectural whims.
1. - Re-entrant corners- of's; gn; f; cant dimensi ons shoul d be separated by

adequate separation joints from the main part. of the building to
create' independently.stable buildings. :

Z_ - Torsional moments should be minimized b# controlled layout.
3~ - Controlled layout can provide significant diaphragm strengtrr.
Sectiorr 3.4.2'.:. . Same comments. as. abov~ applr..

The Architects' preference- for-an open ground floor ora building on stilts
shoul d seriously be di scouraged for Categories C &" D. locati ons: of expansion
joi nts shoul d be di rected by symmetry. The Earthquakes of Caracas 1967 and
Alaska 1964 - Ref. (183, 184) demonstrated clearly the importance- of a
contro11 ed regular: plan' and veri ca1 layout.

3· Chapter T. "Foundati on Desi"gn Requ.frements II •

Sectiolt 7.4.4-. (D) &" (E): It is not obvious at this point Nhy a: distinction
between precast and precast & prestressed pil es should be made. The 10ng;
tud; na1 rei nford ng is mostly determined by handl ing and dri vi ng stresses.
The minimum tie spacing should be equal for both types and specified consid
ering that most of' the time- the upper portion of the pile is cut off i.e.:
the minimum tie spacing after- cut off should extend 2' below the bottom of
the pi 1e cap. . '
Section 7.5.3 (A) & (C): It is difficult to see i"n this connection the
di fference bewtween a cast-in-place and a precast concrete pil e.
Section 7.6~1: The commentary to this section sta·tes the lack of information
on ductility of prestressed concrete-piles as a reason to eliminate them in
Category .Dto resist flexure caused by earthquake motion. This is obviously
an "easy way out" instead of assemblying and evaluating available research

. and performance data.

Prestressed concrete' pi 1es can be compared to prestressed col umns \'/hi ch have
be~n researched and used for along ti me - Ref. (56, 53, 188 and others) and
performed for many years in offshore and marine structures and for bridge
fQundations in the open sea subject to continuous \'/ave and live load actions.
Extensive 1iterature and research has been publ i shed in the pel Journal by
FIP and can be obtained from "Raymond International" (the former Raymond
Concrete Pile Co.); "Brown & Root Inc.", "The Bayshore Concrete Corp. II and
European Sources. .
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Upon studying these data it can be- concluded that prestressed' concrete
piles do have- superior flexural quaTities in the elastic stage and seem
ideal for energy dissipation ancfdamping; and it appears that they are
preferable to just plain concrete piTes, thin stee.lshelT concrete filled'
pi les or piers.

Since the "Provisions'" cover extensively all struc.tural systems, the
omission of prestressed (posttens;oned) conc,rete mat foundations may suggest
to the average reader anegati ve. aspect... The ; ncreased use of posttensi oned
mats especially in difficult soil conditfons (expansive. clay, fine sands,.>
silts, subsidence: areas, etc.) and its ability to bridge areas of weakness..
has also great advantages in case of ground motions that may disturb the
regularity of supporting strength' of the ~ubsoi1•.. . .

TheoreticaT and practical backup- data couTd be obtained from a similar' .
structural system i.e•. from prestress'ed flat plates.and the- Posttensioning Institute.

. '/"

4. Chapter 11_ -"
It is stated in this chapter that precast reinforced concrete components
may be' used. if the resulting constroction complies with the requirements
of Section 3.6 and this chapter. The' comments elaborate further that:
~t; .•••. these requirements must be protected with great caution to types of
construction which differ in concept or fabrication. Precast reinforced
al ements may be used ..•. prov; ded thei r strength, proport; ons and detail s
can be demonstrated to comply with the requirements stated for ca.tegories
C &. 0 constroctionJl

• This is fair but sounds like a negative acceptance
of precast reinforced concrete. It is accepted that the burden of proof lies
with the ne'Ncomer~ but it should be the obligation of the investigator to
avail himself, study and evaluate all published research and experience
data on the subjec.t. Further shou] d be recogni zed that precast reinforced
concrete elements may have similarities with cast-in-place concrete, however'
the force reansfer details of precast concrete elements do not have a counter
part in cast-in-place concrete- joints.

The attached references of typ~ 1 - marked with a T are concerned with
behavior of precast and/or prestressed elements subject to seismic motions~

while the re.ferences of type 2. - marked with ** investi gate the performance
of va r; ous types of connect; ons and j 0; nts.

Sect; all 11. Z
To assign a single even if low ~ factor to connections does not insure
ducti1tty. In practically all connections is steel and concrete involved 
b'/o materials. with quite different characteristics. Concrete is brittle
compared to steel. To achieve· ductility of the connection a yield of steel
elements at or near the concrete interface must be obtained while the concrete
stresses. shaul d at tli; s stage rema;"n below rupture. '.

Recent PCT Special Committee and research work contained in 1t~1annual for
Des i gn of Archi tectura1 Precast Concrete" Chapter 2 - Connecti ons resal ved
the p!'"ob1em by using equal strength desi gn ror steel and concrete and separate
6 factors of .os = 0..90 and tic:: 0.55 respectively to assure ductility. This
method allows a fairly uniform design for ductility for complex connection
details where· sometimes 5 force transfers. are invo1ved.
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Since precast-prestressed concrete. is an established construction method
and industry - and will be. more: so iTt the- future~ the "Provisionslt should
incTude realistic evaluations of behavior and p"erformance of connections.
and not. di smis.s it in general terms.

Section n. S.l.
The last paragraph about topping is, vague and may lead to misinterpretations:.
It· has been proven experimentaTTy and can be substanti ated anaTyti cany that
the shear key connections.. between- indivjdual floor elements: {shear-friction
concept) c~n transfer l diaphragm forces usually in excess of the design forces.

The effect; veness of a. tM n- toppi ng sl ab on' floor e1emerits seems questi onabl e
; f the floor slabs are tied together by longitudinal, transverse and
peripheral ties according to current design standards - Ref. (55). There
are'several full scale test results. available demonstrating the satisfactory
behavior of grouted untopped.fioor elements subject to lIin planeI' forces.

Sectiorr 11. 8. 4•
. This section should be reviewed in its entirety as to its applicability to
precast concrete systems construction. The most recent research conducted
at MIT - Ref. (3,~,5,6,T etc.) and the various Japanese, Russian and
'fugoslav;an test resultS' should be used to develop guidelines for precast
'concrete systems.

Boundary members for dt-aphragms - See Ref. (155).

Table ll-A.
The shear and tension values for bolts given ;n this table should be
checked. Since seismic force~ cause most of the time shear and tension
an intera.ction diagram should be given instead of separate values for
shear & tension. See' Ref. (l06).·

..
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F{esl2onse Q'F' the Concrate' Industry ta ATe" 3-05
?nsented to

8u.iTdinq S@ismic: Safety Council
Sarr Franc;sO' ,. CA
Kovembef"' 8~ 1979

by
M~ FinteT" Oire:tQr'. Advanced. Engineer-ing: Star/icas

?ortTand Cement Assoctation~ Skokie, Illinois.

INTRODUCTION"

I a~l"e:.tate th i $. opportunity to. present the reponse of the Concrete

!ndustry to' ATC-l.. First of a.ll,. we would like to express our compliments

t~ the Applied Technology Council for prepar-ing a document which, in many

respects, advances seismic: desigTt concep:ts a long step forward.. New.

approaches ta seismic: zoning,. to: sail-s:tructure interaction" and to period'

detenninatiorr~ are Sl'eeific: ex-.Tes; of imp~ve.'t1ents utiTizing :<nowledge

. gained dUring racent de(;ades, which '1'4111 affect the daily practice. of

earthquake engin~ing..

On the. other nand.,. many snortcomi ngs: contained in pM!sent pract i ce,

especial1y as. r-elated to Sl'ecial moment frames for reinfol""Ced concreta,

~ continued withirr ATC'-3. These provis.;ons make it practical1y impos

sible to construct nighrise concrete structures in a~as of high

seismicity ..

Looking bac!~ at tha history of earthqUake codes 'related tn. n!inforeea

concrete multistory structures in the: United States, we find that in- 1959

the SEAOC racarmnendations restrictad the height of concrate buildings to

13: staM es or lSU ft..

As ~. dinrt response, the con~ta industry produced, in 1961, the

~ook entitled ~Responsaof Mu1tistorJ Reinforced Concrete Buildings to

Earthquake Motions~ by B1ume, ~ewmark and Corning, '.-tnich firmly established

the fundamentals fo~ earthquake resistance of reinforced concrete multi

story stnJctu~s.
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At that- time: the: speeified- ~qui~ent was: that concrete structures:

must show- the same ductility. as structures. constructed of' A7 mel; aTsa,

the: prevalent: moment-resisting: frame: led: SEAOC. and. t.~e concnte industry

ta develop: the: OuctiTe.-,\foment-Resi s.ting-S"ac:e.-F"rame (CMRSt=).

!ll' 1966~ the: U-s:tory height: limitation was: removed and provis.ions.

requiring: the:: OMRSF system: for- concrete bu.iTdings:; above ll- st'ories were

inmduced'.. Sines: that time" onTy about: haJf-a.-<1ozen OMRSf stT'Uctu~s of

rainforeed: concrete~ taller than 160 ft," nave be-a..n bui It in Cal ifoM,.i a.

It is only in retrospect that we: carr sae ou~ mistake: in- not pursuing

the development. of ductility in shea!'"" waTT~ in the' 60's. At that time '/Ie

did: not clearly foresee that legislating- concrete into structlJraT forms

suitable and desirable for- steel may' not worle.. rn' concrate we cannot emu

lata steeJ; we ne~d' to. utiTize the inherent rigidity and strength' of con-
; ~ I

creta wal1s for- lateral re~istance of' bui ld.ings~ Reinforeed concrete

wa11 s have. been pena11 zed" by Codes because' of t.~eir- supposed Tack of

duc-tility; however~ recent experimental and analytical research has.

dearly shown that wanS" carr be made' ductile when properly proportioned

and reinforced.

The.'reason thathighrise concrete buildings are not' built in Califorrria.

under e:<irting codes: is not that ~inforced concreta is a material unsuit

able fof'"' seismic T"asistance. Rather, it is that we require duct; 1i ty where

it is not neederl, thus creating expensi\'e~ even unbui1dable~ structlJres.

This: is a direct result of tile- use of elastic. analysis under Code-specified

static. loads,. '!'Ihidt- cannot give' us a proper- assessment af'ductility

requirements. l,.Je have not yet. adopted the more realistic inelastic anal

ysis techniques far- struc'bJral response 'Noich have be~ developed. in r~ant

years. ATC-3 ne~ds to consider these.

•



ATT indtcations ~. that ATC-3, trr its- present form, wiTT not improve

the but1dabi 1i ty of i1 i ghri se concre:te bui Tdi"gs. i IT sa; smi C' areas.

ro mare cTearly assess. the· effeets' ATC'-! provision~ may have on

concnte bu.ld; "ss,. 1et us ~aurine. 5~arately" the titre basie cOllll'onent$:

which, campri~e the. design" pl"Oeass" ana widciT directly affect sa.fety and

economy..

Thesa are.:.

Q loading;
.

Q' averan c.oncevt (incluciinq analysis- and design),. and

a'. prQ1'ortiOrt; ncr..·
. S£IS't1!C" LOADING

The new.- seime maps 1ncot'i'ora:tad- in"ta ATC-J whidT canside~ historical

~at:dS' of earthquake- OCQJ~cas,.. and aT so. di stance f"rOOJ earthquake

sourees~ nave created a. mudT more rea.listic basis: for assessment of earth

quake forces.. Also, sudT al)parent inconsisteneies as r~uiri"g the. same

1evel of sai$mic forees fo~ Boston as fo~ S~ ~rancisco have, been elimi

nated. The new ~s offer a mudr finer gradation 0" earthquake intensity

ac~ss. the:. United States" and will make it 'passibJe to more effectively

e!111'ioy r-a'tionaT approaches. ta aseismic. des.ign of bui1din9s~. thereby T"'etiuc

ing ex;lensive ov~esigJT.

OVERAll. CONCarr - Analysis and Oesicm

Takinq a airdts~ye. vieW! or tite stata~f-the-art." we see that the

intreductiorr' of earthquake response S;2~more than" t.~r-ee decades: ago.

conrtitated: ~ major' step; ronarQ: irr seismic: engi"~-ri"q. A1sa~ the intre

duetiolT of the ductility cancsl)t b~ught a. pel"'s.,ec:tive of realism ta the

design of buildin~_

In 'M!cant years-,. the academic. prefession has. deveioped, powerlu·1 com

putar pro9r~ which permit inexpensive inelastic. rasponse history analyses
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of buildings; sUbjec:tad. ta ground- motions•. Also" the: experimentalists. have

accumulated an extensive body of know1 edge about the: strengttr" stiffness

and duct.i 1ity of th~ individua.l structural alements:. and their assemel; es.

when- subjected ta cyclic: reversing.- Toads.. However'". when- we TooK at. the

ilJ1171ementatiorr of this: vast s.to~ of recent' know,Tedge: intO" the' practical

design: of our bl1i1dings,. we find: a: wide gap. ATC-! iscontinuinq to usa

the same static e.lastic method: of analysis: to determine seismic: forces and -

deformations tnat we used 30 yean: ago. This is: not appropriate fol"""

structures: whidt respond ineTasticany•.

rne present overalT plTilosophy fol"" seismic desigrr of yieTd.in9 struc

tures: continued i11" ATC-!. is based: orr a balance bet'Jiegn st1"ength and duc

tility. While the basic: conce,rt is undoubtedly vaiid·,. its i~le.'Itentation

. :as currently practiced has shortcomings. ,..ith respect ttl strength, and par

ticu.1arTy w'it!T respect to ducti1ity. The concept is; implemented in present

codeS' primarily thl"'Ougft K-f'ac.tor'S" and a1so through" load and understrength

factors-,.· and through detailing l'"equiranents for ductility.

Strength'.. E1astic. static: analysis cannot ad~uataly determine forces

and deformations i rr i ne1astic structures.. Ces ign i ng on the bas i s of e1as

ti c analysis. may lead to: inadvertent" shea~ fa.i 1Ul'"es, such' as observed in

the BancO" de America building: irr the 1973" Managua earthquake. Unfortu

nately" this- analysis is still in the forefront of the ATC-3 approach.

Duct; 1ity.*" ATC's' implementation of the c.oncept of ducti 1ity ',,;thin

the' design pl"'Ocess, ,..hich is in accordance '"ith CUM'"ent p.,.actice~. causes

major' constr\letiorr difficulties: and unnecessari 1y increases cost,. without

"-'" We' are continuing to use· the: tem "duct; 1ityn with hesitation, since no
other" term has been advocated. Whatever term is used, we are talking
about energy dissip-ation associated with damping and yielding in the
structure.



irrll'roving safety or perlonnance. OriginalTy,. the coneaptwas developed ,on

thE! basis of studies of single-<ieg~ee-of-freedomsystems, and. system dis;

p1aeement dueti Ti ties of 4- to: 5' were flti 1i zed for a 1940: E1-Centro: type

earthquake..- However,. in designing a. structu.re-,. we deaT witft the ductfli

ties at individual members-,. and nat: w-ittt overa] T systs ducti.lity.. The

relationshilJ bet'oIteeft the ~1IC1. may be: differet for eadr memeer in a. s:truc

ture~ and cltanqes: of struc:tural configuration- will result irr changes:- in

the individual member- ductilities.. Therefore,. whiTe· we are: talking aD.out

syS'tem ductil ities or 4; to &~ 'He may be faced with member rotationaT duc

tilities severaT times larger. depending.- orr t.;'e stnJctlJraJ c~nfiguratiorr,

and st7"ength and rtiffness rala.tionship:s~ n-a sysumatic studies.- have be-a..n

carried out to determine the distribution and magnitude. of member ductili

ties w.ithin a: strTJc-4eUl"e. Consequently, in the pr~sent implementation of

.ine concept to assure safety against brittle failu~s~ WE! must7 of neees

sity~ provide' rna.;cimunr ductility trr all caTumns~ beams, and thei~ connec

tion$, whether neerled or not. rIT reality, from experience in earthquakes,

and f"M)M inelastic. analyses,. it is kno1f«T'that ducti 1ity is not required: in

alT membe~ of ~ frame.. UnfortunateTy, this iT11l3ortant: economic considera~

tion- is not included. iTt ATC-!.

E1astic analysis.. The major dJ-awbac:k oT elas:tic: analysiS' 'Nhen appl ted

to inelastic st:ructu~s is" that it does not allow us to determine the

amount and distribution' of duet.l1ity throughout the structure. l'/e hope

thai: the details specified itr ATC-3: and other seismic. codes ,,.il1 assure

the r-equired duct:i1; ty. in: al T members wiT; eft. may become i nelarti c.. l;/e

hope--we do not knOWt fo~ su~.

Other shortcomings ~sultinq f'l"onr the use' of elast·ic analysis for an

inelastic structura- are the possibi1 ity of inadvertent yielding of columns
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during very severa earthquakes: 'Nittr its consequent effects- on overan

stnsetural stab; 1i ty,. and aIsO' the: lack: of' an active contro r over the

sequence of yialdin~ during seismic- rasponse.

Just a. few' years: ago: we- could not have cotmlented about. the: unsuit

ability of elastic analysis" because: we hati no: practicaJ alterrrativl!'..

Today" with- the avatlahiTity of inexpens;i'lE!' inelastic: dynamic: r-esponse

tlistory analyses; and, inelastic static analyses,. we'dO' nave a. practical
.'

alternative. S:ignificant progress towaT1ds the development of a pract.icai

inelastic, analysis and design procedul'""a',. in,cluding design examples, has

been accompl ished in' l""ecent years: at peA. This procedurE!' carr be used to

destgn structures which warrant dyrramtc: analys..i s. More- importantly, 'Ne

can usa th i s procadura to, verify the present and other suggested des; gn

apPr'Jaches,. to. weed out the inadvertant deficiencies ',othicn may. result rrorn
, ;

the use of eTastic- analysis..

Io'odaT Suoe~ositiorr AnalySis... The' dynamic analysis.. su'ggested in ATC-3,..

using the modal superposition method,. is reasonably aCClll""ate fol""' elastic

structures: such as nuclear power plants.. However, for- stroctures. intended

to yield iTT thei~ earthquake l""esponse·~ it has the same drawbacks as the

empirical method". since it relies on elastic: statir: analysis: fol""' member'

forces and deformations. The ~unt and distribution of ductility cannot

be determined~ and therefore, we must indiscriminately provide ductility

in an members.

Resoonse Modification Factors. The concept of response mcdifil:ation

facton: introduced irr ATC'-3 to: account fo.,.. the inelasticity and damping of

the various. st'MJetural systems and matarials isconceptuaTly clear, simple

and easy to apply. rt Mas: the: potential to update, l""efine and improve the



~v;ous K-raetors" provided the It-factors can l:1e estabTished with' a.t

Teast a:' reasonable de~ of confidence. However" the way the R-fac:t~

have been- c0ltlJ)11ed in' TanTe 31f,., makes the inq.rlementation of the CtJncep.t

very questionable a.t ttti$ time. UsintI the judgment "of a smalT group" of

individuaTs" however' knawTedgeab:la, to' arbitrar-fTy select tha ~;"factQ",.

W!ithcut the resource of any pub' ished backgT"1Jund mater; aT. and w.ithout

apFaisa.'t by tna proressi On" and QY th~ conaeta and s:t.sel industries,.

r-aises: more ques'tions than' can be- answend-

Oet.ermina'tiort of a reliable table of R-vaTues and its cnrrelatiorr with

the ~lLiM!d and availaaTe l1JeDli:1er duetirities must, not be done on an' arbi

trary basis.. lJuetiT1ty of members is. greatly' dependent uport geometry of

the struc:ture~ ana upon stretqtit and. stiffness intaM'"'alat1onsllips; each'

_,cltange in the internaT makeup of a. structura causes changes in the amoun'ts

and distribution of member ductil ities..

To evaluate the suggested u-bit,.ary Response Modificat.ion Factors, R,

of various individua.l systems: and: materials by comparing them wit-lot the;

~v;ous IIKlt va.Tues adoJlud arbitnri1y 4Q. years ago: is like the blind

Teading the blind. Acceptable fiR'" values can be- derived only witn the

help of ine.lastic ~ponsa studies.

As. Tong as ATC-J. c.ontinues 1:4. specify e-las~ic analysis. in conjunction

with the suggeste:1 arbitrary R-fae"tors r-anging f1'"'OJlt 1-1/4- to a, any further

sophisticat.ion- of the saismic loads. is. of' questionab.1a mer;-':..

No: c:ritic:.isnr is constructive wrless accompanied 0)* suggestions: fol'""

i~vement"T sa: we would: 1ike to: make the following specific proposa1 for

the determination of R-Yalues,:

The studies to· detarmine R and Cd va1ues must be carried out for- the

various structural systems and materials oT Table 38. For- eadt system
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type,. structures- with varying periods within the p.ractical range must be

cansi dered'. In the analysis of eacJr structure,. one must use a set of sev

era1 ground acceleration- time' histories: corresponding to the target

response spectra~ In' these analyses,. the st1"'ength 1eve1sin the- structures

should be: adjusted sa that the ratiCl o'F the base shear cakalated: fronr arr

inelastic response history· analysis to: the base she~ from the undamped:.

elastic. response' history analysis: under the same: ground motion' wiTT equal

l/R., The i"i1elastic response. history analyses, would yield required member

ductilities corresponding to the prescribed R factors. If these. required

ductilities are attainabTe witJr the specified: detailing" then the pre

scribed R-factors:. are- realistic; otherwise" they need revision •.

We recognize that the- total effort: required is very extensive.

However, it must be undertakerr and systematically carried out~ if the

, proposed design provis.ions are to be based orr a solid foundation.

It. is hoped that the dynamic inelastic response history studies pro~

posed above for both concrete and steel structures wi 11 a1so 1ead to a

relaxation of the ATC-3 requirement that ductility be provided throughout

an entire structure,. whiTe it may actually be needed only in certain spe

cific locations. For instance~ in- shear wail-frame structures, it is

unlikely that ductiTity' p.rovided in most columns can ever be utilized. A

recognition of thi~ fact would mak~ concrete structures mucn mera prac

ticable in seismic regions.

Height Limitations. The height limitations fot:' the various framing

systems:~ as given in Section 3.3 seenrquestionable. The best performer in

reinforced concrete,. the- shear wall-frame. interactive system~ has justifi

ably been assigned a high- R-factor-. The shear- wall-frame~ however, is

limited to 240 f't~. while the speci aT moment rrame~ which in" reality becomes
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unbui1dabTe at about 15 storie~_ is;. the: orrly concreta system a<TTowed" above

Z4Q f't. We da net be1 ieve that the, reasons: and eircumstancas: whidt pre

vaiTed in the earlY' sixties and Ted. ~ suet! height limitations (prima~ily:

. a lack of IcncwTeige) are stilT vaTid tada.y_

~OPOmONINCi

WhtlE!' most prov-istons. at Chapter ll~ Rainforced Concrete,. are based on

the present s:ta:ta-of-the art~ then are- a: number of specific detaiTs incon

sistent w-ith avaiTabTe resaardt results- and Ctlrrent bundinq: code ~tlui~

ments. For example:

ASTM' designation Atil$ Grade 60 reirrforeenent is not permitted" even

though' it is. cul""r'entTy ftt wide use'. ~ather-. only A706: reinforcement is

permitted, a. steel that is net readiTy available and one for- which a pre

_~ium price: has to' be p-aici. This economic pena·lty is nat justified .. Also,

despi te the ~lL'frenent of. A706, rei nforcement, load factorS" art j 0 i nt

details and shear wal1~ are 'Jasett orr tests. using A615' Gr-ade SO barS'.

SinrtTarly, all· Tightweight aq9~9ate OJncrete is: penalized by unreal-

. istic. restrictions Ott design smngths.. ReseardT data. do not justify this

1inrftation..

One' of the mast restric.tive sU9gestions in Otaptar 11 is Equation 11..5.

The em:losad graptt shews the- P~PCs.ed. ATC-3 design ~uirenent compare~

with results of tests Oft short wans. Orr the ordinate, shear stnngth is

plotted, and on the abscissa, the amount of horlzanta1 reinforcement., rne

to~ line indica1:as: measund s:tTeng:ttr,. the line. A"e¢ 'Ill, (ACt) is s'trengtll

permitted by ACT 3lB:'77" the 1i ne ma"ed Vcr is the observed crac~ i nq

stnngth and the bottonr line is the stTengttr proposed. by ATC-3'., As can be·

seen~ at ult1mata load. the walTs: would nave. a.. load factor of 1.5 or mora

against o-acking. The Toad factor on strength could be as high as 14.
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There carr be two.· reasons fot"" code changes:e.ithe,. the old prov;siorr has:

been' shoWlT' in- the fieJd ta be unsafe or' toa: conseMat;v~. or' a.. new- provi

siorr i$ k.nCWIT ta produce: bette!"" strtlctures. rlT the case- of the R-factors~

neither of these is. clear-Ty the case-. !t ...ou.rd. seent' prudent' to' continue

witit the present l{-YaTue~ unttr we are: ready ta use ~. mora rational

apJ)roaclt tcr structural response: with- an accuracy whiclt is: not only impl ied,

, b.ut, is actuaT ..

ATC-! has continued to impose on ,multistory concrete buildings requira:

ments 'Nhich unnecassarily increase: their. cost.. To: provide ductility in'

places:; where it can never' be uti1ized makes our' bui1dings- more expensive,

without adding an iota to. the;~ safety. We: need to incorporate inelastic

. behavior into our design process: sa that we can inco~orate· duct; 1ity

deta.i 'I s on1y where they carr' be: uti 1.; zed. Th.,s:; tam' meri ts urgent c'ons i der

atiol't by- the APT11 i e<t Tedl1iology C~unci1.
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Minutes of Techni.cal. Committee 4-

Revi.ew and Refinement of ATe' 3-06

February ll,. 1980

San Francisca~ CA

9:00 AM PST Meeting, is called to order by' Cha:Lrman Edwarci Cohen.. Those
present are:

Name

Edward Cohea (chairman)

James, Prendergast

Joseph;, Manning,

James Lefter

Vitelm.o V. Bertero

Neil M.. Hawkins;

Mark Fintel

Davici A. Shepparci

Richard Marshall

Kyle Woodward

Robert Park

Representative Of

American Concrete Institute'

Interagency Committee on Seismic.
,Safety in Construction

Concrete Reinforcing Steel. rnstitute

Building Seismic Safety Council

Applied Technology Council

Post-Tensioning Institute

Portland Cement Association

Prestressed Concrete Institute

National Bureau of Standards

National Bureau of Standards

Guest

Discussion began with consideration of the recommendation made by Mr. Cohen
(see letter dated. 2/11/80) to adopt the draft revision of ACI: 3l8-''Building
Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete, If including: Appendix A,. as the reference
in Sec. 11.1. The draft version of Appendix A is expected to go before the
full ACI 318 Committee at the ACI Spring Convention, March 3-8. 1980.

Mr. Fintel suggested that trial designs could be based on the draft provisions
of Appendix A because few· substantive, changes to the Appendix A provisions
are anticipated. prior to its final adoption..

Mr. Lefter suggested that the committee must make a decision on the use of
Appendix A before proceeding with future committee work.
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M1:: .. Bertero raised: strong. objections to:' the. use of the draft Append:1:r A
provisions.. He suggested that it would.. be, improper to' adopt them. because
they have not been officially adopted. by Acr 318. Mr. BerterO' alSo. suggested:.
that certain: incompatib:Uities exist between the ATe 3-06 document and the
Appendix A provisions,. especially with regard t.a the way in which loads are
defined.. He recommended that the present' provisions, in Chapter U of ATC' 3-06:
be improved rather than. adopt the draft: Append:1x. A. provisions_

Mr. Shepparci pointed- out that there; is, at present no mechanism for regularly
updating the ATC provisions. By adopting Appendix:. A, any changes. resulting
from. the ACI revi.ew process would automatically be incorporated into the ATe.
provisi.on. In: addition~ since ACI. is, a.. consensuS' code and has national.
~epresentation,. the provisionS' would. be more widely accepted ..

"

Mr. Fintel suggested that since ATe 3-0& is not a legal document as yet,.
there would be no problem. in using: the draft Appendix A.

Mr. Bertera expressed doubts that the Joint Committee on Review: and Refinement
would accept the legality of using the: draft Appendix A..

Mr.. Marshall. explained that the comm:Lt1:ee"s purpose is- to develop" a Chapter 11
which: can be used in conducting tr1a.1 designs.. The provi.sions of Chapter 11
will. very likely be revised: on the basis of trial design results.. The legality
of the draft is not at issue. Only the tec1m1cal. aspects of the design
recommendations need.. to be considered..

Mr. Fintel suggested that a section in Chapter 11 be included to serve as the
necessary link between the Appendix A provisions and the remainder of the ATC
provisions. Any incompatibilities could be, resolved in this section.

A general. discussion relating to the adoption of the draft Appendix A
provisions. led to the following recommendations:

a) The commi.ttee recommended that the Coordinating Committee be asked to
consider the. proposal to> adopt the. draft Appendix A.

b) The committee recommended that the proposed use of the draft Appendix
A provisions be discussed with. ACt. Commi1:tee 318 at the ACI Spring Convention..

c) Mr .. Letter will. suggest" to Acr: 318 subc01Dlldttee 10 (Appendix A) that
reference be made in Appendix A to the ATC zones for earthquake loading.

d) Mr .. Neville, ACI 318 Secretaz:y~. will be asked to write the transition
section in Chapter ll.

e) The committee recommended that the draft Appendix A provisions~ with
the necessary interface,. be adopted.:. as Chapter ll ..

Mr. Hawkins suggested.-and it 'HaS generally agreed.. that Appendix A be modified
to recognize precast and prestressed construction._ He suggested that for
category B buildings the current. Appendix A prov:f.sions are too restrictive.

Break

---_._-



The committee: began. discussing Mr. Bertero' s comments on the proposed
revisions submitted by Mr. Sheppard, M:r. Forell (SEAONC representative to
Technical COmmittee' 2),. Mr.. Fintel,. and Mr. Manning.

Mr. Sheppard' 50 proposals. were discussed first'. (Mr~ Sheppard's proposals are
contained in the letter dated 12./21/790. Mr~, Bert:ero' a rep1ys are in; the. letter
dated 1/31/80 with the cover letter from.Mr_ Marshall. dated. 2/7/80.)

1.1 Section 1l.Z

Mr.. Sheppard: and Mr.. Hawkins both. suggest that specific mention. be made of
precast and/or prestressed concrete construction." Mr. Hawkins stated that the
current ACI 318 Building Code deals: only with site cast' monolithic: reinforced,
concrete construction.

Mr. Bertero suggested that a completely new section. or chapter be developed
to cover precast and/or prestressed construction rather than adding, someLhing
in Chapter 11.

Itwas agreed that: the committ'ee- should recommend to ACT 318 that provisions
for precast and/or prestressed constru'ction be developed, including seismic
considerations.

Mr. Bertero noted that the reqUired detailing. provisions would vary for each
,; of the different types of precast and/or prestressed constructiQn.

Mr. Hawkins suggested that detailing provisions for certain specific types of
construction could be dev'eloped:,:;:.immediately. Mr.. Hawkins and Mr. Sheppard.:
agreed to draft a section describing the construction type and detailing
provisions. The draft is to be submitted to the committee within one month.
A paragraph in section 1.3.1 will, be added to refer the reader to the appropriate
section in Chapter 11.

The wording of section, 11.2 is to be' changed to include the phrase "precast
and/or prestressed" instead of It-precast."

1.2 Section 11.2

Mr. Bertero t s comment that the proposed revision should not be accepted was
adopted. for the reasons stated by Mr. Bertero.

Adjourned for Lunch

1.3 Section 11.8

Mr. Sheppard agreed ta Mr. Bertero' s modification.

Mr. Pintal questioned the use· of only the topping. as the load resisting
mechanism. He considered it to be overly conservative and restrictive.
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Mr. Hawkins suggested that Mr. Bertero:' s modification be altered. by deleting
" •••lika those expected. for: seism:i.c performance: categories c: am D..'t" and
inserting "For buildings in. performance categories C and D" at the beginning
of the last sentence.

Mr. Bertero's- modification. w:fJ:lr Mr.. lIawIdn"s: change. was. adopted. by the
commi.1:tee..

1.4. Section. 11.&

Mr. Bettero' s rej ection. of the proposed. revision was accepted. by the committee
for the reasons given bY' Mr. Bertero,.

1.5 Section 11.9 to; ll.12

Not discussed again. because the idea of separate provi.sions for precast and/or
prestressed construction. had already been. discussed.

1.5· Section ll.2.

Mr. Bertero f s raj ection. of the: proposed revision. was accepted by the committee
because it was' general.ly agreed that providing confining steel. is good design
practice.

1.7 Section 3.3.4.

1.8 Section 3.3.4

There was:~a general. discussion. of the meaning of the height 1imi.tations and for
what types of systems they applied.

Mr. Cohen suggested. that paragraph 3 on page 339- (commentary) limited. dual
systems to heights less than 240 feet.

Mr. Fintel suggested that this was not what: was actually intended. He stated
that the 240 foot liIrltation applied. to' single wall systems onl.y..

Both Mr.. Bertero and. Mr. Mannirig suggested. that the committee recommend a
changa in word.i.n& of. the relevant: sections: to establish coupled .
shear wall systems. as a separate defini.tion. The committee agreed that the
section. needed clarification and recommended that Committee 2" study it.

1.9 Section 3.3.5

Mr. Bertero stated that the limitations were'to emphasize the need for. not only
survivability,. but functionality after an. earthquake. for. performance Category D
bu:i1dings ..

L.10 Sections 7.4.4,. 7.5.3 ~ and 7.6.1.

Mr. Bertero agreed with the: general concept of using prestressed. piles, but
pointed out that there are a ntmlber of variables still undefined in so11
structure interact ion.

---------



Mr. Sheppard. repeated that his proposed. revision was based on published results
and methods.~ Mr. Shellpard. presented the: information to Mr~ Marshal~ to be
copied and distributed to the members of the committee:~

Mr. Fintel proposed that Mr•. Sheppard go before thE!' Found·ation Committee (3)
to present the views of Committee 4..

Mr. Bertero suggested that prestressed piles should not be excluded because
their performance demonstrated adequate deformationa~ capacity if properly
detailed~

Mr. Cohen proposed that Committee 4 present the data on prestressed pile
performanc~ to Committee 3 and recommend that the restriction against using
prestressed piles in Category D (Section 7.6.1) be deleted. Mr. Cohen proposed
that Committee 4. develop provisions to be included in Chapter 7 that would
specify the necessary detailing requirements for prestressed piles used in
performance Category D. Mr« ShePllard agreed. to prepare draft provisions for
the detailing. requirements and submit them to the committee within one month.

The committee agreed with:. Mr. Cohen.' s, prciposals.

Mr. Cohen suggested that the provisions of section 7.4.4 be moved to the
appropriate materials-specific chapters.

Mr. Hawkins objected because certain pile types- have no corresponding materials
specific chapters.

Committee 4. agreed to suggest to Committee 3 that the wording in section 7.4.4
be altered to allow; dowels embedded in pile caps as well as dowels embedded
in the pile.

1.11 Sections 8.1.2. and 8.2.3

Committee 4 suggests to Committee 8 that Mr. Sheppard's proposed revisions be
reviewed.

Mr. Forell's proposed revisions were discussed.

2.1 Sections 11.8.l~ 11.8.1, and 11.8.4

Mr. Bertero's suggested modifications were discussed and adollted.

Mr. Fintel raised questions as to how designers could compute the axial stresses
in the diaphragms to know whether or not the provisions of Section 11.8.2
proposed by Mr. Bertero apply. The question was unresolved.

2.1 Section 11.8.4

The committee was unclear as to what clarification was required. Mr. Fintel
agreed to request more specific information from Mr. Forell.

Mr. Fintel's proposed revisions were discussed.
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3.1 Tabl.e l-R

Mr~ Bertero suggested that Tables I-A. and. 1-:8' may unduly penalize reinforced
concrete.

Mr.. Cohen proposed chat in Chapter II the level: of requ:i.red deta.i.llng: could be!'
related to the performance category- and seiS1D±c area.

Mr. Hawkins expressed concern that the transiti.ons between zones on, the seismic:
map_ created problems. which need:: addi.tional study.

Mr. Bertero emphasized that the provisi.ons must be directed to the average
professional engineer. This requires that detailing provi.sions account for
badly configured systems in seismic: areas.

The committee proposes a modified Table I-B on the basis of Mr. Fintel's
revision. The following seismicity indi.ces were suggested:

Map Area Number Seismicity Index

7 4
6 4
5 3
4- 2.
3 2.
2. 1
1 1

3.2 Section 3.3.4

The discussion of height limitations was presented in previous comments.

3.3 Section J.9

Mr. Bertero expressed concern about emphasizing the use of a unique structural.
system.

The committee agreed that some specific menti.on of alternate procedures is
desi.rable.. The commietee' recommends to Committee 2. that the phrase
"or on approved alternate procedures.'t be added to the sentence beginning
"The' internal forces ••. " in section 3.1. The commentary should include a
reference to the paper by Mr. Fintel (to be written by him) outlining the method
developed at the Portland Cement Association.

3.4 Table 3-B

Mr. Bertero suggested that the response analyses of the trial designs could,
provi.de valuable· information to develop better estimates of R values.

Adjourned for Dinner



The proposed.. revisions of Mr. Manning, were discussed (refer eo letter dated
1/31/80 from Mr. Manning to TechnicaL Commi.l:tee 4 and Mr. Bertero's comments:
dated 2/11/80).

4. L Section ILL

The committee agreed to adopt Mr. Bertero's modification.

4.2 ~ectio~ 11.2

The committee agreed to adopt Mr. Manning's proposed revision.

4.3 Section 11..5.1

Mr. Bertero pointed out that experience shows that welding Grade 60 reinforcing
steel creates problems and.. requires greater care.

Mr. Manning stated that ASTMA-706' reinforcing steel. is difficult to obtain and
is gradually being phased out of the market_

Mr. Cohen proposed that the committee- eliminate references to ASTM A-706 steel
and call for ASTM A-615 steel. with the proviso that special welding techniques.
must be used.

The resulting discussion led to the following. proposed change in section 1.6.3.A
Add the sentences:

"ASTM A-615 reinforcing steel may be used in place of ASTM A-706* reinforcing
steel where no welding: of the reinforcing steel is required. ASTM A-615 rein
forcing steel. may be used in place of ASTM A-706 reinforcing steel. and welded
only if the provisions of Ref. 11.1. section 3.5 are satisfied."

4.4 Section 11.8'.1

The proposed revision was rejected for the reasons given by Mr. Bertero.
Mr. Manning agreed with the comments of Mr. Bertero.

Discussion continued on the other proposed revisions submitted by Mr. Manning
which were not commented on by Mr. Bertero.

Table I-B, Seismicity Index

Discussion had already taken place during the review of Mr. Fintel's proposed
revisions. The table proposed by Mr. Manning was adopted by the committee and
the committee recommends it to committee 2.

Section 3.3.5 Height Limitations

Previously discussed.

------
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Section 4.2.2 Period Determination:

Mr. Bertero stated that equations for period reflected the observed trends
that ric.. structures were generally stiffer than. stee~ structures.

Mr. Mann:1.ng felt that the current formula. for period. determination unduly
penalized ric construc.tion. He- suggested that the formula: be modified. on the.
basis of results from. response analyses of the trial. designs.

Mr. Bertero felt: that the simple' formula was adequate and complicated formulas
were not i ustified. on the basi.s of available data.

The committee asked Mr. Manning to review the data on which the period deter
mination formula was based to ascertain its validity.

Committee ended technical discussion.

Next meeting. of Technical Committee- 4 was discussed.. April 14 at the Portland
Cement Association was tentatively agreed to.

Meeting adjournedr

Respectfully submitted by
Kyle Woodward

. ; Richard D. Marshall ~M.



Minutes of Technical. Committee 4-

Review; and Refinement of ATC 3'-06

Meeting;, at. Portland Cement Association

SkoId.e,. Ulinois;

April.. 14-" 1980

9: 00 AM CST' Meet.ing: caJ.l.ed.: t~ order by Chairman Edward CoheII_ The:
follOWing, individuals. were present:·

Name

Edward Cohen: (Cbairman)

Mark Fint~

Joseph Manning:

Nell Hawkins

David A. Sheppard

Loring A. Wyllie'" Jr.

James Prendergast
(delayed by weather)

Non-voting Members

Vitelmo V •. Bertero

James Le£ter

Richard Marshall

Kyle Woodward

Representative Of

Ame:ri.can: Concrete Institute

Portland Cement Association

Concrete. Reinforcing Steel Institute

Post-Tensioning Institute

Prestressed Concrete Institut.e

Structural Engineers Associat.ion of
California

Interagency Committee on Seismic
Safety in Construction

Applied Technology Council

Building Seismic Safet.y Council

National Bureau of Standards

National Bureau of Standards

Alternates, Guests and. Observers

Gerald R. Neville

s. K •. Ghosh

Daniel. Jenny

Edward O. Pfrang
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The first order of business was the issue of adopting ACI 3l8-lfBuUding:
Code· Requirements: for Reinforced. Concrete~" including the. draft revision of
Appendix A, as the referencE!' cited. in. Sec .. ll.~.. Mr.. Cohen asked Mr .. Neville
for a status report on the development of Appendix: A and changes to- Chapter ll,
ATe 3-00. that would. be required if the provisions of Appendix A were. to be
adopt ed. as the:. basis for tr~ designs. -

Hr. Neville. referred. to the. ACI 3lB-Appendix A draft dated Harch 19',.. 1980 and:
to a revised. ChapteJ: II (with commentary) which he' had prepared: and distri.
buted to Technical Committee- f+, on March 28. Mr. Neville summariZed the changes
reflected in his: versioI1> of Chapter 11. (hereinafter referred to as the "Neville
draft") and. pointed. out that: while changes to Appendix A could be expected
prior to its adoption by ACr Committee 318, the March 19- draft (hereinafter
referred to ,as "Appendix A!') was being. proposed as the basis for trial designs.

Mr. Cohen asked. the members: of Technical. Committee 4 for comments.

Mr.. Hawkins- stated. that. his review of the. Neville: draft and Appendix. A. iden
tified some 15 items that must. be revised. to ensure consistency ~h ATe 3-06.
Mr" Bertero stated. that in. his opinio~. AXe: 3-06: has. certain weaknesses. in. the
areas of loads,. the trea1:m:ent of Category B structures~ and the treatment of
shear. And. while he feels that: the wording, of Appendix A in certain cases
represents some improvement: over AXC 3-06 ~ Appendix A does not represent any
improvement in technical content.. Specific:a1ly ~ it does not represent. any

.; improvement. in the areas just identified.

In response to a.. question. from,. Mr •. Bertero~ Mr. Cohen stated that the reasons
for considering Appendix A are ehat a mecha.n:ism. would be available for its
future updating and that ACI Committee 318 is an ongoing activity with wide
industry input. lie also' stated that the intent o£ Technical Committee 4.
regarding Appendix A had. been' made clear to Subcommittee 10 of ACI 318 and
that he was not aware of any reluctance on the part: of Subcommittee 10 to see
it referenced in ATe. 3-0&.

Mr. Pfrang. noted' that the possibility of Technical. Committee 4. recommending
the adoption of Appendix A was made clear to Committee- 318 at the' ACr convention
in Las Vegas~ Nevada. No fo-rmal. approval for such action was granted by
Committee 318 because- such approval was. not spec:ific:a1lyrequested. However.
he stated his belief thar there would be no obj ection on the part of Committee·
318 to such an action..

General discussion followed on what might be done with the work already
accomplished by Technical Committee 4. in improving Chapter 11. Mr. Neville
stated that these revisions could be channeled to Committee 318 in the form of
recommendations for the· improvement of Appendix A.

Mr. Hawkins inquired about tohe treatment of prec:as"t concret:e: in Appendix A.
Mr. Neville offered chat precast. concrete· was, covered in 'Che Neville draft
and Appendix A. Mr. Hawkins and Mr. Sheppard noted 'Chat this coverage was
not to the same degree that: Technical Committee 4. had in mind when it set out
to improve and refine the. provisions of Chapter 11.



Discussion. follolited concerning the possibility of assessing the impact of
various options (improved; Chapter l~ or the Neville draft and Appendix A)
during the trial designs", Mr. Pfrang stated that it: would; probably be too
expensive. to pursue various- optional provisions during: the tr~ designs.
Mr. Fintel. concurred in this and' offered the· opinion that the trial designs
will probably be. more directly affected by the. overall design philosophy
presented in Chapters 3~, 4. and. 5 of ATe 3-06. =-

In:. the discussion.. that. followed~ Mr ... Hawkins pointed out that the bond; pro
visions contained in Chapter l~ and; Appendix A are significantly different".
and that the provisions: recommended by ACT Committee 408 (Bond and. Development
of Reinforcement) were not. developed w:ith cyclic:. loading in mind. Mr. Hawkins
suggested that member dimensions. would be. affec'ted by the' differences in. bond.
provisions, contained in. ATC' 3-06 and in Appendue A. Mr. Wyllie noted that
Subcommittee. 10 was stil~ waiting. for Subcommittee! to solve the hook problem.

Mr. Sheppard inquired as to the mechanism that would be- used to update ATC
3-06. Mr. Pfrang stated t114t ATC 3-06 was viewed. by the BSSC as a resource
document:~. not a code or standard~ and that if codes do reference the. document
in. the future~ updating should be: carried: out by a consensus process.

Mr. Bertero stated his opinion' that: the Committea should move ahead with the
refined Chapter II and update this chapter after Appendix. A has been formally
adopted by Committea 318.

-. ; The motion was made, by Mr. Manning to alter Ref. 11.1 in. Sec. 11.1 of Chapter
11 to read as follows:

Ref. 11.1. Building Code Requirements: for Reinforced Concrete,
American Concrete Institute. (ANSI/ACT 318-77,
including draf't Appendix. A dated March 19, 1980 
Requirements for Reinforced Concrete Building Structures
Resisting Forces Induced by Earthquake Motions)

The motion was seconded and Mr. Cohen called for discussion. Mr. Neville
stated his belief. that what is really needed is a vote on his draft of
Chapter 11. Mr. Bertero reiterated his objections to adopting Appendix A in
lieu of the provisions of the current Chapter 11 with revisions. Mr. Hawkins
summarized his list of items that: would have to be addressed 1£ the Neville
draft of Chapter l~ and:; Appendix A were to replace the current Chapter 11.
Mr. Neville stated that: he would be available to make any changes reqUired
to mesh the provisions of Appendix A with ATC 3-06. Mr. Bertero stated that
he would not have the time to conduct a critical review of Appendix A as he
had done to date in the case of proposed revisions to Chapter 11.

Mr. Fintel offered an amendment to Mr. Manning's motion, the amendment being
as follows:

To adopt the draft version of Chapter 11 prepared by Mr.
Neville and distributed to the Committee as an attachment
to letter to Mr. Marshall dated March Z8. 1980.

The motion to amend was seconded and Mr. Cohen called for discussion.
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Mr. Sheppard asked for a recess prior to voting on.. Mr. Fintel' a motion.

After a brief recess. the Commi.ttee voted. by secret ballot. The motion.. to
amend was defeated with oue: vote- "yes/~, four votes "no" and oue abstention.
Note: Mr. Prendergast did not. attend the: morning. session,. having, been delayed
by bad weather.

Mr. COh~ then asked if there- were any questions concerning M: .. -Manning's
motion..

Mr. Wyllie. asked that the. original.. motion be- read back. for clarification.

The motion was read back by the Secretary and: was voted on.. by secret ballot.
The motioq. carried five votes "yesn to' one vote "no".

The next item of business was review of the minutes for the. previous meeting
of Technical Committee 4 held at San Francisco, California on February 21,
1980.

Mr'. Cohen pointed: out:' that most of the: issues raised by Mr., Barter.,., with
regard to the- minutes: (Sea M:r... Bert:ero} gi. letter. to Mr. Marshall dated.
March ll, 1980) were. now moot in. view: af the vote on Mr. Manning's motion.
Ml:. Bertero agreed, but pointed out that the third paragraph under Item 1.8
(page 4- of the minutes) should read as' follows: "M:%:. Bertero suggested
that this was......."

Mr. Sheppard stated. that the third paragraph under Item. 1.1 (page 3 of the
minutes) should read as follows: " ••• prestressed construction be developed
for incorporation into Appendix A.." .. (Se. Item. 1 of Mr. Sheppard's letter to
Mr. Marshall dated March 18, 1980)-

Discussion followed concerning the development of appropriate R and Cd values
for precast/prestressed: construction. Mr. Cohen stated that it would be the
policy of Technicu Commi.ttee 4 to pass along all improvements and developments
to Subcommittee. 10 of ACr Committee 318.. Mr. Bertero suggested that. ·a
subcommittee could be. established to look into R and Cd values appropriate for
precast/prestressed construction, but that such a task could not be undertaken
by Technica~ Committee 4 with its limited membership and t.ight schedule.
Mr. Pfrang suggested. that Techn.:! cal Committee 4 could decide to remain active
during the trial design period and. add. members or designate individuUs to
work through the. Committee in developing recommendations for precast/prestressed
construction. Mr. Cohen suggested that an ACt-PCA-PCI task force could be
organized to develop recommendations for consideration by Teclmical Committee 4.

Mr. Manning pointed out a misstatement in t.he !I1inutes~ page 7, second para
graph under the heading 4.3 Section 11.5.1. The phrase "and is e;radually •••
the market" was stricken.. from t.he minutes.

The conclusion of t.he discussion regarding the. minutes was to accept.
Mr. Bertero' s correction, Mr. Manning' s correction~ and Item: 1 of ~.:r. Sheppard's
letter of March 18, 1980. With t.hese conections~ the minutes were approved.

Adjourned for Lunch



Mr. Cohen reconvened the meeting ancL a.;ked that the ballot. of March 2.7 be
handed in. Those members; who had not completed the ballot were requested
to return it to the:: Secretary by April 18.

Mr.. Finte1. repotted on: the actions. taken by Technical Committee 2. at their
meeting: of April.. 2. &. 3" 1980~ Des, Plainest- Illinois.. In. summar;-,.. Technical
Committee Z.

- rej ected by a:. vote of 6 to 2. al~ recommendations for changes in
seismicity indices in Table I-B ..

- did not vote on recommendation to alter Section 3.3.4 so as to
de:t.ine the coupled shear wal~ system as a: separate category to
emphasize that it is a dual. system,. but did recommend that the
BSSC establish a task group to address coupled shear walls.

- approved the addit.ion of wording in Section 3.1 to allow
alternate methods of analysis.

- added 4', sectiott' in the commentary describing possibilities and
limitations of inelastic analyses.

Attention next turned to the refinements and improvements of Chapter 11
remaining to be addressed by Technical Committee 4. Mr. Hawkins pointed out
that Sec. A..2.5.1 of Appendix A should replace the last paragraph of Section
11.5.1. MJ: •. Manning proposed as, new ballot items: (1) that the last paragraph
of Section 1l..5.1. be: replaced. by Sec. A.2.S.1 of Appendix A, and (2) that. the
proposed wording of Item:B.2. of thac.March 27 ballot bec replaced by the
following:

"Certified mill tests may be accepted for ASTM A-706 and,
where no welding is required, for ASTM A-61S reinforcing steel. 1f

,Mr. Manning' s propos~ was put in the form of a motion which carried.

The Technical Committee next:. considered the issue of seismic provisions for
flat plate, flat. slab and waffle slab structures as presented in Mr. Hawkins'
letter of February 26, 1980. After considerable discussion on the intentions
of the ATe 3-06 provisions rela.ting to flat plate construction, Mr. Wyllie
offered a motion to consider as a ballot item the changes to Sec. 11.6.1
proposed by Mr. Hawkins and identified as Items S.l A-D in Mr. Bertero's
evaluation dated April 7, 1980, with Item 5.1 D modified as indicated on page
2. of Mr. Bertero's evaluation. The motion was seconded and adopted.

The follOWing proposals by Mr. Hawkins and identified in MJ:. Bertero's
evalua.tion of April 7, 1980 were put in the form of motions and adopted by
the Technical Committee as ballot items.

Item 5.2 - As proposed by Mr. Hawkins with modification proposed
by Mr. Bertero.

Item 5.3 - As proposed by Mr. Hawkins.

It em 5.5 - As praposed by Mr. Hawkins.
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Item. 5.6. - Modify cunent Section 3.7 .12 by deleting, last sentence•..
Mr. Fintel proposed a change in. Item A.6 of the. March 21 ballot;: ~hat the
phrase "ductility and stable hysteretic: behavior" be replaced by "sufficient
energy dissipation capacity." '!he. proposed change was put in. the form of a
motion,. was seconded, and carried. The revised bal~ot item. A..& will.- be pre
sented. as a ne.w bal1.ot item on. the next: committee b~ot_

'!he !'echnic~ Committee next considered. requuements for prestressed concrete
piling. Mr. Lefter questioned whether the data on prestressed concrete pile
performance referred to by M:r. Sheppard at the meeting of February 21 (San
Francisco) was based on cyclic. loading. Mr. Hawkins agreed with Mr. Sheppard
that cyclic. loads. were' used. Additional information on this issue is to be
provided by Mr. Sheppard•.

Mr. Sheppard. offered. a motio1t; that. a new Section 7.5.3(E} be placed on the
ballot... Wording of Section i ..5..3(E) is to be. as indicated in Mr. Sheppard"'s
letter to the Techn1cal Committee. (dated March 25, 1980) with the following
changes:

. : Page 1:

o Title to read: PRECAST-PRESTRESSED PILES

o Formula for s.sp: change T d . to 7 dbsp

Page Z:

o Change: cisp to db - diameter of longitudinal reinforcing or strands.

o Add. the phrase rtand not less than that given in Section li.7 .Z(C). II

. to the. definition of p in the new Section 7.5.3(E).
s.

'!he motion was seconded and. adopted.

Mr. Sheppard proposed the current Section 7.6.1 be replaced by the wording
proposed in his letter to the Technical Committee dated December Zl, 1979.
Mr. Cohen expressed reservations about requiring a dynamic analysis for steel
H piles, but proposed that this issue be placed on the ballot with the under
standing that Mr. Sheppard. prepare a justification for elimination of the
Category D restriction. Mr .. Bertero suggested that the major objection to
precast piles: is. t.he connection. to the pile: cap. Mr. Wyllie offered to look
int.o the basis· for the· exclusion of. precast-prestressed piles in:. Section 7.6.1.

Mr. Sheppard made a motion that, as- a. ballot item, Section 7.6 be deleted and
that Section 7.5 be revised to in~ude seismi.c performance Categories C and D.
The mot ion was seconded and. approved.
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Mr. Sheppard. next. proposed as a ballot ite:ar the addition of CL new section
in Chapter 11 to be- designated as~ Section 11. 9.2: and as presented on page- 2
of his letrer to the Technic.u. Committee dated April. 8, 1980. Afrer considerable
discussion, the following. wording was proposed:

11.9-.2 "DUC'I'IU.''- cONsnucnow-

Energy dissipating; lateraI load resisting systems; comprised. of precast:
and/or prestressed. concrete-components shall be permitted prOVided satisfactory
evidence can be shown in the form. of experiments,_ testing, and analysia based
upon established engineerin~ principles that the resulting construcrion complies
with the requirements, of Secrions: 3.6 and 3.7 and this Chapter, and that they
offer the same strength, stiffness., stability, durability, damping, energy
absorption, and energy dissipation capabilities (ductility) as monolithic cast
in-place ordinarily reinforced concrete construction.

The proposal was put in:. the form. of a motion which was seconded and carried.

Mr. Sheppard. next proposed for ballot items the new sections: 11.9 and li.9-.1
as presented. in his- letter of April. 8.

The following wording was agreed upon after much discussion and was presented
as a_motion, was seconded and carried.

11.9 STRUCTURES COMPRISED OF PRECAST AND/OR PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
SUBASSEMBLAGES

The provisions- of this section apply to buildings constructed with
precast and/or prestressed concrete elements not conforming to the detailing
provisions given elsewhere in this chapter for cast-in-place concrete.

11.9.1 LlNE.A.R ELASTIC DESIGN

Structures with assemblages of precast and/or prestressed concrete
components furnishing lateral resistance against seismic forces shall be designed
to elastically resist eqUivalent lateral forces equal to those specified in this
document with an R value of 1.0.

Mr. Cohen requested that Mr. Sheppard prepare appropriate material for the
commentary on Sections 11.9.1 and 11.9.2, and that this material be included
on the next ballot. This was put in the form. of a motion, was seconded and
carried.

Mr. Cohen asked if there were any additional items to be considered.

Mr. Fintel expressed_ his view that additional work is needed to develop adequate
provisions for coupled shear walls. Mr. Bertero agreed and suggesced that
Technical Committee~· could recommend to ACI that a committee be appointed to
study the issues relating to coupled shear walls. Mr. Cohen suggested that this
and other items could be identified and that the Technical Committee could make
recommendations to both ACI Committee 318 and BSSC for further study.
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Mr. Hawkins· noted points of confusion in. the' commentary on. coupled shear walls
(page 339, and Figures 3C on page 356) .. In; the. interest: of improving the
commentary on coupled shear walls, a· motion. was made: and: seconded that Mr.. FinteI.,
develop a new commentary on coupled. shear walls,. this new. commentary to be
included. as. an item on the next:.: bal.1.a.e.. ...-
There being: no additional., business" the meeting. adiow:ne<h at 4.:10- pur..

Respectfully submitted by

d1~~
'rL../-- (S.. ttl ~ r'L
R. D. Marshall
Kyle. Woodward
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UNITED STATeS DEPARTMENT OF- COMMERCE:
National Bureau af Standards.
Washington, D.C. 20234

Minute~ of Technical Committee 4
Review and Refinement of ATC 3-06

Meeting at: National. Bureau. of Standards
June 4" 1980

9: 00 AM EDT Meeting called to order by Chairman Edward Cohen. The
following individuals were present:

, ;

Name

Edward Cohen (Chairman)
Mark Fintel
Neil Hawkins:
Eugene Holland
James Prendergast

Loring A. Wyllie, Jr.

Dannie1- Jenny (Alternate for
David Sheppard)

William Wagner, Jr. (Designated
representative ,for
Joseph Manning)

Nonvoting Members

James Lefter
Richard Marshall
Kyle Woodward

Guests and Observers

Gerald Neville

Representative of

American Concrete Institute
Portland Cement Association
Post~Tensioning Institute
American Society of Civil Engineers
Interagency Committee on Seismic

Safety in Construction
Structural Engineers Association

of California
Prestressed Concrete Institute

Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute

Building Seismic Safety Council
National Bureau of Standards
National Bureau of Standards

Portland Cement Association

The first order of business was the adoption of an agenda for the Fourth
Meeting. This being the last meeting of Technical Committee 4, the
Chairman set out the following ground rules prior to consideration of
the agenda:

.. All business of the committee must be completed before
adjournment. There will be no pending actions after
adjournment.
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• Actions, requiring letter balloe approval will be done by signed

written. vote during the meeting.. The votes will be. recorded in
the minutes for approval by the committee.

.. The resolution of reservations from: the letter bal~ots of
March 27, 1980 and. May 5, 1980 will. be completed before. the
inttoductioIt of new business ..

It was moved and seconded that the agenda (see Attachment A) be. adopted.
The motion carried by unanimous vote.

The next item of business was review; of the minutes of the Third. Meeting of
Technical Committee 4 held at Skokie, Illinois on Ap'rtl 14, 1980.. No cor
rections were offered and the minutes wera approved as distributed to the
committee on April 30,. 1980.

The committee next considered the letter ballot of March 27, 1980. Mr•. Woodward
presented a brief summary' of the ballotin& and noted that of eight voting
members,. three did not return their bar.lot.. He also pointed out that ballot
items; AI, AfJ and B2 had beext; superceded~ by the letter ballot of May 5." 1980.
Prior to discussion and final action by the committee,. each ballot iten was
summarized along with. the vote tabulation and the reservations and/or
reasons for negative votes. In. the following notes, results of the March 27
ballot: are summarized in parentheses for each ballot item (Y =- yes, YWR =
yes with reservations,. N =- no and A = abstain).

AI. This item was superceded by the letter ballot of .May 5, 1980.

A2 (Y = 3, YWR = 1, N = 1).. Discussion centered on the. intent of the
proposed change. It was agreed that the proposed change would not
circumvent ATC 3-06 requirements for R and Cd values and that ductility
requirements would still apply for resistance to lateral loads produced
by seismic events. Reservations and objections were withdrawn and the
ballot item. was. nnanimously adopted.

A3 (Y = 3, YWR. = 2).. The reservations- concerned the lack of ties at
midheight of collJIllI1S. that would result fr01ll the proposed change and the.
corresponding changes in 6 factors· for col~ design. Following discus
sion of the issue, the committee voted to adopt the change. Mr. Wyllie
requested that the record shaw his reservation with regard to the proposed
change.

A4 (Y = 3, YWR : 1, N = 1).. The need for boundary members in the case
of tensile axial forces was questioned, as was the basis for the change
when. originaLly proposed_ The committee decided there was no basis for
the change as stat.ed and. unanimous~y voted to reject it.
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AS (y ... 3, YWR - 1 .. N # 1). After a brief discussion the commi.ttee
unanimously rejected the proposed change for the same reasons stated
under IteIlt A4.

A6. This iteIlt was superceded by the letter ballot of May 5, 1980.

Category B items on the May 5 ballot were: next considered. It was
explained that these items; required action by other committees. and,
depending on. final action taken by Technical Committee 4" would be: taken
up by the Coordinatin~Committee at its meeti.ng on June 5-6.

Bl CY :. 2, YWR .. 2,. A :. 1). Mr. Fintel was asked to review the comments
and response of Technical Committee 2 to proposed changes in the seismicity
indices of Table I-B•. After discussing the potential impact of Table 1-B
on concrete construction in various map areas, there was a consensus of
the committee that some: changes to Table 1-B were needed_ It: was agreed
that changes: in the original indices for map' area 4- through 7 would not
be appropriate. After a lengthy discussion of map areas 2 and 3, the
committee unanimously approved. the following motion:

"Recommend that Committee; 2 alter the Seismicity Indices in
Table 1-B, Chapter I to read as listed below and that Committee 2
carefully review map area 3 to determine whether or not certain
areas such as New York City should more appropriately be assigned
to a map area of 2 fOr concrete construction.' ..

Map Area Number

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Seismicity Index

4

4

4

3

2

1

1

B2. This item was superceded by the letter ballot of May 5, 1980.

B3 CY = I, YWR = 2, N = 1, A" 1). Mr. Fintel explained that Technical
Committee 2 has already taken action that is responsive to the intent
of this proposed change and, therefore, Item B3 is moot. Based on this,
the committee unanimously agreed to withdraw the proposed change.
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B4 (Y' = 3', YWlt =- 1, A s 1). Mr. Fintel. reported that Technical. COIIJIIIi.ttee 2
has recommended a change wMch responds to Iteut Bt+. and the issue. is now
moot. Thus, the commi.ttee. agreed to withdraw the- proposed change.

BS (Y ,. 3, N = 1". A, ~ 1) _ Mr. F'intel. reviewed the action· taken by
Techni.cal C'omm:Lttee Z in. recommending 1:0' the BSSC that a comm:i.ttee- be
es.tablished;. to' st:u.dy cou"fllecr shear walls and eccentrically placed frames ..
Technical COIIJIIIi.ttee. 4 nnanimously agreed to wi.thdraw the proposed change•.

B6 (y:z 1" YWR ~ 3, A. ,.. 1).- Mr.. Salomone, Secretary of Technical Committee- 3,
re~ewed the response of that committee to the proposed Changes to Section
7.4.4 suimu..tted by David Sheppard in his letter of December 21, 1979, to
Technical Committee 4. Technical Committee 4 decided that the issues of
dowels and exposed strand should be treated separately and took the follow
ing actious:

1. Unanimously recommended that the following be added. to the
second. paragraph: of Section 7 •.4.4.

"The pile cap~ connectiott may be made by the use of field
placed dowels anchored in the concrete pile. It

2. Unanimously recommended that the following sentence be
added to Section 7.4.4(E)_

"The pile cap connection for Category B structures
may also be by means of developing exposed strand.'~

BT (y. 2, YWR = 1, N = 1, A = 1). The committee concluded that the
proposed change was not clear as stated and unanimously recommended
that the following wording be added to Section 8.2.2 just prior to
"EXCEPTIONS."

"The force, Fp' shall be- appli.ed independently vertically,
longitudinally and laterally in combination with the static
load. of the element_"

BS- (Y. = 3, N :& 1,. A ... 1). Discussion: centered on what UBC requires for
exterior wall attachments and whether it was appropriate to double the
elastic forces rather than to modify the performance factor. The committee
decided that the proposed change should be withdrawn and that Table 8-B
should be modified by inserting the words "Connector Fasteners" indented
and immediately under "Wall Attachments" with a corresponding Cc factor
of 6.0. Mr. Fintel opposed the change.

B9 (Y =' 4, A = 1). Mr. Fintal. reported that Technical. Committee 2 has
taken thi.s proposal under consideration and it was unanimously agreed
to withdraw the original resolution_
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At" this point, M:r.. Leyendecker outlined for the commi.ttee the schedule.
for completing; the review and refinement of ATC 3-06 ..

It was moved by Mr. Holland and seconded by Mr•. Jenny that Item 4 of
the agenda be tabled in, view' of the need to consider the March 19-, 1980
draft: of Appendix A (ACI Standard. 318-77) and the May 28 version of
Chapter'l1 prepared by Mr. Neville· of the Portland Cement: Association ..
In the discussion which followed, it was pointed out that certa~ items
on the letter ballot of May 5,1980, involved provisions: of ATC 3-06
outside of Chapter II and would, therefore, have to be. considered by
the committee, regardless of what action was taken. on. Chapter 11. The
original-:motion was then. amended to table ballot items MJ., M3, M4, M5,
M9 and Ml2. The motion, as amended, passed unanimously and the cotmnittee
then addressed the- remaining issues on the May 5 letter ballot.

M2 (Y :: T" YWR. = 1) • Reservations regarding this proposed change were·
withdrawn and the proposed:. change was· approved. by unanimous vote.

M6 (Y = T, N ::& 1). Discussion centered on the ability of flat plate
construction (waffle' slabs in particular) to share- in resisting lateral
loads when properly detailed.. The commi.ttee unanimously agreed to
delete the last sentence of the proposed change to the eighth paragraph
of Section 3.6.3 which is then to read as follows:

"The loading is cyclical, so static ultimate load capabilities
may not be. reached. .If the combination•••with the values given.
in Table 3-B. In: the example of the flat plate warehouse, the
connections can, still carry the- design gravity loadings if they
satisfy the requirements of Section ll.6.1. t1

M7 (Y = 7, N :: 1). In discussing the proposed change~ it was pointed out
that there is no reason to check shear stresses if the procedure for
design of slab-to-column connections is properly carried out. Mr. Wyllie
stated that he would withdraw his negative vote, but that his reservation
regarding the proposed change was to stand.

M8 (Y :: 7, N :: 1). The discussion centered on simply supported prestressed
beams developing a hinge at midspan due to vertical accelerations and the
fact that 0.5 On would be an excessive requirement. Mr. Wyllie agreed to
change his vote from "no" to "yes with cotmnent," the c.omment being as
stated on his May 5 ballot.

The committee adjourned for lunch.
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1:35 PM EDT Meeting; reconvened by Cha1ma.n. Cohen.

It was moved by Mr.., Holland and seconded by Mr. Finte~ that the: May 28
version:. of Chapter II and Commentary submitted by MJ::_ Finte! (see"
Attachment B) be adopted to replace the current Chapter: II and: Commentary
of ATe. 3-06.. Mr. Fint~ who deferred to Mr_ N"evil.le~ was, asked to give
a summary of the May 28 version" the- reasotl' for the proposed change". and
how the May 28 version; and referenced March 19 draft: of Appendix A
CACI 318-1977) would affect" previous. b~t: items and actions taken by
the committee to date. Mr. Neville stated that the items contained in
the letter ballots of March- 2.7 and.. May 5 had been incorporated. Mr. Cohen.
noted that additional items; contained in Mr. Bertero r s memorandum. to
E. Cohen. and E. Pfrang and distributed to members of the committee during
the morning session would have to be considered by the committee if the
May 28 version of Chapter 11 were adopted. Mr. Wyllie questioned the
wisd011l of adopting for tr~ designs a new set of provisions that are
incomplete and have not' been. thoroughly reviewed. A. lengthy discussion
ensued concerning the. evolution of Appendix A.. the advantages and dis
advantages in replacing the current· Chapter II widr the May 28, version",
and reasons supporting- the proposed change. The· motion' was put to- a
vote and carried 6 votes. "yes'" and 1. vote "no. tt

It was moved and seconded that the following., resolution. be adopted by
Technical Committee 4.

"Regardless of subseq!1ent actions, it is the firm intent of this
committee that the fina~ version. of Appendix A, with-appropriate
modifications, be incorporated in ATe 3-06 after completion of
trial designs."

The committee adopted the resolution by unanimous vote. The Chairman
then requested a. motion for the following statement of appreciation.

"This. committee wishes to thank: Professor Bertero for his
dedicated work and many technical contributions over the
past months."

The motion was seconded and Imanimously approved.

The committee nexr considered the provisions of the May 28 version of
Chapter 11 in light of action already taken on letter ballot items.
The following changes to Chapter' II and Commentary were moved, seconded
and unanimously approved.

Section. 11. 4..1, paragraph: CD) under "EXCEPTION: If Delete 31f~ bod and

add (1 ... ~c) h~ bod-
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Add.. new Section 11.4.2. - FRAMING: SYSTEMS~ Wording to be identicaL to
Section 11.S.2. 'except as~ follows·:..

First paragraph.: under "EXCEPTION::"

Second: line - delete "Acr 3l8~ Append:1z: A'" and add: "~ection II.. 4.1"

Fourth. line' - delete: "and toughness,r- and add "stiffness" stability,
durability.. and energy dissipation capacity"

Last line - delete- "Appendix A" and add:. "Section l1.4.L."

Second paragraph. under "EXCEPTION:"

Last line - delete 1.0 and. add 1.5.

Section U.S. 2.

First paragraph.: under "EXCEPTION:..'·

Fourth: line - delete: "and toughness" and add "stiffness, stability,
durability, and. energy dissipation capacity"

Second paragraph under "EXCEPTION:"

Last line -- delete: 1. a and. add 1.5.

Section U.S.3

Delete "WALLS AND" from section heading.

Delete first and second.. paragraphs.

Commentary - Section 11.4

Fourth paragraph - move to end of Section 11. S. 4 of Commentary
(Note:: 11.5.3 should be- 1l.S.4).

Mr. Holland and Mr. Wagner left: the meeting. because of flight schedules
and assigned their proxy to the Chairman.

The committee next considered the changes to the May 28 version of Chapter 11
recommended by Mr. Bertero in.: his undated memorandum to E. Cohen and
E. Pfrang. T~s memorandum was distributed to the committee during the
morning session and is included in these minutes as Attachment C. In the
following,. the page and item:: numbers are identical to those in the Bertero
memorandum.
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I. CHANGES NEEDED IN CHAPTER 11

Page: L. The' comm:tttee adopted the- follow:ing for reference documents.

Reference ll..l-ANSrlACT. 318;..17 "Building Code Requirements
for Reinforced Concrete~~ including proposed revision of
Appendix A - "Requirements for Re:i.nforced Concrete Building
Structures: Resisting Forces, Induced by Earthquake Motions."
dated 19 March: 1980~ Ameri.can Concrete Institute.

Refer~nce ll.2-AWS D1.4-79 "Structural Welding Code - Reinforcing
Steel, It' American. Welding: Society.

Page 2.. Section 11.4.1. The committee adopted, the following change.

First paragraph~ first line~

Replace "Where. Moment Resisting Frame Systems. are....'f with "Where
Ordinary Moment Frames are.......'.'

Page 3.· Section. 11.4.1(E)... The committee adopted the following change.

Last line - delete Ifas torsion. reinforcement." and add "to resist
torsion at discontinuous edges."

Page 3... Section U ...5.2..: The committee recommended that the following
be added to the definit10~of BRACED FRAME, Chapter 2, page 37.

"In Chapter 11, reinforced concrete braced frames may be
referred to as struc.tural trusses."

Page 3.. Section 11.5.3.. This paragraph has been deleted..

Page 4. Section 11. 5.3. This paragraph has been deleted.

Page 4. Section 11..5.4.. The comm.i.ttee adopted the following wording
for this section.

"All frame components assumed. to be not part of the seismic
resisting system shall have demonstrated capabilities satisfy
ing Section 3.3.4(C) and shall conform to the requirements of
AC! 318., Appendix A.a; except, the lateral deformation require
ments of A.a •.l shal~ not apply. If nonlinear behavior.• O'lt

With: regard to the· following: items, in Mr. Bertero's memorandum: (identified
under I. CHANGES NEEDED IN CHAPTER 11), the committee determined that
they should be sent forward to ACT Committee 318-Sub- 10 for consideration.

Page 3. A.4.3.2
Section 11. 5.1
Section 11. 5.2.
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ThE!o' comm:i.ttee agreed to.· the- addition of a. new Section- 11.5.5 to Chapter II
which. reads' as follows:

11.5.5 - RELATIVE FLEXURAL STRENGTli OF COLUMNS:

"In lieu of ACr Appendix A.4..Z~ the following: shal.l. apply for relative
strength of columns."

Insert. 11.T.leA) of ATe 3-06- with: the. following- changes.

First line after' "joint't - insert I~where framing columns resist a
factored axiaL compressive force larger than Agf~ /10 and in the
plane••. It

Third line from bottom- delete "Section 11.T.2eC)" and add "ACI
Appendix. A.4.4"

On page 3 of the Commentary~ the cO'llIll1i.ttee agreed to add a paragraph and
figure prepared by Mr;. Hawkins which: address reinforcement details at a
discontinuous edge. The paragraph and figure are to be inserted after
the third paragraph of Section 11.4..

The comm:i.tte~next considered those items listed under II. CHANGES NEEDED
IN THE NEW APPENDIX A TO MAKE IT CONSISTENT WITH THE ATC 3-06 PROVISIONS
in Mr. Bertero's memorandum. The following items were accepted by the
committee as requiring a change in ACT Appendix A or as already accomplished
through changes to the May 28 version of Chapter 11.

Page 1. A.O
Page 2. A.l
Page 4. A.2.l.4.
Page 8. A.4.2.2
Page 9. A.4.3.2
Page 9. A.4.4.l
Page 11. A.5. 3.1
Page 14. A.7.l.3

The committee agreed that all other Appendix A items identified in
Mr. Bertero's memorandum should be sent forward to ACI Committee 318
Sub 10 for consideration.

The connnittee next took up unresolved items on the letter ballot of
May 5, 1980.

MlO (y = 6, YWR = 1, N = 1) • Discussion centered on the documentation
supporting: the proposed additions to Secti.on 7.5.3. Specifically,. the
nature of the cyclic load tests was called into question. After extensive
discussion it was moved and seconded that the proposed change as stated
under Item MlO on the letter ballot of May 5 be withdrawn. The vote was
Y = 1, N = 2, A = 2. Therefore, the change will be sent forward as
originally stated.
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MIL (y.. 7,. N = 1).. The commi.ttee di.scussed tb.i.& issue at length t'

COUsidering the possible: reasons for the limitation in Section 7.6.1,.
documented damage to' precast-prestressed piles subjected to seismic:
loads and the basis for. removal. of the limitation. It was- moved and
seconded to send:. the: proposed: change forward: as stated: under Item MlI.
on the letter ballot of May 5.. The. vote was Y =- 3 ~ N· - 2_ Therefore,.
the chang.e will bec sent forward as. stated under Item MIL.

MI2.. Because of actions- taken. by the committee up, to this. point in the
meeting" this. item was, deemed to be. moot.

To comp1~te its action on the adoption of the May 2S version of Chapter 11
and references indicated therein, the commi.ttee conducted a letter
ballot.. The ballot item, designated as Yl,. was, stated as follows:'

Yl. "Revise Chapter 11 and Commentary Chapter 11 of ATC 3-06 to read
as per May 28, 1980 proposal, as modified in meeting of June 4,. 1980,
and changes necessary to; incorporate those reVisions into the remainder
of ATC 3-06.. .

The results of the ballot were as follows:

Mr. Cohen "yes" Mr. Prendergast "yes"

Mr. Fintel "yes" Mr. Wyllie "no"

Mr. Hawkins "yea" Mr. Jenny "yes"

Mr. Holland "yes" Mr. Wagner "yes"

The committee next conducted a letter ballot regarding its intent to
see ACT Appendix A incorporated in ATC 3-06. The ballot item designated
as Rl t was stated as follows:

Rl.. "Regardless of subsequent actions, it is the fina intent of this
committee that the. final. version of Appendix. A.,. rith appropriate modifi
cations,... be incorporated in ATC. 3-06 after completion of trial designs."

The results of the ballot were as follows:

Mr. Cohen "yes'" Mr. Prendergast "yes"

Mr. FinteL "yes" Mr. Wyllie "yes."

Mr. Hawki.ns "yes" Mr. Jenny "yes"

Mr. Holland "yes" Mr. Wagner "yes"

There being no further business, the meeting was. adjourned at 9:20 PM EDT'.

Respectfully submitted,

R. D. Marshall Kyle Woodward
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ATTACHMENT' A

Meeting or Technical Conmittee 4- - Concrete::
National Bureau. or Standards·

Gaithersburg:~ Maryland
June. 4" 1980

Purpose of meeting: and. ground:: rules.

Approval of minutes. of previous.. meeting.

Resolution of negative: votes and reservations on
letter ball ot of March 21". 1980..

Resolution of negative votes and reservations on
letter- ballot of May 5,. 1980..:

New- items: for consideration ..
,

Approval of' final committee recolTl11endations:.
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CIiAFTER'll _ Pages fOl-uo C

REVISE CHAPTER IT TO' READ AS FOLLOWS:

CHAPTER 11
REINFORCED" CONCRETE

.. - .. ,

-ATTACHMENT' m.·: '-- .:':..

,Ma<y' 2a~ 1980'"'

.....-..~ ......

See-1Lt -REFERENCE' DOCUMENTS' '. ''',~ , , ~ .•,';~":<, .

The-. qual i ty and testi"g. of concrete and stee1 materi a1s and. th~ design, and :'.' '

construction of reinforced concrete: components: that resist. seismic forces .... .:, .

shall conform to the requirements of the- references listed- in this Sectiorr~,
.'

except as modifi ed oy the provisi ons, of th is Chapter.

Ref.. 11.1 ANSI/ACI 313-77 "Sunding Code Requirements for- Reinforced

Concrete*' incTuctirrg' Append i ~ A* - Requ i rements for' Rei nfarced

Concrete. BuiTdinq Str.uctures: Resisting Forces induced by'

Earthquake- MotionS',. American Concrete Institute.

, : Sec. 11.2 - REQUIRED STRENGTFf'

Required strength to resist seismic forces determined by analysis procedures

of Chapter 4 or ~, shall be' irr accordance with Sec. 3.7.1 in lieu of ACI 31g
Section 9.2.3.

Sec.. 11.3 - SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORY A

Bui ldings assigned to Cat~ory A may be of any constructi OTt penni tied by AC!

318~ and sha11 confarnr to the: minimum requirements- of ACT 318, excTuding

Appendix A.

Anchor bolts at tops of columns and similar- locations shall be closely

enclosed within not less than two i¥4 or three #3 ties located within

4 inches from top of columns. Allowable loads on anchor bolts shall not

exceed those given in TalJle I1-A.

Sec. 11.4 - SEISMIC PERFORMANCE 'CATEGORY 8'

Buildings assigned to Category B shall conform' to all the requirements for

Category A and to the addit~onal requirements of this Section.

*' "Appendix A-Requirements fer Rei nforced Concrete Suil di ng Structures
Resisting Forces induced by Earthquake Motions,1I 19 March, 1980;
copy attached.
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11.4.r - OROINARY MOMENT FRAMES

Where Moment Resisting, Frame Systems.. are used for the seismic resis.ting:

system,. frame components:: (b.eams anet columns) shaH be proportioned to

satisfy the additional provisions: o.f ACT 318" Appendix A.3.Z" A•.1.J,. A.4".3"~

and A.8.Z.. (See ACt 318" ApP'end,ix. A.l.I•.!) ..

EXCEPTION::-

Where sJab. systems without beams between supports and supportea OrT

cO'Tumn$" are used: for the sei smic resi sti ng:- system, the- fo 11owin;

provisions shaTT apply to- slab components iii lieu of ACr 318,

Appendix A.Z.Z and A.!.3 ..

(A) Area. of bottonr sTal%: reinforcement not less: tharr 1.1 Vu/ 4lfy
shaTT be providecb continuous: througtt or- anchored w-ithirr

column supports" wheM:' V~ is.: factored shear- force transferred

to supporting columns due to gravity loading only. Shear force:

Vu may be reduced by vertical component of effective prestress:

force for- 51 all systems with pres.tressi ng tendons continuous

thro.ugtt or anchored w.ithirr supporti ng columns..

(B) In each direction, at least 2 bars shan be provided in both

top- and bottom of s Tab and made conti nuous through or- anchored

within supporting columns-.

(C) At least 60 percent of column strip negative moment rein

forcement s.halT be concentrated between lines' that are one' and

one-half sTab thickness (1.5h) outside opposite faces of columns.

(D) Shear strength of slab at slab-column connections. shalT not

be taken greater- than 3~bod when subject to shear force. Vu,

where: bo is perimeter of a cr-iticaT section perpendicuTar to

plane- of sTab and located sO" that its perimeter is a minimum,

but need not approach' closer- than d/2 to" perimeter of supporting

co lumn.
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(E) At discontinuous edgeS' or slabs without an edge beam, rein

for-cement withi", a: distanca 4h on either side of a supportin~

column shall be- detaiTed as torsion reinforcement.

Sec. 11.5 - SEISMIC PERFORMANCE' CATEGORY C ANI)' cr
Buildings. assigned to Categories: C and a shall conform ta aTT the

requirements far" Category B: and to the additional requirements of this

Section ..

11.5.1 - MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
Mater-ials used in the components of the< seismic resisting system shan

conform to ACr 318" Appendix A.Z.4 and A.Z.S..

11 .4.Z - FRAMING, SYSTEMS'

An components of the seismic resisting system (moment frames, stru.ctura 1

walls, br-aced frames, anet diaphragms), sha TT be proportioned in aecordance-

. ;,with provision of ACr 318~ Appendix A.2.1.

EXCE?TIQN~

Se;smi c resisting frami ni systelTlS' not satisfying the require
ments of Sec. 11.4.1,- may~be~s~e<:!-__ if~lt-'-s~_cremons-trated--
by experimentaT evidence and anaJysis- thar a proposed system

wi TT lTave strength' and toughness equaT to or exceedinc; that

provided by a comparable monolithic cast-in-!Jlace framing

system satisfying Sec. 11.4.1.

Alternatively, seismic resisting framing systems that do not

contain required. special details or energy dissipating_mechan

isms may be used if desi gned for for-ces- determi nee by the

analysis procedures of Chapter~ 4. or 5 with an R value of 1.5.

11. S.3 - STRUCTURAL WALLS AND DLA.PHRAGMS

Structura1 wa 115 shall have verti cal boundary members at waTT edges as
required by ACT 318, Appendix A.S.3.1.. Vertica'l boundary members shan a150

be provided at any level of a structural walT where tensile axial forces can

be developed.
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Structural diaphragms shall have special transverse reinforcement as required
by ACT 318, Appendix A.S.2.3. Special transverse reinforcement shall also be
provided whenever tensile axial forces can be developed across the entire
diaphragm section.

Cast-in-place topping on precast floor systems may serve as structural
diaphragms to transmit inertia forces to seismic resisting elements provided
the cast-in-place topping is proportioned and detailed to resist the shear
forces under the effects of any loading combination (which could induce
tensile o~ compressive stresses simultaneously to the shear forces). Alter
nate techniques based on the use of untapped precast and/or prestressed
components of concrete floor systems may be used only if shown by test and
analysis based on established engineering principles that the floor systems
will provide the same strength, stiffness, stability, durability and suffi
cient energy dissipation capacity as a monolithic cast-in-place ordinary
reinforced concrete diaphragm.

; : 11.5.4 - FR~E COMPONENTS NOT PART OF SEISMIC RESISTING SYSTEM
,4.11 frcme components assumed to be not part of the seismic resisting system
shall conform to the requirements of ACI 318, Appendix A.a; except that frame
elements assumed not to be part of the lateral force resisting system shall
have demonstrated capabilities satisfying Sec. 3.3.4(c). If nonlinear
behavior is required in such components to comply with Sec. 3.3.4(c), the
critical portions shall be provided with special transverse reinforcement in
accordance with ACI 318, Appendix A.3.3 or A.4.4.
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TABLE II-A;

ALLOWABlE SHEAR ANQ': TENSIon ON BOLTS!

.
MINIM~

DIAMETER EMBEOME SHEA~ TENSION-
( inches) ( inches) ( lbs) (lbs.)

I/4 Z~ SOO' 360
3/~ . ! llOO~ 900
liZ ¢ 1900 1700
51Ff S 3000' 2700
3/4- SJf--- 4300 4050
7/F; 5 5900 5150
1 7 7700 7500

..

1YaTues showrr are: for minimum- concrete. compressive strength'
of 3000 psi at 28' days:.

YaTues: are for natural stone aggregate concrete and bolts
of at least A-30T quality. Bolts shall have a standard
bolt head or equal deformity irT the emedded portion.

Values. are- based upon a boTt spac.ing of 12 diameters with
a minimum edge. distance- of 5' diameters. Such spacing and
edge distance may be reduced 50 percent with an equal
reduction in- value. Use linear interpoloation for inter
med i ate spac; nqs- and edge- margi ns •.

ZA minimum entJedment of 9 bolt diameters shaH be provided
for anchor boTts located in the top of columns for bui1d
ings located. in Seismicity Index Areas 3 and 4.



COMMENTARY CHAPTER 11 - Pages 449-459
REVISE COMMENTARY CHAPTER 11 TO READ AS FOLLOWS:

COMMENTARY

CHAPTER 11: REINFORCED CONCRETE

For the proper detailing of reinforced concrete construction for earth- .
quake resistance, design standard ANSI/ACI 318-77 "Building Code Require
ments for-Reinforced Concrete" is referenced. Seismic resistance is
considered in the overall development of the ACI 318 Standard, including an
Appendix A on Special Provisions for Reinforced Concrete Building Structures
to Resist Forces Induced by Earthquake Motions.

Chapter 11 is formulated to reference appropriate ACI 318 design provisions
within the four ATC seismic performance categories (A through D). ACI 318
Appendix A refers to zones of different seismicity (Zones 0 through 4) for

.. application of the special provisions for seismic design. For application
of Appendix A within the ATC Seismic performance categories, buildings
assigned to ATC Category A are interpreted as located in Zone 0 or 1

(regions of no or minor seismic risk), requiring no special provisions for
seismic design. Buildings assigned to ATC Category 8 are interpreted as
located in Zone 2 (regions of moderate seismic risk) per Appendix A.2.1.3.
Buildings assigned to ATC Category C and 0 are interpreted as located in
Zones 3 and 4 (regions of high seismic risk), per Appendix A.2.1.4. The
proportioning and detailing requirements for frames and walls resisting
seismic forces are summarized as follows:

Frame
Wa 11

Cateaory A
ACI 318-77
ACI 318-77

Cateaorv B

Appendix A.2.1.3
ACI 318-77

Cateaories C &0

Appendi x A

Appendix A

Far buildings in seismic performance category A, no special provisions are
required; the general requirements of ACI 318-i7 apply for proportioning and
detailing concrete structures.

The code sections cited in ACI 318, Appendix A.2.1.3 for ordinary moment
frames (beam-column framing systems) in seismic performance Category 3
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goverTf reinforcement detaiTs, of the beam and column components as fenews:

B"eams: Co Tumns

Longitudina.l reinforcement
Transverse ~;nforcement

A..!.Z
A·..l.J .

A.4:.!
A.B.Z

Fo~ sTab' systems without Ilearns Iletweerr caTuntn" supports-t the s lab c:o~anents

of the. fram~ are detaiTed' irr accordance: w>ittr the speciaT EXCEPTION, provisfans
of See•. 11.4-.1.

There are no special requirements fol'"" other- structuraT or nonstructuraT
.'

components of bui ldings~ irr Category B.

IIT regions of high seismi c risk (Categories C and 0) t the entire: bui 'din~

including the foun·datiorr ami nonstructural elements" must satisfy ACr 318'

Appendix A.

rt should be noted that a: structural system in a higher category (0 being-

. : higher than A) must satisfy the requirements specified for the lower c:ate

gcries.: A structural frame whictt forms part. of the seismic res.isting system
of a Categ.ory C building- inu.st satisfy an of the frame requirements. of AC!

JIB Appendix A., including Appendix A.Z.l.!.

Sec.. 1l.Z - REQUIREIT STRENGTH
Calculations to detennin'!' the' strength of structural components an~ members

are to be based OrT Ref. 11.1; except,. the factored loads. and load comb.ina

tions to resist seismic forces: must be in accordance with Sec. 3.7.1 in 1ieu
of ACr 318 Section 9.Z.3. This excepti on i~ necessary so that the required

strength for seismic resistance t Sec. 3.7.1,. is compatib1e with the design
forces specified in Chapter 3..

Sec. 11.3.. - SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORY A

Construction qualifying: under Category A as: identified in Table I-A (Chapter
1) may be buiTt wittt no special detai1 requirements for earthquake resis.tance

except foT"'" ties- around anchor bolts as indicat~d in Sec~ 11.3. IICiosely
enc1osed" is. intended to- mean that- the ties shou1d be located ',yithirr 3 to 4
bolt diameters of the bolts.
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Sec. 11.4 - SEISMIC PERFOR~ANCE CATEGORY B
A frame used as part of the lateral force resisting system in Category 8
as identified in iable 3-8 is required to have certain details which are
intended to help sustain integrity of the frame when subjected to deforma
tion reversals into the nonlinear range of response.

For beam and column framing systems, the reinforcement details of ACI 318
Appendix A.3.? and A.3.3 apply for beam components and A.4.3 and A.8.2 apply
for column components.

For slab and column framing systems, the slab component must satisfy the
special EXCEPTION provisi~ns of Sec. 11.4.1, in lieu of A.3.Z and A.3.3.
Columns must satisfy the provisions of A.4.3 and A.8.Z. For s1ab-column
connections, paragraph (A) provides slab reinforcement through a column to
support the slab gravity load in the unexpected event that a punching
failure occurs. Paragraph(B) specifies a minimum amount for that reinforce
ment. Concentration of negative moment reinforcement at the column as
provided by paragraph (C), is required to create a situation whereby the
total negative moment reinforcement across the entire slab width will yield
simultaneously. Without the heavier concentration of reinforcement, the
slab region at the column will yield considerably before the outer regions
of the slab, with mar~edly decreased lateral load stiffness. Paragraph (D)
in effect limits the shear stress caused by gravity loads to a sufficiently
low value so that the slab-column connection will have a ductility ratio of
at least 2. Paragraph (E) ensures that if shear or torsional cracks ~evelop

at the slab edges, properly detailed reinforcement is present to control
cracking.

Slab systems without beams between supports (flat plates) of normal pro
portions and detailed as specified in Sec. 1I.d.l (EXC~PTION) will not
undergo any significant yield until story drifts greater than those
allowable. (iable 3-C).

Structural (shear) walls of buildings in Category S are to be built in
accordance with the general requirements af ACI 318-77.
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Sec. IT.$" - SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORY C AND D

In regions of higtr seismic.. ~isk" th~ entire building,. incTudi'ng the founda
tiorT and' nonstructuraT eTe1!'ents,. must satisfy aTT of the: requirements of
ACI 31g Appendix. A_

Appendix: At. contains spec:faT prop~rtiortinq' and reinfon:ement de1:aiTing
requirements. wtrictr are currently considered to be the minirmmr for- producing
a monoJithic: re:fnforced: concrete: structure: with adequate proportions. and
detaiTs to' make it passillle- fo~ the: structure- to' undergo' a: .series of
osciTTatiorTS: into the inelastic: range. of response without critical decay in

st~engttr. The' demand for integrity of the structure in the. inelastic range
of respon se· is: consistent wi tft the rational i.zati on of des·i gn forces specif i ed
in Chapter 1.

Field and laborator-y experience. wttfdt has Ted. to'. the special proportioning

and detai Tin~ requirements: irr ACr 31B' Appendix A has: been predc.i nant1y wittr
mono'lithic reinforced concrete building: structures. Therefore, the PT1Jjec-

. ;ti on of these requirements to othel'"" types- of reinforced concrete structures,

which may differ in conceRt or fabricatioJT from monolithic construction,
must be. tempered by relevant physical evidence and analysis~ Precast and/or
prestressed elements may be used for- earthquake resistance provided it' is
shown that the: resuTttng structure w-i1T satisfy the safety and serviceability
(during and after-- the earthquake--) Tevels prov; ded by mono 1i thic. construction.

A detai1ed exp-Tanatforr o·f the specific provisions of ACI 31a Appendix A is
contained in the ACr Code Comnentary' to Appendix A.

11.5.2 - FRAMING SYSTEMS

The Iltougimess ll requirement ror framing systems not satisfying the require
ments. of ACI 318 Appendi x A refers to the concern for the· i ntegri ty of the
entire: lateral-for-c!: structure: at' TateraT displacements anticipated for

grou nd' mati ons: corresp-ondi ng: to- design i ntensi ty. Dep end.i ng on the energy
d.issipation character-istics of the structural systenr used,. such displace
ments may have to be. more tharr those- for- a monolithic reinforced concrete
structure.
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For systems that remain elastic or that have lilTiited special details for
energy dissipati on, such as assemb 1ages of precast and/or prestressed
concrete, appropri ate R-factors should be used to ref1 ect damping char
acteristics and energy dissipation. For example, R ~ l~ can be used for
systems responding primarily elast.ically to account for damping, and R '" up

., . -
to 2~, may be used for- walls with proper-ly distributed web reinforcement that
will assure good distribution of cracks and thus provide a degree of energy
dissipation.

11. 5.3 - FRAME COMPONENTS NOT PART OF SEISMIC RESISTING SYSTEM

In the event of a strong earthquake, it is assumed that the structure will
undergo reversals of large lateral displacements. It is essential that all
structural components be able to accommodate these displacements without
critical loss of strength. Even if a particular frame has been designed to
support only gravity loads and is not intended to be part of the structural
system resisting seismic forces, it must sustain the gravity loads after
having been subjected to approximately the same displacements as the seis

;mic resisting system. Therefore, all frame components (which are not
designed to resist seismic forces) in Categories C and 0 buildings are
required to have, as a minimum, the detai1s specified in ACI 318 Appendix
A.S. Furthermore, if calculations show that frame components (which are not
part of the structura1 system resisting seismic forces) will have to yield
in order to accommodate the calculated displacements of the seismic resist
ing system, those components must have specia1 transverse reinforcement as
specified for Special Moment Frames.
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OTHER REVrSIONS TO INCORPOR'ATE NEioLCHAPTER 11 - (REINFORCEIl CONCRETE)
INTO ATC 3-05

1. SEC~ 1.5.3(8) - PAGE 3Z
Chang;e- refererrc:E!' ItACt lla-Tl'· to "Acr 318'-77'"

Z. SEC.Z.r DEF!NIT!ONS - FAGE!T

Revis.e: the: foTlo.wirtg' de:firrtttons:

CROSS-TIE is a continuo-us bar--,. NO'. 3 01"" Ta.rger in size, having if

13S-degrea hook with a ten-diameter extension a~ one &nd and a

gO-degree hook with a six-diametEH'" extension- at the- other end. The

haoks shall e~gaga hoop bars and be secured tG Tongitudinal bars.

HOOf! is: a c.losed: tie- 0 ..... canttnuausTy wound tie- [nat smaTTe..... ttTarr

No.1 in size} the ends of which have 13S-degree hooks: wittT ten

diameter extensions,. that encloses the langitl.idinal r--einforcement ..

JOrNT, LATERALLY CONFrNEll is a jo.int where members frame into

all four s:ides: of t'lTe joint. andi· where each member width is at:

least three-fourths: the column .idth.

In de..finition of ORDINARY' MOMENT FRAME change referoenee "Sec. 11.6 1
•

to "Sec. lI.~.l~.

In definition o.f SPECIAL MOMENT FRAME change reference "Sec. II.TIl
to "Sec.. 11.5."

Add the following definitions:

aOUNDARf ELEMENTS are porti~ns aTong the edges af waTls and dia

phragms strengthened' by Tongitudtnal and tl'"'ansve~se ~eiliforcemerrt.

Boundary element's. do flot necess.arily requ.ire an increase in the

thickness of the waTT or diaphragm. Edges of openings within walls

and diaphragm~ may also have to be provided with boundary elements.

COLLECTOR ELEMENTS are elements which serve ta transmit the inertia

forces within the diaphragms to elements of the lateral-force re-



3. SEC. 2.2 SYMBu~S - PAGE 40

Del ete symbol s Ach ' Ash' f yh ' hc ' Pn' sh
Add the following new symbols and definitions:

bo = perimeter of critical section for sTabs, Sec. 11.4.1

d = distance from extreme compression fiber to centroid of
tension reinforcement, Sec. 11.4.1

fl = specified compressive strength of concrete, psic

f = specified yield strengtfl of rei nforcement, psiy
h = overall thickness of member, Sec. 11 .4.1

Vu = factored shear force due to gravity loading, Sec. 11.4.1.

4. TABLE 3-B - PAGE 52
Revise footnote (4) to read as fol1ows:

4As defined in Sec. 11.5

5. SEC. 7.5.3(C) - PAGE 7S
Change reference "Sec. 11.6.2" to "Ref. 11.1, ACT 318 Appendix
A.8.2"

6. SEC. 12.5.1(D) - PAGE 114
Change paragraph (1) to read as follows:

"I. Ref. 11.1, ACI 318 Appendix A.5.3 when of reinforced
concrete or Chapter 10 when of structura 1 steel."
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REASON:. Chapter 11 is revised to reference the nationaTTy recognized design
standard, ANSr/ACr 318'~77 "Building Code· Requirements for- Reinforced

Concrete't for- proporti on i ng and detai 1i ng concrete structures. Sei smi c

resistance is considered in the. overall development of the- ACI 318 Standard,.

including Appendix f!. on speciaT provisions for earthq.uake: resistance.

EXisting Chapter II originated: from an early draft of a proposal by an

ACr 31g- Seismtc S"ubcorrrirfttee to- update the. ACr 318 seismic: design pro
visions. The. current draft of A"ppendix A (Ig Marett 1980) now. before the

main Conmittee. lla has undergone: numerous: revisions. FinaT Conmittee actiort

and full A~l consensus balloting; is in' process.
The revised Chapter 11 is formulated to correlate appropriate ACI 318

design provisionswittt the four ATC seismic performance categories by

reference- on ly without the- need fol'"" ATC to dup.licate the wording already
contained irrthe ACr document.
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ATTACHMENT C

MEMO TO: E. Cohen, Chairman of Technical Committee 4: Concrete Review
and Refinement of ATC 3-06, and
E.Pfrang, Chief of Structures and Material Division, NEt

FROM: V. Rertero, Representative of ATC

RE: Technical Implications of Incorporating ACI 318-71 and New
Appendix A by Reference into ATC 3-06

According to the request formulated by you through Mr. Fintel's letter
of May 29, 1980, I met with Mr. Fintel and Mr. Neville, ACI Committee 318
Secretary, on Friday, May 30~ 1980, at 5 p.m. in 750 Davis Hall, University
of California, Berkeley, to discuss the above technical implications. As
requested in the same letter, the following are T1!'j ~itteu cOlllIllents. It
should be noted that these comments are of a preliminary nature as I did not
have time to go through the document as thoroughly as I would like since it
vas only delivered to me on the evening of Wednesday, May 28, 1980. For
example, the provisions regarding joints of frames (Section A.6 of the new
Appendix A) differs considerably from the ATC provisions au joints·
(Section 11.7.3). To comment properly on the implications of this change
would require the technical background material (data) on which the changes
have been based and the time to study it. I did not have either.

t. CHANGES NEEDED IN CHAPTER 11.

Page

Page

1. Sec. 11.1 should read: Refs. 11.1:. -
[1] ANSI/ACI 318-77 "Building Code Requirements For Reinforced Concrete"

but excluding Aooendix A; and
[2] New proposed Appendix A - Requirements for Reinforced Concrete Building

Structures Resisting Forces ~nduced by Earthquake Motions, 19 March,
1980.

2. Sec. 11.4.1 should read "Where Ordinary Moment-Resisting Frame
Systems are used for the seismic-resisting syst~, frame co~onents

(beams, columns, and their joints) shall be proportioned to satisfy,
in addition to the requirements of Chapters 1 through 17 of Ref. [1]
(ANSI/ACI 318-77), the provisions A.3.2, A.3.3, A.4.3 and A.8.2 of
Ref. [2]. [NEW APPENDIX A] with the fo1lOWingadditions and exceptions:

1. A.3.2.l Last sentence should read "At least two No.5 or larger
bars shall be provided continuously both top and bottom."

2. A new section, A.3.2.5, should be added in the new A~~endix A.
This section A.3.2.5 should contain the provisions required in ATC
Sec. 11.6.1, paragraphs 4 and 5, Le., "A flexural member framing
••• yield stress." "Longitudinal reinforcement •.. for the
reinforcement." .

3. A.4.3.2 The first sentence should read "Lap splices are permitted
only within the center half of the soan and shall be orooortioned as
.tension sp1ices. Welded. • ."

.-
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Page 3. Sec. 11.4.1 (E). Add 'f' ...... considering: the,. probability of full.
reversals of the sense-oI the torsional moments (torsiona~ resistance
combined wi.th flexural under reversal moments deteriorate signtiicantly
when conventional web: reinforcement is. used) .".. '

Page 3. Sec. U.S .1. Add at: the ener of this section- '''_ ... &.2..5", except:
that AS'IM. 615 Grade 6a reinforcement should not be used when welding
of this reinforcement:: 1sr used.'" (See- JJrf comments of Feb. ll.. 1980.)

Page 1. Sec. U.S.X. First" paragra'Dh, last line should be changed as
follows: " .. provisions of Ref. ( 2J, i.e. ~ new proposed Appendix A. ,...
Second 'Daragraph, second line, same change as above. (The s~ change
should be made throughout the whole proposed draf~.)

!It; the' fi.rst paragraph it is necessary to clarify that" ATe refers to
''braced frames" whi.le A.S refers to trusses. This inconsistency should
be removed. r recommend that, rather than incorporating the
exceptions here, a. new Section- ll. 6.1 be added on page 4. as it was
recommended be done: on the. May S,.. 1980 ... ballot~ i.e.,. a new Sectiou
1l.9 of the ATe document.

Page 1.. Sec. 1l.S.3. Should read "S'truetural. wa.lls shall. have verd.c:al..
boundary members which shall.. be proportioned ta satisfy the provision
A. 5.3' of the New: Appendix. Vertical. boundary • • • can. be developed.
If lap splices are needed a~ these levels, they shall be proportioned
as tension splices."

Page 4. Sec. 11.5.3. First paragraph (top of page) should be changed to
read.. "Struc1:Ural. diaphragms shall be- provided with boundary or edge
elements at any section where tensile axiaJl~torces can be developed
across. the entire diaphragm: section. These boundary elements shall
be designed as required: by A. 5.3.. If lap splices are needed at these·
sections, they shall be proportioned as tension splices."

Pase 4. Sec. li. 5.4-. ntis section shouJ.d. read as follows: "STRUC'!'t11l.AL
COMPONENTS NOT PART OF mE SEISMIC-RESISTING SYSTEM.
All. structural. components assumed to. be not part:. of the seismic
resisting system shall comply with Sec. 3.3.4(C) and shall conform:
w:ith the provisions of See.. A.a of the new Appendix A. except for
Sec. A.8.1_ This Sec. A.8.l does not apply to the investigation of the
deformation compatibility of these components; Sec. 3.3.4(C) is the one
that should be used.
The design of such components shall. satisfy, the minimum reinforcement
requirements specified in Chap ters 7, 10 and II of ACI 318 and
Sees. A.3.Z.l and A.S.2.1. If nonlinear behavior is required in such
components to comply with. Sec. 3.3.4(C), the critical por1:ions shall
be provided wim special. transverse reinforcement in accordance with
provisions. A• .!. ,1 and/or: A.4.4" of the new; Appendix A..

IL CHANGES NEEDED' IN mE NEW APPENDIX A TO MAn: IT CONSISTENT' iJI'l1i THE
ATC 3-06 PROVISIONS

Page 1. A.O Notation-
h - should read h'Y
Note that some notations are· different from: those' of ATe. For example,
h." is he. in ATC", S is ~, in ATC,. and Pj is- Pu. in ATe.;.. Therefore it is.
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recommended the notations be reviewed thoroughly for Appendix A and
ATC to assure their consistency.

Page 2. A.l Definitions
There are discrepancies in some of the definitions used by ATC and
Appendix A. For example, the definitions of cross-tie do not agree;
also Structural Wall vs. Shear Wall, Structural Diaphragms vs.Diaphragm,
Structural Trusses vs. Braced Frames, etc. Therefore it is recommended
that the definitions in the two documents be thoroughly reviewed and
the discrepancies removed.

Page 3. Definition of Anchorage Length for a Bar with a Standard Hook.
This definition does not agree with results of laborator/ experiments
and field inspection of damages. The effective length of anchorage
cannot be counted from the critical section (where the strength of the
bar which is located at the faces of the joint is to be developed). The
concrete of the joint that is not confined (which has the shape of a
cone) is not effective in supplying anchorage. This definition should
be changed to consider the cone of unconfined concrete.

Page 3. Sec. A.Z.l.l This provision should be clarified. Limitations on
the amount of energy dissipation that can be used, or would be acceptable
or tolerable, should be specified. Can these prOVisions be used when
the nonlinear response of the structure would demand "displacement
ductiliti' of the order of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 ••• ? As is it
written now, it is too vague and could lead to misuse of the provisions.

Page 4. Sec. A.2.1.3.- Are the requirements for Zone 2 as defined by the
UBC 1979 (I assume that it is the 1979 edition of the U~C to which
this Appendix A refers)compatib1e with the requirements for good seismic
performance of buildings assigned to Category B? This should be
discussed and clarified.

Page 4. Sec. A.2.1.4. Are the requirements of the UBC 1979 for regions
following Zones 3 and 4 sufficient to guarantee good seismic
performance for buildings assigned to Categories C and D? This should
be discussed and clarified.

Page 5. Sec. A.2.3.2. Does ~ • 0.5 apply only to the computation of the
strength of the element under concentric axial force, or does it apply
also to the combined axial force and bending moment, i.e., to the whole
N-M interaction diagram for N > A f~/10 (as it ~as established in ATC)?

g

Page 5. Sec. A.2.5.1. A flag regarding the weldability of ASTM A615
Grade 60 should be inserted. Furthermore, it should be noted that,
while ATC required that in tests the actual yield stress not exceed
the specified yield stress by more than 21,000 psi (18,000 + 3,000),
the new Appendix A allows 22,000 psi (18,000 + 4,000). I do not have
the background material that has been used to justify this change.
Note that the higher the value that is accepted, the less meaningful
become the computations based on specified yielding (quality control
of material is a must if we want to improve seismic-resistant design
and construction).

"-
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Page 5. Sec. A.3.2".1.. The last sentence should read "At lease two- Nc. S
or larger bars shall .. _ ..'I"

IJage go- Sec-.. A..4.Z~!. This section. should be. modified to read. as follows:
"At any joint: .- .... the- sum.,o.f the flexural strengths- of the' columns
calculated considering the critical combination with the possibl~

c:rttica.l. axial. forces (whole range of possible axial. forces acting in
combination with the moments should be considered) shall exceed the suar
of the moments at the columns obtained from the. e9uilibri~ at the joine
when i.t: is considered thar the beams- framing into that. joint in the plane
of the:' frame under consideration reached their flexura.1 strength. The
fle:ra.ral.. strenghs shall be .. ... ..'"

Page- B., See.. A.4.2". Z.. This section should. be deleted or completely modified.
Reasons:' It allows the design. of weak column-strong beam frameSc that
can lead to soft.. story. Since the time this philosophy was proposed, I
have opposed it: because it. leads to an unsound seismic-resistant system..
It is not that the colum:a.s.. cannot be made ductile, but rather that the
formation of a soft storr leads to such- large demands of energy dissi
patiotr. capacity (ductillty d:isplacpment demands) from the columns that
these demandS: eannot be supplied.. Therefore, it should be made clear
that,. except for frames of mere than Z stories, attempti should be' made
ta prevent the development of soft stories. Any provision. that will.
allow the formation of suclr soft stories should be deleted. Following
this basic. seismic-resistant gu:1.deline, if this section is not: deleted
it should be modified as follows: "A.4 .. 2.Z - A.e any story leve~ of
a frame,. a certain number of co~umns could be allowed to not satisfy
Sec. A.4..2 ..~provided that the remaining columns in that sto~ of the
frame: complying With the requirements of Sec.A.4.. 2 ..1 are capable of
elastically resisting: the entire stg'rY' shear at. that leve~, accounting

&
for the altered rigidities and torsR~ resulting fraa the omission of
elastic action of the nonconforming columns. In addition, the noncon
forming columns shall be provided with transverse reinforcement. as
specified in Sec. A.4.4 over their full.. height if the factored axial
force: in, those. co.l1J1llnS exceeds: (Ag"t'd10)."

Page "9. S'"ec. A. 4.3.2. At' the end of the first sentence should be added.
". .. .. span. and shall be proportioned as tension splices. Welded.. .. "

Page~. Sec.. A.. 4.4.1. In the list of notations,. the following corrections
should. be made: Re1'lace 11 with- h", also in the definition of As •
If this notation is used, the notation in ATe, pp. 40-4.3, should h
be modified also.

Page- 10. Sec. A.4.4.l Item (4). This item. should be deleted as it can
lead to unsound seismic-resistant practice by allowing, columns without
ductillty since no confinement:: is required.. Confinement: of the concrete:
core- is not only required for developing: extra strength iIt the
confined concret:e required. to: compensate for the loss of the cover, but:
also:- to increase the deformation capacity (ductility). It is well
documented through experiments and field inspection of earthquak.e
damages that the cover of the columns, at' the joints will. pullout and
spal1~ reducins the effective area of concrete available to resist the
inte~ forces to an effective- cross-sectional. area even smaller than.-
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that of the confined core. Application of the requirements of this
Appendix does not guarantee that the column will remain elastic.
because of the effects of strain hardening of beam reinforcement and
the effects of higher modes of vibration. It is for these same reasons
that I strongly support the recommendation in the present UBC (1979)
that requires that shear strength of columns be computed based on the
column core area.

The application of the provision of this section together with Sec. A.4.2.2
can lead to disaster. Therefore, I strongly recommend the deletion of
these two sections or their modification.

PagelO.' Sec. A. 4. 4. 4. At the end of this provision should be added "For
members for which the calculated point of contraflexure is not
within the middle half of their span, the special transverse r~iniorce

ment specified above should be provided over the full height of the
members." (See ATC 11.7.2(:8)5 (p. 106).

Page 11. Sec. A.5.2.3. What is understood by "elements of structural
diaphragms" should be clarified. Are these Collector Elements and/or
Boundary Elements? this should be specified. I also consider it
necessary to add after the fifth line of this provision the following
requirement: n ••• 0.15 f~. provided that no tensile forces or
significant shear forces are developed simultaneously in these elements.
If these elements could be subjected to significant shear forces
(e.g•• Vu • 3~) and to tensile forces, they shall have special trans
verse reinforcement as specified in Sec. A.4.4 over the total length of
the element.

Page 11. Sec. A.5.3.l. The requirement should be added for the case where
tensile axial forces can be developed (see 11.5.3).

Page 13. Sec. A.6.3.l. This whole provision needs clarification.
(1) It is suggested that the definition of Aj be given in the notation.
Sec. A.O. or directly in this section rather than giving it in
Sec. A.6.3.2. Furthermore. the definition given is not clear. What
does "the design shear commentary force" mean? Should this read
"shear generating force"? Should Aj be the total area. the effective
area bd. or the confined core area?
(2) In lines 2 and 5 the symbol 1 is missing; they should read
"coefficient ~".

Personally, I question the soundness of some of these provisions (see
my general comments about weaknesses in the ATC and Appendix A
provisions) •

Page 13. Sec. A.6.4. This section needs clarification. The value of ~

1s not given in this section. The reader has to go to the Commentary
to find that 1 has been defined in Sec. A.2.3.3. No indication is
given of the location of the critical section for computing the
development lengths tah and t as • I personally would like to see
explicitly in the equation for the estimation of the anchorage length
the 1.25 f y• This is a new section which appears able to give quite
different results than those obtained according to the recommendations

'-
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of Committee- 352 (ACI. Journal/July- 19-76)" depending on. where- the
crttica~ section for anchorage is taken. ! di.d. not: have the background"
material at. hand to study this new sec'tion,. but it appears to. me these
provisions, do not properly consider the: effeces of deformation
reversals to. which. 'the. anchored bar can:. ba subj eeeed. The: reasons
fo11(N~

(1) The commentary referS' to" data presented by ACI ComrIU.ttee. 408 whic:n
does not include the. effect of deformation reversals._ Apparent~y the
only attempt tC" accoutre" for this e£fece has been' tct sped.£y a:
reduction factor of ~ - 0.65 ra'ther than. the <j)- .. 0.80 recommended by
Committee 408. This. is again a 1D1suse of the orlginu intent: of the
reduction. factor ~ ..
(2) No indication is gi.ven where the critical. section for anchorage.
should be loca'ted. The research I have conducted clearly shows that
there is a core of unconfined concrete ~hose depth depends· on cover
(shell concrete) and spacing. of reinforcement in the joint.
cor!J. which is ineffective in developing the reinforcement. Thus it
appears to; me- that,. 1£ designers assume that. the-- crlti~ section is
at the face of the. i oint.,. the application of this provision A. 6.4
can. lead to unconservative. ancho:rage.,. partic:ula.rly in. the case of
narrow coIU1IID.s,.. .

Therefore. at present 1: c:.annot sut'port or recommen.t the. inclusion of
this provision.. .

.: Page 14. Sec. A.. 7.1.2~ Although thiS'.section is s1m1lar to that in ATC
1l.7.2(C), p. 106, I believe it is incorrect. The nominal moment
streng'ths should be calculated for the critical. axial. force in the
possible. range of anal forces. In the selection of this.·critical.
anal force, proper N vs. M interaction diagram and the. variation of
the shear stren~th: with. N should be considered.

Page 14. Sec. A.7.1.3. Th:Ls section cannot be used in conjunction with the
ATC document. The design shear force shall be obtained. from. the
factored loads and. combinati.ons of Sec. 3. 7 oF' the. ATe. document" and.
not from Sec. 9.2 of AC~ 318...

Page 15. Sec. A.7.3.1. The. application. of equation (A-S) to' barbell and
flanged wall cross sections is not: clear because, according to the
def:iIUtions of Ac and Pa~ only- 'the areas of concrete and s'tee~ bOlmded
by web thickness and. height of section should be considered. It appears
to me that all the steel located. in.. the edge member of the barbell
shape should be considered. S:1mil.ar1y, all the steel located in the
flange effective width of the flanged cross section should be considered.

Page 17. Sec. A. 9'. 2. Z. Equation. (A-6) does, not agree with equation. 11-6
of ATC.. Note: that: in: (A-6) the reduction: factor $ is missing. This,
appears. contrary to' the main' philosophy of the: whole Acr 318-77
document in: which. Required Strength: ~. q, [Nominal. Strength]. Furthermore,
·notation for the- fac'tored compressive force at the. construction joint,
i.e.~ P'i' in. ATC is, PIt. Therefore', a change should. be made either in·
Sec. Z.Z Symbols of ATC or in A.O and A.9.Z of the. new Appendix A.
Note 'the inconsistency' in. A.9.Z regarding the notation of this force.
In equation. (A-6) this force is designated as. Pj but three lines
below tfUs equation. (A~) it i& defined as Pn."

......... .
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Summary of Committee 4- Action:.

on:

July 16-17,. 1980

Those members whO'i were present:: ara as fallows:

Name

Nei.l Hawkins; (Acting Cha±rman)

Daniel. Jenny

Loring A.. Wyllie,. Jr•.

James Prendergast

S. K.. Ghosh. (alternate)

James Lefter

Richard Marshall (Secretary)

Kyle Woodward (Secretary)

Representing;

Post-Tensioning; Institute

Prestressed Concrete- Institute

Structural Engineers Association
of California

Interagency Commi.ttee on Seismic Safey
in. Construction.

Portland Cement Association

Building Seismic Safety Council

National. Bureau of Standards

National. Bureau. of Standards

At the request of Mr. Cohen,.. Comm±ttee Chairman who could not be present,
Mr. Hawkins served as Acting Chairman. of Committee 4 and served as the
Committee Spokesman during: the Joint CoIIDDittee meeting.

The changes to AIC3-06 recommended by Committee 4 were presented to the
Joint Committee by the Acting Chairman July 16. There was considerable
reaction by the Joint Committee to several of the proposed changes especially
those pertaining to the issue of a revised AXC3-06 Chapter 11. referencing
the draft version of ACT 318 Appendix A.

A meeting of those coIIDDittee members present (5 out of 8 voting members)
was called in the afternoon of July 16 to discuss the implications of
the Joint CoIIDDittee's reaction to- the reVised Chapter 11. The committee
agreed that the single ballot item including so many proposed changes was
a handicap to the adoption of particular revisions unanimously endorsed by
the committee. It: was agreed by the ~ommi.ttee that if the ballot item on
the all inclusive revised Chapter 11 was defeated by the Joint Committee,
then Committee 4 would request that the Building Seismic Safety Council
(BSSC) permit a restructuring: of the ballot item and resubmission on the
BSSC ballot in the Fall of this year. The restructuring would involve
the separation of each individual proposed revision included in the
overall ballot item as an individual ballot item.



The actions of the Joint Committee on the following day (July 17), however,
permitted Committee 4 to submit additional items to the Joint Committee
for inclusion on the Joint Committee's letter ballot. The instructions
to the committee were such that the additional items had to have been
directly discussed and balloted by Committee 4 in its previous meetings.
The acting chairman, upon discussion with the chairman, directed the
secretaries to prepare the additional ballot items. The ballot items
addressed the particular issues. included in the overall ballot item
covering the adoption of the revised Chapter 11. It was felt that the
votes on each of the separable issues (e.g. flat slabs) would be helpful
to the BSSC members in ascertaining the level of support for the proposed
revisions. Such information would not be present from the vote total on
the single overall ballot item.

The additional ballot items were prepared and submitted to the Acting
Chairman and Mr. Sharpe of ATC for comments. After review by each, the
items were sent to the Joint Committee for balloting. See the attachments
for the additional letter ballot items submitted to the Joint Committee.
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JOINT BALLOT NU}ffiER: 4/13

REVIEW AND REF!N~~ OF' TENTATIVE SEISMIC PROVISIONS

PROPosm CHANGE

'l'ECHNICAL. COMMl'I'!EE": /;4, Cancreee .U

AIC-3-0& SECTION REFERENCE~ -::ll:.:.~l~ _

Alter Section 11.1 such tha~ the reference reads as follows:

"Reference 11.1. Bu:i.lding. Code- Requirements for Reinforced Concrete,
Amertcan. Concrete Institute (ACI. 318-77) excluding Appendix A and
replacing Section 9.2.3 wi.th Section 3.7.1 of this document. If'

Final Ballot:

COMMENTS:

1 Yes

o No

4 Abstain.

3 Did ~t Vote

This ballot: item updates the reference to include the latest version of the
ACI Building Code for Concrete (ACl 318-77). rne replacement of Section 9.2.3
in the ACI Code by ATC 3-00 Section 3.T.l reminds the designer that the combi
nation of load effects used in ATC 3~06 is different than that in ACI 318-77..

This ballot item appeared on the first of the two committee letter ballots.
The final wording was modified so as to read exactly as revised and approved
by the ATC representative. The abstentions were the result of the ballot
item being superseded by the committee ballot item 11 ( Joint Ballot Number
4/12). The committee was in full agreement that the reference should be
updated, but the issue of adopting Appendix A overshadowed that intent.



COMMITTEE SALLOT ~L:ffiER: A2

JOINT BALLOT NUHBER: 4/14

REVIEW AND REFINEMENT OF TL~TATlVE SEISMIC PROVISIONS

PROPOSED CHANGE

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE: !t4, Concre{~

ATC-3-06 SECTION REFERENCE: __1_1_._2 _

Alter Section 11. 2, first paragraph, sec.ond sentence by inserting "Precast and/or
prestressed" in place of "Precast."

Final Ballo t : 5 Yes

0 No

0 Abstain

3 Did Not Vote

COMMENTS:

The intent of the ballot item is to expressly include prestressed concrete as
a permissible building material. Initially, the ATC representative was opposed
to mention of prestressed construction without any accompanying criteria for
its proper design. However, with the introduction of the material contained
in committee ballot item M9 (Joint Ballot Number 4/15), the ATC representative
approved this change to the existing ATC 3-06 Chapter 11.
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JOINT' BALLOT" NUHBER:

REVIEW AND REFINEMENT O~ TENTATIVE SEISMIC PROVISIONS

PROPOSED CHANGE

4./15

~CHNICAL. COMMITI'EE: 114. Concrete COMMITTI::e: BALLOT NlJMBER: ~9

ATC-3-0& SECTION> REFERENCZ: New Section 11. 9

Add the followinS as a new Sectio~ ~ Chapter lL immediately following
Section 11. 8:

Section li.9' STRUCTURES COMPR.ISED OF PRECAST
AND / OR PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
SUBAS SEMBLAGES

The prOV1.Sl.ons: of this Sec:tiOt't'" at'V~Y" to' buildings: constructed with precast.
and/or prestressed concrete elementsnoe conforming to the detailing provisions
given elsewhere in this Chapter for cas,t-in-place concrete.

11. 9 .1 L!NEAR ELASTIC DESIGN-

Structures with assemblages of precast:. and/or prestressed concrete components
furnishing lateral resistance.- against seismic forces shall be designed to
elasticaLly resist equivalent. lateral forces equal to those specified in this:,
document with an R value of 1.O~

OVER
COMME}t'TS:

The intent of this change to the existing ATC 3-06 Chapter li is to prOVide a
clear mechanism by which a designer can use a precast and/or prestressed con
structionwithin the framework of the ATC 3-06 provisions. Section 11.9.1
presents a method. by which a structure can be designed to resist elastically
earthquake forces and which is likely to be an economically viable solution
for low-rise construction only (~ 3 stories). Section 11.2 presents a method
which follows the more conventionaL approach of permitting inelastic action
providing the system offers the same behavioral characteristics (e.g. strength.
stiffness, damping, etc.) as comparable monolithic cast-in-place ordinarily
reinforced concrete construction.

The ATC representative reviewed and approved of the proposed ballot item. There
were two reservations of a technical nature expressed by members of the committee.
The first concerned the use of an R value of 1.0 in the Linear Elastic Design
section. The committee member felt that:. to be overly conservative and suggested
a value of R =' 1. 5. _ The other reservation accompanied the "~o" vote and was
an objection to the lack of a provision limiting t~e height and/or the number
of stories.



11.9.2 "DUCTILE" CONSTRUCTION

Energy dissipating lateral load resisting systems comprised of precast
and/or prestressed concrete components shall be permitted provided satis
factory evidence can be shown in tha form of experiments, testing, and
analysis based upon established engineering principles that the resulting
construction complies with the requirements of Sections 3.6 and 3.7 and
this Chapter '._ and that they offer the same strength, stiffness, stability,
durability, ~.~pi~g- energy absorption, and energy dissipation capabilities
(ductility) as monolithic cast-in-place ordinarily reinforced concrete
construction.

Final BallO't: 7 Yes

1 No

0 Abstain

0 Did Not Vote
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JOIN!' BAllO'! NUHRER:. 4/1&

REVIEW AND REFINEMENT Or'TENTATIVE SEISMIC PROVISIONS

PROPOSED CHANGE

"
TECHNICAL COMMI'I"I'EE: #4 z Concrete COMMI!n:~ BALLOT ~U1BER:

ATC-3-06 SECTION REFERENCE:

• Alter Section·ll.S.l, third paragraph such that it: reads as follows:

"Reinforcement resisting eartilquake-induced flexuraL and axial
forces in frame elements and in wall boundary members shall comply
with ASTM A706., ASTI! A615 Grades 40 and 60 reinforcement may be
used in these elements if (a) the actual yield scress based on
m:i.l.l. tests does not" exceed. the- specified yield stress by more
than. 18,,000 psi.. (reeests. shall. noe exceed this value- by more
than an additional 4,000 psi) and (b) the: ratio of the actual
ultimate tensile stres~ to the actual tensile yield stress is-
not, less than 1. 25. It-

Final Ballot: 8 Yes

o No

o Abstain

o Did Not Vote

COMMENTS:

This change replaces the current wording in ATC 3-06 Chapter 11 with the
wordin~ included in the latest draft: version of the ACI Co~ttee 318
Append~ A (Requirements for Reinforced Concrete Building Structures
Resisting Forces Induced by Earthquake Motions). The committee was in
complete agreement that the Appendix A wording was more desirable than
the existing wording. The-ATC representative objected to this change
because it did not sufficiently emphasize that if ASTM A615 Grade 60 steel
is used careful attention must be given to the metallurgy of the steel
and the welding practice •

..



JOINT BALLOT :-rt::-1BER:

REVIEW AriD REFDEHENT OF TENTATIVE SEIS~IC PROVISIONS

PROPOSED CH.A~GE

4/17

TEC~ICAL CO~!ITTEE.: ."·r ..... ., Concrete ..

ATC-3-06 SECTIO~ REFERENCE: ll.8.2

Altar Section 1~.8.2 by deleting in ies entirety e~e e~ir~ Jaragraph and re~lace

it wiei the following:

".';' cast-in-place copping on a precast floor systam :nay serve as t:1e
diaphragm provided the cast-in-place topping is proportioned and
de:ailedto resist the design shea: forces under the effects of any
loading combination (which could induce tensile or compressive
stresses simultaneously to the shear forces). For buildings in
perfo~ance Categories C and D, alternate techniques ~ased on the
use of untapped precast and/or prestressed components 0: concrete
floor systems may be used only if it can be sho,m Jy e:~peri::-,e:l:s

and analysis based on established engineering principles that :iev
wi:l off2'r the same shear strength, stiff~ess, s~abili:y, ciu~abilic::,

and sufficient energy dissipation capacity, as a mono~ithic case
in-place ordinarily reinforced concrete diaphragn."

Final Ballot: 8 Yes

:) :';0

CO~!ME~7S :

i',
v

o
Abstain

Did ~ot \'o:e

The ~allot ite~ modifies the existing complete restriction against :~e use or
uncapped precast and/or prestressed components of floor systel:ls as diaphrag!:!s.
Instead, the change would permit such systems to je considered as dia~hragns if
it can Je showu that the untopped system provides behavior comparable to that
of a monolithic cast-in-place ordinarily reinforced concrete diaphragm.

The ballot item was revieT..:ed by the ..l..TC represencati'le ',.;ho supported its
adoption. One committee member, however, expressed reservations about the
practicality of verification and the lack of a co~~entary section givin~ a
c~ear expianation of the provision's intent.
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JOINT BALLOT' NUMBER:

REVIEW AND REFINEMENT OF" rENlA'rIVE SEISMIC PROVISIONS

PROPOSED CHANGE.

4/18

'tECHNICAL COMMI'ITtt:. 1,4, Concrece COMMITIEE: BALLOT NlJMBER: M4

AIC-3-06 SECIION REFERENCE.:

Four part: item

11.6.1

a) Alter Section 1l.6.1, second paragraph, second sentence so as to read:

"At. least tvo No.5 or larger bars shall be provi.ded continuously both
eop and bottO~ excep t:. iII: slabs..,r·

b) Alter Section: 11.6.1~ sixth; paragraph, first seneence so as to read:

"Web reinforcement perpendicular to- the longitudinal reinforcement:
shall be provi.ded throughout. the- length of all members. excepe slabs."

c) Alter Section 11.6.1,. seventh.- paxagraph, first: sentence so as to read:

"Within a distance equaJ:. ta twi.ce. the effective depth from the end of
aJ.l. members except: slabs.~ the amount••. from the end of the member."

OVER

COMMENTS:

the ballot:. item introduces design provisions for flat:. slab construction.
proV1s~ons are not present ~ the existing ATC 3-06 Chapter 11 and it:. was
by the committee that such an omission would not be representative of the
building practice in many areas of the nation.

Such
felt
current

The ATC representative reviewed and approved of the provisions included in this
ballot:. item.

While approving this item, committee members expressed concern about the use or
unfactored gravity loads in the proposed equation 11-2. the use of unfactored
loads is inconsistent with all other sections of Chapter 11 where factored loads
are used.



Four ?art item (continued)

d) Alter Section 11.6.1 by adding the following paragraph after the seventh
paragraph:

"Slabs without be~s and supported on columns may be used for ora~nary

moment frames provided chose slabs satisfy the requirements of Chapter 13
of Reference il.l and this Section. 30ccom bar reinforcement, A~, shall
be provided continuous through or anchoro:d iolithin a column and not less
than that given by the following for~ula:

.;

.1.' ==s
2. (V-Vp)
~J.8Sfy

(1l-2)

where V is the shear force transferred to column due to unfactored gravity
loads and Vp is the S~~ of the vertical components of the forces in any
prestressing cendons passing through or anchored within the column. At
least two ~o. 4 or larger bars shall be provided continuous through or
anchored within the column in both directions and both top and bottom.
In slabs without beams, column strip negative moment reinforcement shall
be distributed so that at least 60 percent of the required reinforcement
is concentrated within lines one and one-half times the slab thickness
either side of the column. The shear stress, v, on a critical section
lo~a:ed hal: the effective depth of the slab :rom the colu~n ?erimeter,
and caused by the shear force \,' shall not exceed 2/:;. I: the:-e i.s no
spandrel oean at the disccnti~uous edge of a slab, ~einforcement within
four slab thicknesses either side or a column face and adjacent :0 the
edge shall be detailed so that it can act effecti';ely as torsion rein
forcement considering the ?ossibility of full reversals of the sense
of the ~o~sional moments. If the torsional strength 0: the spandrel
bea~ fr~ming i~to a col~n exceeds the flexural s~~e~~th-o£ the 51&0
a:. :"ts conn.ection with the be3l!"... :or ~he adjace::lt hal: par..el wicit.h~ a..L~

shear shall be assu:::ed t:'ansfer:ed to the col:.un:1. via cha ':Jeam."

?inal 3a11.ot: Yes

o 010

o Abstain

o ~id Not Vote
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JOINT BALLOT NUMBER~,

REVIEW AND REFINEMEN'! OF 'tENTATIVE SEISMIC PROVISIONS

PROPOSED CHANGE

4/19

'IECBNICAL COMMITTEE: 114.. Concrece
C:'

COMMITTEE BALLOT-:~UMBE"~ J1L.

ATC-3-06 SECTION REFERENCE: Commencary Cll.5.l

Alter Commentary Section 11..5.1,. fifth. paragraph by including the following
sencence at che end of che paragraph:

"The flat plates of flat plate frames· of normal proportions and.
decailed as specified in Seccion 11.6 will not undergo any
significanc yield. unti.l scory drifcs greater than. chose allowable
(Table. 3-C) ..I~

Final Ballot: 8 Yes

a No-
a Abstain..
0 Did Not Vote

COMMENTS:

This change to the Commencary emphasizes that flat plate frames are considerably
more- flexible than other framing systems.

The ATC representative reviewed and. approved the proposed ballot item which,
incorporates his suggested. reVisions.. There was one reservation expressed by
a committee member. He felt thac while what was staced in the ballot item
was true for most "normal proportions" there were exceptions and suggested
that the word "wi.ll" be replaced by "should."



3.2 Committee Roster

.\merican Concrete Institute

Edward Cohen (Chairman)
Ammann &Whitney, Consulting Engineers
Two World Trade Center
New York, New York 10048

Phone: 212-938-8267

American Society of Civil Engineers

Eugene P. Holland
President
Coder-Taylor Assocs., Inc.
500 Greenbay Road
Kenilworth, Illinois 60043

Phone: 312-441-4200

Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute

Joseph G. 11anning
Regional Director
Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute
\'/estern Region
1499 Bayshore Highway
Suite 113
Burlingame, California 94010

Phone: 415-697-1437

Interagencv Committee on Seismic Safety in Construction

James D. Prendergast
U.s. Army - P.O. Box 4005
Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
Champaign, Illinois 61820

Phone: 217-352-6511 Ext. 242

Portland Cement Association

Mark Fintel
Portland Cement Association
5420 Old Orchard Road
Skokie, Illinois 60077

Phone: 312-966-6200

Alternate; Gene Corley
(same address as Fintal)

(representative on Committee ~.

Structural Design) - Fintel
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Post-Tensioning Institute

Nell Ha.wk.i.ns
Professor and. Chairman
Department 0 f Civi.!. Engineering
University of Washington
201. More Hall FX-10
Seat~le~ Washington 98195

Phone:: 206-543-2575

Prestressed Concrete Institute

David A. Sheppard
California Marketing Director
Prestressed Concrete Institute
1350 Del Ria Court
Concord, California 94518

Phone: 415-957-1327

Alternate: Daniel F. Jenny
Technical Director
Prestressed Concrete Institute
20 North Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60606

Phone: 312-346-4071

. ; Structural Engineers Association of California

Loring A. Wyllie, Jr.
H. J, Degenkolb Assoc'iat:es
350 Sansome Street
San Francisco, California 94104

Phone: 415-392-6952

Applied Technology Council

V. V. Bertero
Professor of Civil Engineering
Department: 0 f Ci.vil Engineering
783 Davi.s Hall
Universi.ty of California
Berkeley, California 94720

Phone: 415-642-3655

Building Seismic Safety Council

James Lefter
Director,_ Civil Engineering Service (085)
Lafayette Building, Room 507
811 Vermont Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20420

Phone: 202-389-2864
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National Bureau of Standards

Richard D. Marshall and Kyle Woodward
Secretariat
Committee 4, Concrete
National Bureau of Standards
Room B168, Building 226
Washington, D.C. 20234

Phone: 301-921-3471 (Marshall)
301-921-2885 (Woodward)
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3.3 Selected Committee Correspondenc~ and Applied Technology Council Comments

I.. Letter from Mr .. Sheppard to Committee 4,. December 2.1,. 1979 - 4 pages

2.. Letter from Mr•. Firrtel to Sec... Comnittee 4,. January S.. 1980 - 13 pages:

3. LetTer from Mr_ ForeI I to Sec. Corrrn i ttee 2,. January I I". 1980 - Z pages·

4.. Latter from Mr... 8ertero. to Sec.. Camni ttee' 4" January 3'". 1980 - 9' pages.

50. LeTter trom Mr. Manning; to CommitTee: 4, January 3T,.. 1980 - 5 pages

6.. MI_ Berterers commenTs orr revisions proposed. by Mr.. Manning"
February 1I,. 1980 - Z pages-

7. Letter from Mr. Caherr TO Sec~ CommitTee- 4,. February II,. 1980 - 1 page

8. LeTter from Mr. Hawkins: to Sec_CommitTee 4, February 26,1980 - 16 pages

9. Letter from Mr-. Sheppard TO Corrmi ttee- 4,. March 2S". 1980 - Z pages

10.. Mr. Bartere's. comnenTs on. revi si ons: proposed by Mr. Hawki ns,..
Apri.1 7 r- 1980 - 4; pages

II. LetTer from Mr. Sheppard to Committee 4, Apri I 2,. 1980 - 4 pages

.1,2. Memorandum from Mr-. Bertere to CommitTee 4, June 2, 1980 - 2 pages

13. Memorandum from Mr. Bertero to Mr.. Cohen and Mr. Pfrang (undaTed
d i si"ri bUTedto CommitTee 4 on June 4-, 1980) - T pages



REPLY TO:
1350 DEL RIO COURT
CONCORD. CALIFORNIA 8451.

TELEPHONE: 415 I 157·1327

F.'. . AICHITlCTIJIAl

f i •

/ .. ~_. {!
~. ;.

£.; .. -.' I

SrltlJCrlJitAl I f
J .- L: PflESTUSSEO CONCUTE INSTITUTE.L,

20 NORTH WACKER DRIVE I CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60606

TELEPHONE 312 I 346-4071

December 21, 1979

TO: Dan Jenny
Edward Cohen
Eugene D. Holland
Joe Manning
Jim Prendergast
Mark Fintel
Gene Corley
Neil Hawkins
Vitelmo Bertero
Jim Lefter
Richa.rd Marshall

c.v
a

RE: Proposed Revisions to ATC 3-06

Gentlemen:

In accordance with instructions given by Committee Chairman
Ed Cohen, I have submitted for your consideration proposed
revisions to the document written in code language, with
appropriate reasons for each. Please note that these proposed
revisions must be reviewed by the Technical Activities Committee
of the Prestressed Concrete Institute before they become our
official industry position; however, I am not aware of any
conflicts in philosophy at this time.

SEC. 11.2 Revise the second sentence in Section 11.2 to read
as follows: "Precast and/or prestressed concrete
components may be used if the resulting construction
complies with the requirements of Sec. 3.6 and this
chapter, except as specifically modified in Sections
11.9, 11.10, 11.11 and 11.12."

BASIS: Present provisions of ATC 3-06 exclude the
use of prestressed concrete (by omission)j
specific subsections should be established
for the unique and separate design
characteristics of precast and prestressed
concrete.

A NON·?l>OFIT ORGANIZATION FOR fHE AOVANCEMENT OF THE OESIGN. MANUFACTURE ANO USE OF Pl'lESTRESSED CONCRETE AND PRECAST CONCRETE
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-2:-

SEC .. 11.2 Rev ise capac:i.tyo red.uction fac:tors: for- connections.- aT
precast components;. to. read as Tallows:

Canneetio"" capa.ci.t.Y' as governed bY' concrete:. ~.a.6S:

Cannectior\' ca.pac:itY' as governea b.Y' s,tee~:. a:a .. 9a.

BASIS: ,Conserv·ative- industry guidelines recommend
a 3/!+ rac.tor to: b.e: u·sed: in- connecti 0.0' design
roe- concrete- shear. This resul.ts, in a. va,lue
of' a.75~ Q.. S5 :: a.6~. Chapter 10 indicates

.80 value- of kt :: 0 .. 9 for stee~

SEC. 11.8' Revise the last sentence of' paragraph 11.8.Z to. read
as follciws: "Oiaphragm~ for precast concrete floor
s.ystems: ,may be- developed with cast-in-place concrete
topping, . shear fric.tion boundary reinf'"orcing ,. or
properly desig.ned component connectors" either welded

_or qrouted. w .

BASIS: Current prov~s~ons exc.lude the use' of untopped~

. precast or prestressed concrete floor systems.

SEC. 11.8 Revise th~ first sentence of Section 11.8.4 to read as
follows: "Boundary members shall be provided as
requ~red by Sec.tion 11.8.Land 11 ..8.Z~ except for
large panel precast concrete system-s building construc
tion with energy dissipating mechanisms formed in
coupling links~ as indicated in Section 11.11."

BASIS: Research and testing conducted at MIT and by
Yugoslavs" Japanese and Russians.

SEC. 11.9
to 11.12 Add the following new sections to Chapter 11:

11.9
11.10
11.11
11.11

Plant Cast Prestressed Concr~te
Post-Tensioned Concrete,
Plant Cast Precast Concrete
Site Cast Precast Concrete

BASIS: Provisions for precast and prestressed concrete
are currently scattered throughout the document.
Requirements. in design sections should' be
performance oriented, applicable to. all materials;
specifics for prestressed or precast concrete
~hould be covered in the above sections. See
also my letter to William W. Modre presented at
the- 1st Annual BUilding Seismic Safety Council
Meating on November 8, 1979.
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SEC. 11.2 Add at the end of the sentence reading "Axial com-
pression or axial. . for the full height of the
component.": "Non lateral load resisting compression
members designed in accordance with Sections 11.11 or
11.12 shall nave capacity reduction factors as given
in ACI 318-77.

BASIS: The arbitrary assignment of a low capacity
reduc.tion factor for "pin-ended" compression
members is not warranted, when top and bottom
connections are designed to accommodate .
maximum drift movements and increased bending
moments induced by the P- ~ effect.

SEC. 3.3.4 In Section (A) 3. - Delete the last sentence reading
"This system is limited to buildings not over 240feet
in height."

BASIS: Assignment of height limitations on these
structures is arbitrary and inconsistent
with actual performance of these structures.
Proper building design and location of
stiffening elements should govern as is
alluded to in Section 3.4.1. The design
requirements should be performance oriented,
and not consist of arbitrary requirements.

SEC. 3.3.4 Add new type (A) 4: "Coupled shear wall systems with
primary inelastic action along these vertical coupling
elements providing energy dissipation."

BASIS: The work of Becker at MIT.

SEC. 3.3.5 Delete the second sentence in this section in its
entirety.

BASIS: Arbitrary height limitation; see above.

SEC. 7.4.4 Revise Section 7.4.4(E) to read as follows: "The
upper 2 feet. . or equivalent spirals. The
pile cap connection may be made by developing exposed
strand or by the use of field placed anchor dowels
grouted into sleeves cast in the pile. top as outlined
in Section 11.9.

BASIS: Present accepted practice in UBC-79 and CAL
TRANS specifications.
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SEt:"~ 1~5.J.,:R"evis& 'the-last'sentence of' Sect'ion: T.5.J(c-) to" read
"a$ rallows~ "P~ecsst concret~-and prestressed'

concrete piling~ s.ha~~ badesig,ned: ta \ltithstand
IItsxirituJIlr imposed,' curv eaturea resal.tinq frol'lt' a- dynsl1tic '

. analysis: of" the s-oi.l prarile present t'Woith detai~ing;,

, as, speC'i:.f"~ed; in:- Section 1.1..~_ re

BASIS: See my letter and accompanying documentatioll';
frame G'erwick,. '!itt al presented: attha BSSe
meeting:. on NO'lember g.,. 1979.

, .

SEC .. 7.6.1 Revisa this section ta read as follow~: "All piling
types in Category D shall be designed to withstand

. maximu~ impose& ~urveaturesresultingfrom a dynamic
response. analysis of the' soil prof ile' present .."

, ,

BASIS:. Sameo-. as. 7 .. 5'~J· a.tJave.. roundat1on" requirements'
shoul.d:tlec perFormance: oriented,. and not
arbitrarily penalize certain materials
(prestressed concrete) because or local bias,
in spite of recent testa and successful design
applications developing large curveatures
resulting from layered soil movements in
maximun credible se~smic conditions.

SEt:. 8 .."-2.3 Add the following sentence at the end of this section:,
~CQnnector fastenera shall develop elastic forces

'resul ting from twice the loads determ"ine'd hom
Section &.Z.Z abave.~

BASIS: Curr'ent practice as outlined in UBC-79 •.

SEC-. 8.2.2 Add the fallo'wing: sentence at the end of this section:
"The force Fp shall be applied in the- vertical direc
tion, as well. as' longi tudinally and laterally, in,
cQmbination ~ith the static load of the element."

BASIS: UBC-79; Tna. effect of vertical acceleration
should be included in design of nori-~truc

tural components and systems.

Detailed provisions for Sections 11.9 p 11.llp and 11.12 will be
developed- later. r am assuming PTr will devel"op material- for
SectiDn 11.10.

~~,ry trll &:.,.,.;~~g~__
Da id A. Shepp~rd

lifornia Marketing Director

DAS:rd



PORTLAi~D CUv1ENT ASSOClAT10N
j420 Old Orchard Road. Skokl~. Illi~ols "OD77 ".red Coce (3~2) %6-6200

January 8, 1980

Mr. Richard Marshall, Secretary
Technica1 Committe 4, Concrete
Tentative Seismic Provision Project

8168, Bldg. 226
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D.C. 20234

Dear Mr. Marshall:

Enclosed are four proposed changes of provisions in ATC3-06 relating

N

to concrete buildings.

Would you kindly transmit the proposed changes that also relate to other

committees to the relevant groups.

I ark Fi ntel
Director Advanced Engineering

MF:gh
cc: Mr. Edward Cohen - American Concrete Institue

Mr. Eugene D. Holland - American Society of Civil Engineers
l"1r. Joseph Manni ng - Concrete Rei nforei ng Steel Institute
Mr. James O. Prendergast - Interagency Committee on Seismic Safety

in Cons tiAucti on
Professor Neil Hawkins - Post Tensioning Institute
Mr. David A. Sheppard - Prestressed Concrete Institute
Mr. Victor Bertero - Applied Technology Council
Mr. James Lefter - Building Seismic Safety Council
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Submitted by
PortTand Cement Assoctatiorr

Mark rinteT
January 1980.

TABLE., 1-& - Fage. 3S"

REVISE THE uSErSMICrrr INDEX· COLUMrf. OF TABLE 1-8' ro READ AS SHOWff. BELOW,:

TABLE l-R

Coefficients; Aa. and fitv anet Sai smi ci ty rndex

Coeff.. A'a; M~ Area: Coeff. !tv, Seismicity
rtguM!' I .. ' Number Figure- 2. Index

0'..40: 7 0.40' 4

0.30' 0; 0'•.3(1' 4

.. Q'~2a S 0.2tl ,. 3'
a.lS" 4- 0..15 1 Z
0..1(}- J. 0'.10 Z. 1
0.05; 2: 0'.05 'l 1

0.05: 1 0.05 1

REASON:. The- saismicity. indices. were;' introduces as a. device to l"e'1 ate the

seven' map" area:i (acceTeration- intensities.) 'r'tittr the various levels of

detaili ng: req.u,irements~ as; cTassified in the four seismic performance

cat~ories' (A,. B, C~ and. 0)., The- indices and the performance cate90ries

have been apparently arbitrariTy interrelated with the: seismic hazard

exposure groups (Tahr~ I-A,) ..

WhiTe there is: little questiorr about detai"1inq ~quirements for the

hi ghest sei smici ty (4-),. ami" for the lowest sei sm; ci ty (1), detail inq

requirements for seismicity- indeJe levels aT Z and 3' remain a gray area:.

'Nithout adequate background' information.



It is not acceptable to require arbitrarily the same level of ductility

detailing for acceleration levels of .40 (map area 7) as for acceleration

level 0.15 (map area 4).

Buildings located in the map areas 1 and 2, subjected to acceleration

levels of 0.05, will undoubtedly always remain in the elastic range,

requiring no additional ductility details. The acceleration level of 0.10

(map area 3) will, in all probability, create an elastic response in

buildings designed in conformity with modern reinforced concrete and steel

codes.

Regarding the acceleration levels of 0.15 and 0.20, (map areas 4 and 5),

the major question is which structural members will be yielding and how much

ductility will be required in them. It should also be considered that

current codes (i.e., ACI 318) basically result in ductile members, as provi

sions over the last 20 years have been devised to eliminate brittleness. To

suddenly require additional detailing (also adding 30% of forces in perpen

dicular direction) in cities like New York and Chicago, based largely on

judgment, not necessarily supported by adequate background studies, seems

questionable. Seismic code writers bear the responsibility to substantiate

the need for any restrictive changes made to codes which have been developed

in a consensus process over the last several decades. It is not f~r

industries to prove that such changes are unnecessary and will increase the

cost of buildings ',oIithout adding to their safety. Added ductility reauire

ments shou1d be imposed only if seismicity vs ductility cor~elation studies

for map areas with acceleration levels of 0.10, 0.85 and 0.20 indicate

ievels af ductility demands requiring such detailing.
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Submitted by
PortTand: Cement Associatiort

Mark: Fintel
January 1980

SECTIon, !.J:..~ -Fage;,46

DELETE SECTION J:.J:.¢(A)~

R~SON:- Th~ height limitations: are- arbitrary" unjustified by todayt~ leveT

of knowledge of structural response- and e;Tement strength and ducti Ti ty, and

should bl!' removed. The best performe~ in reinf~rced concrete, the shear

waH-frame. interactive- systenr, is" TimitE!1t, to a height of 240 ft. Ii!

co~arisorr," the sl)ecialmomen't~,which· in: reality becomes unbu.·;ldable

at about 15 ~ IS: storiest' is the only concrete system aTTO\tled abOVE!' 240 ft•

.we do not be1ieve that the reasons- anet circumstances which prevailed in the

early sixties· and" Ted to: si.milar he.ight limitations. (primarily a lad< of

knowledge) are still valid today.

To assure safety of multistory buildings above a height of' 240 ft they

may be analyzed: anet designed by the more realistic inelastic procedures, to

make certain that' ductiTi ty demand~ are- within' avai lab le limits. The only

limiting' factors to determine the height.. of bu.ildings. should be member

capacity fo~ strengtir and ductility anet the. overall response of the

structure. Also', the rigidity of the structure should be considered in

limiting thE!' interstory distortions,. thus assuring realistic damage control

o.f nonstructural elements·. In' structures: so designed ill. the' earthquake

forces: and:' deformations: are resisteet by the e1ements of the structure' in'

accordance~ with- their- reJ ative strength- and, rigi dities. To assure stab,i lity

of inelastic structures.,.. the ine:Tastic: procedure:' permits control of

ineJasticity so it may be confined to horizontal elements only~ while

assuring elastic behavior of columns. o~ wall s- at an times if the desi gner

so' chooses.,



As Corrected on 1/24/80

Submitted by
Portland Cement Association

Mark Fi nte 1
January 1980

Section 3.9 - Page 51

ADO A NEW SECTION 3.9 TO READ AS FOLLOWS:

Sec. '3.9 '- ALTERNATE INELASTIC DESIGN PROCEDURE

3.9.1 - INELASTIC RESPONSE HISTORY ANALYSIS

Structural systems may be analyzed by multi-degree-of-freedon inelastic

response history analyses using appropriate earthquake records (adjusted in

intensity to local seismicity). Resulting base shear shall not be less than

90% of that required by Eq. (4-1) of Chapter 4.

Such systems shall have members (beams, columns and/or structural walls)

desi gned for result; ng forces and deformat; ons, as requ; red by the i ne 1asti c

analysis.

Interstory distortions (story drift) as computed by the inelastic

response history analysis shall not exceed the allowable story drift ~a

obtained from Table 3-C for any story.

3.9.2 - STRENGTH AND DUCTILITY

In proportioning of members, elastic strength or inelastic strength and

ductility, as required by the analysis, shall be used.

Members of the structural system shown by the analysis to remain elastic

during the response shall be proportioned as required by Sec. 11.6.

Members of the structural system shown by the analysis to ~ndergo

inelastic deformations during the response shall be proportioned as required

by Sec. 11.7 for structural frames, and Sec. 11.8 for structural walls.
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Maximunr rotational ductility requ.ired by analysis of members..

proportioned according to Sec. 11.7 and 11.8 shalT not exceed:'

5- irr beams. with a span-to-deptfT ratio larger- tharr ¢

12: rOT'" beams: with d; agonal reinforcement' having span-to-depttt ratio of

Tes~ tharr Z~

3 i rr shear- wal1$ with' a. he; ght-ta-depth rati 0 of more tharr Z and hav; ng

vertical boundary ~lemen't$

"

3 for columns

REASON: ETastic static analysis- cannot adequately determine forces and

defomations Tl1' fneTasti'cstruetures.. Designing" ort the basis- of elastic

analysis. may lead: to insufficient ductility' tn' some members, and to

inadvertent' shear- faiTures,. such as observed in the Banco- de America
. ;

building in the 1973 Managua earthquake.

The cnncept or ductility within- the des.ign process, which is in

accordance wi ttl current practice-, was deve loped on the basi s of studi es of

single-degree-of-freedom systems. System displacement ductilities of 4 to 6

were- uti 1i zed for a 1940 El-eentro type earthquake. However,. i rr desi gn; ng a

structun!7" we deal with the ductilities of individual members, and not wittr

overan system duct;1i ty. The re1ati ensh; p between the- two may be different

for- each member- ina structure, and changes in structural confi gurati on wi 11

result in changes in the i ndivi duaT member- ducti 1ities. Therefore, whi1 e we

are talking about syst~ductilities of 4 to 6,. we may b~ faced, with memcer

rotational ductilitie$ considerably larger-,. depending orr the structural

configuratiorT, and: strength and stiffness relationships. No systematic

studies: have been carr-ied out to determin~ the distributiolT and magnitude of

member ductilities: within- a structure. Consequently, in the present



implementation of the overal1 concept to assure safety against brittle

failures, we must, of necessity, provide maximum ductility in all columns,

beams, and their connections, whether needed or not. In reality, from

experience in earthquakes, and from inelastic analyses, it is known that

ductility is not required in all members of a frame. Unfortunately, this

important economic consideration is not included in ATC-3.

The major drawback of elastic analysis when applied to inelastic

structures is that it does not allow us to determine the amount and

distribution of ductility throughout the structure. We hope that the

details specified in ATC-3 and other seismic codes will assure availability

of the required ductility in all members which may become inelastic. We

hope -- we do not know for sure.

Other shortcomings resulting from the use of elastic analysis for an

inelastic structure are the possibility of inadvertent yielding of columns

during very severe earthquakes, with its consequent effects on overal1

structural stability, and also the lack of an active control over the

sequence of yielding during seismic response.

A procedure based on inelastic analysis needs to be introduced as an

alternate approach for multistory buildings. Such a procedure became

practicable with the development in recent years of highly efficient

two-dimensi onal response history ana 1ysi s computer programs. A good examp 1e

of such a program is DRAIN-2D, developed at the University of California,

8erk e1ey. The dynami c response is determi ned in the program by us i ng a

step-by-step integration of equations of motion. Ine1astic characteristics

of structural elements of both concrete and steel have been incorporated by

the University of California, Berkeley (concrete) and by the University of

Michigan (steel), respectively.
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The- explicit inelastic dynamic analys.is: design procedure entails the

foHowing steps:-

1.. Preliminary rayout and design- of the structuraT systenr based OrT

gravity' Toact reqlLirements" code: wind. loading and code earthquake'

loading.

Z. Mode11 ing the- structure f"or dynami c analysi sin each of the two

orthogonal di re:tJ ons.. Frames and' shear wall s. are to b~ Tumped
.'

into the least number- of vertical 1ines; the masses are

concentrated at floor' Tevels.

3'. Selection,. on the basis of local seismicity and of structuraT and

sotl characteristics,. of design accelerograms:, with a potential to

~;ticalTy excite the structure.

~. OeterminatiorT of forces: and deformations in the members under the

design' earthquake" using inelastic response history analysis. A

number of runs are yoe(fui red to choose the- optimal comb i nati on

between strength and ducti1i ty.

5. Proportioning of members for strength and deformabiTity in the

elastic and post-elastic ranges, based on resistances and ductility

capacities known fro~tests.

0.. Checking that the' structure has enough duct; li ty to survive,

without collapse, the maximum credible earthquake possible at the

site.

This: alternate inelastic'approactr gives the design engineer a valuable

tooT for' designing- muTtistor:t structures. in wiTidr the amount and distribu

tiorr of inelasticity durinlI the response can be' controlled by the choice of

strength relationships; consequently" ductility details can be, included

where they cart be best utilized.. Other advantages. inc1ude the ability to:



o Design into the yielding members of the structure a desirable

balance between strength and ductility.

o Predetermine a sequence of plastification so that energy can be

dissipated without endangering stability. An early onset of

yielding in beams limits buildup of axial loads in columns, of

column moments and of shears in beam-column joints.

o Select perfromance criteria for the design earthquake (i.e., to

have yielding beams and elastic columns), thus providing better

damage control.

o Devise innovative and more effective structural configurations to

dissipate seismic energy--systems we have not yet been able to

devise because we have lacked the means to analyze them.

A number of design examples, carried out for shear wall-frame

interactive systems, and for coupled wall systems, show the feasibility and

technical superiority of the solutions, as well as the economic advantages

of the inelastic approach. The procedure is applicable to both reinforced

concrete and structural steel highrise structures.

The procedure is limited to fairly symmetrical structures for which a

two dimensional model can be used with a degree of confidence.

Conclusion

While the present code provisions are of necessity overly conservative

with respect to distribution of ductility, new procedures have recently

become· available which result in more rational and more economical

structures.

Explicit inelastic response history analysis permits an alternate

approach (based on energy dissipation considerations) that is applicable to

multistory building structures of reasonably regular layout, for which

inelastic dynamic analysis appears to be warranted. This inelastic response
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history analysis makes it possible' ta analYZe> a: structure and to proportion'

its· members for art optimunr baTance betweerr strength and ductility~ and to.

provide, ductiTity detaiT$. ifY" aTT parts: of the- structure which are'designed

ttt undE!r9Cl ineTastic: defomations.. ObviousTy,. infonnatiorr orr avC!iTable

ductil ity' of the members frr question is: a prerequis.it'&.

The- objective of the procedure ;$ to' estabTisft a- sequence of energy

dissipating ,~echart;smS: and' thereby impose arT the: structure a desired

response,. permitting- no: aTternate: types: of behavior. A- structure- So'

desi gned is. then- detail ed: for- ductility only ift the predetermined: hirrging

regions;. this results ill' a more economical, anet technicalTy superior'

structure..



Submi tted by
Portland Cement Association

Mark Fi nte 1
January 1980

TABLE 3-8 - Page 52

PROPOSED PROCEDURE TO DEVELOP RATIONAL VALUES FOR RESPONSE MODIFICATION

COEFFICIENTS, R.

Response modification factors, R, introduced in ATC-3-06, are a

significant departure from the previous K-values, and may have a serious

impact on the construction industry. The concept of response mod·ification

factors, R, ranging from 1~ to 8 to account for energy dissipation due to

inelasticity and damping of the various structural systems and materials is

. ; conceptually clear, simple, and easy to apply, and represents a significant

improvement over. the present use of K-factors. However, the apparently

arbitrary selection of R-factors in Table 38~ without studying their effect

on member ductilities, makes the practical application of the concept very

questionable. Since the overall underlying concept is a balance between

strength and ductility, if the R-values lack a correlation with member

ductilities, they are not much superior to the previously used K-vaiues. A

major uncertainty of the arbitrarily chosen R-values is the question whether

the member ductilities actually available meet the ductility demands

generated during an earthquake. Viable ~R" values which answer this

question can only be derived by means of inelastic response studies.

To evaluate the suggested arbitrary Response l"1odification Factors, R, of

various individual systems and materials by comparing them ~ith the previous

~K" values (also unsubstantiated and adopted arbitrarily 40 years ago) is

like the blind leading the blind.
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Studies. ta determi ne re-a.Ttstic ~ and Cct values-; must b~ carried out for

the various: structural systems and. materials listed: ift TanTe: 38.. The vaJue

of ~. ta be derived from. response history anaTyses, is: the ratio or base shear

for' the· un~ed elastic: system" to. the b:ase shear' fo,- the- damped' ine-lastic

s.ys.tem~ batrr systems: representing: the same structure,. ancf both being

subje:ted to' ~ properly selected ground; matiorr-. The inelastic response

l1istory ana:lysis of'" the damped' inelastic system (desi gned by the- R-factor

approach) wou 1d yiald required rneni)er ductil it ies correspondi ng to the

assumed R-factor. If these requ.ired ductilities are attainahle with the

specified detatling. theft the R-factor is. realistic;.. otherwise it needs:

revision:..

The foTTO'*ing is: ~ suggested procedure to derive R-vaTues- for a given

. ,structural system:

1.. PT"ep-are a pre'limi'!ary- des;gtT' based on gravity loads. and the

traditionally Code-specified earthquake forces.

2. Prepare. a 2-dimensional mathematical modeT of the structure, with

masses concentrated at floor- Tevels; use lumpin~ ta minimize the

number- of vert;caT 1i neS'.

3.. Determine the fundamentaJ period of the elastic structure, and

assume a- certain period change due to inelasticity durinCI response.

4. Select front the library of accelerograms: one, or several, records

having: a broad-band velocity response spectra potentially damaging

to' the given structure.,. cons.idering: the initia1 and 1engthened

periodS'.. Normalize- the records: to a given intensity.

5. Rurr a response- history ana1ysis for- the undamped elastic: resp.onse..

Oetermi nt!' the' base shear-,.. Vel.



6. Divide the base shear, Vel' by the assumed IIRII (as given in Table

38 for the given system) and distribute the resulting base shear,

V, over the height of the structure. Using a static elastic

analysis, determine forces and proportion the members.

7. Run an inelastic response history analysis for the model in (2),

using strength of members as determined in (6), customary damping

values, and proper hysteretic models (for steel or concrete). Use

the same imput motion record as in (5). Determine base shear, VR.

8. If the base shear VR is not the same as V in (6), adjust the

strength of the members in proportion of V/Vr , and repeat step 7.

9. Determine the rotational ductility demands of all members. If

these required ductilities are attainable with the specified

detailing, then the prescribed R-factors are realistic; otherNise,

they need revision.

The total effort required to determine practical numbers for R is

extensive. However, it must be undertaken and systematically carried out if

the proposed ATC-3-06 design provisions are to be based on a solid

foundation.
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January 1T, 1980

Structural Engineers-

James Harris, Secretary
Technical Committee No.'Z
Tentative- Seismic Provisions Project 6168
Building 226
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D.C. 20234-

Gentlemen:

Th~ enclosed list> of comment~ and recommendations are intended to improve'
on the Tentative Provisions to be-used in the trial design test program.

The list prepared by mE!' had assistance fronr'111embers of the Structural Engi
neers Association of Northern California and was briefly discussed in a
meeting of the Steering Committee of the SeislOOlogy Committee of SEAONC.
The list prepared by T. Zsutty, Chainnan of' the State Seismology Committee,
and Ed lacker, past Pres; dent of SEAONC, are transmi tted as recei ved.

I wi sh to. restate my expressed concern at the December 11 th meeti ng at the
National Bureau of Standards. The importance of the Tentative Provisions
is too great to 1imit thE!'- time for the preparation of corrments and recom
mendations as severely as, the schedule demands. The result of placing
such a severe time restraint on this process will be a lingering doubt
in the minds of the participants and th~ir sponsoring organizations that
they have not been given a fair opportunity to have their voices heard.
I sincerely hope the door wi" not be closed for future well reasoned
and sincere comments.

ver~ t~ Your~s

~;~~
Ni cho1as Fore11

/cs

encl. '- \V'\'&_ \-' t\o{."t~ ... 't{is 'Vf'7
cc: Steve Johnston
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Section 11.8.1., 2. and 4. Need clarification that edge members or

chords are required wnenever tension stress exists in walls and

diaphragms. These members must have ductile ties when computed gross

section stress exceeds 0.2f' , and only thi s requirement foor ductil e
c

ties is discontinued wnen stress falls below 0.15 fIe; but the edge

member may be requi red for tension resi stance beyond thi s 1evel •

Section 11.8.4. Boundary Members: Clarify last paragraph.

Chapter 5. Dynamic Analysis needs to be completely redone.

(1) It is an omission in the "Provision" that no reference is

made to the use of seismic separation joints as a device to

eliminate irregularities in building shapes. (Comment by N.

F. Fore1l)
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BE:. Review and Comments 011 the.- Proposed Revision of Chapter 11 of the
ATe 3-06

Dear Mr. Marshal~:

Enclosed you will find my review and comments on the rev~s~ons
proposed by Dave Sheppard on behalf of the Prestressed Concrete.- Institute;
Nicholas For~,the SEAONC representative; and Mark Fintu, the PCA
representative. In some cases. ie has been d:i.ffi~t to make comments
because there were no specific proposed revisions and/or there was a lack
of supporting evidence and reasoning. However, I think I have reviewed
and commented on. all the revisions that I have received so we have some
oasis for discussing the suggested changes more thoroughly at our February ~
meeting.

v.. V. Bertero
Professor of Civi~ Engineering

VVB/um
Encl.



PROPOSED REVISIONS TO ATC 3-06

REVISIONS PROPOSED BY:

I. David A. Sheppard, Representative of the Prestressed Concrete
Institute

~n1ENT: This revision as ryronosed cannot be introduced until the
proposed new sections. 11.1 tnrough 11.12, are develoned and further
studies regarding adequate values of R and Cd for these precast and
prestressed concrete systems are conducted. A modified revision is
proposed.

/
1.1 SEC. 11.2 Revise the second sentence in Section 11.2 to read

as fol10,,"s: "Precast andlor prestressed concrete
components may be used if the resulting construction
complies with the requirements of Sec. 3.6 and this -. Th' 11 1
cha ter except as specifically modified in Sections b ~s wd~ no:
11. 9, 11. 10, 11.11 and 11. 12. II • e ne

i1
e

l
ed

b
as

~t w e
part of the
chapter.

?~30N3: The requirements established in Chapter 11 cannot be consi
dered independently, as they are the consequence or the structural
design requirements (Chapter 3) which include the accepted analysis
procedures (Chapters 4 and 5). In developing the requiraments of
Chapter 11, attempts were made to assure that the basic design equation,
1. e. ,

DEMAJ.'ID
of

Strength
Stiffness
Stability

Energy Absorption
and

Energy Dissipation
Capacities (Ductility)

< SUPPLY
of

r

is satisfied. Because of the substantial uncertainties involved in the
current methods of estimating the DBUUiDS, it is a good policy in seis~-ic

resistant design to be generous in the SUPPLY, a ohilosophy which has
been adopted in developing the requirements of Clapter 11. The esti
mation of the D~~~u is based, among other factors, on the use of the
response modification fa~tor,~. In the selection of the R values ror
RiC systems, b~sides the examination of the research data available
regarding the seismic behavior of th~ systems, special consideration was
given [as explained in che commentary of Section 3.3 (pp. 336-338)J to
the observed general perfo~ance of these systems during past earthquakes:
the general toughness (ability to absorb energy without serious degra
dation under reversals of deformations i.e., stable hysteretic behavior
that guarantees good dissipation or energy); and the general amount of
damping present in the system when undergoing inelastic deformation.
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With' this: in mind,. it should. be noted. that the It values. given in
·Table 3B. for RIC syst.ems (7 for sped.a.l moment: frames., 5 1/2 for shear
walls, a for dual systems,. etc.) have been selected on the: basis, of
the observed seismic performance and field and laboratory experimental
data. available on structuraL concreta systems. designed and constructed.
011 the basis of the present: tec::IuU.ques for MONOLITHIC CAST-nt-PLACE
ORDINARILY REINFORCED CONCRE'n: CONSIRUCTION~ I$ecause at: present:
there: is: a lack of reliable: 1nfo~n and experience regarding the
seismic. behavior of building& w:f.th structural. concrete systems based
on. the use of precast and/or prestressed components [see. Proceedings
of CIt Workshop on Earthquake-Resistant Reinforced Concrete Building
Construction, july 1977, Berkeley~ CA, and Bertero, V. V., "Seismic:
Bef1avior of' Structural Concrete Linear Elements (Beams, Columns) and
the;lr <!onnect1ons," CEll Bulletin. No. 131, AICAP-CEB Symposium, Rome,
May 1979:, pp. 123-31.3], it: 1so recommended that the R and Cd. values
given in Table 3B not be used for these systems.

Recognizing the great potential offered by the proper use of
precast and/or prestressed (particularly partially prestressed)
components,.. and r:aking. advantage of Sec. 1.5 ~ it is proposed to modify
Sec.. ll.~ as. follows.

MODIFICATION OF SEC. 11. Z Revise the second sentence to read: ''Precast
and/or prestressed reinforced concrete components may be used only if
tt can be shown by experimentS' and analysis based on established engi
neering principles that the resulting construction complies w~th the
requirements of Secs. 3.6 and 3.7 and this chapter, and that: they offer
the same strength, sttifness, stability,. durability, damPing, and
energy absorption and energy d:i.ssipation capacit±es (ductility) as·
required from th~monolithic cast~in-place ordinarily reinforced concrete
construction that they replace.. if the R and Cd values given in Table 3B
a.re used. It'"

1.2 SEC.1I.! Re~e capacity reduction factors for connections of
precast components to read as follows:

Connection capacity as governed by concrete: 41=0.65
Connection capacity as governed by steel: ,=0.90

~OMMEN'l': This proposed revision should not be introduced.

REASONS: The values suggested do not appear to be supported by reliable
experimental data. The value:: of ,:p :&. 0.5 has been. derived from the observed
performance of connections of precast components. du~g earthquakes and
from analys:i.s of dal;a; available from laboratory tests up to 1977. The
observed earthquake performanca of these connections either governed by
concrete or by sl;eel has been poor. Although it is recogn~zed that~

since 1977, new. laboratory data have become available [Aswad~ Spencer,
Pal~, Jurukovski (Yugoslavia) and others], these' data are not sufficient:
to justify the proposed increase, particularly for the connection capacity
as governe~by gteel~ i.e., ,:p = 0.90. The argument given that Chapter 10
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indicates a value of ~ = 0.9 for steel does not seem to be valid.
Field inspections indicate that the quality control and workmanship
used in the construction of joints in precast component connections
are not the same as those of steel member connections. The uncertain
ties in design and construction in precast component connections seem
considerably larger. Therefore, the ~ cannot be the same.

1.3 SEC. 11.8 Revise the last sentence of paragraph 11.8.2 to read
as follows: "Diaphragms for precast concrete floor
systems may be developed with cast-in-place concrete
topping, shear friction boundary reinforcing, or
properly designed component connectors, either welded
or grouted."

CO~iT: A modified revision is suggested.

REASONS: The proposed rev~s~on is nat clear. It is not simply a
question of constructing a diaphragm, but of developing sufficient
resistance (strength)t stiffness, stability, durability and ductility to
guarantee the transmission of forces (inertia acting together with those
due to gravity field and to other changes in environment conditions) to
the seismic resisting system. Continuity should be assured in order to
have stable resistance and stiffness under the combined stresses that
can act in these diaphragms. A good technique to assure the satis
faction of these requirements appears to be the use of a cast-in-place
topping. Recognizing that other techniques could be used in certain
cases which could satisfy the above requirements, the following modified
language could be developed (it should be noted that these are require
ments for Categories C and D).

MODIFICATION OF SEC. 11.8.2 Revise the last paragraph of Sec. 11.8.2
to read as follows: "A cast-in-place topping on a precast floor system
may serve as the diaphragm provided the cast-in-place topping is
proportioned and detailed to resist the design shear forces under the
effects of any loading combination (which could induce tensile or
compressive stresses simultaneously to the shear forces). Alternate
techniques based on the use of untopped precast and/or prestressed
components of concrete floor systems may be used only if it can be
shown by experiments and analysis based on established engineering
principles that they will offer the same shear strength, stiffness,
stability, durability and ductilitv and stable hvsteretic behavior)as the
monolithic cast-in-place ordinarily reinforced concrete diapnragm,...ben
subjected to cyclic loading conditions like those expected for seismic
performance Categories ~ and D."

1.4 SEC. 11.8 Revise the first sentence of Section 11.8.4 to read as
follows: "Boundary members shall be provided as
required by Section 11.8.1 and 11.8.2. except for large
panel precast concrete systems building construction
with energy dissipating mechanisms formed in coupling
links, as indicated in Section 11.11."
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COMMENr~ The pToposed Tevisiou cannot be recommended.

REASONS: Lack of reliable. experimental. data. regarding the: behavior of
large. panel pTecase concrete. systems building construction. nth energy
dissipating mechan:isms formed. in: coupling links., when subjected tel
severe. earthquake: ground. shakings. The basis. gi.VE!lti for the. proposed
revis1on:~. i.e. ,. reaseach at MIT. and by Yugoslavs,. Japanese and. RussianS',.
to the best of: thi.s wr1.ter's knowledge is far front adequate to" justify
the revision. The research. conducted at HI'!' by Becker and Mueller is:
completely analytical, and. they have pointed out clearly that, although
the; concept of coupling links: seems- quite- promising, unfortunately there.
a very limited experimental. data. Therefore, further development' of
such ~'concept requires additional analytical and experimental studies•

. Although the wti.ter is fam; J iar with some experimental woTk conducted
by the Yugoslavs and Japanese on panel precast concrete systems
buildings, the data avai.lable. does not: seem to jusd.:fy the pToposed
change. !e should be kept: in. mind that the requirement outhe use of
these boundary members is for the case of shear walls and di.aphragms
of seismic performance categories C' and. D~ i. e.,. buildings which may be
subjected to: severe seismic motions and which therefore. must be
prov1ded nth large energy dissipation capacities. Note that the R.
values for these walls are a for tal~ buildings (dual system) and 5 1/2
for short bl1ildings. Analysis of the experiments conducted by the
.PCA.~ in Berkeley and Japan, on Ric walls shows that, to obtain the
ductility implied in these R. values, it is necessary to have these
boundary members. Again, the present ATe 3-06 does not prohibit the
proposed use of coupling. Ii.nks. (see Sec. 1.5) ~ but substantiating

- evidence demonstrating that the proposed new system~ have at least
a seismic perfor.mance- equal to the system recommended. should be
submitted.

1. 5 SEC~ li. ~ to 11. 2 Add the' following new sections to Chapter 11;

11.9
11.10
11.11
11.12

Plant Cast PTestressed Concrete
Post-'rensioned Concrete
Plant Cast Precast Concrete
Site Cast Precast Concrete

~: The writer supports the idea of the development of pTovisions
for precast and prestressed concretes. These provisions should be
grouped under a new subsection of Chapter 11. Precedents for doing so
already exist... The recently pro-posed "Code of practice for the design
of concrete structures" of Ne~ Zealand has a completely separate
cha-pter of pTovisions for the design of prestressed and partially pre
stressed concrete members of fully ductile moment-resisting frames and
joints between members. It: should be pointed out:~ however, that in the
development of these provisions; it will be necessary' to study the
possibility of not only developing provisions peculiar to membeTs with
prestressing with the objective of develo-ping the same strength, stiff
ness, stability, durability, and energy absorption and energy dissi
pation capacities (ductility) as the non-prestressed. member, i.e., using
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the same R and Cd values, but also the possibility of assigning new
values to R and Cd for precast and pr~stressed structures. At present
perhaps all that can be done is to introduce the modification of
Section 11.2 as proposed above in 1.1, noting that, in the case of
prestressed members for seismic performance categories C and D,
the prestressed members shall conform to the requirements of Sec. 3.7.12.

1.6 SEC. 11.2 Add at the end of the sentence reading "Axial compres
sion or axial. • . . for the full height of the com
ponent.": "Non-lateral load resisting compression
members designed in accordance with Sections 11.11 or
11.12 shall have capacity reduction factors as given in
ACI 318-77."

COMMENT: The proposed rev~s~on cannot be recommended until provisions
11.11 and 11.12 have been develoFed.

REASONS: It should be noted that it will not usually be convenient to
use a "pin-ended" compression member as a part of the lateral
seismic force resisting_sy~. If, in spite of this, such a pin
ended element is used as part of the seismic resisting system, because
of the detrimental consequences of the interacting effects of the
so-called nonstructural elements usually attached to the structural
elements, it is believed a good policy to recommend the use of a
reduced value of ~ to discourage the use of elements without proper
lateral reinforcement. A recent illustration of the need for special
lateral reinforcement along the full height of the component is the
failure of the ground-story columns of the Imperial County Services
Building in El Centro.

1. 7 SEC. 3.3. 4 In Section (A) 3. - Delete the last sentence reading
"This system is limited to buildings not over 240
feet in height."

COMMENT: This revision should be reviewed by Committee 2: Structural
Design. It should be noted that, if this se~tion is changed, Sec. 3.3.5
should also be changed.

1.8 SEC. 3.3.4 Add new type (A) 4: "Coupled shear wall systems ,.;ith
primary inelastic action along these vertical
coupling elements providing energy dissipation."

COMMENT: This c~ange should be discussed bv Committee 2:
Structural Design. The proposed system is not a new type, but the
writer agrees with the basic idea put fon.;ard in the proposed revi
sions. As discussed and illustrated in several of his publications,
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the writer believes, that: the use of a structural. system based on.
ductile walls coupled with girders having" large. energy dissipation.
capacity (large ductility and stable hysteretic behavior) leads to the
best strong column-weak girder system, wtdch: is: the basic requirement
for- the design. of special. (ductile) moment-resisting frames. Thus, the
use. of this system. should be encouraged. Perhaps the best way to do sal
.:ta- :in the commentary of Sec:.. 3'.3.4.

1. 9 SEC'~ 3.3.5 Delete- the second sentence in' this section in its
ent:U:ety_

COMMENT.: This is a subject for discussion and comments by Committee 2:
Structural Design. Note that this height limitation is only for Cate
gory D and only for cantilever wall or braced fram~_systems. It does not
apply to dual systems. .

l..la SECS. 7.4.4, 7.5.3 and 7.6.1

COMMENT: These proposed revisions should be'r~ewed by Committee 3::
Foundations. The writer agrees, with some of the statements made by
Mr. Sheppard in his Basis~ such as "Foundation' requirements should be
performance oriented" and in theory with the proposed revision to
Sec. 7.5.3 and 7.6.1. However, it should be noted that the revision
as stated is not complete.' It will be necessary to specify a reliabl~

method of analysis for the dyna:m±c response of the soil-pile system.
Further.mcre~ the proposed revisiou for these- two sections cannot be
accepted or even discussed until Section 11.9 is developed and accepted.

1.11 SECS. 8.2.2 and 8.2.3

COMMENT: These proposed revisions should be reviewed by Committee 8:
'Architectural, Mechanical and Electrical.

Ir. Nicholas Forell~ SEAONC Representative

2.1 SEC. 11.8.1, Z and 4 Need clarification that edge members or chords
are required whenever tension stress exists in
walls and diaphragms. These members mus t
hav~ ductile ties. when computed gross section
stress exceeds 0.2 f~, and only this require
ment for ductile ties is discontinued when
stress falls below 0.15 f~; but the edge
member may be required for tension resistance
beyond this level.

COMMENT: To introduce the requested clarification, the following changes
are suggested:
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Sec. 11. 8.1 Add the following sentence at the end of the fifth
paragraph of this section (top of page 108): "These shear walls
shall have vertical boundary members along the edges as described in
Sec. 11.8.4 at any level where tensile axial forces can be developed
in the walls."

Sec. 11.8.2 Add the following sentence at the end of the second
paragraph of this section: "Diaphragms shall have boundary members
along their edges as described in Sec. 11.8.4 whenever tensile axial
forces can be developed in these diaphragms."

2.2 SEC. 11.8.4 Boundary Members: Clarify last paragraph.

COMMENT: It is not clear what needs to be clarified.

III.· Mark Fintal, PCA Representative

3.1 TABLE l-B

COM}mNT: These suggested changes should be reviewed by Committee 1:
Seismic Risk Maps, and Committee 2: Structural Design.

3.2 SEC. 3.3.4 - page 46 Delete Section 3.3.4(A) 3

CO~~T: Tnis proposed rev~s~on should be reviewed bv Committee 2:
Structural Design. Although the writer favors the deletion of the
limitation of 240 feet in height, he does not agree with the deletion
of the rest of the other requirements recommended in 3.3.4(A) 3.

3.3 SEC. 3.9 - page 51 Add a new section 3.9.

co~·mNT: This proposed addition should be reviewed by Committee 2:
Structural Design. Although the writer favors the design of most of
buildings using inelastic design procedures, and would like to be able
to recommend a specific code method, based on inelastic design, which
could be applied to all types of buildings, present knowledge does not
permit this. Only in the case of very particular types of buildings
to be built at certain sites in regions where sufficient seismic
records exist is it possible to carr] out rational inelastic design.
One of the main problems is the sensitivity of the earthquake response
of the building to (1) the dynamic characteristics of the ground
motion, and (2) the modeling of the building (soil-Eoundation structural
and nonstructural elements system) ~hich should include the inter
acting effects of the nonstructural elements. Further study of these
problems is required before a specific code inelastic design procedure



can. bee recommended. At' present the lack of reliable: three-dimen
sional computer programs. to analyze real buildings hampers advances
in this field.

'!'he main problems iIt the proposed 'Y"alternate inelastic:. design.
procedure" are~ f:irse. what: constitutes "approp~te earthquake
records'l> and, second~ 'how is the -maxi1\\1JCt rotational. ductility
required'" defined and computed?' The wrl.ter supports the idea of
perhaps taking: advantage.: of the: following statement: made iII Sec:. 3 ..1.
ft ••• nth. the procedures in Chapter 4 or Chapter 5 or an approved
alternate procedure't- to add, between. parentheses, "The development:
and appl1.cation. of inelastic. des:tgn procedures such: as the one described
:tn general terms; in the cOU1D1e11tary- of this section is encouraged." If
~ suggestion is accepted, i~ is recommended that a special committee
be. appointed to study the method proposed by Mark Fintel.

3.4 TABU 3-:8' - page 52 ''Propos-eel Procedure to Develop- Rational.
.Values for Response Modification
Coeffic,ients7' R,"

COMMENT: The suggested procedure should be rev:tewed by Committee 2:
Structural Design and other comm:Lttees, since any chauga in this
coefficient may affect. other provisions..

The writer agrees with the need to review the R values. This need
was expressed at the time the tentative provisions were formulated
(see page 4 o£ the ten'tative provisions).. Therefore,' it is suggested
that some effort be devoted to studying the reliability of the presen~

recommended values of R. A committee should be appointed to conduct
the' required studies. 'The procedure suggested by Fintel might be
considered as ana possible procedure. In dong so, the comments made
previously (3 ..3) should be kept iII mind..
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JOSEPH G. MANNING. RegIonal Director-CRSI Weslern RegIon

January 31,1980

Members of Techncial Committee 4:
Concrete

Review of ATC 3-06

Victor Bertero
Edward Cohen
Mark Fintel
Neil Hawkins
Eugene Holland

Gentlemen:

James Lefter
Richard Marshall
James Prendergast
David Sheppard

The following proposed revisions to ATe 3-06 are submitted for
your consideration. These are written in code language, with
appropriate reasons for each per instructions by the Committee
Chairman.

Section 1. 6.3 (A) Special Testing

Revise exception under paragraph one as follows:

Exception:

Certified mill test certificates may be accepted for ASTM
A-706 and A-61s reinforcing steel.

Reason: Section 11.5.1, as suggested to be revised, would permit
ASTM A61s grade 40 or 60 reinforcement. Mill tests specify actual
yield and tensile strengths.

Table I-B Seismicity Index

Revise the "Seismicity Index" of table 1-3 to read as follows:

(.,~, j" "'::.1 ,< I
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Map Area
Number

7

6-

5

4-

3

2

1

Seismici.ty
Index

4

4-

% 3
,3> 2

2

'I. I

1

Reason: The seismici.ty index rela'j:es to various levels: of detail
ing requirements through the sei.smic performance category.. Onder
ATe 3-06, in some areas such as Phoenix,AZ. ,detailing requirements
would be increased to the same level as that for say San Francisco ..
This: obviously should not be required. It is therefore recommended
to maintain current levels of detailing that have been determined
by the local engineering profession.

Section 3.3.5 Seismic Performance Category 0

Delete second paragraph modifying height limitations of Sec.3.3.4

Reason: These limitations are considered overly restrictive and
arbitrary. Height alone is no critera for the performance of a
structure under seismic loading. The limitations in Section 3.3.4
would appear to provide adequate performance.

Table 3-B Response Modification Coefficients

Coefficients
R Cd

Revise table 3-B as follows:

Type of Structural System

Bearing> Wall System: .....

Building Frame System:

Moment Resisting Frame System: ....

Dual System: ....

Inverted Pendulum Structures: ....

4

6

8

7

2~

4

4

6

5

2~
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Reason: The Response Modification Factors,R, are out of necessity
arbitary. These numbers will have a significantly greater impact
on the construction industry than the current K values because
of the more detailed breakdown of systems and materials. It is
obvious that these values must be determined by a rational means
and not arbitrarily selected. Until such time as this can be
done it is suggested that the R coefficients for the type of
structural system be selected (similar to the method used for the
current K values) rather than R values for individual systems and
materials.

Section 4.2.2 Period Determination

Revise equation (4-4) as follows:

Ta = 0.10 N

where N = The total number of stories above the base to the
highest level of the building.

Reason: This is recommended for two reasons. First, for simplicity.
Second, the coefficient CT affects the base shear out of proportion
to its significance. For example the period for a 15 story frame
affects the base shear twice as much as the response modification
factor. This great great of an impact on the base shear is not
warrented.

Section 7.5.3(C) Precast Concrete Piles

Revise second sentence to read as follows:

Precast concrete and prestressed precast concrete piling
shall be designed to withstand maximum imposed curvatures
resulting from the maximum soil defor~ations that would
occur during an earthquake.

Reason: Prestressed precast concrete piling can withstand consider
able curvature and through proper detailing confinement and ductility
can be provided.

Section 7.6.1 Special Pile Limitations

Delete this section.

Reason: See comments on Section 7.5.3 .
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Section 11.1 Reference Documents

Revise reference- 11~I. as. folLows:

Ref. ll~l Building Code Requirements for Reinforced ConCrete~

American Concrete Institute_ (ACI 318-77 but excluding
Appendix A)

Reason:-: Reference should be' to the most recent edition of ACI
standard. References to sections throughout document must be
revised as appropriate if this change is approved.

Section 11.2 Strength of Members and Connections

Revise third paragraph as follows~

Axial compression or axial compression combined with bending
on any member where axial stress due to all loads exceeds
O.lOf'c and the axial stress due to seismic forces exceeds
O.OSf'c and special lateral reinforcement as specified in
section 11.7.2 (C).

Reason: The statement for the fulL height of the component is
misleading. Further, the extent of special lateral reinforcement
is specified in Section 11.7.2 (C).

Section 11.5.1 Material Requirements

Revise third paragraph, second sentence as follows:

ASTM A-615,grade 40 or 60 reinforcement may be used in
these elements if • • • .

Reason: ASTM A6lS grade 60 will meet the physical requirements
desired and it has performed satidfactorily in its current use.
Further A706,which is also a grade 60 reinforcement is not readily
available at the present time-.

Section 11.8.1 Shear Wall D'etails and Limitations

Delete third paragraph reuiring two curtains of steel.
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Reason: This provision seems overly restrictive. Many tilt-up
buildings with a single curtain of steel have performed satisfact
orily under earthquake loads. Further, any shear wall in a major
structure and one carrying high shear is likely to be 10 inches
or more in thickness. Section l4.2(g) of ACI 318-71 re~uires 2
curtains of reinforcement in such walls.

Time for review does not permit a more detailed study of this
document. Therefore additional comments may be forthcoming later
in the review process.

Sincerely,

t \;i\\
',vl \,; t\ >; 1; \, , " , :x:
J~ePh G. Manning
Re~ional Director

JGM: jm

cc: Dr. Gene Corley
Paul Rice
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February 11. 1980

COMMENTS ON PROPOSED REVISIONS TO' ATC 3-06.

V.. V. Rertero" Representative of ATC

REVISIONS PROPOSED' BY~.·

IV~ Joseph.~.. Manning. Representat:i:ve of the Concrete: Reinforcing Steel.
Institute.

4.1 SEC.I!.I Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete~

American Concrete Institute (ACI 318-77 but: excluding
Appendix A)

CQMMENT:- . 'This revision should be' introduced but modified.. as. follows:
"Ref... 11.1 Building: Code Requirements for Reinforced.. Concrete.. Amer:f.can.:
Concrete Institute: (Acr 318;;"77) excluding Appendix A and replacing Section.
9.2.3 by Section 3~T.l of this document," or the following alternat:i.ve:
" ..... provisions of thiS.ATC whole document .. Ref .. 11.1 Building Code
Requirements for Reinforced Concrete .. American Concrete. Insti~te (ACI

,318-77) excluding Appendix A.II
, ;

REASONS: Th~_EE-~ose o£__ex~~ding Section 9.2.3 is- to remind the designer.
that: the combination of-load effects adopted' by ATe: 3-06 differs from. that
required by ACI. 318-77. For this reason:' I prefer the first alternative
revi.sion. :r had already proposed' ·tlls correction together with these related
revisions.

SEC'. 11. Z 3rd paragraph should. read: "The capacity reduction factor in
. Ref. ILl.,. Sec:. 9.3 shall be modified as follows:"

SEC. 11.7.1 5th paragraph" second line should read: ' '''••• splicing
conforming to Ref... 11.1" Sec. 12.15.3 may be used."

SEC. 11.7.2 (3) 1st line at top of page 106 should read: ''Welded splices
and approved,mechanical connections conforming to Ref. 11.1,
Sec. 12.5.3 may be used. "

Appropriate revisions should be- made also in. the Commentary of Chapter 11 ..
i.e. ,pages 449, 450~, 451, and 453.

4.i: SEC:. 11.2 Revise third paragraph as follows: "Axial compression or
axial compression combined with bending on any member where
axial stress du~ to all loads exceeds 0.10 f c and the axial
stress due to seismic forces exceeds 0.05 f c and special

, lateral reinforcement" as specified in Section 11. 7.2 (C). II

COMMENT: The proposed revision should be introduced.



4.3 SEC. 11.5.1 Revise third paragraph, second sentence, as follows:
ASTM A-615, grade 40 or 60 reinforcement may be used
in these elements if • • •

COMMENT: This revision could be introduced if, at the end of the paragraph,
the following addition is made: If ••• and (3) the welding, when it is
required, can be shown to offer the same strength and toughness as the
ASTI1 A-706 under cyclic loading including strain reversals."

4.4 SEC. 11.8.1 Delete third paragraph requiring two curtains of steel.

COMMENT: This revision should not be introduced. Walls are subjected to
bending about their weak axis due to inertia forces perpendicular to the
plane of the wall. There are cases, particularly when barbell cross-section
walls are used, when the thickness of the wall panel could be less than
10 inches.
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Dr. Richard D. Marshall,.. Secretary
Technical Committee 4: Concrete<

Review and Refinement of ATC 306
u.s. Department of Commerce
National Bureau of Standards
Washingto~, D.C. 20254

Dear Dick:

February 11, 1980

.-,

With respect to Chapter 11 - Reinforced Concrete, it appears that:' -:::;
this is based on an early draft of the pending revision of ACI 318,
Appendix A. This draft has been substantially revised since it was used ~
to develop Chapter 1i.. I have been assured that a revised, nearly .~::::

final, draft will. be available for our COIIII1ittee meeting on February 21~: ~

and that the final draft will be available for the Trial Design phase or~ en
ATC-306. ~:

This draft is scheduled to go to the full Committee 318 on March
at its meeting in Las Vegas and can be balloted by Committee 318
Unmediately thereafter. -

It would then be available for publication and membership ballot in
January 1981. Future revisions of Appendix A could be readily
coordinated with the appropriate committees of ATC, which have
overlapping membership with ACT 318, and published concurrently with
future ATC 306 revisions.

Under these circumstances and since ACI 318 including Appendix A is
a fully approved concensus document, to avoid overlapping and
conflicting efforts and criteria, and to assure that Chapter 11
represents the highest practical state of the art, I strongly recommend
that, in the national interest, Reference 11. 1 read as follows:

"Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete, American
Concrete Institute. (ACI 318 Current Edition). It

I apologize for the delay in forwarding this recommendation but
trust that you will be able to distribute it to all members of Committee
4 and other appropriate groups.

EC:mrm

NEW YORK BOSTON

Very truly". yours, _ .
// /~ //

, //./ /'

~
~"J/><" //

, .; /;. /,-, .,'
" "".-,/ '- ,'~ ..~- ~'-
Edward Cohen'

MILWAUKEE NEW ORLEANS
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UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98195

February 26, 1980

Dr. R. D. Marshall
Secretary, Technical Comnittee 4

ATe 3-06 Review
U. S. Department of Commerce
National lllreau of Standards
Washington D. C. 20254

Dear Dick:

As promised February 21, 1980, I enclose my suggested revisions to
ATe 3-06 for the tasks assigned to me at our December 11 meeting in
Washington D. C. These comments assume that the committee is already
proposing to amend ATe 3-06 as agreed at our San Francisco meeting. My
suggested revisions therefore address only two substantive issues:

(1) Section 3. 7.12. Vertical Seismic Motions for Buildings
Assigned to Categories C and D, and

(2) Seismic Provisions for Flat Plate, Flat Slab, and Waffle
Slab Structures.

My input for the latter issue consists of three parts:

(1) A discussiQn of the apparent implications of ATC 3-06 if
tmamended for flat plate construction.

(2) A review of the state of knowledge on the behavior of flat
plate construction under reversed' cyclic loading.

(3) A suggested set of revisions to the provisions and the corranen
tary, and a set of reason statements for the revisions.

My discussion uses the term flat plate to cover flat slab and waffle
slab structuI'es as well as flat plate structures in both reinforced and
prestressed concrete.

Members AT 3-06, Technical Review Conmittee 4
W G Co 1 A J (with enclosures). • r ey, M. • Sozen , . Grossman, C. L. Freyermuth

Neil M. Hawkins
Professor and OJairman
PTI Representative
sr
cc:



(j) Section ! ..7.1Z Vertical Seismic: Motions for arl.ldings
Assigned. to categories C and D

me vertical. component. of earthquake mtion shall. be. considered in the
design of horizontal cantilever and. horizontal prestressed. components. For
horizontal cantilever components,.. these effects may be sa.tisfied by designing
for a net" upward force of O. ZQn.. For horizonul rest.ressed ents, these-
effects ma~ be satisfied. by de~ignmg or a net upwar orce a . O. 1 e
prestresse component is no'ttliart of the seismic resisting system an on e
reinforcement not less th3ri e minimums ~uirea ~ these pTOvis ions is
provlaea where m.a.xi.nun moments may occur or bOth rizontal and vertical
components of the earthquake rotion. FOr other hOrizontaI prestressed
conponents, these effects may be: satisfied by FonmJlCl 3-Za.

REASON

FoTmul& !-Z& is "for partial. penetration welded steel. column splices or
for reinforced masonry and other brittle .materials, systems, and connections.'"
The: implication. that. prestressed members can have- a. brittle failure is consis
tent with the possible behavior of some long span extruded precast prestressed
products installed without integral ~o.PPing. However,. where topping, properly
reinforced and bonded, is used on such· units· or the component;. is a pl'etensioned

. ;' or post-tensioned unit including supplementary bonded reinforcement equal to
the ACt Code 318-77 specified minir.uJms, such britt1es failures do not occur
and seismic: provisions can be consistent with those for reinforced conC1"ete
units..



(2) FlAT PLATE CDNSTRlJCTION

1. General

1.1 Exposure Group B

For buildings of seismic hazard exposure group B, ATe 3-06 effectively
prohibits flat plate construction. Group B includes all facilities in New
York, Boston, Buffalo, and the New England states, much of North and South
Carolina and Tennessee, large areas of Oklahoma, Arkansas, Illinois, and
Missouri, and much of New Mexico, Montana, Idaho, Utah, Washington and
WYoming. The potential economic impact of that prohibition is staggering.
For the post-tensioning industry alone,that prohiliition could mean about a
25% drop in its work volume. Post-tensioning is used in about 30 million
,square feet of suspended slabs constructed each year in the U.S.A. and much
of that construction is flat plate.

In his letter of November 19, 1979, to ATe, Jacob Grossman of Robert
Rosenwasser and Associates of New York, details his experience with respect
to the economics of flat plate construction and its seismic response when
properly detailed. He states "I cannot even begin to describe the construc
tion havoc the exclusion of flat-slab structures can introduce in strong
union-highconstTUction cost areas." He points out that enough research
and knowledge are available to incorporate flat-slabs and allow them as
"ordinary" frames without shear reinforcing.

It is not clear that it was intended that ATC 3-06 prohibit flat-slab
construction for "ordinary" frames. Contrary to the situation for group
C and D exposures, neither the provisions nor the commentary explicitly
state such a prohibition. HO\·;ever, they. require infleA1.lral members of
ordinary frames for group B exposure, web reinforcement perpendicular to
the longitudinal reinforcement throughout the length of the member. The
minimum reinforcemerit is two leg No.3 stirrups at a spacing of d/2.
Inclusion of such reinforcement in flat slabs would create economic as
well as logistic problems.

It is suggested that:

(1) the provisions state clearly whether flat plate, flat slab, or
waffle slab construction is feasible for ordinary frames for Category
B.

(2) If flat plate, flat slab, or waffle slab construction is feas
ible, the provisions specify any special restrictions for tb.at
construction.

1.2 Exposure Groups C and D

The intention of ATe 3 with respect to restrictions on the use of
flat plate framing to resist lateral forces for categor/ C and D struc
tures is clear. Such use is highly undesirable. Ho,"ever, the intention
for category C and D structures where seismic forces are resisted by a
parallel structural system, is not clear. In the Commentary to Chapter 11
on page 450 dealing with Material Requirements for Seismic Categories C
and D it is stated:
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"Even" if a particular frame has been designed to· support" only gravity
loads and is not intended to be part of the stroctural system resisting
seismic forces,. it must' sustain the gravity loads. after having: been
subjected to approximatelY" the same displacements. as the seismic resis
ting, system..1t

That statement is: logical and non-controversial. However, the state
ment continues"

''Therefore',. all frame components, (which are not designed to resist
seismic forces) in Categories C and D buildings, are required to have
as a mi.ni.nun, the details specified in Sec. 11.6."

That section gives requirements for ordinary: moment frames, asSigned
to Category B. ' . .

''Furthennore"" if calculations shoW that frame components which are not
part of the Stnlctuntl system resisting seismic forces, will have to
yield in order to accommodate the calculated displacements of the
seismic resistance, those cc:mponents must have special transverse
reinforcement as specified for Special ~ent Frames. II

Effectively, those' statements prohibit the use of any flat plate
frame, slab, or waffle slab in Category C and D structures. They require
special transverse reinforcement. of a type illogical for flat plates"
especially if yielding- is predicted. How to define yielding in a flat'
plate is also unclear.

The, Conrnentary: for Section !.6.! on Seismic Perlonnance Category C
is more explicit an page 346.. It states:

"In many buildiiigs~, the seismic resisting system does not include all
of the components that support the gravity loads. A common example
'WOuld be a flat slab concrete warehouse of sevenl stories in height
\Ilhere the lateral seismic loads are'resisted by exterior shear walls·
or exterior ductile moment resistant frames ••• tt

"Subsec. (c), (apparently refers to Section 3.3.4(c)), requires that
the vertical load carrying ca'Pacity be reviewed at the actual defonnations
resulting from the earthquake. In the example of the flat slab warehouse,.
there will be bending moments in the columns and slabs and an uneven shear
distribution at the- column capitals. At the calculated deflections and
the resulting- imposed moments and shears, it must: be demonst.rated that the
members and connections- will. not fail under the design gravity loadings.!'

That statement is: logical and non-conttove'I'siaI. &wever,. the
statement continues: .

"The loading is cyclical so st.atic ultimate load C3'Pacities are not
acceptable. If the" combination of those loads and defomations· result
in stresses below yield~ it can be assumed that the system is capable of
5UppClrting the gravity loads. If the stresses are above, yield, then
suff:.ciellt ductility under cyclic loading must be provided. If the
''': ~r: .1~' .1Clad bearin S.,stem: is. to provide any calculated resistance to
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seismic resistance (no matter how small), then the detailing for ductility
1JIJst be consistent with the values given in Table 3-B,l'

What yieldfng is fOT a slab-column connection is not defined and fOT
the example discussed what ultimate load capacity would be acceptable for
cyclic loading is not defined in ATC 3-06 or ACI 3l8~77.

Finally, the Commentary on Section 11.7.1 Flexural ~lembers in Special.
Moment Frames on page 453 states:

'~e geometric constraints given for flexural members are based primarily
on past practice. The maximum width limitation explicitly and intention
ally eliminates the use of a flat plate or flat slab working as a frame
unless special details are incorporated in the structure. It should be
pointed out that even if it may be possible to provide the necessary
flexural strength in that portion of the slab permitted to be designated
as a beam, it is like+y that the drift criteria will govern the design
for Categories C and D. Furthermore, if a flat plate or a flat slab is
used as a frame working parallel with a structural wall, the actual
relative stiffnesses of these two systems in the non-linear range of
response should be evaluated elastically considering the effect of
cracking and reinforcement slip, rather than on the basis of gross
section,"

That statement is correct and consistent with test data.

2. Behavior of Flat Plate Construction under Cyclic Loading

2.1 Laboratory Results

There have been seven major laboratory investigations of flat plate
connections subjected to cyclic loading (1-8). The results of the exten
sive University of Washington investigations are summarized in the attaG~ed

articles.

The lateral load response is strongly influenced by:

(1) the amount and distribution of the flexural reinforcement in the
slab,

(2) by the amount, type, and extent of any shear reinforcement, and

(3) by the level of shear stress transferred to the column simultan
eous with the moment.

Even when there has been a low flexural reinforcement ratio and a
connection well over-designed for shear, there has still been little
ductility under reversed cyclic loading. For specimens with high reinforce
ment ratios within lines one and one-half times the slab thickness either
side of the column, there has been a considerable increase in the lateral
load stiffness. However, there has been as much as a 1090 reduction ir1 the
moment transfer capacity as compared to that for monotonic loading and a
punching failure has occurred shortly after the reinforcement passing
through the column has yielded. Since there is little improve~ent in the
ductility with the use of low reinforcen~nt ratios and a considerable
reudction in stiffness, concentration of column strip reinforcement is
desirable.

166
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The onlY' proven: ways. of maintaining capacity through Iarge rotations
has been to add.: properly detailed: shear reinforcement consisting of either
integral beam stirrups- or thin stee~ H~ sections or studs anchored above"
and below the flexural reinforcement passing through the columrr.. Shear
reinforcement in the fonn of shearheadS or bent bars increases the capacity
but does not increase ductility.. The shear reinforcement must hold. the tov
and bottom flexural mats together and prevent the development of a splitting
crack between those mats. The shear reinforcement should have a spacing not
exceeding. d/2.. and need not extend further than about S slab thicknesses out
from each. column face'. Rules for proper detailing of such shear reinforce
ment are described, in Reference· 7. Slab-column connections are so flexible
that flat plate structures are unlikely to meet An: 3-06' 5 stiffness require
ments for ductile moment resistant frames. Thus" shear reinforcement in
flat plates is probably unnecessary unless the-flat plate structure is the
only line- of defense or unless the flat-plate sttucture is to provide a
required secondary line of defense..

The- level of shear stress transferred siDW.taneously with the moment
markedly affects the: energy dissipation and dUC'tility characteristics of
slab-column connections. To obtain desirable characteristics, the flexural.
reinforcement within lines one and, one-half times the slab thicknesses,
either side of the column should be limited to one' percent and the shear
stress due to shear transfer on the critical section d/Z from the column
perimeter to Z~. At that latter stress, shear cracks have not developed
in the slab prior to .the application. of lateral loading.

After a punching failure has OcCl~bottom bar flexural reinforce
ment continuous through the column is essential to the connection being
able to- maintain its gravity load carrying capacity. Such reinforcement
can carry a shear force equal to its shearing yield capacity. Alternatively,
prestressing. reinforcement passing. through a. column or over a lift slab
collar is, also a Yery effective- means of tying a slab-col1.mtI'l connection
together after a ptmching failure'. With prestressing reinforcement, a
residual capacity can be obtained equal. to 90 percent of the pre-punching'
shear capacity. ' . .

Shear or torsional cracking, develops at the discontinuous edge of a
slab adj acent to an exterior column, when the shear stress at tha't loca'tion
evaluated according to ACI 318-77 provisions, exceeds Z~. If that stress
is exceeded, stirrups having a size not less than No.3, a spacing equal to
or less than dlZ., and extending up to four times the slab thickness from
the torsional faces of the' column should be provided to prevent opening of
those CTacks. \It'hile the best ductility and energy dissipation charac'ter
istics are obtained witil integral beam stirrups, hairpin stirrups inserted
perpendicular to the' edge and extending' a. distance equal to the column
PTt?j ection. into the. slab plus .td , ?r twice the ~lab thickness plus 2-d'
whJ.chever 1S less, lDto the- slao will also provJ.de adequate control to the
opening of those cracks.· ,
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Tests have shown that the above results are also applicable to waffle
slab-interior column connections (4) and that when there is moment transfer
about both axes of a column (8), the effect of the minor moment on the
shear capacity can be neglected if that moment does not exceed 30% of the
major moment and there is adequate reinforcement within lines one and one
half times the slab thickness either side of the column to transfer that
minor lOOIIlent.

The recent tests on flat plate frames at the University of Washington
(8), have shm\'Il that in a frame, a punching failure will occur at a connec
tion without stirrups at a displacement and at a capacity consistent ~ith

subassemblage results. However, that punching failure did not lead to an
immediate loss in capacity of the overall frame since the adjacent co~~ec

tion with shear reinforcement was able to supply the required additional
moment transfer capacity. Displacements Jmlch greater than those for punch
ing at the connection without shear reinforcement had to be applied before
the capacity of the overall frame deteriorated. During that period the
connection without shear reinforcement continued to carry its share of the
gravity load. Further, after lateral loading was completed, it was found
that at the punched connection the slab could be readily jacked back up to
its original elevation and the connection repaired.

2.2 Field Results

Reports (9) have been issued on the behavior of several flat plate
structures in the San Fernando earthquake; the HoI iday Inn, Orion Avenue,
the Holiday Inn, Marengo, and the ~luir ~1edical Center. The Holiday Inn,
Orion Avenue, was a seven-story re~~forced concrete flat plate structure
with typical plan dimensions 62 by 160 ft. The building was s1.."Pported on
piles centered under the columns which were spaced at approximately 20 ft.
centers. Spandrel.beams approximately 16 x 22-1/2 in. surrounded the
perimeter of the structure. The flat plate floor was 10 in. thick at the
second floor, 8 in. thick at the roof, and 8-1/2 in. thick for all other
floors. The spandrel beams were figured as creating exterior frames
TOughly twice as stiff as the interior flat plates so that in the short
and long directions of the building, 36% and 6i%, respectively, of the
stiffness was provided by the exterior frames. Peak accelerations at the
first floor level were 0.25g and 0.13g in the short and long directions,
respectively. Roof accelerations were 0.41 and 0.33g, respectively.
Repairs cost 11% of the initial construction cost and were nearly all non
structural. Some structural distress occurred at the corner column beam
connections and in the construction joints at the soffit of the exterior
column-beam connections. The resnonse was most marked in the short direc
tion with a lengthening of the pe~iod part way through the
record indicating that the structure beg::m responding inelastically. The
analysis indicated that beams and slabs yielded, that columns generally
remained elastic, and that interstory drifts as large as 0.13 ft. occurred.
The elastic limit displacement was TOughly 2-1/2 times the design code
displacenent.
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The Holiday IIm~ Marengo Street,.. had. dlmensions and. member sizes
almost exactly the- same as the Orion Avenue building. Peak accelerations
at the first £Ioor level. were O.ISg and 0.14~. in the short and long
directions-,.. respectively. Roof accelera:tions, were 0.43g ancf Q:•..z5g~
respectively. Repairs cost. 7\. of the init:ial., ccns'tnlction cost and were
nearly all non-s.ttuetural_ Stl"Uctural distress was similar to' that for
the Orion Avenue building'.. The- dynamic:: response was also: similar to' the
Orion Avenue bttilding<Oc The- analysis indicated. that beams and. slabs yie-lded
at their connections with- the columns· but that the columns generally remained.
elastic. Interstory drifts were- as large as. 0.14- ft. In this sttucture~

as in the Orion Avenue- structure, it was apparent that the stiffness of the
frame was sufficiently low that the non-structural elements such as parti
tions, played an appreciable role in the character of the stIUCtural
response to seismic forces •

...
The MJir Medica! Center was an.l!-story office tower with an l8-l/Z in.

deep- waffle slab at the ground level and perimeter basement walls _ For
the second floor and above,_ the 9-in. thick flat slab had 15 in. deep
tapered column capitals with deep spandrel beams around the· per:iJneter.
The deep spandrel beams framing provided 70% of the lateral load stiffness
and the interior flat-slab-tapered drop panel fTaming the other 30%. Peak
accelerations were O.lOg at the basement level and 0. Zg at the roof leveL
Some of the st!tlctural members were predicted to yield during the earthquake
and the maximtmz story drift was computed to be 0.64 in. The general per-.
formance of the structure was linear-elastic with only minor lengthening
of the building period during the earthqu¥e. Damage was all non-structural
and estimated at less ~_ $2,000. J •

2.3 Period of Vibration

Ftmdamental. periods for those structures for man-induced. excitations
prior to the earthquake, at the beginning of the earthquake" mid-way through
the earthquake, and for man-induced excitations after the earthquake are
listed in Table 1. It is apparent that the period of the predominantly
flat plate stroetures, the Holiday Inns~, increased noticeably during the
earthquakes with the increase being larger for the lOOre heavily shaken
Orion Avenue building. .

TABLE. 1
Periods of Vibration for Flat Slab Structures

Stories., Direction! Quake

r ort 0.48 • •
Long. 0.53 1.24- 0.72.-

ibliday Inn T Long O.S! 0.88 1.0 0.64
Marengo Short 0.49- 0.79· I.! 0.53

MJir Medical II Long 0.90 1.43 1.4 1,02
Short 1.0! 1.60 1.6 1.14
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If the values of the periods at the start of the earthquake are compared
with the general data on Fig. C4-2, page 3i3 of ATC 3-06, then it is
apparent that the periods for th37~ structures are better characterized3~4
the relationship, TR = 0.035 hn than the relationship TR = 0.025 hn .

2.4 Stiffness

. The ATe 3-06 provisions limit the allowable story drift for Seismic
Hazards Exposure Groups I and II to 0.015 radians. When there are no
brittle-type finishes in buildings three stories or less in height, those
values can be increased to 0.02 radians. If it is accepted that for a
reinforced concrete structure, a load factor of 1.4 is required on earth
quake forces and a capacity reduction factor of 0.9 for flexure, then
connection rotations at 65% of the ultimate capacity should not exceed the
story drift specified above divided by Si. Maximt.m1 measured values of Cd
for a story drift of say 0.015 radians for a given column proportion and
spacing can be evaluated directly from the subassemblage specimens:

Table 2 lists Cd values calculated according to that concept for
several different investigations. Values range from a low of 2.4 for the
flat plate frame test (8) with a low p value through to a high of 4.3 for
the waffle slab specimen (4). There is a marked increase in values with
increasing slab depth and a lesser increase with increasing column size.
Not apparent from.that table is the wide variation in results obtained for
supposedly identical specimens. Cd values varied by as much as 50% faT
similar specL~ens and averaged about 20% higher for specimens 'Yith shear
reinforcement than those without.

Based on these subassemblage results and experience from the San
Fernando earthquake, it is apparent that a conservative value of Cd for
flat plate structuTes is 2. Although higher values can be obtainea by
careful detailing, even for waffle slabs, it is unrealistic to expect ~~at

the Cd value of 6 required for a ductile moment resistant frame can be
obtained. Thus, flat plate framing should only be recognized as an accept
able lateral load resisting system when classified as an ordinary frame.
The only possible exception might be for a ~affle slab strucDlre without
brittle finishes and less than three stories high. Even in that case,
experience from the San Fernando earthquake with the Olive View Hospital
Ambulance Port was undesirable. However, the 14 x 18 in. columns were
smaller than desirable and failure occurred in the columns and not in the
slab-column connection.

2.5 Conclusions

Based on this summary of field and laboratory experience, it is
concluded that:

(1) flat-plate structures of normal proportions and without shear
reinforcement will have little difficulty in meeting the strength,
stiffness, ductility, etc., requirements for ordinary frames, especially
if certain detailing requirements specified later, are satisfied.
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(2) With flat plate structures of nomal proportions it would be
extremely difficult, if not impossible, to meet the stiffness
requirements for utilizing such frames as special moment frames for
Category C and D buildings.

(3) With flat plates of normal proportions punching failures will
not occur until interstory drifts greater than the limiting values
specified in Table 3-C, page 53, of ATC 3-06.

(4) With flat plate structures used.as the gravity load carryirrg
system in Category C and D buildings, it is not necessary to consider
punching failures as unacceptable provided the detailing requirements,
specified later, are satisfied.

(5) With flat plate structures yielding should be defined as either:

(a) the development of the negative moment yield capacity of the
slab on a line extending across the width of the slab at the
colunm face, or

(b) the development of the moment transfer capacity at the slab
colunm connection for yielding of 'the reinforce~ent at that
connection. That capacity can be taken as the flexural capacity
of the reinforcement top and bottom within lines one and one-half
times the slab thickness either side of the column.

(6) The period of structures with 35% or more of the lateral load
stiffness provided by flat plate framing c~ be estimated from the
relationship TR = 0.035 h 3/4
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3. Suggested Revisions

3.1 Page 103, 11.6.1, Flexural ~lembers

A. Alter sentence 2 of paragraph 2 as follows:

"At least two No. 5 or larger bars shall be provided continuously
both top and bottom except in slabs.

B. Alter sentence 1 of paragraph 6 as follows:

'~eb reinforcement perpendicular to the longitudinal reinforcement
shall be provided throughout the length of all members except slabs."

C. Alter sentence 1 of paragraph 7 as follows:

'~ithin a distance equal to twice the effective depth from the
end of all members except slabs, 11

D. Add paragraph 8 as follows:

"Slabs without beams and supported on columns may be used for
ordinary moment frames provided those slabs satisfy the requirements
of Chapter 13 of Ref. 11.1 and this Section. Bottom bar reinforce
ment, A', .shall be provided continuous through or anchored Ki thin a
column £nd not less than that given by the following formula:

A' = 2 CV-V¥)
s O. 85 y (11- 2)

where V ~s the shear force transferred to column due to un£lctored
gravity loads and Vp is the sum of the vertical components of the
forces in any prestressing tendons passing through or anchored
within the column. At least two No. 4 or larger bars shall be
provided continuous through or anchored within the column in both
directions and both tor and bottom. In slabs without beams column
strip negative moment reinforcement shall be distributed so that
at least 60 percent of the required reinforcement is concentrated
within lines one and one-half times the slab thickness either side
of the column. The shear stress,v. on a critical section located
half the effective depth of the slab from the column Deri~eter,

and caused by the shear force V shall not exceed 2 h"!": If there
is no spandrel beam at the discontinuous edge of a slab, reinforce
ment within four slab thicknesses either side of a column face and
adjacent to the edge shall be detailed so that it can act as torsion
reinforcement. If the torsional strength of the spandrel beam
framing into a column exceeds the flexural strength of the slab at
its connection with the beam for the adjacent half panel width, all
shear shall be assumed transferred to the column via the beam.

174
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Reasons,

Section 1l.6.1 is altered so'that is clear that fiat' plate,. fiat s!ab~

or waffIe slab construction is. acceptable for OTdinary frames.. Revision. U·
spells out special restrictions for that framing.

A.. B~ anci C.. Elimination. of requirements: for slabs is viable when
Revision D is added.,

D. Sentence-! requires that slabs be defined according to the two-way
syst.ems envisaged in Olapter 13 of ACI 318-77.

Sentence Z requires, sufficient reinforcement through a column to be
able to support the gravity load of a. slab in. the unexpected event that 3i;

punching. failure occurs.

Sentence 1 specifies a minimum. amount for that reinforcement.

Sentence 4- creates a situation where the' steel passing through the
column head area will yield shortly before or siIm.lltaneously ,,,ith yielding
on a maxi.nn.mt negative moment line extending across the width of the slab.
If that condition is not satisfied and only the requirements of Chapter 13
of ACI 318-77 satisfied the negative moment reinforcement passing through
the column. can be yielding tmder gravity loads. The lateral load stiffness
of the flat plate framing would be decreased markedly 0'

Sentence 5 requires that the shear stress caused by the gravity loads
will be sufficiently low that the cormection will have a ductility ratio
of at least 2.

sentences 6 and 7 add requirements identified in the Suggested Revi
sions to ACI Code 318-71 by ACI-ASCE Committee 426 and the previous
disOJSsion. Sentence 6 ensures that if shear or torsional c:racks develop
at the edges of slabs,. there is reinforcement that can control the opening
c£ those cracks:. Sentence 7 specifies how to distl"ibute sheaTS when there
is a spandrel beam and no flexural. beam.

3.2 E. Page 451 in Commentary

Revision

.Add. to: end of paTagTaph. for 1l.5.1 finishin~ on. that page:

"Flat plate frames of nonnal proportions and detailed as specified in
Sec. 11.6 will. not yield.. until. story drifts greater than 0.03 hsx '"

Reason

Clarifies that flat plate frames are very flexible: relative to other
framing sys'tems and. corrects deficiency no'ted in discussion ..
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3.3 F Page 341 of Commentary

Revision

Alter starting at the top of page 347 as follows:

"Loading is cyclical, so static ult:iJnate load capac~:::es may not be
reached. If. .. (to end of paragraph). In the exa~yle of the flat
plate warehouse, the connections can still carry the design gravity
loadings if they satis~' the requirements of Sec. 11.6.1. If,
however, they are to provide any calculated seismic resistance,
they must be detailed for ductility consistent with that required
for the parallel exterior shear wall or ductile moment resisting
frames. I'

Reason

Clarification of ~~rding to make it consistent with the revised
Sec. 11.6.1.

3.4 G Section 4.2.2 Page 56

Revision

A1ter Eq. (4-4) as follows:

"where Cor = 0.035 for steel frames or concrete frames where flat
plate framing provides 35% or more of the lateral load stiffness."

Reason

Flat plate framing is considerably more flexible that beam and column
framing, slab sections are lightly reinforced, and cracked at the column
face under graVity loadings. The three structures sho~n on Fig. C4-2
Page 373 satisfying the 35% requirement had initial periods at the start
of the earthquake on or above the broken line in that figure and their
periods increased with the duration of shaking. Part of the greater initial
stiffness was attributed in the San Fernando reports to the stiffening
effects of non-structural elements. Closer attention to architectural
requirements, as specified in Chapter 8, would increase the conservancy
of calculating Cor values as recommended above.

3.5 H Page 348 of Commentary

Revision

Add to last paragraph of Page 348:

"For two-way slabs orthogonal effects at slab-to-column connections
can be neglected provided the moment transferred in the minor direc
tion does not exceed 30 percent of that transferred in the orthogonal
direction and there is adequate reinforcement wi~hin lines one and
one-half times the slab thickness either side of the column to transfer
all the minor direction lOOment."

176
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Reason

Considerable simplification that is predictable using beam-analogy
concepts (7., 8) and has, been proven by testin~ (8).
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TELEPHONE: 415 1957.1327

20 NORTH WACKER DRIVE / CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60606
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March 25, 1980

TO: Members of Technical Committee 4:

Edward Cohen
Eugene Holland
Joe Manning
Jim Prendergast
Mark Fintel
Neil Hawkins
Vitelmo Bertero
Jim lefter
Dick Marshall

Concrete

RE: ATC 3-06 Review

Gentlemen:

As discussed and committed in our 21 Feb 80 meeting, I
have developed recommended detailing requirements for
prestressed concrete piling, to be inserted into Chapter 7.

Add new Section 7.5.3 (E)

(1) For the body of fully embedded foundation piling
subjected to vertical loads only, or where the design
bending moment does not exceed 0.2 ~ MNB, spiral reinforcing
shall be provided such that f~~ 0.006 (0.2?6)

(2) For free standing piling and hollow core or marine
piling subject to severe installation and operational forces,
s p ira 1 rei n for c i n g s hall be pro vide d s u ch t hat ~s ~ O. 0 2 2 (0. 7?~) ,
or a spacing satisfying the following relationship, if it
results in a percentage of spiral greater than that given
above:

Ssp
fv Asp

= ,
( c + 7 ds P ) fr

,..Ihe re Ssp = spacing of spiral reinforcing

fy = yield strength of spiral reinforcing

Asp = Are a of spiral reinforcing

c = co ve r ove r the spiral reinforcing

.:. ':CN·"OIJF'''' 'jRGANIZAT10N FIJP THE ..OVANCEMENT OF THE OESIGN\,1ANUFACTURE ANO USE OF PRESTRESSEO CONCRE"TE ..NO P8ECAST CONCRETE
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dsp: -'
fr =
fs -

diameter of spiral reinforcing

modulus of rupture of concrete

rati~ of volume of ~piral reinforcing t~

total volum~ of core (out to out of spirals)
--

(3) Any pilin~ installed in layere~ soils Imposing seve~e

curveaturea during earthquake shall have the same amount of
spiral reinforcing indicated in ite~ (Z) above, accompanied
by additional amounta of flexural reinforcing indicat~d by
moment"- curveature relationships developed for the pile and
soil profile present.

(4), The top and bottom portion of hollo~ core piling and
rigid frame piling where high values of shear and moment
occur simultaneously should contain spiral reinforcing withfs?. 0.031 (1. oro) rar a~ distance- of 2. pile diameter,. or 2
time~ the width of th~ pil&_ '

References:

1. Gerwick & Brauner - Design of High-Performance Pre
stressed Concrete Piles for Dynamic Loading
(ASTM STP 670, 1979)

2. Margason - Pile Bending During Earthquakes, lecture
series at U.C. Berkeley on Effects of Ground Shaking
and Movement on Piles. March 6, 197~.

3. Bartero, Lin, Seed, Gerwick, Brauner, and Fotinos 
A Seismic Design of Prestressed Concrete Piling,
FIP Congress NYC, May 25, 1974.

4. Margason - Earthquake Effects on Embedded Pile Foun
dations, paper presented at Pile talk Seminar,
San Fra~cisco, March 1977.

5.· Test data from dynamic cyclic prestressed piling tests
conducted under the sponsorship of the Prestressed
Concrete Manufacturers Association of California.

6. Test data from tests conducted by H. Makita of the
Tokyu Concrete Pile Ca .

.---.J/ery truly yours,

'~~' ft. Q
.J .' ~.___

av~.d A. Sheppard
Cal~fornia Marketing Director

cc: California Stee~inq Committee
Dan J e nny, PCI
Ben C. Gerwick, Jr.
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April 7, 1980

PROPOSED REVISIONS TO ATC 3-06

V. V. Bertero - Representative of ATC

REVISIONSPROl'OSED BY:

V. Neil M. Hawkins, PTI Representative

5.1 SEC. 11.6.1 Flexural Members, page 103

A. Alter sentence 2 of paragraph 2 as follows:

"At least two No.5 or larger bars shall be provided continuously
both top and bottom except in slabs.

B. Alter sentence I of paragraph 6 as follows:

'~eb reinforcement perpendicular to the longitudinal reinforcement
shall be provided throughout the length of all members except slabs."

C. Alter sentence 1 of paragraph 7 as follows:

'~ithin a distance equal to twice the effective depth from the
end of all members except slabs, It

D. Add paragraph 8 as follows:

"Slabs i.1ithout beams and supported on columns may be used for
ordinary moment frames provided those slabs satisfy the requirements
of Chapter 13 of Ref. 11.1 and this Section. Bottom bar reinforce
ment, A~, shall be provided continuous through or anchored within a
column and not less than that given by the following formula:

2 (V-V
p

)
~=--~0.85 fy

(11-2)

where V is the shear force transferred to column due to unfactored
gravity loads and Vp is the sum of the vertical components of the
forces in any prestressing tendons passing through or anchored
within the column. At least two No. 4 or larger bars shall be
provided continuous through or anchored within the column in both
directions and both top and bottom. In slabs without beams column
strip negative moment reinforcement shall be distributed so that
at least 60 percent of the required reinforcement is concentrated
within lines one and one-half times the slab thickness either side
of the column. The shear stress, v, on a critical section located
half the effective depth of the slab from the column perimeter,
and caused by the shear force V shall not exceed 2~. If there
is no spandrel beam at the discontinuous edge of a slab, reinforce
ment ~ithin four slab thicknesses either side of a column face and
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adjacent to the edge- shall. be detalled' so- that ie c~ act' as' torsion.
reinforcement"_ If the torsional strength of the spandrel beaIlt
framng into a colwmr exceeds the- flexural strength of the: slab at
its connect:f.on: wi.th. the beam for the adjacent hal£ panel wi.dth r all
shear shall. be· assumed. transferred to' the- column via the beam..

Rens1on:. A should be introduced.

Revisi.orr- 1r should be intToduc:ed..

Revision c: should be introduced.

Revision D should be introduced but with the following correction and
adclit:ion. '!he end of sentence 6 of this suggested new paragraph 8 should
read. as follows: If... .. it: can act: effectively as torsion reiJiforcement
consider.ng" the possibility of· full reversals of the sense of the
torsional. ~Attt:S.."·

:Furthermore~ 1.t: is suggested tha~ in. the: commenrary- to' this: 5ectiorr
'il.6.l some go..t1.dellnes regard'ing the proper- detailing of such torsion'
re:in.forc:~be given:.

5.2 COMMENT~Jr.r ON SEC. 11.5.1 on page 451.

Add.. to end o£ paragraph for U.5.l finishing on that page: "FIat
plate frames of normal. proportions. and detailed as .specified in
Sec.. ll.6 wf-ll not: yield untll story drifts greater than 0.03 hsx•n

COMMENT: This p~ouosed re~Skon should be introduced modified as follows:
liThe' fJ.at plates of flat plate frames of normal. proportions and
detailed as spec:i.f:f.ed in: Sec. 11.6 will not undergo any significant.
yield until story- d~ts greater than. those allowable. ('rable 3-C). If

5.3 COMHEN'rARY ON SEC. 3.6.3 on pag~ 347".

Alter starting at the top: of page 347 as follows:

"Loading is. cyclical~ so static ultimate load capacities may not: be
reached_ If ... (to end of paragraph). In the example of the flat:
plate' warehouse~, the connections~ can still carry the' design gravity·
loadings if they satisfy the requirements of Sec. 11.6.1. If s
howeve~,. they are to provide any calculated seismic resistances they
must: be detailed. for ductility consistent with that reqUired for the
paral.lel exterior shear wall. or ductile moment resisting frames."

COMMENT": This proposed revision should be introduced. However, it should..
be noted. that there appears. 1:0 be an inconsistency between' this
proposed revision and the previous one where it was stated that the
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flat plate frames will not yield until story drifts greater than
0.03 hsx which is larger than the maximum allowable story drift of
0.02 hsx ' Thus it appears there is no way that detail for ductility
larger than I can be developed for the allowable story drift.

5.4 SEC. 4.2.2, page 56.

Alter Eq. (4-4) as follows:

"where CT = 0.035 for steel frames or concrete frames where flat
plate framing provides 35% or more of the lateral load stiffness."

CO~~T: This ?ronos~d r~visiQn should not be introduc~d.

REASONS: Although bare flat plate frames are very flexible, and their
periods are larger than the values given by Ta = 0.035 CT ~3/4
when they are used in buildings the initial periods of these
buildings usually decrease considerably due to the effects of the
nonstructural components, even to values below those given by
Eq. 4-4 usi~g CT = 0.035. The ATC policy in specifying values for
the period co be used in estimating the seismic forces has been to
specify lower values than the real ones, particularly in the case
of flexible buildings, with the. main objective of forcing the design
of stronger and s~iffer structures to avoid the large nonstructural
damages that have been observed in these buildings during even
moderate ground shaking. Furthermore, if it is considered that ATC
allows the use of T = 1.2 Ta (see Sec. 4.2.4) and even T = 1.4 Ta
(see Sec. 5.8) when T is computed according to established methods
of mechanics, the acceptance of CT = 0.035 will permit the use of
T values larger than those that have been measured in the field.
Tnis is not desirable.

5.5 co:~mNT~~Y O~ SEC. 3.7.2 on page 34~.

Add to last paragraph of page 348:

"For two-way slabs orthogonal effects at slab-co-column connections
can be neglected provided the moment transferred in the minor
direction do·es not exceed 30 percent of that transferred in the
orthogonal direction and there is adequate reinforcement ~ithin lines
one and one-half times the slab thickness either side of the column
to transfer all the minor direction moment."

COMMENT: This revision should be introduced.
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5.5 SEC. 3. T.12. Vertical Seistirlc: Motions for Bulldings Assigned to
Categories C: and D_

The: vertical component of earthquake- matioIL shall. be. considered in
the design of horizontal cantilever and honzontal. prestressed components.
F"or horizontal. cantilever components,.. these effects' may be satisfied by
designing for a net upward. force of O.2QD- F"or horizontal prestressed
components!' t:hese effects may be: satisfied by designing for a net upwarci
force of 0.2% if the prestressed component:. is not" part of the seismic:
resisting- system and bonded reinforcement not: lesS' than the minitl1111DS
required by these provisions. is grovided where maximum moments may
occur for bam horizontal and vertical components of "the earthquake
motien. For O1:her horizontal prestressed components~ these effects may
be sat:is:fi.ed by Yormula J-Za..

COMMENT: This ?'!."O,-,osed revision should be reviewed by Committee 2: Structural
Design. !:t r....ev of the l1.t1:1.e data available. on the: behavior of
prestressed t:jpes, of const1:Uction9 and of the possibility that: the
vert:i.cal.g~ !l1Ot:lons can. excite inertial. forces on the' order of
o..5QD~ tile ~tar suggests that design. examples be carried out w:f.th
E"quat1.ou 1_2.$ as well.. as the O.ZQD net upward:. force suggested by Professor
Kawkins_ .



Letter to: Ed Cohen
Gene Holland
Joe Manning
Jim Prendergast
Mark Fintel
Neil Hawkins
Vitelmo 8ertero
Jim Lefter
Dick Marshall

APR 2

RE: ATC 3-06 Review - Concrete Provisions

Gentlemen:

As indicated and committed in the minutes of our last meeting

on 21 Feb 80 in San Francisco, enclosed are the draft provisions

for precast concrete to be reviewed for inclusion in the ATC 3

document:

Add New Paragraph to Section 1.3.1

"Structures comprised of precast and/or prestressed

concrete sub assemblages shall be designed in accordance

with the requirements of Section 11.9."

Add New Section 11.9

11.9 Structures comprised of precast and/or prestressed

concrete subassemblages

The provisions of this section apply to buildings con-

structed with precast concrete elements not conforming to

the detailing provisions given elsewhere in this section

for cast-in-place concrete.

11.9.1 "Non Ductile" Construction

Structures with assemblages of precast concrete components

furnishing lateral resistance against seismic forces and which

do not possess energy absorption mechanisms' shall be designed

to resist equivalent lateral forces equal to four times the

value of Ve=CsW determined from the procedure given in Section

4.2, but not to exceed Ve =1.5AvW. 184



Late-raI. loaet resisting. w.alls Formed by' inte-rconnecting

precast e-lementa tog.ettTer shal.l. have: 8i ratio; of wall. height

(h) to;. total coupled ""8,11. leng,tro (d) ttl d of not grea.ter

than F'our-..Wal.ls -.i.trr "/ct g;r~ater th~n four,. Ql:'" .WltTerS!' the>

design- compressi.ve' stress e-xceeds Q ..2F'c: shal..l cantairr

vertical. oQ.undary- membersr in accardance .,.,.it~ SectiOn" 11.8'.4.,..

and w.illi not be- de-signeer under ttTis: section ..

X bracin~ systems used ta Furnish lateral. support for

vertical loaC± carrying;. frames comprised of precast and/or

prestressed: concrete components: shall. be- designed to'. resist

equi.valent lateral f'orct!'S7 equal to: Four times: the- value of

Ve=Cs~ determined fro~ the procedure given in Section ~.Z,

.. but not to exceed Ve=Z.OAvW.

In developing the above forces, prestress strands,

reinforcing, and concrete: shall remain in the e'lastic range

at the threshold of the yield point, or proportional limit

state of the material ..

11.9".1 ItDuctilelt Constl"'uction

Energy absorbing lateral load resisting systems comprised

of precast and/or prestressed concrete components shall be

permitted provided satisfactory evidence can be shown in the

form of experiments, testing, and analysis based upon estab

lished engineeri~q principles that the resulting construction

compliea with the requirements of Sections J.6 and J.7 and this

chapter, and that they offer the same strength,. stiffness,

stability, durability, damping, energy absorption, and energy

dissipation capacities (ductility) aa required fro~ the mono

lithic cast-in-place ordinarily reinFo~ced concrete construc-
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tion that they replace if the R and Cd values given in

Tabl~ 38 ar~ used.

Included with thes~ draft recommendations is a graph of

equivalent lateral force values versus period, showing also the

force levels generated by the 1940 El Centro earthquake, long

recognized as the standard maximum credible earthquake in seismic

zone 4.

Very truly yours,

David A. Sheppard
California Marketing Director

cc: Dan Jenny
California Steering Committee
pcr Seismic Committee
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COt.u:C& OF ENClNZElUNC

'DEPARTMENT OF C1VU. ENClNUlUNC

DIVtSION OF STRUC'I"URAI.. E.,,"CINEElUNC

A.ND STRUCTURAL MECHA..NICS

June 2, 1980

MEMO TO:· Members of the Technical Committee 4- Concerning the Review
and Refinement of ATC3-06

FROM: V. V. Bertero

REGARDING: COll1tlents Regarding the Technical Impl ications of Incorporating
New Appendix. A into ATC3-06

I must apologize to you for the way I presented my comments on the
rough draft but I have been working since Friday May 30 at 5:00 p.m. practically
until 8:00 a.m. today, robnday June 2, and I do not have any more time to

" finish my comments or palish them. Attached r have given my conclusions
and recommendations and the reasons for them.

I regret to inform you that r have presented my res; gna t; on as a
representative of ATC to this committee. I have enjoyed very much working
with you in the technical matters. However, lately I have not enjoyed being
involved in what appears to be a struggle for power over who is to write codes
regarding seismic resistant design of st~uctures. I donlt like to conduct
my review under pressure. I do not agree with the way that the activities of
this committee have been conducted lately.

In my memo to the secretary of the committee, dated Mar~21, 1980, I
not only requested but pleaded that the committee let me know at that time
whether I should try to improve Chapter 11 or try to improve the final draft
of the new Appendix A. I thought that this issue was resolved at the meeting
on Apri 114 • However, I learned that thei ndustri es di sa11 owed the vote of
their representatives. I consider this unacceptable of the committee. It
was not until last week that I learned that I have been requested to review
the new draft of Chapter 11 that was proposed to be used to incorporate the new
Appendix A into ATC and that there will be an emergency meeting of the corrmittee
on June 4. My previous committ~ent does not allow me to attend such a meeting.
I don't have the time to do a review as I would like to do. For example, I could
not review the commentaries of the new Appendix A and therefore I had difficulty
in going through the proposed integration of the present Chapter 11 of ATC and
the draft of the new proposed Appendix A. But according to the experience gained
in these last two days of working, I feel that it will be a disservice to the
designers that have to do trial design runs to request that they use all these
conflicting documents (ATC, ACI 318-77, the interface between Chapter 11 and
Appendix A and the new Appendix A).

VVB/ed
cc: R. Sharpe

E. Leyendecker
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REVIEW OF AN UPDATED CHAPTER 1~ (May 28,. 1980) StTBMI.TTED BY F!N'rEL

ANn: OF' nm APPENDIX A~ DATED. MARClI 1980

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

by Vi.te:lma 1T~ Bertera-,. Representative: of ATe:

CONCLUSIONS:: Although... ~ comp:lete revi~ couId: noe be d011& because of Iadc
of time-; the attached comments and observations clearly lead to- the"
fellowtng conclusion::..

THE' UPDATED DRAFT OF CHAPTER 11 SUBMITIED BY FIN'!EI. ON MAY 29, 1980, AS
SUGGESTED BY THE INDUSnUES, CANNOT BE ACCEPTED FOR INCORPORATION
TOGETHER WITH A NEW APPENDIX A INTO THE: ATC 3-06.

Eve: if new drafts of tha chapter and Appen.dix: A,. including. aU. the
COr1:ect:1OIlS,. .additions anci clar:f..f±catious sugaested. in: the. attached comments,.
are prepared7 · r strongLy believe: if: would be ~ mistake to introduce it in
the ATC 3-06 for the TRIAL: DESIGN PHASE 07 ATC 3-06. The 1Da.in reasou is
that:: the designers: will have to consider ewe new and very confusing cross
references (Chapter II and.. the new Appendix A) whi.ch would increase the
probabUi.ty of m1sinterpreting the provi.sions. Considering that:, even if
the designers were able to interpret correctly the interfacing provisions
of the new Chapter II and Appendix A ... no significant teclmi.cal. improve1Dent:
in: the design;~ be obtained,. the wr:Lter believes:..;.±t: is not wise at this.
time to introduce: the' new: chapter and appendix..

RECOMMENDATIONS: The writer agrees; that Chapter l~ of AXe 3-06 needs to be
updated and integrated with, the ne~ Append.i.r A. .Therefore it: is recommended
that.

A. TECHNICAL SUBCOMMI!'l'EE~ WITH MEMBERS FROM COMMITtEE 4 AND TIm AC:t
COMMITTEE THAT HAS PREPARED' THE NEW APPENDIX A-p< BE" FO~ AND CHARGED WITH
THE: MISSION OE IMPROVING AND INTEGRAXING. nm NN APPENDIX. A INTO CHAPTER II
OF AXe 3-06 ..

cc: Roland Sharpe
E~ Leyendecker

'-



MEMO TO: E. Cohen, Chairman of Technical Committee 4: Concrete Review
and Refinement of ATe 3-06, and
E. Pfrang, Chief of Structures and Materia~ Division, NEI.

FROM: V. Ber~ero, Representative of ATe

U: Technical. Implications of Incorporating AC! 318-77 and New
Appendix A by Reference- into ATC 3-06

According to the request formulated by you through ~x. Fintel's letter
of May 29, 1980, I met with Mr. Fintel and Mr. Neville, ACI Committee 318
Secretary, on Friday, May 30~ 1980, at 5 p.m. in 750 Davis Hall, Univers'ity
of Califomia, Berkeley, to discuss the'above technical implications. As
requested in the same letter, the follo~g are my written comments. It
should be noted that these comments are of a preliminary nature as I did not
have eime to go through the document as thoroughly as I would like since it
was only delivered to me on the evening of Wednesday, May 28, 1980. For
example, the provisions regarding joints of frames (Section A.6 of the new
Appendix A) differs considerably from the ATC provisions on joints'
(Section 11.7.3). To comment properly on the implications of this change
would require the technical background material (data) on which the changes
have been based and the time to study it. I did not have either.

I. CHANGES NEEDED IN CHAPTER 11.

Page

Page

1. Sec. 11.1 should read: Refs. 11.1:
[lJ ANSI/ACI 318-77 - "Building Code Requirements For Reinforced Concrete"

but excluding AppendiX A; and
[2] New proposed Appendix A - Requirements for Reinforced Concrete Building

Structures Resisting Forces :':'nduced by Earthquake Motions, 19 March,
1980.

2. Sec. 1l.4.lshould read "Where Ordinary Moment-Resisting Frame
Systems are used for the seismic-resisting system. frame components
(beams, columns, and their joints) shall be proportioned to satisfy,
in addition to the requirements of Chapters 1 through 17 of Ref. [1]
(ANSI/ACI 318-77), the provisions A.3.2, A.3.3, A.4.3 and A.8.2 of
Ref. (2]. [NEW APPENDIX A] with the following additions and exceptions:

1. A.3.2.l Last sentence should read "At least two No.5 or larger
bars shall be provided continuously both top and bottom. II

2. A new section, A.3.2.5, should be added in the new A?pendix A.
This section A.3.2.5 should contain the provisions required in ATe
Sec. 11.6.1, paragraphs 4 and 5, Le., itA flexural member framing
• • • yield stress." ''!.ongitudinal reinforcement • • • for the
reinforcement." .

3. A.4.3.2 !he first sentence should read "Lap splices are permitted
only within the center half of the snan and shall be proportioned a~

.tension splices. Welded. • ."
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Page 3. Sec. 11. 4.1 (El.. ~ ,.. .. .. .. considering, the probability of full
reversals of the sense of the torsional. moments (torsiona~ resistance
combined with flexural under reversal moments deteriorate significantly
when conventional web: reinforcement: is,; used) .. ,..

Page 3. Sec. U.5.t.. Add: at the end of this. section"..... A.Z.5 r exce'Ot
that. AS'IM 615 Grade: 6Q reinforcement shoul.d not be; used when. welding
of tins reinforcemene is used.'·' (See. my comments. of Feb .. ll. 1980.)

Page 3. Sec. li.5.Z_ First: paragraph. last. line should be changed. as
follows: " .... provisi.ons of Ref .. [ 2}, Le••_ new proposed Appendix A."
Second 'Oaragraph t second line,.. same change as above. (The same change
shoul.d be made- througho.ut:. the .whole proposed drafr.)
In:: the first: paragraph it :is. necessary to clarify that ATC refers: to
"buced frames" whi.le A.5 refers to t.1:USses.. This inconsistency should.
be removed. ! recommend tha.t. J rather than incorporating. the
uceptions here·, a new Section: 11.6.1 be added on page 4.as it was
recommended be done on. the May 5,. 1980,. ballot,. i.e.,. a new Section.
ll.~ of the ATe. documen.t:_

Pagl!' 3. Sec. U.S.!. Should: read: "St:ruetural.:. walls shall have vertical
boundary members. wtnch. shalJ.. be- proport::i.oned to satisfy the provision
A.S.3 of the New Appendix_ Vertical. boundary ..... can be developed.
If lap sp lices are. needed. at: these levels, they sh~ be proportioned
as tension spli.ces~"

Page 4. Sec. 11.5.3. First: paragraph (top of page) should be changed to
read "Strucr.ural diaphragms. shall be provided with boundary or edge

. elements at: any section. where tensile a.x1a~ forces can be developed
across the ent:f.r~ diaphragm sectiou.. These boundary elements shall
be designed as required by A.S.3.. If lap splices are needed at these
sections, they shall, be proportioned as tension. sp li.ces. "

Page 4. Sec'. 11.. 5.4-.. This; sec.tion: should. read.. as follows: nSTRUe~..AL.

COMPONL'iTS NO'! PARr OF mE. SEISMIC-RESISTING SYSTEM.
All structural. components assumed to be not: part of the seismic.
resisting system.. shall comply nth. Sec. 3.3.4(C) and.. shall conform.
w:f.th the provisions of Sec_ A.8 of the new Appendi.:: A except. for-
Sec. A.8.1. This Sec. A.8.1 does not apply to the investigation of the
deformation compatibility of these componentsi Sec. 3.3.4(C) is the one
that should be used.
The design of such components shall satisfy. the minU:tum reinforcement
requirements specified in: Chapters 7, 10 and.. 11 of ACI 318 and
Sees. A.3.2.l and A.5.2.1. If nonlinear behavior is required in such
components to comply with: Sec.. 3.3.4(C), the critical portions shall
be provided with special.. transverse reinforcement in accordance with
provisions. A.3 ..3 and/or A..4.4- of the new Appendix A.

II~ CHANGES NEEDED IN THE. NEW' APPENDIX A TO MAKE' IT CONSISTENT WITH THE
ATe 3-06 PROVISIONS

Page' 1. A.O Notation
h - should read hit
Note that. some notations: are different from those of ATC. For example,
11.'t is he. in: ATe. s is ~. in: ATe,. and Pj is, Pn. in: ATC._ Therefore it is·
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recommended the notations be reviewed thoroughly for Appendix A. and
ATC to assure their consistency.

Page 2. A.l Definitions
There are discrepancies in some of the definitions used by ATC and
Appendix A. For example, the definitions of cross-tie do not agree;
also Structural Wall vs. Shear Wall, Structural Diaphragms vs.Diaphragm,
Structural Trusses vs. Braced Frames7- etc. Therefore it is recommended
that the definitions· in the two documents be thoroughly revie...ed and
the discrepancies removed.

Page 3. Definition of Anchorage Length for a Bar with a Standard Hook.
This definition does not agree with results of laboratory experiments
and field inspection of damages. !he effective length of anchorage
cannot be counted from the critical section (where the strength of the
bar which is located. at the faces of the joint is to be developed). The
concrete of the joint that is not confined (which has the shape of a
cone) is not effective in supplying anchorage. This definition should
be changed to consider the cone of unconfined concrete.

Page 3. Sec. A.2.1.1 This provision should be clarified. Limitations on
the amolmt of energy dissipation that can be used, or would be acceptable
or tolerable, should be specified. Can these provisions be used when
the nonlinear response of the structure would demand "distl1acement

.;; ductility" of the order of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 .• ., As is it:
~tten now, it is too vague and could lead to misuse of the provisions.

Page 4. Sec. A.2.1.3.· Are Ehe requirements for Zone 2 as defined by the
USC 1979 (I assume that it is the 1979 edition of the UBC to which
this Appendix A refers) compatible with the requirements for good seismic
performance of buildings assigned to Category B? This should be
discussed and clarified.

Page 4. Sec. A.2.1.4. Are the requirements of the UBC 1979 for regions
following Zones 3 and 4 sufficient to guarantee good seismic
performance for buildings assigned to Categories C and D? This should
be discussed and clarified.

Page 5. Sec. A.2.3.2. Does ~ - 0.5 apply only to the computation of the
strength of the element under concentric axial force, or does it apply
also to the combined axial force and bending moment, i.e., to the whole
N-Minteraction diagram for N > A f~/10 (as it was established in ATC)?g

Page 5. Sec. A.2.5.1. A flag regarding the weldability of ASTM A615
Grade 60 should be inserted. Furthermore, it should be noted that,
while ATC required that in tests the actual yield stress not exceed
the specified yield stress by more than 21,000 psi (18,000 + 3,000) ,
the new AppendiX A allows 22 9 000 psi (18,000 + 4,000). I do not have
the background material that has been used to justify this change.
Note that the higher the value that is accepted, the less meaningful
become the computations based on specified yielding (quality control
of material is a must if we vant to improve seismic-resistant design
and construction).
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Page 5.. Sec. A.3.2.1. 'The lase sentence- should. read. "At: least twa No.5
or larger bars shall .. ... .. If'

Page 8. Sec. A. 4. Z.1. niis section- should be modified: to read as follows:
"At any- j oine • • . the sum: of the flexural strengths of the columns
cUculated considering. the critical.. combination with the possible
critical. axial forces (whole range of possible axial forces acting iII'
combination with the moments should be. considered) shall exceed the SU%'

of the moments at the columns obtained frolIt the eauilibrium at the joint:
when it is, consi.dered that the: beams framing into that: joint. in the plane
of the frame under consi.deration reached their flexural strength. The
flexural strenghs shall be ....'f'

Page 8~' Sec. A.4Oo2.2. !his· section. should be: deleted or completely modified..
Reasons: It. allows the design of weak column-strong beam. frames that
can lead to soft story. Since the time this philosophy was proposed, r
have opposed it because it leads to an unsound seismic-resistant system.
It: is. not that: the columns cannot be made ductile,. but rather that the.
fOntation. of a soft story leads to such large: demands of energy dissi
pation capatity (ductility displace1Dent demands) fr01lr the columns:; that
these demands. cannot be. supplied.. There£ore,. it should be made. clear
that,. except: for frames. of more than Z stories,. attempts should be made
to prevent the development of soft stories.. Any provision that w:ill
allow the formation of such soft. stories should be deleted.. Following:
this basic seismic-resistant guideline,. if this section is not deleted
it should be modified as follows: "A. 4 ..2. Z - At any story level of
a frame, &certaiII number of columns could be allowed to not satisfy
Sec.. A..4.Z.l pro~ded that the remaining columns in that storv of the
frama complying ..nth the requirements of Sec. A. 4.. 2.1 are,.capable of
elast~cally resisting the entire stgry shear at that level, accounting
for the altered rigidities. and torsRn resulting from the omission of
elastic action of the nonconforming columns. In addition, the noncon
forming columns shall be proVided with transverse reinforcement as
specified in. Sec. A.4.. 4. over their full height: 1.£ the factored a:.rial.
force in those columns: exceeds (A'~lO) .. tt

Page '9. Sec. A. 4.3.2.. At the end: of the first sentence: should be added
" .... span. and shall be proportioned as tension splices.. Welded.

Page 9. Sec. A. 4. 4.1. In the list of notations, the following corrections
should be made: Replace h with h" t also in the definition of As •
If this notation is used, the notation in ATe, pp. 40-43, should h
be modified also.

Page 10. Sec. A.4.4.1 Item. (4). This item should be deleted as it can
lead to unsound seismic-resistant practice by allowing columns without:
ductility since nO' confinement: is required... Confinement of the concrete
core is: not only required for developing. extra strength in the
confined concrete required to. compensate for the loss. of the· cover, but
also to: increase the' deformation capacity (ductility). It is well
documented through exper1lDents and field inspection of' earthquake
damages that the cover of the' columns at the joints will. pullout and
spall. reducing the effective area of concrete available to resist the
internal. forces to an effective cross.-sectional area even smaller than.-
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that of the confined core. Application of the requirements of this
Appendix does not guarantee that the column will remain elastic.
because of the effects of strain hardening of beam reinforcement and
the effects of higher modes of vibration. It is for these same reasons
that I strongly support the recommendation in the present UBC (1979)
that requires that shear strength of columns be computed based on the
column core area.

The application of the provision of this section together with Sec. A.~.2.2

can lead to disaster. Therefore. I strongly recommend the deletion of
these ewo sections or their modification.

Pagela~ Sec. A.4.4.4. At the end of this provision should be added "'For
members for which the calculated point of contraflexure is not
within the middle half of their span, the special transverse reinforce
ment specified above should be provided over the full height of the
members." (See ATe U.7.2(B)5 (p. 106).

Page 11. Sec. A.5.2.3.What is understood by "elements of structural
diaphragms" should be clarified. Are these Collector Ele1I1ents and/or
Boundary Elements? This should be specified. I also consider it
necessary to add after the fifth line of this provision the following
requirement: n ••• 0.15 f~, provided that no tensile forces or
significant shear forces are developed simultaneously in these elements.
If these elements could be subjected to significant shear forces
(e.g., Vu = 3~) and to tensile forces, they shall have special trans
verse reinforcement as specified in Sec. A.4.4 over the total length of
the element.

Page 11. Sec. A.5.3.l. The requirement should be added for the case where
tensile axial forces can be developed (see U.5.3).

Page 13. Sec. A.6.3.l. This whole provision needs clarification.
(1) It is suggested that the definition of Aj be given in the notation,
Sec; A.O, or directly in this section rather than giving it in
Sec. A.6.3.2. Furthermore, the definition given is not clear. What
does "the design shear commentary force" mean? Should this read
"shear generating force"? Should Aj be the total area, the effective
area bd, or the confined core area?
(2) In lines 2 and 5 the symbol 1 is missing; they should read
"coefficient ~n.

Personally, I question the soundness of some of these provisions (see
Tll'J general comments about weaknesses in the ATC and Appendix A
provisions).

Page 13. Sec. A.6.4. This section needs clarification. The value of ~

is not given in this section. The reader has to go to the Commentary
to find that 1 has been defined in Sec. A.2.3.3. No indication is
given of the location of the critical section for computing the
development lengths iah and i as - I personally would like to see
explicitly in the equation for the estimation of the anchorage length
the 1.25 fy• This is a new section which appears able to give quite
different results than those obtained according to the recommendations

--
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of Committea 352. (ACI JournallJuly 1976). depending, on wher~ the
cr1tica~ section. for anchorage is taken. r did.. not: have- the background
materta~ at hand to study this> new section., but it: appears to 1I1e these:
provisions; donoe properly consider the effects of deformation
reversah to; which the anchored bar can be subj ected. The reasons
follow.
(1) !'he commentary refers:. to" data presented by ACr Committee 40awhiclr:
does not include the effec.t of deformation: reversals.. Apparently the
only attempt: to; account for this: effece has: been: to speciiy a
reduction: factor of ¢;.. - 0.65 ratiler than the <fx: - 0.80 recommended.. by
Committee 408. This is again a msuse of the original intent of tha
reduction factor ~.

(2) No: indication is gi:ven where the: crttical.. section: for anchorage
should. be located. The: research. r ha-ve conducted. clear1v shows that:
there is a.. core: of tmconfined concrete ~hose" depth depe~ds on cover
(shell concrete) -and.. spacing of reinforcement in: the joint
cor!J. which i& ineffective in: developing the reinforcement.. Thus it
appears to: me- that. if designers: assume that the critical. section is
at the face of the joint" the app-li.cation of this provision: A.6.4
can: lead to: unconservative anchorage,.. particularlY' m the case of
narroa columns.

Therefore at present I cannot support or recomment the inclusion of
this.. provision..

. . Page 14. Sec. A. 7.1. 2. Although this. section is s1m:f.lar to that in ATe
ll. 7.2(C), p. 106, ! believe it is incorrect. The· nom:Lnal moment
strengths should be calculated for the critical arl al force. in the
possible. range: of anu forces.. In the- selection' of this critical
axia~ force, proper N'VS' .. H inte.raction diagram and the variation of
the shear stren~th with N should be considered.

Page 14. Sec. A. 7.1.3. This section. cannot be used in conjunction with the
ATC document:- The design: shear force shall be ob tuned from-the
factored loads: and.. combinations of Sec. 3.7 of" the ATC document, and
not frOUt Sec.. 9.2 of Acr 318..

Page 15. Sec. A.7.3.1. The appli.catiou of equation (A-S) to barbel~ and
flanged wall cross, sections is not clear because. according to the
definitions of Ac and Pa , only the areas of concrete and steel bounded
by web thickness and height of secti~ should be considered. It appears
to me that all the steel located in the edge member of the barbell
shape should be considered. Similarly, all the steel located in the
flange effective width of the flanged cross section should be considered.

Page 17. Sec. A.9.Z.2. Equation (A-6) does not' agre~ with equation 11-6
of ATC. Nota -chat:. in: (A-6) the- reduction factor <p: is missing. This
appears contrary to" the main philosophy of the whole ACI 318-77
document in which Re~u1red Strength i 4> [Nom:l.nal Strength]. Furthermore,
notati~ for the factored compressive force at the construction joint:,
i.e., Pi' in: ATC is Pno . Therefore. a change should be: made either .in
Sec. 2.2' Symbols. of ATe or in A.O and A. 9. 2 of the new Appendix A.
Note the inconsistency in A.9.2 regarding the notation of this force.
In equation (A-6) this force: is designated as Pj but three lines
below this equation. (A-6) it is defined as Pu.. .-



REVIEW OF' AN UPDATED CHAPTER 11 (Hay 28 t 1980) SUBMITTED BY FnITEL

AND OF nm APPENDIX At DATED MARCH 1980

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMME~ATIONS

by Vitelmo V. Benero, Representative of ATC

CONCLUSIONS: Although a complete review could not be done because of lack
of timet the attached comments and observations clearly lead to the·
following conclusion:

'!'HE UPDATED DRAn OF CHAPTER 11 SUBMITTED BY FIN'I'EL ON MAY 29, 1980, AS
SUGGESTED BY THE INDUSTRIES, CANNOT BE ACCEPTED FOR INCORPORATION
TOGETHER WITH A NEW APPENDIX A. INTO THE ATC 3-06.

Even if new drafts of this chapter and Appendix At including all the
correctionstadditions and clarifications suggested in the attached comments,
are prepared, I strongly believe it would be a mistake to introduce it in
the ATC 3-06 for the !'RIAL DESIGN PHASE OF ATC 3-06. The main reason is
that the designers will. have to consider two new and very confusing cross
references (Chapter 11 and the new Appendix A) which would increase the
probability of misinterpreting the provisions. Considering that, even if
the designers were able to interpret correctly the interfacing provisions
of the new Chapter 11 and Appendix A, no significant technical improvement
in the design will. be obtained, the writer believes it is not wise at this
time to introduce the new chapter and appendix.

RECOMMENDATIONS: The writer agrees that Chapter 11 of ATC 3-06 needs to be
updated and integrated with the new Appendix A. Therefore it is recommended
that

A TECRNICAL SUBCOMMITTEE, WITH MEMBERS FROM COMHITTEE 4 AND '!'HE ACI
COMMITTEE '!'HAT HAS PREPARED '!'HE NEW APPENDIX A, BE FORMED AND CHARGED WITH
THE MISSION OF IMl?ROVING AND INTEGRATING THE NEW APPENDIX A INTO CHAPTER 11
OF ATC 3-06.

cc: Roland Sharpe
E. Leyendecker
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3.4- Reference Documents:

• Rev i sed Chapter I I - Rei nforced Concrate (J une 4~ 1980)

• Commentary- Chapter I I - Rei nforced Concrete (J une- 4, , 1980)

• Revisions to Incorporate' Revised Chapter II Into ATC 3-06 (June 4,. 1980)

• Proposed Rev is ion of AC I 318~ Append i x A - "Requ i rements for
Rei nforced: Concrete,· Bu II di ng Structures, Res i st'i ng Forces
I nduced by Earthquaka Mo.t'i ons" (March' 19,. 1980)



June- 4, 1980
CHAPTER 11 - Pages 101-110

REVISE CHAPTER 11 TO READ AS FOLLOWS:

CHAPTER 11

REINFORCED CONCRETE

Sec. 11.1 - REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
The quality and testing of concrete and steel materials and the design and
construction of reinforced concrete components that resist seismic forces
shan conform to the requirements of the references listed in this Section,
except as modified by the provisions of this Chapter •

•

Ref. 11.1 ANSI/ACT 318-77 "sun ding Code Requi rements for Rei nforced
Concrete" including proposed revision Appendix A* - IIRequirements
for' Reinforced Concrete: Building Structures Resisting Forces in
ducerl by Earthquake Motions" dated 19 March 1980, American
Concrete Institute•

. ;Ref. 11.2 AWS 01.4-79 IIStructural Welding Code - Reinforcing Steel" American
We1di ng Sod ety.

Sec. 11.2 - REQUIRED STRENGTH
Required strength to resist seismic forces determined by analysis procedures
of Chapter 4 or S shall be in accordance with Sec. 3.7.1 in lieu of ACI 318
Section 9.2.3.

Sec. 11.3 - SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORY A
Buildings assigned to Category A may be of any construction permitted by ACI
318, and shall conform to the minimum requirements of ACT 318, excluding
Appendix A.

All welding of reinforcement shall conform to Ref. 11.2.

* IIAppendix A-Requirements for Reinforced Concrete Building Structures
Resisting Forces induced by Earthquake Motions,lI 19 l'vlarch, 1980;
copy attached.
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Anchor bolts at tops- of' coTumns and simiTar locations shan be eTosely

enclosed with; rr not Tess than- two. 14- or- three: IF! ti eS', located within

4 inches from top' of columns. Allowable Toads: orr anchor bolts shalT not

exceed- those giverr in Tab:le ll-A_

Sec.., 11.4- - SEISMIC ?ERFOR~ANCE CATEGORY 3"

Buildings: assigned ta Category a; shalt confortn' ta an the requirements for

Category f+ and to- the additional requirements of this Sectiorr.

11.~.1 - ORDINARY MOMENr FRAME~

Where ordinary moment frames are used for the' seismic resisting system,
frame: components (beams:: and columns) shan be' proporti oned: ta satisfy the'

additionaT provisions: of ACr 318,.. Appendix- A..3 ..Z,., A.J.3,. A.~.3,. and A.S.Z.

(See Acr 318 Appendix: A.z..l.!) ..

EXCEPTION::
Where- slab systems without beams between- supports and supported on

cOlumns are used for' the seismic resisting system, the following

provisi ons shan apply. to slab: components in lieu of ACt 318,
Appendix A.J.Z and A.!.3.

(A) Area of bottom- slab reinforcement not less than 1.3 Vul ~fy

shan be prayi ded continuous through' or- anchored within

columrr supports,. where Vu is: factored shear force transferred

to supportin.g- coTumns due to gravity Toading only. Shear" forca

Vu may be reduced by vertical component' of effective prestress

force- for slab- systems with- prestressing: tendons continuous

through 01'"' anchored wi thi rr supporti ng: co1umns.

(B) In each directiorr, at least Z bars shall be proyided in both

top and bottom of 51 ab and made' conti nuous: through' Or" anchored
w-ithirr supporting: columns.,

(C) At least 60 percent of column strip: negative moment rein

forcement shan be· concentrated between- lines: that are one and

one-ha lf sTab thi ckness (1. Sh) outsi de opPos i te faces of co1umns.



(D) Shear strength of slab at slab-column connections shall not
be taken greate~ than (1 + 4/Sc)~bod when subject to shear
force Vu' where bo is perimeter of a critical section perpen
dicular to plane of slab and located so that its perimeter is a
minimum, but need not approach closer than d/2 to perimeter of
supporting column.

(E) At discontinuous edges of sl abs without an edge beam, rein
forcement within a distance 4h on either side o~ a supporting
column shall be detailed to resist torsion at discontinuous
edges.

11.4.2 - FRAMING SYSTEMS

All components of the seismic resisting system (moment frames,
structural walls, braced frames, and diaphragms) shall be
proportioned in accordance with provisions of Acr 318, Appendix
A.2.1.

EXCEPTION:
Seismic resisting framing systems not satisfying the requirements
of Sec. 11.4.1 may be used if it is demonstrated by experimental
evidence and analysis that a proposed system will have strength,
stiffness, stability, durability, and energy dissipation
capacity equal to or exceeding that provided by a comparable
monolithic cast-in-place framing system satisfying Sec. 11.4.1.

Alternatively, seismic resisting framing systems that do not
contain required special details or energy dissipating
mechanisms may be used if designed for forces determined by the
analysis procedures of Chapters 4 or 5 with an R value of 1.5.

Sec. U.S .. SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORY C AND 0
Buildings assigned to Categories C and 0 shall conform to all the
requirements for Category B and to the additional requirements of this
Section.
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11.5.1 - f.4ATERIAL REQUIREMENTS-

Materials used in- the- components of the seismic: resisting: system" shall

confornr to ACT 31a~ Appendix A.Z'.4: and A.2.S•.

11.5'.l - FRAMING SYSTEMS"

AlT components of the seismic resisting' systenr (moment frames,. structural
walls~. braced frameS"" and dtaphragms) shalT be proportioned: in accordance..
w.ittr provisions of ACr 318',. Appendix: A.,

EXCEPTION :.

Seismic- resisting framing systems- not satisfying the: require
ments of ACT 318, Appendix A,., may be: used if it is demonstrated

by experimental evidence and analysis that a proposed systenr
wiTl have strengttr, stiffness,. stab.i Jity,. duratli lity,. and
energy dissipation"' capacity equal to 01"" exceeding that provided
by a: comparable- mono Tithic: cast-in-place framing system
satisfyi ng Appendix A...

Alternatively, se.ismic resisting: framing systems that do not

contailT required speCiaT detaiTs or energy dissipating mechan
isms may be used if de.si gned for forces determi ned by the
analysis procedures: of Chapters 4- or S with an R value of 1.5'.

11.5'.J - STRUCTURAL DIAPHRAGMS

Cast-in-pl ac! topping orr precast floor systems may serve as structural
diaphragms to transmit inertia forces to seismic resisting elements provided
the cast-in-place topping is proportioned and detailed to resist the shear
forces under the effects of any loading combination (which could induce

tensile or compressive stresses simultaneously to the shear forces). Alter
nate techniques based on the use of untapped precast and/or prestressed
components of concrete f1 oor systems may be used only if shown by test and
analysis based orr established' engineering princip'les- that the floor systems
will provide the same- strength, stiffness, stability, durability and suffi-·
cient energy dissipatiolt capacity as a monolithic- cast-in-place ordinary
reinforced concrete diaphragm.



11.5.4 - FRAME COMPONENTS NOT PART OF SEISMIC RESISTING SYSTEM
All frame components assumed to be not part of the seismic resisting system
shall have demonstrated capab il itiessat i sfying Sec. 3.3 .4( c) and shall

conform to the requirements of ACT 318~ Appendix A.8;- except, the 1ateral _
deformation requirement of A.8.l shall not apply. If nonlinear behavior is
required in such ccmponents to comply with Sec~ 3.3.4(c)~ the critical
portions shall be provided with speci a1 transverse reinforcement in
accordance with ACI 318, Appendix A.3.3. or A.4.4.

11.5.5 - RELATIVE FLEXURAL STRENGTH OF COLUMNS
In lieu of ACT 318, Appendix A.4.2, the following shall apply for relative
strength of columns.

At any joint where the framing columns reslst a factored axial compressive
force larger than (Agf~/10), the moment in the plane of the frame~ con
sidered and about the center of the joint corresponding to the flexural
strengths of the columns or column shall exceed that corresponding to the
'flexural strengths of the beams framing into the joint. If this requirement
is not satisfied for certain beam-column connections, the remaining columns
in the building frame and connected flexural members shall comply and shall
be capable of resisting the entire shear at that level accounting for the
altered relative rigidities and torsion resulting from the omission of
elastic action of the nonconforming beam-column connections. In addition,
the columns framing into the affected joint shall be provided with special
lateral reinforcement as specified in ACI 318, Appendix A.4.4 throughout

I

their entire story height. Column flexural strengths shall be calculated for
the most critical axial design force consistent with the direction of the
seismic forces considered.
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TABLE 1I-A'

ALLOWABLE SHEAR AND' TENSION, ON BOLTSl

'DIAMETER'
MINIMUM Z

SHEAR TENSIONEMBEDMENT
(inches) ( inches) ( lbs) . (1bs.)

1/4- 2~ 500 36Q
3/8. 3 110a 900'
liZ ¢ 1900-' 1700
5/~t ~ 3000 2700-
J/¢ 5~ 4300' 405Q
7/8 5' 5~OO 5750
L 7· 7700 7500

IVal ues shown' are for- mi nimum concrete compress i va strength
of 3000 psi at 28 days.

Values ar~ for- natural stone aggregate concrete and bolts
of at least A-307 qual i ty. Bo 1ts sha11 have a standard
bolt head or equal deformity in the embedded portion'.

Values are based upon a bolt sfIacing of 12. diameters with
a minimuM' edge distance of 0- diameters. Such spacing and
edge distance may be reduced 50 percent with an equal
reduction in' value. Use linear- interpoloation for inter
mediate spacings and edge margins.

ZA mi nimum embedment of 9 bo 1t di ameters sha 11 be provi ded
for anchor bolts located in the top of columns for build
ings located in Seismicity Index Areas 3 and 4.



COMMENTARY CHAPTER 11 - Pages 449-459
REVISE COMMENTARY CHAPTER 11 TO READ AS FOLLOWS:

COMMENTARY

CHAPTER 11: REINFORCED CONCRETE

For the proper detailing of reinforced concrete construction for earth
quake resistance~ design standard ANSI/ACI 318-77 ~8uilding Code Require
ments for Rei nforced Concrete!1 is referenced. Seismi c resi stance is
consi dered 'i n the avera 11 development of the ACI 318 Standard, inc 1udi ng an
Appendix A on Special Provisions for Reinforced Concrete Building Structures
to Resist Forces Induced by Earthquake Motions.

Categories C &0
Appendix A
Appendix AWall

Frame

Chapter 11 is formulated to reference appropriate ACI 318 design provisions
within the four ATC seismic performance categories (A through 0). ACI318
Appendix A refers to zones of different seismicity (Zones a through 4) for

. ; application of the special provisions for seismic design. For application
of Appendix A within the ATC Seismic performance categories, buildings
assigned to ATC Category A are interpreted as located in Zone a or 1
(regions of no or m~nor seismic risk), requiring no special provisions for
seismic design. Buildings assigned to ATC Category B are interpreted as
located in Zone 2 (regions of moderate seismic risk) per Appendix A.2.1.3.
Buildings assigned to ATC Category C and D are interpreted as located in
Zones 3 and 4 (regions of high seismic risk), per Appendix A.2.1.4. The
proportioning and detailing requirements fDr frames and walls resisting
seismic forces are summarized as follows:

Category A Category B
ACT 318-77 Appendix A.2.1.3
ACT 318-77 ACI 318-77

For buildings in seismic performance category A, no special provisions are
required; the general requirements of ACI 318-77 apply for proportioning and
detailing concrete structures.

The code sections cited in ACT 318, Appendix A.2.1.3 for ordinary moment
frames (beam-column framing systems) in seismic performance Category 8



govern rei nforcement deta i 1s of the beam and co1umrr components: as fol Tows:

Beams Columns

Longitudinal reinforcement

Transverse' r~inforcement

A.J.Z
A.J.3

A.4.!

A.B.Z

For ~Tab' systems without beams: betweer- co:lumrr supports~ the slab components.

of the- frame: are detailect- iry accordance with' the special EXCEPTION provisions:

of Sec.. 11.4-.1..

There are' no special requ.irements: for other structuraT or nonstructural

components of buildings in Category B.

In- regions. of higtr seismic: risk (Categories. C and 0)" thE! entirE! bui1ding~

inclUding the foundatiort anet nonstructura.T alements~ must satisfy ACI 318:
Appendix A.

rt should be noted that a structural systent in a higher- category (0 being

_~igher- than A) must satisfy the requirements specified for the lower cate

gories: A structural frame which forms part of the seismic resisting system

of a Category Cbuilding: must satisfy aU of the frame requirements of ACI

318 Appendix A~ including Appendix A.2.1.3.-

Sec. II.Z - REqUIRED STRENGTH
Ca1ell Tati ons to- determine- the strength of structural components and members

are to be based on Ref._ 11.1; except,. the factored loads' and load combina

tions: to- resist seismic forces: must- bee in accordanCE! with Sec. 3.7.1 in lieu

of ACr 318 Section g.2.3'. This exception is necessary so that the required

strength for seismic resistanc~~ Sec. 3.7.1, is compatible with the design

forces specifi ed in Chapter 3.

Sec.- 11.3 - SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORY A

Constructiorr qualifying under Category A as identified in- Table I-A (Chapter

1) may be built with no special' detail requirements for earthquake resistance

except for ties around anchor bolts as indicated in Sec. 11.3. If Closely

enclased ll is intended to mean that the ties should be located within 3 to 4

bo 1t di ameters of the bo lts.



Sec. 11.4.- SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORY B
A frame used as part of the lateral force resisting system in Category B
as identified in Table 3-8 is required to have certain details which are
intended to help ~ustain integrity of the frame when subjected to deforma
tion reversals into the nonlinear range of response.

For beam and column framing systems, the reinforcement details of ACI 31B
Appendix A.3.l and A.3.3 apply for beam components and A.4.3 and A.B.2 apply
for column components.

For slab and column framing systems, the slab component must satisfy the
special EXCEPTION provisions of Sec. 11.4.1, in lieu of A~3.2 and A.3.3.
Columns must satisfy the provisions of A.4.3 and A.B.2. For slab-column
connections, paragraph (A) provides slab reinforcement through a column to
support the slab gravity load in the unexpected event that a punching
failure occurs. Paragraph B) specifies a minimum amount for that reinforce
ment. Concentration of negative moment reinforcement at the column as

- provided by paragraph (C), is required to create a situation whereby the
total negative moment reinforcement across the entire slab width will yield
simultaneously. Without the heavier concentration of re-inforcement, the
slab region at the column will yield considerably before the outer regions
of the slab, with markedly decreased lateral load stiffness. Paragraph (0)
in effect limits the shear stress caused by gravity loads to a sufficiently
low value so that the slab-column connection will have a ductility ratio of
at least 2. Paragraph (E) ensures that if shear or torsional cracks develop
at the slab edges, properly detailed reinforcement is present to control
cracki ng.

As shown in Fig. A there should be top and bottom bars in the slab
paralleling and as close to the discontinuous edge-as possible, continuous
through the column and enclosed within transverse reinforcement having a
spacing not greater than O.Sd. The transverse reinforcement can be closed
hoops, hairpin stirrups projecting las beyond the face of the column as
shown in Fig. A or slab bars bent to sattsfy the requirements for hairpin.



minimum projection i as
beyond column fcce~

~ end bah........"_--..

hairpins or bars from
siab.. for length 4h

minimum projection los

Fig. A - Reinforcement Details

Satisfying Secti on 11.4.1 (E)

St'ructura1 (shead wa11s of bui Tdings in Category B are to be bui It in

accordance with the general requirements of ACt 318-77.

Sec. 11.S" - SEISMIC PERFORMANCE" CATEGORY C AND D

Tn regions of high seismic risk,. the entire building," including the founda

tion and nonstructuraT elements" must satisfy an of the requirements of

ACr 318 Appendix A.

Appendix A contains speci al proportioni ng and reinforcement detai 1i ng

requirements which are currently considered to be the minimum for producing

a mono Ii thic rei nforced concrete structure with adequate proportions and

detail s to make it possib Ta for- the structure- to undergo a series of

oscillations into the inelastic range of response without critical decay in

strength. The demand for integrity of the structure in the inelastic range

of response is consistent 'Nith the' rationalization of design forces specified

in Chapter 3.



Field and laboratory experience which has led to the special proportioning
and detailing requirements in ACT 318 Appendix A has been predominantly with
monolithic reinforced concrete building structures. Therefore, the projec
tion of these requirements to other types of reinforced concrete structures,
which may differ in concept or fabrication from monolithic construction,
must be tempered by relevant physical evidence' and analysis. Precast and/or
prestressed elements may be used for earthquake resistance provided it is
shown that the resu Hi ng structure wi 11 sati sfy the safety and servi ceabil ity
(during and after the earthquake) levels provided by monolithic construction.

A detailed explanation of the specific provisions of ACI 318 Appendix A is
contained 1n the ACT Code Commentary to Appendix A.

11.5.2. - FRAMING SYSTEMS

The strength and "toughness" requirements fol'"' framing systems not satisfying
the requirements of ACT 318 Appendix A refer to the concern for the
integrity of the entire lateral-force structure at lateral displacements
~nticipated for ground motions corresponding to design intensity. Depending
on the energy-dissipation characteristics of the structural system used,
such displacements may have to be more than those for a monolithic
reinforced concrete structure.

For systems that remain elastic or that have limited special details for
energy dissipation, such as assemblages of precast and/or prestressed
concrete, appropriate R-factors should be used to reflect damping char
acteristics and energy dissipation. For example, R 'V IJ.z can be used for
systems responding primarily elastically to account for damping, and R ~ up
to 2~ may be used for walls with properly distributed web reinforcement that
will assure good distribution of cracks and thus provide a degree of energy
dissipation.



11•.5.4: - FRAME COMPONENTS NOT PART OF SEISMIC RESISTING SYSTEM

!n the event of a strong; earthquake,. it is assumed that the. structure w;l T

undergo reversals of large lateral displacements. rt is essential that all
structural components be ab Ie to accormrodate- these disp:l acements- without
critical loss of strength".. Evert if a. particula~ fram!!' has been- designed to'
support' only wavity loads and: is not intended to be part of the: structural
system resist-in~ seismic forces,.. it must sustain the gravity loads: after
having b.een subjected' to: approximate.ly the same displacements as: the seis
mi c resi stin~ system.. Therefore7' a11 frame components (whi ch are not
des; gned to resi st sei smi c forces) i" Categor i es C and 0 buil dings are
required to have, as a minimum,. the details specified in ACT 318 Appendix
A.a. Furthermore, if calcu.1ations- show: that frame components (which are not
part of the structural system resisting seismic forces) wHl have to- yield.
in order to accomnodate the calculated displacements of the seismic re~ist

i ng: system,.. those- components, must have speci al transverse rei nforcement as:
speci f i ed for- Speci a1 Moment Frames.

- , 51 ab systens without beall1S" betweer:r supports (f1 at plates) of norma1 pro
porti ons and detailed as: specifi ad in- Sec. 11.4.1 (EXCEPTION) wi 11 not

_ 1

undergo any significant yield until story drifts greater than those
allOWable. (Table 3-C).



OTHER REVISIONS TO INCORPORATE NEW CHAPTER 11 - (REINFORCED CONCRETE)
INTO ATC 3-06

1. SEC. 1.6.3(B) - PAGE 3Z
Change reference "AC! 318-71" to l'ACr 3IB-n"

2. SEC. 2.1 DEFINITIONS - PAGE" 37

Revi se the fa 11 owi ng defini ti ons:

CROSS-TIE is a continuous bar~ No.3 or larger in size, having a
135-degree hook with a ten-diameter extension at one end and a gO-degree
hook with a six-diameter extension at the other end. The hooks shall
engage hoop bars and be secured'to longitudinal bars.

HOOP is a closed tie or continuously wound tie (not smaller than No.3
in size) the ends of which have 13S-degree hooks with ten-diameter
extensions~ that encloses the longitudinal reinforcement.

" ';

JOINT, LATERALLY CONFINED is a 'joint where members frame into all four
sides of the joint and where each member width is at least three-fourths
the column width.

In definition of BRACEO FRAME~ add the following sentence at the end:
"In Chapter 11, reinforced concrete braced frames may be referred to as
structural trusses."

In definition of OROINARY MOMENT FRAME change reference "Sec. 11.6 11 to
II Sec. 11.4.1. II

In definition of SPECIAL MOMENT FRAME change reference IISec • 11.7" to
Sec. 11.5."

Add the following definitions:



3.

BOONOARY aEMENTS are- portions along the:' edges of walls and diaphragms

strengthened by longitudinal and transverse reinforcement. Boundary

elements do not necessarily require an increase iIT the thickness of the

waTT or- diaphragrrr.. Edges of openings w.-ithin: walls and diaphragms may

alsa have to: be provided: with" boundary' elements_

COLLECTOR ELEMENTS are elements which' serve ta~ transmit the. inertial

forces wi ttri n the' di aphragms, to eTements of the: 1ateraJ-forca resi sti ng:

systems.."

SEC. 2. Z SYMBOLS - PAGE 40

Deleta symbols Ach , Ash' fytt,. tTc" ?n' sh
Add the foT1owing new symboTs and definitions:

b :: perimeter of critical sectiorr for- sTabs!k Sec. 11.4.1o.
d = distance front extreme compress'ion fiber to centroid of tension

reinforcement,. S"ec. 11.4.1

f~:: specified compressive strength of concrete, psi

fy= specified yield'strE!ngttt of reinforcement, psi

IT =overall thickness of member,. Sec. 11.4.1

Vu= factored shear force due to gravity loading, Sec. 11.4.1.

4. TABLE 3-B - PAGE 52
Revise footnote (4) to read as follows:

4As defined irr Sec. 11.5.

5. SEC. T.5.3(C) - PAGE 75'

Change reference IISeco 11.6.2.11 to IIRef. 11.1, ACT 318 AppendiX

A.8.2.11

6. SEC.. 12.5.1(0) - PAGE 114
Change-, paragraph (1) to read as fa n aws:

111. Ref. 11.1, ACT 318 Appendix A.5' .. 3 when af reinforced concrete or

Chapter 10 when of structural steel. II



PROPOSED REVISION TO ACr STANDARD 318-77 19 f-'~rch 1980

APPENDIX A - REQUIREMENTS FOR REINFORCED CONCRETE BUILDING STRUCTURES

RESISTING FORCES INDUCED BY EARTHQUAKE MOTIONS

A. O-Notati on

Ac :: net area af concrete. section resist.ing shear, bounded by ',yeb

thickness and section height" sq.;n.

Ach : cross-sectional area af a structural element measured aut-to-out

of transverse reinf'orcement, sq.in.

Acp ::'area af concrete section resisting shear of an individual pier,
sq. in.

Ag ::, gross area of section,. sq.'n.

Ash:: total cross-sectional area of transverse reinforcement (includ
ing cr~ss-ties) '/fithin spacing liS" and perpendicular to dimen

si on Ith l
'

Av :: tota1 cross -secti onaT area of shear re i nforcement wi th; n
spacing IISI' and perpendicular to longitudinal axis of structural

- ,

element, sq. in.

AVf :: total cross-secti ana1 area af reinforcement perp'end i cu 1ar to a
construction joint, sq.in.

b :: effecti 'Ie compressive fl ange wi dth of a structura1 element, in.

f~ :: specified compressive strength of concrete, psi
fy :: specified yield stress. of reinforcement, psi

fyh :: specified yield stress of transverse reinforcement, psi

hll
:: cross-sectional dimension of column core measured c-to-c of

confining reinforcement
tan :: anchorage length for a bar with a standard hook as defined

in Section A.l
t as $ anchorage. length for- a straight bar

to :: minimum length, measured from joint face along axis of

structural element, over which transverse reinforcement must be
pr~vided, in.

?j =minimum factored compressive force at a construction joint

(positive for compression), lb.

s = spacing of tranS\ler'5e reinforcement measure~ along the longi-

tudinal axis of the structural element, in.

So = maximum spacing of transverse reinforcement, in.



V. :: nomi na.T shear" force at a construction jo i nt~ 11!..
J
Y ;: dimensi orr1ess fac.tor' refl act; ng the infTuence of confi nement

af a. joint by structural elements framing. into.: joint
IJ. • =reinforcement ratio,.. ratio: of non prestressed. tensiorr reinforce

ment
=area at a.. sect; orr to: the- product "bdl

J.

Pa =Asa/~c:;' where- Asa is: the l'rcrjectiorr on Pte
or total area of reinforcement crossing the 1"1 ana of Ac:

i\' =' reinforcement ratio. orr a plane perpend,i cuT ar to. Pt

P-s =.ratia of volume of spiraT reinforcement to the core vo.lume

confi ned by the spiral reinforcement (measured aut-to..out)
q, =stre1gth reducti on factor

A.l-Oe.finiti ons

Cross-Tie - A continuous bar" ~o .. ! 01'"" Targer in size,. having a
13S..<legree. hook: Weith a ten-di ameter- extensi on at one· end and a

. . 9O-<Jegree hook with a six-<Jiameter- extension at the, other- end. The

hooks. shalT engage hoop. bars and be secured. to longitudinal bars.

Hoop - A dosed tie or- continuousTy wound tie (not smaller than No. J

in size) the ends of which' have. 135-degree hooks with ten-diameter
extensions,.. that encloses the 10ng1tudinal reinforcement_

Structural WaTTs - Walls proportioned to resist combinations of shears,
moments, and axi al forces· induced by earthquake:. moti ons.

Structura1 Di aphragms - StructuralelementS', such as floor and roof
slabs,. wh i cn transrni t the i nerti a1 forces to the 1ateraI-force
resistinq elements..

StructuraT Trusses. - Assemb:lages of reinforced concrett= elements. sub

jected pr;mari1y to axi aT forces ...

Lateral-Force Resisting Syst~ - That portiorr of the structure composed

of elements proportioned to resist forces. related to earthquake effects.



Base of Stl"ucture - The level at which the-earthquake motions. are

assumed to be imparted to the bu i 1ding.

Boundary E1ements - Portions along the. edges of walls and diaphragms

strengthened by longitudinal and transverse reinforcement. Boundary

elements do not necessarily require an increase in the- thickness of the.

walT or- diaphragm. Edges of openings within wall; and diaphragms may

a1so' have to be prov i ded wi th boundary elements.

Co11 ector- El aments - El aments wh i ch serve to transmi t the inert i a1

forceS within the diaphragms to elements of the lateral-f.orce resisting

systems ..

Anchorage Length for a Bar with a Standard Hook ... The shortest distance

betweerr the critical section (where the strength of the bar is to be

developed) and a tangent·~ perpendicular to the axis of the bar

anchored~ to the outer edge of the hook.

Li gh~Jte i ght Concrete - Concrete in wh i ch any part or a11 of the

aggregates has been rep 1aced by 1i ghtwei ght materi a1.

Shell Concrete - Concrete outside the transverse reinforcement confin

i"9 the- concrete.

A.2-General Requirements

A.2.1-Scope

A.2.1.1-Appendi~ A contains special requirements for design and

constl"uction of reinforced concrete elements of a structure for which

the desi gn forces ~ re 1ated to earthquake mot ions, have been determi ned

on the basis of ener1jy dissipation in the nonlinear range of response.

A.2.1.2-The provisions of Chapters 1 through 17 shall apply except as

modified by the provisions of Appendix A.



A.Z.l..J-In regions or moderat~ seismic ~isl<*t ~~inforced concrete
frames, ~es i sting forces: induced by earthquake moti ons. sha11 be pr~

portioned. to: satisfy) in- addition to the requirements of Chapters, 1
througrr 17) only Sectton$ ~.!.Z~ A.3.!~ ~.~.!~ and A.a.Z of Appendi~ A.

A.Z.!...4-rrt re4Jions:' of tTigt1- seismic ~sl<**'" an component$ of reinforced
concrete structures. sna:lT satisfy aTl requirements of AppendiX' ~-

A.Z.,l.5--A- reinforced concrete struc.tural syst'enr not satis.fying: the
requirements. of Appendix Pr may be lJsed: if it is: demons.trated: by

experimentaT evidence anet ana:lysis that the proposed system win hav~

stren-gth- and toughness; equal ta 01"" exceedincr those provided by a com
parable monolithic reinforced concrete struc.tur~ satisfying Appendix: A.

A:.2:.Z-AnaTysis: amI proportiorrinq of' structural elements.,

A.Z.Z.I-The- interactiorr of alT structural and nonstructural elements
wh i ciT mater; ally affee1: the: 1i near and non Ti near response of the
structure. to earthquake moti ons shalt be cons; dered i rt the anal ysi s •

A.Z'.Z.Z-Rigid elements assumed not to be a part of the lateral forea
resi sti ng- systerrr maye be lJsed provided their effect. on the response of

the systeItr is: considered. and acconmodated in the structural desiglT'.
Consequences of failura of structuraT and nonstructuraT elements. which
are not a part of the lateraT-force. ~sistinq system shan also be
con~i dered•.

A.2.2.3-Structural elements below the base of structure ~quired to
transmit forces resulting. fran lateral loads to the foundation shall
also comply with the requirements of Appendix A.

A.2.2.4-Al1 structural elements assumed not ta be part of the 1ateral
force' resisting. system shall conform to Section A.B.

*Regions fal1ing in- lone 2 as, defined by the Uniform Building Code

**Reqions falling iIT Zones 3 and 4- as defined by the: Uniform Bu:ilding Code



A.2.2.5-Except as required otherwise in Appendix A, structural elements
and connecti ons sha11 be proporti oned to res; st the load effects wi th

adequate strength in accordance with the provisions of this code using
the load factors and strength reduction factors specified in Chapter 9.

A.2.3-Strength reduction factors

Strength reduction factors shaH be as given in Chapter 9 except for
the fo 11 ow-i nq:

A.2.3.1-The strength reduction fac~or shal1 be 0.6 for any structural
element if its nominal shear strength is less than the shear corres
ponding to its nominal flexural strength for the design loading
cond i ti onsO'

A.2.3.2-The strength reduction factor for axial compressive force shall

be 0.5 for all frame elements with factored axial compressive forces
exceeding (A9f~JIO) if the transverse reinforcement does not conform
to Section A.4.

A.2.3.3-Strength reduction facto~ fo~ anchorage length of reinforce
ment shan be 0.65 ..

A.2.4-Concrete in elements resistinq earthquake-induced forces

The specified 2a-day compressive strength, f~, of the concrete shall
be not less than 3,000 psi .. The specified 2a-day compressive strength,
f~, shall not exceed 4,000 psi for ligh~~eight concrete.

A.2.S-Reinforcement in elements resisting earthquake-induced forces

A.. 2.5.1-Reinfarcement resisting earthquake-induced flexural and axial
forces ; n frame elements and in '.-;a 11 boundary members sha 11 camp 1y 'Nith

ASTM Al06. ASTM A615 Grades 40 and 60 reinforcement may be llsed in
these elements if (a) the actual yield stress based an mill tests does
not exceed the spec ifi ed yi el d stress by more than 18, 000 psi (retests
sha 11 not exceed th is va 1ue by more than an add it ; ana 1 4, 000 ps i) and

(b) the ratio of the actual ultimate tensile stress to the actual
tensile yield stress is not less than 1.25.
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A.z.5'.Z-SpHces: irr the- reinforcement effected through- welding 0.... mechan

ical connections: ~ha1T confornt'to Sections lZ.l5'.J.l through 12..15.3.4.

A.3-F1exura-l elements of' frames:

A.3.l-Scope

The req~;~ments; of this sectiGrr app:ly ta frame elements (a) resisting

earthquake-induced: forces, (11:) proporti aned primariTy' to: resi st flexure,.

and: (e) satisfyirrq the foJTaw.inq conditions::

A.3.1.1-F'acto~ axial compressive force' on' the e.le.rnent shalt not

exceed (Agf~1O) ..

A.3.1.Z-Clear- span for the element shaH not he less: tharr foul*' timeS'

,its effecti ve depth.,

A.J.l.3;..The w,idth-to-<fepttt ratio shall not be' Tess than 0.3.

A.3.1.4-The width' shall not be Tes$ than 10 in'. or more than the 'Hidth
of the- support,; nq eTement (measured on a plana perpend i cuT ar to the

longitudinal axis of the flexural element) plus distance$ on' each side

of the' suppor1:inq element not exceeding three-fourths. of the depth of

the flexural element..

A.3.Z-longitud.i nal reinforcement

A.3.Z.1-At any section' of a member subjected to bending, the reinforce

ment, ratio, p, for the top and for the bottom reinforcement, shall not

be less than (200/ry) and shall not exceed 0.025 at any section. At

1east twa bars shall be prov; ded conti nuous1y both top and bottanr.

A.3.Z.Z-The: posit.ive-moment strength at the face of the joint sha 11 be

not less than one-half' of the' negative-moment st'rength provided' at that

face of the joint. The negative- and the positive-moment st'rengths at

any secti an a1eng the 1ength of the element sha 11 not be 1ess than

one-fourth the maximum'moment st'rengttt provided at the face af either

joint.



A.3.2.3-Lap splicing- of flexural reinforcement is permitted only if

hoop or spiral reinforcement is provided over the lap length .. Maximum

spac; ng of the transverse re i nforcement over the I ap length sha11 not

exceed d/4 or 4- in. Lap splices shan not be used (a) with;n the

joints, (b) within a distance of twice the member depth and tha face of

the joint,. and (c) at 1ocat; ons where analysi sind i cates fi exural

yielding in connectirr with inelastic lateral displacements of the frame.

A.3.2.4-Welded splices and mechanical connections conforming to Sections

IZ.lS.3.1 through 12.15.3.4 may be used for' splicing provided not more

than alternate bars in each layer of longitudinal reinforcement are

'spliceii at a section and the distance between spli.ces of adjacent bars

is a4 in. or mor~,.measured along the longitudinal axis of the frame

element.

A.3.3-iransverse reinforcement

A.3.3.1-Hoops shall be pn::lvided in the following ~9ians of frame

elements:

(1) Over a length equal to twice the member depth measured from the

face of the supporting member toward midspan, at both ends of the

fl exuraI member.

(2) Over lengths equal to tNice the member depth on both sides of a

sect; on w~e~ fl exura1 yi e1di ng may occur in connecti on 'Ni th i ne last i c

latera 1 dis placements of the frame.

(3) Wherever compression reinforcement is required by analysis.

A.3.3.2-The first hoop shall be located nor more than.2 in. from the

face of a supporting member. Maximum spacing of the hoops shall not

exceed (a) d/4, (b) eight times the diameter of the smallest 10ngitud

ina1 bdrs, (c) 24 times the di ameter of the hoop bars, and (d) 12 in.

A.3.3.3-Where hoops are required, longitudinal bars shall have lateral

support conform; ng to Sect; on 7.10.5.3.
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A.~ ..~ .. 'io-wnera noops: a~ not requ.ired,. stirrups: shall be spaced at no

more: than d/Z throughou.t the length of the member'..

A.3.3·..S:-Hoops. ifT f1exuraJ eJements may be made- up: of ~Jla pieces- of

reinforcement:: a stirrup; having 135-<Jegree hooks w-ith' ten-<1iameter

extensions. anchored in- the confined core and a cross-tie; ta make a:

closed hoop'. C'onsecative cross-ties shalT have their- 9(J-degree hooks:

at oppos.i te si des af the flexuraT aTement.

A.4.-Frarne- elements. subjected to: bending;' and: axi a:T load

A.4..1-Scope

Tne requ.irements of this. sec.tiorr app-Ty to: frame elements: Cal resist

inCJ earthquake-induced forces (11) l'tav.inq: a factored uial compressive
force exceeding: (Ag.f~la) and (c) satisfying: the fa How,ing' conditions:

A.4.1.1-Trye shortest cross-sec~onaj dimensi on, measured art astraight

line passing: througft the geometric. centroid, shall not be- less: than

12. in'.

A.4-.l.Z-The r-atio, of the shortest cross-sectional dimension' to the
perpend i cu 1ar- dimensi orr shall not be Tess than 0.4.

A.4.Z-Ralative Strength of Columns.

A.4.Z~1-At any' jairrt where the framrtnq c~lumns r-esist a: factored axial

compress; ve force 1arger than (Agf~/10), the sum of the f1 exura1

strengths of the co 1umns ca1cul ated. for the max imum des i gn ax i a1 force

sha11 exceed the: sunr of the fl exural strengths of the beams frami ng

into: that joint in the:- same; vertica1 plane-. The f1exural strengths

shall be:- sunmed sudt that the co-lumtt moments. 01J?osa the beam moments,

and the check shan be mad!!' in both directi ons.

A.4.2.2.-If Section A.4..2.1 is: not satisfied at a. joint,. columns

supporting- react; ons from that joint sha 11 be prey; ded l'fith transverse

reinforcement as specified in Section A.4.4- aver their full height if



the factored axial force in those columns; related to earthquake
effect, exceeds (A f'JI0).

9 c

A.4.3-Longitudinal reinforcement

A..4.J.1-Th~ reinforcement rat;o~ P, shall not be less than 0.01 and
shall not exceed 0.06.

A.4.J.2-Lap splices are permitted only within the center half of the
member span.. Welded splices and mechanical connections conforming to
Sectfons 12.15.3.1 through 12.15.3.4 may be used for· sp 1;cing the
reinforcement at any section provided not more than alternate longi
tudinal bars are spliced at a section and the distance between splices
;s 24 in·., or more, along the longitudinal axis of the reinforcement.

A.4.4-Transverse reinforcement

A.4.4.1-Transverse reinforcement as specified below shall be provided
unless a larger ~ount is required to resist shear by Section A.7.

(1) The volumetric ratio of spiral or circular hoop reinforcement, Ps )

shall not be less than that indicated by Eq. (A-l).

ps. :: 0.12 f~Jfyh

and sha 11 nat be 1ass than that requ i red by Eq.. (10-5) •

(A-i)

(A-2)

(2) The total cross-sectional area of rectangular hoop reinforcement
shall not be less than that given by Eq. (A-2) and (A-3).

ASh:: 0.3 (Shllf~Jfyh) [(AgJAc ) ..lJ

Ash:: 0.12 (Shl'f~JfYh) (A-3)

(3) Transverse reinforcement may be provided by single or overlapping
hoops. Cross-ties of the same size and spacing as the hoops may be
used. Each end of the cross-tie shall engage a peripheral longitudinal
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reinforcing bar.. Consecutive cross-ties shan be: alternated' end-for

end along the longitudinal r~inforcement_

(4-) If the core: of the member is $uff1c.i en: ta resi st the: forces

resu1ti nq fronr the spec.i fi ed combi nat; orr of dead Toad,. live· Toad", ,and.

earthquake' effects:,. comp:liance with' Ecr. (A-Z) and: (10-5) is: not

required..

A.¢.4--.Z~Trans:verse r~inforcement shan be spaced at dis.tances not

exceeding: (a) o"e-quart~· of the minimum member dimension- and

(0) ¢. in.

A..4-.4.3...cross.-ties or' legs of overTapping hoops' shan not be spaced

m~rec than- 14- ifT.. Oft center in the ~irection' perpendicuJ ar- .to the'

Tongitudinat ~is of the s:tl-uctunJ element.

A.4.4.4-Transverse. reinf'orcement irr amount specifi ed in Section A.4-.4-.1

through A.4.4.! shali be: provided over a length fraJ1f each joint face

and. on both si des of any sect; an where. flexural yield i ng may occu~ in

connecti on wi th :tneTast; c 1ateraT di s1'1 acements. of the frame. The

1engttt sMall not be 1ess: than (a) the- depth of the member- at the j oi nt

'face or at' the- section where: flexural yielding may occur, (b) one-sixth

of the el ear" sparr of the- member,. and (c) 18 in ..

A.¢.4.5-Columns supporting reactions fram discontinued stiff elements,

sudt as walTs. or tru.sses:,. shan be pravided with transverse reinforce

ment. as specified: above: over their- fun height beneath the level at

which the discontinuity occu~ if the factored axial compressive force

in these·members~ ~Tated: to earthquake effect,. exceeds (Agf~J10).

A.5-Structura.1 WalTs,. diaphragmS', and trJsses:

A.5.1-Scape

The- requirements of this section apply to structural wal1s and trusses

servi"9' as parts of the earthquake-farce. res i sti"9 systems as we 11 as



to di aphragms , struts , ties, chords and co 11 ector el ements. wh i cn
transmit axial forces induced by earthquake. Frame elements, resisting
earthquake forces, not cempTying with Section A.3 or A.4, shall comply
with this section.

A.S.Z-Reinforcement

. A.5.Z.1-The reinforcement ratio." 9, for structural 'l4a1Ts shall not be
less than' 0.0025' along the longitudinal and transverse axes. Rein
forcement spac,ing each way shan not exceed 18 in. The- ~inforcement

~uire:i. by analysis for shear strength shall be distributed unifonnly.

A.5.2.2-At least two curtains of reinforcement shan be used in a wall if

the in-plane factored shear force assigned to the wall exceeds 2Ac/f~.

A.S.Z.3-StructuraT-truss. elements and elements of. structural diaphragms
having. compressive stresses exceeding O.Z f~, shan have special trans
verse reinforcement, as specified in Section A.4.~, over the total length
of the element. The special transverse reinforcement may be discontinued
at a sect; on' where the cal cu1ated c9mpres si ve stress is 1ess than 0.15 f ~.

Stresses shall be calculated for the factored forces using a linearly
elastic model of the element considered.

A.5.2.4-All continuous reinforcement in structural 'Nalls, diaphragms,
trusses ~ struts, ti es, chords, and co 11 ector e1aments sha 11 be anchored
or spliced in accordance with the provisions for reinforcement in
tension as specified in Section A.6.4.

A.5.3-Vertical boundary members for structural walls

A.5.3.1-Boundary members shall be provided at edges of structural walls
for which the maximum extreme-fiber stress, corresponding to factored
forces including earthquake effect, exceeds 0.2 f! unless the entire

c
wall element is reinforced to satisfy Sect~on A.4.4. ine boundary
member may be discontinued at a level where the calculated compressive
stress is less than 0.15 f~.
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A.S.3'.Z-Boundary members sha11 have transverse rei nforcement. as spec,;fi ea

in Sect; on A.4- ..4- aJ ong- thei.,... fu IT length' ..

A.S.l.3-8oundary· members. and simi 1ar al ements: sha11" be: des..; gned to. carry

aJl grav·;ty loads orr thE!' walT ~ includiner tributary loads: and self-weight~

as we11" as. the vert; caT force requ i red to res;st the overturning: momen1:

caus~ by earthquak~

A:..5:•.!..¢-rransvers:e:- rainforcement i 11' the wall ~., shan be. anchored w.ith-in

the confi ned' core: of the boundary member to: deve1alI the yield stress i IT

tens., orr of the transverse rai nforcement ..

A..6-Jo; nts of- frames.

A.5.t.I-Forces in long.itudinal beam reinforcement at the- joint face shalT

be determined' by assuming that the str~ss, in the f1exural tensile reirr-
..

forcement is 1.25'. f y •

A.5.l.Z-Strengttt of joint sna,n be governed by the appropri ate: strength

r-educti ort facto1'"$. specif; ed in Secti on 9.3. Sect; on A.Z.3.1 sha11 not

~ply to. joints ..

.~.6.1.3-aeanr longitudinal r-einforcement terminated' i~ a columrr shaH be

extended to tha far face of' thE!' confined columrr core and anchoredi"
tension according to Section A.5.4. and in cotn?ress;on according to

Chapter 12..

A.5.Z-Transverse reinforcement

A.5.Z..1-rransverse hOQ~ rainforcementy as specifi erl: in' Section A.A.4

shalT be provided within the Joint~, un1ess the: joint is confined by

structura'l elements as 5peeif i ed inSect; on A. 5.Z. Z.



A.5.2.2-Within the depth· of the shallowest framing membe~, transverse

reinforcement equal to at 1east one-half the amount requi red by Secti on

A.4.4 shall be provided where members frame. into a11 four- sides of the

joint and were each member width is at least three-fourths the column
wi dth.

A.6.2.3-Transversa reinforcement as required by Section A.4.4.. shall be

provided through the joint to provide- confinement for longitudinal

reinforcement outside the column core if such confinement is not provided

by a beam framing into the joint.

A.6.3-Shear stress

A.6.3.1-The design shear strength of the joint shall not exceed yAj F~
for normalwe.ight concrete.. The coefficient Y shall not exceed 16 if .

members frame into a11 verti ca1 faces of the j 0 i nt and if .each frami ng

member covers at 1east three-quarters of the wi dth and three-quarters of
the depth of each jo i nt face. ather-N; se, the coeff i ci ent y sha 11 ~ot

exceed 12.

A.6.3.2-For lightweight concrete, the joint shear stress shall not exceed

three-quarters af the limits given in Section A.6.3.1, where Aj is the

minimum secti ana1 area of .the joi nt il'T a plane para 11 e1 to the axi s of

the reinforcement generating the desi gn shear comnentary' force.

A.6.4-Anchorage length for reinforcement in tension

A.6.4.1-The anchorage length, iah' for a bar with a standard 90-degree

hook in normalweight concrete shall not be less than 8db, 6 in., and

the length required by Eq. (A-4).

(A-4)

for bar sizes No.3 through No. 11.

For ligh~~eight concrete, the anchorage length for a bar with a standard

hook shall not be less than lOd b,7.5 in., and 1.25 required by Eq. (,:l.-4).
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A.5.4..Z-The go-degree hook shan be located within the confined core of' a

columrr or of a boundary member.

A.6.4.3-For bar s.izes. Na~ 3: throug,tr No. 11 7 the anchorage Tength', z'as'

for- a straight b:ar- shaTT not be Tess than (a) twice the: 1engtlT N!qu; red

by Section A.5.4:.L if the deptlT af' the concrete' cast irr one lift creneattT

the boar does nat exceed: lZ tn.. and (ll) z. a: times; the 1engttr requ.i red by
SectioO' A.6..4-.1 if' the depth' of the concrete cast in one Tift beneath' the

bar exceeds IZ ; rr.

A.5.4.4-For bar sizes: No•. 14- and No.. 1a~ the anchorage: length for a'

strai ght bar shan not be Tess than 1.5 times: that N!qui red by Secti ort

A.5 ..~.3 ..

A.a..¢.:-Straight baT$ terminated' at a joint shan pass through" the
, confi ned~ core- of a: column' or" of a boundary member.

" A..T Shear-strength requirements

A.T.l-Design forces'

A.T.l.l-For frame alements: subjected primarily to bending, the design

shear force shan be determined: from- consideration of the statical forces
orr the portioO' of the. element between faces of the joints.. It shan be

assumed that moments of opposite sigrr, corresponding' to probable strength,
act at the joint faces. and that the member is loaded with the factored

tributary gravity load along its sparr. The moments cor~sponding to
pr~bab1e: strengtil sha11 be cal cu 1ated us i nq the propert i as. of the member

at the 50; nt faces without strength reducti an factors and assum; ng that

the- stress: in' the tens i 1e: rai n~orcement is equa,l to at 1east 1. 25 f y'

A.7.1.Z-For' frame aTements: subjected to combined bending and' axial load,

the design shear shan be determined front consideration of the forces on
thE! member, '/4itli the- nominal moment strengths calculated for- the maximum

factored axial compressiVE! design force on the column, acting at the:

faces of the joints.



A.7.1.3-For structural walls, diaphragms arid trusses, the design shear
force shall be. obtained from the lateral load analysis in accordance witlT
the factorStf loads and combinations specified in Section 9.2.

A.T.Z-Transverse reinforcement in frame e-lements

A.T.Z.l-For determining the required transverse reinforcement in frame
elements in which the earthquake-induced shear- force determined in
accordance with Section' A.7.1.1 represents one-half or more of total
desig~ shear, the quantity Vc. shall .be assumed to be zero if the'
factored axi aT compress; 'Ie force, related to earthquake effects, is 1ess
than (Agf~/20).

A.7 .2.2-Stirrups or ti es required to resi st shear sha11 be hoops over
lengths of members as specified in Sections A.3.3, A.4.4, and A.6.2.

A.7.3-Shear strength of structural walls and diaphragms

A.7.3.1-The nominal shear strength, Vn, of structural walls and
diaphragms shall not'eX'Ceed that given by Eq. (A-5).

(A-5)

Ac =net area of concrete section resisting shear bounded by web thick
ness and height of section.

0a =reinforcement ratio Asa/Ac' where Asa is the projection on Ac
of total area of reinforcement crossing the plane of Ac •

fl ~ compressive strength of the concrete in' psi.c

f y =yield strength of reinforcement perpendicular to the area Ac'

A. 7.3. Z-Reinforcement ratio 0 b' indicat i 1'1g the amount of reinforcement
perpendicular to the direction of reinforcement corresponding to Pa,
sha 11 be equa1 to or exceed p •a



A.7.3.3"-Thec nominal shear strength' of an .wan piers: sharing:. a. common'

Tatera1 f orca sha11" not exceed 8Ac.~ where Ac. is: the tota1 cross

sectional are~ and the nominal shear' strength' of. anyone of the indiv

iduaT waTT piers shaH not exceed 10 ACt!..["fb where AC;l represents. the

sectional area of the p:i er consi dered..

A.7•.!.4-The nominal shea,..' strength'- of horizontaJ waJT e.lements shan nat

exceed 10. APc. where Pr represents the sectional area: of a horizontal wa1 T

alement..

A.a-Frame- e1ement~ not proporti oned: to res;st forces: induced by earthquake

motions.

1\.8'.1-;\1T frame elements assumed not ta be part of the lateraT force

res.isting.. systenr sh~TT be investigated and shown to: be adequate for

verti caT load carry; ng: capac; ty w:i th' the stMJcture· assumed ta have:

defonnea laterally rour times that calculated for the specified lateral
. forces.. SuclT elements shalT satisfy the: minimum re-inforcement require

ments. specified in- Sections A.3.Z.1 and A.5.Z.1 as: wen as. those

specified in Chap.ter~ 7" 10'" and: 11..

A.B.Z-An frame elements with' factored axial compressive farces exceeding

(Ag.f~10) shan satisfy the fallowing special ~qui-r'i!ments unless they'

COllllJly with' Section" A.4:.¢..

A.a.Z.l-Ties sha.ll have 135-<ieg~t!' hooks with extensions nat less than

six tie: diameters: or 4. in.. C~oss-ties, as definei in this Appendix, may

be used •.

A..B.Z.Z-The maximum tie spacing shall be So over a length to measured

f'MJt1t the- joint face .. The spacing So shan be not more than (a) eight

diameters of the smallest lonqitudinai bar enclosed,. (b) 24- tie diameters,

and (3) one-na,lf the· least ~ss-sectional dimension- of the- column. The

length ill shan not be less than- (a) one-sixth' of the clear height of

the- column, (b) the maximum cross-sectional dimension of the column', and

(c) 18 in.



A.8.2.3-The first tie- shal1 be within a distance equal to 0.5 So from
the face of tha joint.

A.a .2. 4.-The ti espacing shan not exceed 2 So in any part of the co lumn.

A.9-Construction joints

A.9.1-Construction joints in structural wal1s~ diaphragms, and other

members res i sti ng 1atera1 forces induced by earthquake sha 11 be des i gned

to resist the design force_s at the joint.

A.9.2-Where shear-is resisted at a construction joint solely by friction

between tNO roughened concrete surfaces and dowel action, the fac~ored

shear forca across thajoint shall not exceed Vj determined from

Eq. (A~).

V. :A ff + 0.75 P.
J v Y J

(A-6)

where Avf represents the total amount of reinforcement (including

flexural reinforcement) normal to the construction joint acting as

shear-friction reinforcement and Pj is the algebraic sum of the

gravity and earthquake forces on the joint surface acting simulta
neously with the shear. For lightweight· concrete, the shear strength

Vj ca1ell 1ated from Eq. (A-6 ) sha 1T be mtJ 1tip 1i ed by o. 75.

A.9.3-The surfaces of a11 construction joints in elements resisting
lateral forces shall be thoroughly roughened.
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COMMENTARY

APPENDIX A _. REQUIREMENT! FOR REINFORCED CONCRETE BUILDINti STRUCTURES

RESISTING FORCES: INDUCED' ay EARTHQUAKE MOTIONS:

A-.Z-GeneraT ~uirements

.A.Z.I.-S'cop.e

'ITt;$: .~apter contains ~ set or specifications wtTiclt are currentTy
considered: to: be: the mirtimunr requirements: foT"' p~duciner a monolithic'
rei nf-orced: concrete, structure' ~ith adequate proportions: and.: detail s to'

make it possib.le for th~ structure' to undergO' a series of osci lTations
into.' the ine.lastic: range or response w.ithout critical decay i!t s~ngtfr.

The demand ror irrtagT-ity of the structure irr the ineJastic range. of
response is. created. by the. rationalizatiorr of design' forces .specified
by documents sudr as the. 1974: report of the, Seismology Ccmnittee of the:
Structural 51gineers- Association- of Califo~ia.A.I

The lateraT design f'on:es specifi ed in Reference' A.l are: considerab 1y

less: than those corresponding to linear response- for' the anticipated
earthquake. intensity.A.Z~ A.3~ A.4 As a properly detailed, reinforced

concrete structure' responds to strong: ground moti on, its e.ffective.
stiffness decreases and.: its; capability to diss.ipate energy increases.

,

rnese developments.: tend ta reduce- the response accelerations OT"' lateral
inertia forces, with respect to those, forces caTculated faT"' a li nearly
elastic model or the uncracked and mode.rately damped structure.A•S

Thus~ the use of design forces representing earthquake effects sudl as
those in- Reference A.I requires that the structure be able to r-espond
in- the inelastic: range without critical failures.- The extent of
required nonlinea1"" response' is. not, explicitly established. It is .a
funai orr of the type and: str"ert9trr of the' structure' as well as the
nature', of; the ground. motiorr.. It is: generally assumed that~ with the
currently used design' forces and anticipated earthquake motions~ the,
rotations at connections of reinforced concrete frames are likely to
exceed six times the yield rotation., A structural wall similarly



proportioned, would be- likely todeve lop relatively less inelastic

response. In either case it is essential to have- a lateral-force

resisting system whicrr wilT sustain a substantial portion of its

strength as it is subjected to successive reversal ~ of disp 1acements

into the inelastic range.

The perennial question of a trade-off between strength and special

detail requirenents has beerr considered at length. Given a design

earthquake intensityor- a design response- spectrum indexed by an

eff-ective peak acceleratiorr, it appears plausible to soften or

re 1i nquish some of the deta11 requirements if the des; gn strength is

increased with respect to the minimum code requirement. However,

available knowledge on ground motion and structural response to such

motion does not make pre::ise estimates of inelastic displ acement

possible for an structures at large.- Furthe1"'Tl1Ore,. it is not currently

possible to devise explicit quantitative relationships bet'iYeen the

required extent and number of inelastic disp 1acements and required

reinforcing details. The choice is between (1) a system with suffi

cient strength to respond to the ground motion within the linear or

nearly linear l"'angeof reponse and (2) a system 'Hith special details

to permit nonlinear response 'Nithoutcritical loss of strength. The

requirements in this appendix have been developed in relation to the
,

second option, on the assumption that the design forces are based on

Reference A.I ~ a comparabl~ document having a similar approach to the

determ nation of desi gn forces.

Tha code sections cited in Section A.2.1.3 (Which refers to zones of

moderate seismic risk) govern reinforcement details of the structural

frame components as fa 11 ows:

LongitUdinal Reinforcement

Tl"'ansverse Reinforcsment

Girders

A.3.2
A.3.3

Columns

A.4.3
A.8.2

Requirements of Section A.8.2, ',vhich have been developed for columns

not resisting earthquake effects in high seismic risk zones, apply to

columns designed for earthquake effects in moderate seismic risk zones.



There are na speciaT requ,;rementsfor othe~ structuraT or" nonstructuraT
components: of bundinqs in zones: of moderate, seismic ~isk.

In regions. of high' seismic: risk", the entire bui Iding" including the

foundatio", and: nonstructural elements:t must satisfy Appendix Pt

(Sec1:iort A.Z.I.4-) ..

Fie-Tet ana laboratory: experience which' has Ted to: the spe<:.iaJ p~"or

tioning anet deniling ~uirements in Appendix: A has. beert' predom......

inantly· with' monalithic reinforced: concrete buiTding; structures..

Therefore'., the projec.t'.iort of these' r-equirements. to other types. of

reinforced concrete: structures:t. 't1thidt may differ' in- concept or' fab ..

rication from monolithic: constructiorr,. must be: te~ered by relevant

physical evidence and analysis.. Frecast and/or prestressed elements
may· be used: for- earthquake resistance provided: it is showrr that the

resulting structure win satisfy the safety and serviceahiTity (during
anet afte.- the earthquake)" levels: provided by monoTftJTic construction.

The. Iftoughness.,t requirement in- Sect.ion- A.Z.l.S refer'S to the concern

for- the. integrity aT. the entire- lateraT-force structure at lateral

dis171acements antic.ipated for gound 'mctions COM"~sponding to desigrr

intensity. Oepending on the' energy-<!issipation characteristics of the

structural systenr usea, suctt displacements. may nave to be more than
those- for- a monalititic: rainforced conc:rete str1Jctu~..

A.2.Z-Analysis: and- propo1"'tiorring of structuralelements

It is: assumed that the di stributi on of strength to the var; ous

co~onents of a lateral-force resisting- system- will be guided by the

analysis. of a linearly elastic model of the system acted an by the:
f ac:tor~d forces_

B'ecause the: design- basis: is: assumed ta admit non-Tinear response, it is

necessary to- investigate the: stability of' the TateraT Toad resisting
system- and its· i nteracti n- with othe~ structuraland nonstructura1
elements at dispTacements large~ than- those resulting from lineal'"



analysis:.. ra: handle: this prob.-Tem" without .fraving: ta res-ort to- nonl ineafP
response: anaJysis,~ one: optiori is: to increase by a fac.tor or four the:

displacements:: from linear anaTys.is: for the specified: lateral forces,
providing; an approximate measure of dis!1Tacement in the event of a
design- earthquake" unlass: the governing; code specifies: the: rac.tor~ to.'
be used: as. tn' References A.a. anC± fir..i ..

The matIT' concenr or Appendi;( Iff, is the safe:t;e of the. struc.ture. The
intent, of Sections: A-Z.Z.!. and: .'\.Z.Z.Z is: to; dra'W' attentiorr ta the

infTuence of nons:truc.tura:T eT,ements OfT' s:tructura:T response and: to:
hazards: from' fani ng:' ob:jec:ts..,

Sectiorr A.Z.Z.3: is included' because: the: base' of the structure as:

defi'ned'. in' ana.lys.is:, may· not COM"eSP0nd' ta: the founda.t.ion" level ..

~.

~.Z.!-Strengttr' reductiort factors;...

Section A.Z•.!.l refers: ta b.rittTe elements- carrying; earthquake induced

for~es- sudt as: low-l""'ise: wa.Hs. Ot'"' portions of wal1s:. between- openings.. of

which proportions: are sue" that it becomes. i~racticar to. reinforca

ths, to have their" nominal shear- strength; in exce'ss: of the shear

corresponding- to: nominal fTexural strength for the pertinent loading
conditions.. This: requirement does: not apply to the- desigrr of connec..
tions..

~ec.tiort A.Z.3.Z. is: included to discourage the- use, of tied columns to

7"eSi st earthquake" i nqucei- forees:.,

The strength reduction factor of 0.65' is to be used in Eq. (A..4) in
determining' anchorage Tength of reinforcing bars with standard hooks.
It' applies: only- to: anchorage of reinforcement essential OJ the fnteg
ri ty of the:- lateral -force resi sti ng- structure-..

A.Z.4-Concrete in' elements resisting earthquake-induced forces

The reqUirementS" of tiTis: sectiorr refer' to the concrete quality in
frames, trusses,_ or walls proportioned to resist earthquake-induced
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forca~. The maximum- design compressive strengttt of lightweight

aggregate concrete is. Timited ta 4,000 psi p.,.;mari Ty because' of paucity

of exp-erimentaT and fiaTd. data on the' behavior- of elements, made' with"

lightweight concrete,.. suhjected ta disi1Tacement reversals in the-

norr1 i near- -nnge'..

A.z~S:-Reinforeement in' eJements resistin~ earthquake-induced forces

The use of' lon9·itudinaT reinforcement with' substantialTy nigher

s~ngth: tharr assumed:. i rr desi gn' may 1ead to primary shear- or bond

faiTures. whidr are to be: avo.ided everr if such failures may occur 'at.

nigher Toads: than those: anticipated. in design. TherefoM!, an upper

1imitis pJ acad orr the stnngttt of the steel..

ra insure adequate ineTastic: rotation: ilT f'rame elements: it is essen
tial to' use a: re1nfor-cenent w.ith' an' uJtimate stress welT in excass of

the: yieTd stress:.. For the' same reason" any sp-lice ITIJrt be abTe to:

develop' a stress: equa.l to !.2S times the. nomi naT yie 1d stress of the:
- .

rei nfor-cement.

A.3-FTexura1 aTements' of' frames

A•.!.l-Scope.

This: section- refers- to: horizontal elements of girders: of frames ~sist

ing: lateraT loads induced.' by earthquake- motions.. If any horizontal

element is subjected to an axial design compress ice: force exceeding

(AgfcJl0)~ in addition to the f1exure at any section, it is to be

treated as a column as described in Section A.4.

EXperimental evidencaA•a indicates that under- reversals of displace

ment into: the' non'1inear range>,. behavior" of continuous elements: having

length-tc-<1epttr ratios af less thart' four' is significantly d;ffe~nt

front the behavior' of relativaly slender elements. Design rules derived

front experience with re1ativeTy slender- elements do not app ly d.irectly

to elements wittr Tength-to-depth ratios less. than' four, especial1y with

respect to shear strength•.



The geometric constraints indfcat~d: in- S~tiorT~ A.3:.!.3 and .4•.1..1.4
derive from p~ac,tice w,ittr reinforced: concreta frames resis.ting
earthquake induced: forces.A.I.

A'.:I.Z-Long.i tudinaT rei nforcement

S'ectiOlT' la:.!.! limits: the- tensile reinforcement ratia ifT a:. fTexura;T

memer- as a:. frac.tiorr: of the amount witidT would produce balanced. stnirr

conditions.. For- ~ section: subjected, to: benctin$ on'Ty and: loaded: mono-
tonically to; yielding-. this aP11r6adt is: reas.ioJe because the: likelihood:

of co~ressivefailure carr: be estimated reTiabJy with' the~ betTavioraT
model assumed: fer- deterrrrirring: the re.·;nforcament ratio: corres;Jonding to,
.tbalancedlt'· failul"e'. The same behavioraJ mode:! (because: of incorrec.t

assumptions: such" a~ linear strairr dis'tributiort" wen-defined yieTd

paint for the. steeT,. l'imfting co~ressivestrain- in- the concrete of
0"..003"". and co~ress;ve stresses: in the shell concrete) fails to:
describe' the conditions: irr a f1exura:T lt1e!1Der' subjected to. reversals

of diSlll acementS' 'HelT into' the inelastic rangE!'. ThuS'~ there is: little
rai:ionale. for continu.inq to~ refer to I'tralanced conditionsI

" in earth
quake' resistant destqrr af re.inforeed concrete structu~s:..

The limit of 0'.025: is' based primarily on considerations. of steeT

congestiorr and" indire:tly,. orr Timiting shear stresses- irr girders: of
typical proportions:.. The: minimunt requirement of two. No .. S bars~ top:

anet bottom," refers: again to: construction rather thall behavioral
reqlJ,;remerts..

Lap:. spHces of reinforcement (Section A.3.Z.3) ara prohibited at

~ions: where f1exural yielding is ant.icipateQ because such sp 1ieas

are' not considered reliable under conditions af cyclic loading into
the inelastic range'_ Transverse reinforcement fol'" lap. splices. at
arty locatiorr are mandatory because of the' likelihood of less of she11
concrete..

A.3.3-rransverse rei nfor-cement
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Specia.l transversa reinforeementi~ required p~imarily fo1"" confining

the concrete and'mainta.ining TataraT support for- the reinforcing bars

in regions where: yielding is expectad. EXamples or hoop~ suitable: for'

flexura.l elements of frames are show" irr Figs. A-l and A-Z.

C'Qaucutiv. ClaSS iiet;
Sheil Ho'Ve- net,. 9O-:aqr..
Hccks;Ol1! Opf)CSit.. Sides at, CQ!~

Fig.. A-l

rn the case of elements: '1Iitrr '1arjing str~gth along the span or elements:

fW' which tne- permanent load represents a large pro12ortiolt of the total
design load~ eoneentrations of inelastic ~tatio" may Octu~'w;thirr the

sparr.. If sudT a; ea1dition is antic.ipated" transVeME' r-einfon:ement
mst be pn3vided: th~u9hut the: ~iort wheM!' yielding. is expected.



, ,

A.,4-Frame eJemertts subjected to bending' and. a,:daT Toact

A.¢..l-S'cope

This. SectiOlT app:l i es to' e!ements carryin~ ax; a1 loads: or columns: of'

frames: prQI'"ortioned: to, resist earthquake forces.~ The geometri~ con

straints. reqtLired: b~ Sections A'.¢..I.l. and: A.¢.l.Z faTTow: fT"OJ1t previous,'
practice w.ittT CQ'Tumns-.A.l

The intent or Section A.4.Z.1, is to. limit fiexura 1 yielding' to the

norizol1taT elements- of the frame.. IF this: requirement cannot be
satisfied.at ~, joint, as.". for-' examp:Te'~ irr the case: of heavy transfer

girde"", acld.itfonaT t1"ansverse reinforament is required in the, co'Tunms.

affected: by forces at the- jain't.,

A.4.3..longitudinaJ reinforcament

The lowe~bound to tht!' reinforcement ratio: irr elements carrying axial
forces: aswe-H as: flexure: referS" to the: traditional coneem for the
effects: of' time-<Jependent deformations of' the concrete as wen as

desire ta avoid:' a· sizeable difference be:tlieen the cracking and yield
ing'moments".. The upper bound refTects: concern, for steel congestion,
load trans.fer- iTt Tow~ise constructi orr" and. the development of 1arge
shear- stresses. i rr co lumns:: of ordinary proporti ons::.

Spalling of'the shelr concrete~, which is likely to occur- near- the ends

of the columrr in frames of typical configuration, makes lap splices in
those locations quite vulnerable. If Tap $i:llices ara to be used at
an" they must be:: located neal"" the mid-height where stress reversal is

TilceTy' to: be limited to' a smaTTer- stress; range than- at locations near
the Joints.

Welding and mechanical sp:licas: may occur at any le-/eT but not more than
half the bars may be sp:Ticed at anyone section.
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A.¢.4-rransverse ~infor~ement

The mailT reason for' the- requ,irements irr this. sectiorr is concern for
confining; the concrete ami:: jJroviding: Tate.raT support to: the reinforce:

ment..

F"OT"" axi ¢TTy compressed: elemerts suhjec1:ad:: to: stead; Ty increasing;. Toact"

the effect:' of heTicaT (sp.iraJ) reinforcement art the strengtir of the:

confinect concrete has b:eerr welT estabTished"..A'.S' E'tt.. (la-3) faTTows

fronrthe arbitrary desigrr: concept that~ under axial loading',. the. max

imunr capac.;ty' of the coJumrt before loss' of shell be equal to: that at
1ar-ge' compress;ve strain~ w,; ttt the: spi raT reinf'orcement:' stressed to ;t~
useful limit. The toughness of the: axially loaded "sp:ira]11' coTum is:

not dire:t.Ty relevant: to: itt rt1Te in the earthquake.-resjstant frame

where toughness; or- ducttTfty is related to: its p'erformanc~under

reversals of moment as well as axial Toad., For the earthquake protIrent~

there is na reason to moclif'y E'q.. (10.5) other' than-· adding the varying'

, , Tower bound given-- by E'q. (A-l) wttich governs for TaTger coTumns with

gross:. cross-sectianaT area,.. Ag;", Tess than approximate1y 1.25' times
the cora area~, Ae•

A conservative' evaluation' of the- available dat~·gt- A.IO, A.ll on the

effect of ~i1inear transverse reinforcement OfT the behavior of
reinforced concrete wouTd suggest that such reinforcement has Tittle

infTuence orr stretgtn but ilt';3~ves ducti 1ity althougtr not as effec

tively as spiraT reinforcement. Consequently, there is no explicit

basis: for relating: the requ.ired. amount of recti 1inear transver-sa to

spiral tTansverse reinforcement. However, it is evident that
re:tilinear transversa re,inforcement is less efficient and if it is

used there should be; more of it tt1 have an effect comparable to that. of

spiral rainforcament. Thus" e!f. (A-l) and (A-3) compare' to Eqs. (10-5)

and (A~2)~ respectively" but tq-.. (A-l) and (A-3') require- more rein

forcement per unit length' of coTum.

rne requil'"ement of Eq. (A-2) 'Hhidt governs for large sections~ is
igno~ if the design stresses orr the gross section are Tow.



The-transverse: reinforcement requ.iredby ~tr. (10.5), (A-I),. (A-Z), and..

(A-a) is: distr'ibu.ted over- regions:. where inelastic:. actiorr is: considered:

t~ ~e: likely (Sectiolt A.4.¢..4:).,

Fig".. A-I. show$ arr exaJ111Te of transversa reinforcement pMlvided by twa

hool's anct ~ cross-tie-_

lrynami:c:: response ana11ses anct fieTd observations: indicate that', coJumrrs

sUPllol'"ting:; d.iscontinuet stiff elements; suclr as, wa.lTs. or- trusses,. tend

to: develop: considerahTe ineTastic response.. Therefore". it is: required

that these: co::Tumns. have sllectaT transverse reinforcement thnJughout

the.ir- Teng.th'.. This rouTe cover"$ aTT columns beneath- the Tevel at which

I the stiff e.lement has: been discontinued'..

A..5..1-S'cope

This: section contains: requirement:> for- the dimensions and details. of
relative.ly stiff structurar systems: including parts. of roof' and floor

systems: transmttting inertia forces as weT1 as wan s and trusses.
Stubby frame, elaments:~ whi eft const; tute parts of the: latera1 force

resisting: system:,. must also: satisfy the requirements of this. sectiorr.

A.5.Z-Reinforcement

Reinforcement minilMt. (Sect'fon~ A.5.Z.1 and A.5.Z.J) follow, front

preceding- codes., The uniform-distribution requirement of the shear

reinforcement. results from the intent to control the width of incline<!

cracks", The r~uir$Tent for' two layers of reinforcement· in walls

cal"'T"j'ing substantial design- shears' is based orr the obs'ervatiorr that,

under ordinary constructiorr conditions." the probabiTity of maintaining

the locatiort' of a; single Tayer- aT rainforcement near the middle of the
walT plane is: quite low... COnY,Jressive stress: caku lated for the

factored forces: acting en a li ne.arly elastic model of the structural
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element is: used as arr indu value to~ determine whether- confining' rein

forcement is required. A calcuTated compressive, stress: of Q.Z f~ on an

alement is: assumed to indicate: that inte91"'ity of the: entire structure
is: dependent orr the- ability or that element to resist sunstantial

cOm;2ress.;ve -force under severe cyclic. Toading. Therefore,. transverse

reinforcement~ as sl1eeifiect ifT' $ectiorr A.4-.4,. is required" in' such"

elements: ta j1ravide confinement fbr- the concrete and the co~ressed

reinforcement (S"eetiolf A.S-.z.~) _ If this requirement shouJct goveMT' in

a: saTict fToor"" sTair,. it may, be satis:fied by a boundary menner-, as.
defined: iff Section A.S.3',. rather tharr providing confinement for th&
entire sTab:.

Because. the actual stresses: irr long-itudinaT reinforeing bars: of stiff
elements: may' exceed the caTcuJated:, stresses~ iti$" r-equ.i~d (Section

A.5.Z.5J that ~TT continuous reinforcement be: developed: fully.

A.5'.3'-VerticaT boundary' memers for structural wal1s

.
A simplified diagraDt showi"ng- the forces on' the- critical section A-A of

a structural waTT acted art by permanent loads,. W" and the: maximum shear

and moment induced' by earthquake ill a given di~ctiorr are shown in Fig~

A-3:., Under the given' condition5,. the' co~~ssed flange is required to
resist the acting gravity load plus: the total tens; le force generated

in- the vertica,T reinforeement (or- the CC~M!ss;ve force: assocfated with

the bending' moment at section A-A). Recognizing that this loading
conditiorr may he: repeated many times: during the strong motion, it·

becomes. essentialto conii ne> the- concrete: i rt all wa 1T f1 anges where the
co"",ress;ve forces: are: likely to. be large as indicated by the design

compressive stress exceeding O.Z f~ (Sections A.5.3.1 and A.5.3.Z).
The stress: is:. to be calcu.lated for the factored forces on the sect; on

assumi ng 11 near- responsa of the· gross concreta sect;on. The compress;ve
stress: of O.Z, f~ is llSed: as arr index value, and does not describe the

conditions wtridr may arise at the- critical sectiorr und,er the influence

of the actual inertia forcas: for thE!' anticipated earthquake intensity.
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The ~qu:irement irr S"ectiolt A.5'.J.l is: based on' the assumptiorr that the

boundary- element may, have ta carr.r aJl COJq2l"e,ssive: roreas-, at the
cri"tica,;! section at the- time when' maximlUJf lataraT forces: are- acting. on'
the structural wa.1 T..rne: design r-aquirements i nvo lve' on 1y the. sertion

properties:, The O"OSS section' of the: boundary element must have:

adequate stretgtrr (calculated: as arr axia:T1yToaded column) to res.;s-t:. .
tha factt2red axial c~rassive rorce: at the.> criticai section-.

Because the horizontaT re..infOM:$1ent in wa11s M!Qu;rinc; bounda~J memers
is likely ta ac.t· as web. l"'e'inf~ement,. it should be funy anchor~ irt

the boundary meri1ers, wilier act as f1a.nges (Section A.5.3.4-). To achieve:

this anchorage: is. made diffi cul t: by stress' reversaT s, by and the passi
bi1ity of l~e- ~ansveMe- cracks in- tile boundar] ment1ers. WheM!ver

feasib:le S'tandarl hooks: or-- medtarticaT anchorage schemes: should be:

consid~d.

A. 6-Joints. of frames:

A.5 .l-Genera1 requ i rements.

-'~
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Development of inelast-ic:: ~otation$ at the faces of' joints of

reinforced concre:te frames is associated with stresses ilT the flexural

reinforcement wen irr excess: of the yield stress... Consequently,. joint
shea,.. strasses generated by the flexural ~einforcement: are' calcu.lated:
for- 1.25' ry- irr the reinforcement (Section: A.a.l.!). Art expJanation-

of the reasons; for the o:igir stresses iO" girder- tens.i le ~inforcement·is.

provided: i rt Reference: A.IZ..

Because the desigrr requ.iremen't$ ror" jairrts: were: developed recognizing
that .the strength" of a;.. ja;nt is tYl1icaTTy goveM'led: by a. brittle mode of

failure-" Section- A~Z.3.1 does not app.ly· to joints.. The app",~riate

strength-n!ductiorr factor- is 0-.85: for- shear- strength..

A.a.z-rransverse rei nfar-cement

However 10\11' the caTcu.latea· shear' strasses: in a joint of a frame

resisting: earthquake.-induced forces,. confining reinfon:ement (Section

A.4-.4) must be provided, through'· the joint anJunci the- columrr reinforce

ment (Sectiolt A.S.Z.1).. Confining: ~inforcement may be ~~uced if

hOMzontaJ meni1eJ'"S'- frame inta an four- sides of the: joint as described

itT' Secti orr A.5.Z-.Z..

At jaintt where the girder is w.ider- than- the column',- girder reinforce

ment nO.t pas~i ngo through the confi ned core of the- co1umrr is: to be

provided: wittr Tater~T support is"provided by framing: into the join1:.

A.5 ..3-Shear stress

The requirements for the proportioning' of joints in Appendix A are
based on Reference A.lZ in that behavioral phenomena within- the joint

are interpreted in- tens of a nominal shear stress.. Because tests of
ioirrtsA.1g. and- deep: bea~·za- indicated that shear'"' strangttt was not

as: sensitive ta joint or- web: reinforcement as implied by' the expression

developed by ACr C-ortmittee 3ZSA•ZI for beams and adopted. to app.ly to

joints by ACT Conmittee 352~ it was decided to permit a constant shear
stress (derived, froM'the- data in Reference> A.19) in a joint core having

a minimum amount of transverse reinfo~ent as specified. in Section

."".5.Z.



The: des.igner-- shou.ld note that the: Saint prob:Tem is batter- saJved: irr

proportiozrinq" the- girder~ and that tensiTa stresses: may exist in a

conttnuous: beam bat- thr~ugtr arr' inter; Or" joint at bath f'ace~ of the

joint because of Ti mi-ted ancfTor-age Tength•

ft,.a..4'-Am:trorage lenqttr or b:ars in- tensiolT"
, "

rtf. (A~) p.ravides ~ rtlu.tine f"or- datermi ning: the min;l11Unt anchorage

Tenqttr af daf'ormed: reirrforci n$ lJ:al"$ '/Iiitn' s.tandard:: hooks emedded ; TT

o:Jnfi-ned: conc:rate madE!' W'itfr nonnalweight aggreqate.. rt i$ ttased: orr
reco_dations:. of AC! ~nmittee 4OS\,~·ZZ: Becausa the" hook is

specified: ta be Tocated: irt confined concrete~ s;ecial mu.lt-ij11iers- for

confinement condit;on~ proposed, by ACt Catmrfttee. 40a have been elim

inated ta s:.i~1if~!, caTcuJaticns-.. .

The~ androrage lengttr ifT tansiorr for- ~.rairrfore;n'I bar ,,.ith- a standard
hook: is defined: as. the distance~ para-1TeT w the bar-, from; the: criti

ieal se::tiorr (whe~ the- bar- is; ttl be developed) to a tangent drawn~ to

the outside- edge crF the: hook.. 'The: tangent is: to be:' drawn perpendi cuJ ar

to: the axis: of the bar as. shO'Hlt irr Fig-.. A-4.

-----_._------- .... - ._-

Not.: Hcokt. Muat 8e;.
Wi1t\ift'-' ~tin.ci ~rt;.



For' 1i ghtweight concrete'" the length required by Eq.. (A-4) i~ increased

by 25: percent..

Eq.- (A-4) is; not intended: for use w.ittr No.. 14 and Na.. IS; bars: havirtg

standant hooks:..

The st~gttr re.duc:tiolT -Factor- ta- be used.: irr Eq'.. (A-4.) is (I.Sa:

(S'ectiorr ~.Z•.!..1'.. rt tras bem reduced fl"onr o-.a proposed: b~ ACr

C:onmtttae 4Oa' because o:F the effects or Toad' reversaIs..

SecttOrt A.5.¢.3: specifies the m1nirm.mr anchorage' Tengttr for straight

bars as: a'; multiitTe of the length- indicated by Section A.5.4.1. Case
(b) of S'ectiOlT A.$.¢.3: refe~ to" Ittop:& bars.

Ever- though' 8+.. (~-4l does- nat apply to' hooked N<r.. 14 and No.. 18- bars"

it is to' be usad: ta determine anchorage' lengths: for stra;oh1: No.. 14 and

No. IS" bars. Straight bars are to pass through the confi ned- core in

alT cases: even' if the entire anchorage length cannot be accormtodated

within' the confined core.

A.7-Shear--strengttr requirements:

Irf determininq the equivalent TateraT forces· representing earthquaka

affects for the type or frames considered it is assumed that f-rame
elements: wiTT dissip-ate energy in- the non li near range of response.
Unless a, frame elemeni: possesses. a strength that is a multip1e~ on the

order of three to. four',. of the design forces, it must be assumed that
it wi n yield in- the event of the design- earthquake. Thee design' shear
force l1IJst be a good approximation of the maximunr shear that may
deveTolX ift art eTement.. meref'ore the design shear'" for frame- elements.
is reTatad ta the fiexuraT strength of the designed. element',. rather
than to the she~ indicated, by lateral-load-analysis. Tne conditions
described by Sections: A.t.l.l and A.T.l.Z reflect this requiremen't.
Because girders. a~ assumed to: develop extensive non 1inear response:,

design shears. in the- girders are- determine<f using stresses ill' the 10"gi-



. tudinaT reinforcement' (l..Z~ f'yJ whidr reflect the effectt of .strairr

ha~efTing·..A.IZ. CaTumn' design shears (Section- A...T.l.Z) are determined

orr the l:rasis: of limiting:- moment$ caJcuJate<:t front interaction- diagr-ams-_

fIT aottr case$ strengttr-reduc:tiorr factors:, are assumed to: be unityr

~
GtcMtoruaa.~' Oit«aictll.'o1-~ ~fCSt·

C'eoecisO~R~~~
Q'f: Gtevtty>~ dIl¢Sh4Grl-j---

............................................- , r

CrC==:=:.:-=--:---=-==f~ )
L !. .' .~ ~., 1
L£ne~. acs..c..SI...ia '.Sf'.., &I~fr~'
~.1,,1$ It_SQciti_ Yi••et SIr (ec,m:ne.
~ts:S21adctS.~__ IIt'So11t' Oi'-=:t~
~,Q,. Co;unterdaOwn.-l.

/=- .......... =as.¢O,..· !II".~l4t_ ~~'-1

F;. ft· ~-::.~-:-=:-=..==-=- - ~-==-=tl :l-F.
-.~ .. ~·....., ~.....----.,.-._~.-. ....~-'..~'-r·.j "......''r--- _==== ..====.,==:=====,' ~

I ~. !
NaM;~ 80ttt~~'$ Sllauld a.CMN~

1ft' ... Oif'-=ttamr... c:o:z....~
e~s l...ctod~

Des.1gft she~ fore struc:tura1" wans, trusses, and di aphragms a~·

obtained: f~nr the lateral -loa:d ana lysis: with the appropriate load
factors.. (However', the: designer should consider the: possibility of

yielding; in- c~'onentt of sUdT' strtJct'.Jres~ as: irt the' portion of a 'Nal1
bebleerr twa: w>ind~opertinqS'". frr wiTidr' case the actual shear may be wen

irr excess o-f tile shear indicated by TateraT-Toad analysis based orr
faC'to~ desigrr forcsS"•. )

The- ternr ltp~bab1~ strengttTlt in Section A.7.1 refers to moment strength

caTeu lated with' 11: 1.a and f s : 1.25' f
y

..
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A. 7.Z-Tr-ansversa reinforcement' frr frame elements~

Experimental studies at various: Taborator-ies of reinforced concrete:

e:lements subjeeted. ta cyclic: Toading havf: demonstrated that more web
reinforcement is: requir-ed~ tel insure: a: flexural failure if the element

. is: subjee1:a<t i:¢ altemating- flOlTTinear disJlTacements. than' if the" eTement

is: loaded itT' one di'rect"fOrT" orrTy,. the- necessary increase of web rein
forcement being- higher in the case of no: axiaT Toad... This: observation

1$ ra'flected ilt the specifications (Seetiorr A-.l.Z.1) by' eTiminating the

tam- .representingc the contl-ibutiorr of concrete to shear- resistance.

However. this: stratageM',. chosefT for its relative s,im;:z 1icitY:t . shou Td not

be interpreted to, mean that nc1 concrete is: required to' resist shear.

Ort the contrary,. it l1Iay be argued that' the conC'M!te· core res.ists all

the shear with' the wee: reinforcement confining; and thus strengthe!Tinq

the concrete.. The confined concrete- core playS' art ;~ortant MJ'Te. ifT

the betTav:ior of the beam and shouJd not be reduced to a minimunr just'

becaus& the desigrr exp ressi orr does not recogn;ze· ; t exp 1i c; t 1y.

Because spall;"g- of the concrete shalT is. antic.ipated: during strong

motiorrT especially at and' near· ~ions of flexural yielding,. an web .

reinforcement must be provided in- the form of cTosed hoops as defined

ift Sect:iOlT A..T.Z.Z.·

A.T.!-Reinforcement in structura1 wallS' and diaphragms
t

E"tf.., (A-S) ha~ been' selected for general use primarily because it

provideS' a s;1l1J11a and famtli ar vehicTe- for the detenni natior! of the
required. amount of transverse- reinforcement. To differen:tiate between

stubby and slender walls was, considered to be unwarranted considering

the increased calculatiolTeffort the- differentiation requires would be

like:ly to: offset any economy' in- material it might effect.

The requirement for thee distribution- of calculated shear st1'"ess: in

wa.l1s workinq-· in paranal reflects: the need to avoid averload.ing ane of
the pie~ while the' others. are: barely loaded.



"Horizontal wa:1T ~Tementlt< in S"ection A..7.1.4- refer~ to:: wall sections:
be-t'Ne-en 'tiler '1erticalTy aTigned openings (Fig-. A-6) .. ·

Horizenta'
"We2t1 EI..ent"

Pt.a-Frame elements: not p~Qrt1one¢ ta resist 'forcas induced. by earthquake.:

motions:..

Tne intent of' Sect-ion A.a.l is ta insure thai: the parts~ of the struc

turaT systenr~ designed: for gravity Toading OO'1y, 'Ifill continue to be

funct.ionaT at lateral disp.lacements fol"" which the Tatera l ..force resist

ing systent has been- designed..· Cansequently, the gravity-Toad system

ne!d ortT~f aceomnodata: the specifi ed TataraT displacements without

reduc.tiorr irr ~~ity.....1Qact ca.M'"Yi"~ cap-ac:.ity.. Rerluc:tiorr in fTaxural

stiffness: of re:irrfOM:ed QJncreta: eTementt. Qf the- gravity-load systam

may be recogn;zed~ irr calcu.Tations::... It is not necsssary to reinforce
the gravity-load system' for moments:. related to. lateral forca~.
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ConstructiolT jaints require exp.-Ticit attention- during: the design as~

wen as the construction or a building-. E'"q .. (A-6) reflects the

influence orr shear- strength of the estimated net force normaT to' the

constructiorr jaint.. It shou.ld be no.ted: that the normal force- related

ta the TateraT matiort weiTT reduce the co~ressive'force due to
gravity.. A positive value for 17

FT
refers to co~ressiorr on the joint..
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